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FOREWORD
The objectives o f this symposium on Advanced Nuclear Power Systems:
Design, Technology, Safety and Strategies for their Deployment, were to provide
high level decision makers with an overview of the discussion concerning the need
for nuclear power and the salient features o f advanced nuclear power systems; a
forum for discussing the design objectives and safety approaches for such systems
and the views of regulatory bodies; a forum for identifying barriers to the deploy
ment o f these systems and foi reviewing strategies to overcome these barriers; and
a forum for reviewing options for international co-operation in the development and
deployment o f such systems.
Since technical descriptions o f advanced nuclear power systems have been
presented regularly at other international meetings, this symposium consisted of
22 invited and 4 background papers which addressèd mainly institutional aspects.
Approximately half o f the papers were prepared by international groups o f experts.
Topics discussed during the panel sessions included regulatory views on the safety
aspects o f advanced reactors and the barriers and strategies for the deployment of
advanced nuclear power systems. These Proceedings contain the opening addresses
and the invited and background papers presented at the symposium.
The symposium was held from 18 to 22 October 1993 in Seoul, Republic of
Korea. It was organized by thé IAEA and hosted by the Korea Electric Power Corpo
ration (KEPCO) on behalf o f the Government o f the Republic o f Korea. In addition,
the Commission o f the European Communities, the European Nuclear Society, the
Korea Atomic Industrial Forum, the Korean Nuclear Society, the Nuclear Energy
Agency o f the ÛËCD and the W orld Energy Council co-operated in the preparations
for the symposium. Approximately 400 participants from 29 countries and 5 organi
zations took part.
The IAEA gratefully acknowledges thé generous assistance o f the Government
o f the Republic o f Korea and KEPCO in providing the facilities and the substantial
support for this symposium.

EDITORIAL NOTE
The Proceedings have been edited by the editorial staff of the IAEA to the extent
considered necessaryfor the reader’s assistance. The views expressed remain, however, the
responsibility ofthenamedauthors orparticipants. In addition, the views are not necessarily
thoseofthegovernmentsofthenominatingMember Statesor ofthenominatingorganizations.
Although great care has beentaken to maintain the accuracy of information contained
in this publication, neither the IAEA nor its Member States assume any responsibility for
consequences which may arisefrom its use.
Theuseofparticular designations ofcountries or territories doesnot imply anyjudge
ment by thepublisher, theIAEA, as to the legal status ofsuchcountries or territories, oftheir
authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as
registered) does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be
construed as an endorsement or recommendation on thepart of the IAEA.
Theauthors are responsiblefor having obtainedthenecessarypermissionfor theIAEA
to reproduce, translate or use materialfrom sources already protected by copyrights.
Material prepared by authors who are in contractual relation with governments is
copyrightedbytheIAEA, aspublisher, onlyto theextentpermittedbytheappropriatenational
regulations.
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OPENING SESSION
C onference C h airm an
C hong-H un R IE H
Republic of Korea

OPENING ADDRESS
Hans Blix
Director General
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna
It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you all to the IAEA International
Symposium on Advanced Nuclear Power Systems. On behalf o f the organizers arid
participants, I would like to express my appreciation to the Government o f the
Republic o f Korea and the Korea Electric Power Corporation for hosting the
Symposium here in Seoul and for generously supporting it.
It is perhaps appropriate to ask at the outset o f this Symposium whether there
will be any demand for advanced nuclear power systems. In the Western industrial
ized world — where at present even France has much reduced the pace o f its
program m e for new nuclear power plant construction — an affirmative answer is not
as self-evident as it is here in East Asia, where several big economies are growing
at a fast pace and are dependent upon án equally fast increasing and reliable supply
o f energy.
Iri many parts o f the W estern industrialized world we áre suffering from what
you might call ‘a post-industrial hangover’. Standards o f living have risen tremen
dously, but we have discovered that we have been and still are wasteful with
resources and careless with wastes — with Serious pollution and environmental
problems resulting. In some circles a bad conscience exists because o f the high level
of consumption, and among most people there is a justified anxiety regarding
pollution and environmental degradation.
These sentiments often contribute to anti-nuclear attitudes. High technology,
including nuclear pow er, is seen as a symbol o f an impersonal, inhumane society,
and highly toxic nuclear wastes, radioactive for many thousands o f years, are seen
by many as a symbol o f all the dangerous wastes o f industriálized societies. Little
reflection is devoted to the fact that the nuclear wastes are so limited in quantity and
volume that they can be taken care Of in their entirety, while the wastes o f the main
alternative sources o f energy — fossil fuels — are so voluminous that the atmosphere
and the surface o f the Earth inevitably become the final disposal sites! We speak of
two methods o f waste disposal: ‘d and d ’ = dilute and disperse — which is what we
do with wastes from fossil fuels, and ‘c and c ’ = concentrate and confine — which
is what we do with nuclear wastes. With the w orld’s atmosphere being over
burdened, in particular by the dispersion o f S 0 2, NOx and C 0 2,1 have no hesitation
in expressing support for the ‘c and c ’ methods developed for the disposal o f highly
radioactive nuclear wastes and for spent nuclear fuel, namely in both cases emplace
ment in metal containers which are deposited deep down in stable geological
formations.
3
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As we all know, even though nuclear wastes from the military sectors in some
countries have been carelessly handled — sometimes dumped in the sea — it is not
from nuclear wastes, but from fossil fuel wastes — e.g. S 0 2, NOx and C 0 2 — that
our lakes and forests are threatened by acid rain and our climate is threatened through
global warming. W e have yet, however, to translate these facts about nuclear power
into public awareness and energy policy conclusions, e.g. conclusions about the
desirability to develop and use advanced nuclear power systems.
There is broad agreement that global C 0 2 emissions — which in large mea
sure are linked to the use o f fossil fuels — should be reduced or at least stabilized
at the 1990 levels. There is no agreement, however, on the energy policies through
which this could be achieved. Developing countries with fast growing energy
consumption will certainly not go along with a freezing o f their C 0 2 emissions at
current levels and industrialized countries will have serious difficulties in drastically
reducing their C 0 2 emissions. Green movements tell us that we should reduce C 0 2
emissions by further increasing energy efficiency, by reducing our electricity
consumption and by relying more on wind power, solar power, geothermal energy
and biomass. However, while energy efficiency is important and is endorsed by all,
and while so-called alternative sources o f energy should be promoted, few experts
believe that these approaches will provide viable answers to the w orld’s
energy/environment problems in the foreseeable future. We know, for instance, that
Japan, despite being the most efficient user o f energy in the world, has been com
pelled to increase its electricity generation with a large nuclear component. We are
also familiar with the large differences in energy consumption. In 1991, the average
North American used almost 7700 kg o f oil equivalent per year; the average
consumption per capita in the Republic o f Korea was 2040 kg; the average Chinese
used 650 kg, and the average Indian used only 310 kg o f oil equivalent per year.
Does anyone doubt that the modest consumers o f energy will seek to improve their
standard o f living by increasing their use o f energy?
Nuclear pow er’s share o f the w orld’s primary energy supply is today a modest
5% . However, it supplies some 17% of the w orld’s electricity, or as much electricity
as the world consumed when the first nuclear power stations were put into commer
cial operation less than 40 years ago. And nuclear power does so without contribut
ing to acid rain or to the risk o f global warming. It can be readily calculated, indeed,
that if the w orld’s some 420 nuclear power reactors were closed and the electricity
generated by them were instead generated by coal fired plants, total global C 0 2
emissions would increase by some 8 %. It therefore does matter if newly added
capacity is based on fossil fuels or on uranium.
O f course, these alternatives have to be compared not only for their environ
mental impacts but also from the viewpoints o f cost, reliability, energy independence
and safety.
In terms o f cost there may not at present be a vast difference between electric
ity generated by coal fired plants and by uranium fuelled plants. But nuclear power
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plants incur much o f their cost up front in the construction, while coal plants are
cheaper to build and more expensive to fuel. It is probable that nuclear power — a
young technology — may still benefit from many cost-saving innovations, while this
may be less likely for the long existing fossil-fuel-burning technologies.
In terms o f reliability there is also not a vast difference between fossil fuelled
plants and nuclear power plants. The latter are likely to have the attention o f the
media every time they are stopped for one reason or another. Statistics do not,
however, indicate that the availability o f nuclear power plants is lower than that o f
fossil fuelled plants.
Large industrialized and industrializing countries, Japan, Taiwan (China) and
the Republic o f Korea, all poor in indigenous energy resources, are sensitive to a
reliable supply o f prim ary energy — coal, oil, gas or uraniuifi. They aim at an
optimal energy mix, avoiding to have all their energy eggs in one basket. Nuclear
fuel has the advantage over fossil fuels in that it is so small in volume that it can
be easily stored for several years’ consumption, insulating the importer from supply
problems sometimes arising with oil and gas.
The nuclear accident at Three Mile Island, where no radioactive releases to the
environment occurred, and the nuclear disaster at Chernobyl, where considerable
release and contamination took place, shook the world and are at the root o f many
people’s scepticism about nuclear power. These accidents must be compared,
however, with the many accidents in coal mines and disasters resulting from hydro
dams that collapse or gas cisterns that explode. No generation o f energy is without
some risk. It seems clear, however, that the public is less tolerant o f nuclear acci
dents than o f other accidents. The nuclear industry must accept this and respond with
a globally practised nuclear safety culture that puts the risk o f accidents causing
radioactive releases to the environment near zero. Many steps have been taken and
are being taken to achieve this — nationally and internationally.
The current efforts by the Russian Federation and countries in East and Central
Europe are perhaps the most important ongoing activities to upgrade and consolidate
nuclear power safety. Many other countries are seeking to assist in these efforts.
Rightly so, because it is very much in their interest, too, that this upgrading takes
place.
The efforts within the IAEA to draft international nuclear safety standards as
guidance to all States and an international safety convention to bind all States to
certain rules are other parts o f the international nuclear safety culture. Nuclear power
worldwide is becoming an important industry and it must grow within an inter
national infrastructure of agreed rules and conventions, not only about safety but also
about early warning o f accidents, emergency assistance, physical protection and
liability in case of damages. This infrastructure is gradually emerging. A convention
about nuclear power safety will probably be ready in 1994, and work on a convention
regarding the safe disposal o f nuclear wastes will begin thereafter.

6
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W hile supervision o f nuclear safety remains a national task, increasingly inter
national expert advisory services are becoming available through the IAEA and the
nuclear operators’ own organization, the W orld Association o f Nuclear Operators.
These services, too, help to bring all operators into the international safety culture.
This Symposium rightly assumes that there will be a continued need for nuclear
power to meet growing needs for electricity all over the world, to produce heat for
industries and for the warming o f houses and to help desalinate water to meet the
scarcity o f fresh water in many dry zones. The nuclear option must be kept open even
though there are currently strong tendencies to do just the opposite, namely to let
it atrophy.
The Symposium also rightly assumes that nuclear technology * like other tech
nologies, continuously develops. W e learn from our past experience and we discover
new needs. This Symposium is, indeed, a forum in which we can exchange our
experiences and discuss our future needs. There is no reason to believe that advanced
nuclear power systems will comprise only evolutionary models which draw on some
6500 reactor-years o f accumulated experience, which are already here or at least
around the com er and which will show improvements from design to safety and eco
nomics. W e shall also see the emergence in the not too distant future of some other
types o f advanced reactors, such as breeder reactors, for optimal resource manage
ment when economic uranium resources may be less abundant than today. There will
be high temperature reactors for generating industrial process heat, for example for
producing clean fuels such as hydrogen, and there will be smaller reactors which are
simpler to operate for developing countries and which fit smaller electricity grids.
Although for the design and construction o f advanced nuclear power systems
we cannot perhaps expect joint international projects o f the kind we have for the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), there is nevertheless
much that designers, constructors, buyers and regulators need to jointly discuss
internationally about the next generation o f nuclear power plants.
The IAEA — as an organization consisting o f many States which make
extensive and increasing use o f nuclear power and other States which reject this
option — is not seeking to persuade Member States ,collectively or individually to
use nuclear power. Decisions in this regard fall altogether within the national sphere
o f sovereign States. The work o f the organization in this area is based on the simple
prem ise that nuclear power is in fact used in many countries, that other States are
considering introducing it and that there is a need for joint discussion between States
about ways to further strengthen safety, simplicity in design, ease in operation,
reliability and economy. The Agency has long provided a forum for joint discussion
o f the demands that should be placed on future nuclear power plants and o f ways
o f meeting these demands. A recent IAEA document, the result o f international
co-operation, describes objectives for the development of advanced nuclear power
plants. Another IAEA document is being prepared concerning safety principles for
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future nuclear power plants. This Symposium is important to carry the joint discus
sions further. I express to you my best wishes.
I can think o f no better venue for this Symposium than the Republic o f Korea,
with its fast growing economy, with its fast growing demand for energy and with
its fast growing park o f nuclear power reactors. The Symposium salutes its host
country for what it has already achieved and expresses its good wishes for further
successes.

OPENING ADDRESS
Si-Joong K im
M inister o f Science and Technology
Government o f the Republic o f Korea
Seoul
Republic o f Korea
D irector General o f the IAEA, Dr. Hans Blix, and distinguished foreign
guests!
On behalf o f the Government o f the Republic o f Korea, I join my fellow
citizens today in extending the warmest welcome to all o f you to the Republic o f
Korea.
I am especially pleased to note that the Symposium on Advanced Nuclear
Power Systems, sponsored by the IAEA, is taking place here in Seoul, and my deep
appreciation goes to Director General Dr. Hans Blix and the staff of the Agency
Secretariat who have made special efforts to hold this Symposium.
At the same time, I would like to offer my congratulations to the President o f
the Korea Electric Power Corporation, M r. Chong-Hun Rieh, and his staff, and also
to the President o f the Korean N uclear Society* Dr. Yong-Kyu Lim, its former Presi
dent. Dr. Yong-Gu Yoon, and its members, and also to the people o f the nuclear
industry who have contributed their time and talents in the preparation o f this
Symposium.
Above all, I appreciate your coming to the Symposium with a strong interest
in and enthusiasm for technological development for the peaceful uses o f nüclear
energy.
As you know, the Republic o f Korea depends largely on nuclear energy for
its electricity production, just like France, Belgium, Japan and other countries with
sizable nuclear programmes. The Republic o f Korea, with its limited energy
resources, has no othèr viable energy option to rely on other than nuclear energy to
keep its economic growth at the current level and also to improve the quality o f life.
In order to achieve this objective, the country has to go one step further in becoming
self-sufficient in nuclear power technology, which includes the design o f nuclear
power plants. From this viewpoint, I believe that this Symposium has a special mean
ing in being held in this country.
I would like to take this opportunity to make some brief remarks on the
Republic o f K orea’s nuclear energy policy. The country’s policy in this area is based
fundamentally on the peaceful uses o f nuclear energy. The Government respects the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation o f Nuclear Weapons (NPT) regime. Ever since the
country became a Party to the NPT in 1975, all nuclear facilities and nuclear related
activities in the country have been placed under the IAEA ’s comprehensive
safeguards inspections.
9
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Based on the established policy of nuclear transparency, the Government
proclaimed the “ Declaration on Non-nuclear Korean Peninsula Peace Initiative” in
1991, which made quite clear to the world our determination to contribute to peace
in the Korean peninsula, as well as in the world.
It is indeed regrettable, however, to observe that despite all these efforts o f the
Government o f the Republic o f Korea, safeguards issues in the Democratic People’s
Republic o f Korea are still raising international concern.
The Government o f the Republic o f Korea is making efforts to achieve nuclear
safety, which is another important task to carry out in the peaceful uses o f nuclear
energy. Nuclear programmes cannot be successful in any country unless nuclear
safety, above all other important matters, is absolutely assured.
The Government is, therefore, committed to strong and consistent safety regu
lations, radiation protection and environmental protection measures for all nuclear
facilities in the Republic o f Korea.
In this regard, I am pleased to note that the IAEA has made good progress in
preparing a nuclear safety convention, and I fully support the IAEA’s endeavours
in this matter.
The Republic o f Korea will make efforts to develop nuclear technologies in
parallel with the industrialization o f already developed technologies. Based on the
experience and technical capabilities gained so far, the Republic o f Korea has estab
lished a long term national nuclear R&D programme which will be carried out over
the next ten year period. This programme will be devoted to the systematic
development o f technologies for the next generation o f reactors, radioactive waste
management, nuclear power plant construction and also o f nuclear safety. A total o f
US $2500 million will be invested in this programme.
The Republic o f Korea is also building a 30 MW multipurpose research reactor
which is scheduled to be in operation in the second half o f 1994. As industrial and
medical applications o f radioisotopes are increasing rapidly these days, the manage
ment o f radioisotope usage and the radiation control o f employees have been
computerized to provide better service for radiation protection.
I would like to emphasize the importance o f international co-operation for the
implementation o f the aforementioned long term national nuclear R&D programme
and also for the utilization o f nuclear energy. The Republic o f Korea has a close
co-operative relationship with the IAEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency o f the OECD
and other countries. W e discuss a nuclear agenda o f mutual interest, including
nuclear policy and technical co-operation matters at annual meetings with Australia,
Canada, France, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States o f America.
Efforts are also being made to sign nuclear co-operation agreements with some other
countries.
I would like to note with great interest that several Asian countries are now
developing active policies to prom ote the peaceful uses o f nuclear energy. I consider
it an encouraging sign that nuclear power plants are being either newly constructed
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or planned in China, the Republic o f Korea and Japan, and in such countries as
Indonesia, M alaysia and Thailand. The Republic o f Korea is deeply interested in
nuclear technology exchange and co-operation with these Asian region countries.
The Republic o f Korea wants to have an opportunity to share its broad
experience and technical expertise, accumulated in the course o f nuclear power
development, with these countries, who have a strong desire to develop nuclear
power in the future. I sincerely hope this will contribute greatly towards the
expansion o f the peaceful uses o f nuclear energy in the Asian region.
The nuclear community in the Republic o f Korea is carrying out many ambi
tious projects these days. However, it is faced with some difficulties at the same
time, such as site selection for waste disposal and nuclear power plant construction.
I believe that public understanding o f nuclear power is the key to the wise settlement
o f the problem.
In this regard, the Government will spare no effort in building public confi
dence in nuclear energy through the achievement o f a safety culture in this country.
Since the inauguration o f the new Government, the Republic o f Korea has
opened a new chapter in bringing about fresh changes and reforms in every sector
o f society. An opinion poll shows that public confidence in Government policy is at
an all-time high. From this point o f view, I strongly believe that public trust and
support for the nuclear policy can soon be achieved once we put our wisdom and
strength together.
I am well aware o f how precious and indispensable nuclear energy is to
mankind. I am sure that this Symposium will provide a forum for technical discus
sions which will lead to the opening o f a new chapter in the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy for future generations.

OPENING ADDRESS
Chong-Hun Rieh
President
Korea Electric Power Corporation
Seoul
Republic o f Korea

Honourable Dr. Hans Blix, Director General o f the IAEA, Dr. Si-Joong Kim,
M inister o f Science and Technology, representatives from many countries, ladies
and gentlemen. I welcome everyone to this special event and express my sincere
appreciation to you for participating in the International Symposium on Advanced
Nuclear Power Systems. I would like to take this opportunity to give you an over
view o f the current nuclear power programme in the Republic o f Korea and its future
direction.
As you may know, the Republic o f Korea has very limited natural resources;
90% o f our energy is imported. Owing to environmental concerns such as global
w anning and acid rain, which are associated with fossil fuels, nuclear power has
been recognized as an alternative energy resource.
Since the start o f commercial operation o f Kori Unit 1 in April 1978, the
Republic o f Korea has achieved remarkable growth in nuclear power development.
Current nuclear capacity is 7616 MW (e), with nine operating units, which is 32%
o f the total generating capacity.
In 1992, nuclear power generation comprised 43% o f total power production,
which accounted for 56.530 TW-h. The average capacity factor o f the nuclear plants
has been over 75% since 1989. This figure is 15% higher than the world average
performance.
In the light of our national economic growth, electricity demand has increased
at an annual rate o f over 12% since 1987. This trend will continue in the future in
spite o f energy conservation efforts.
In order to cope with the rapid growth in the demand for power, the Govern
ment o f the Republic o f Korea announced in 1992 a long term power development
plan up to the year 2006 that envisages new generating facilities o f 36 GW(e), which
is one and a half times our current power capacity. The plan calls for 14 new nuclear
units. The share o f nuclear generated electricity will be maintained at 30-40% of
total power generation. Thus, nuclear power will remain a major source o f electric
energy.
In 1991, the Government announced a research programme to develop an
advanced nuclear reactor for improved safety and economy. Our technical
knowledge, accumulated through self-relianee and plant standardization pro
grammes, will be the foundation o f the advancfd reactor programme.
13
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In order to achieve our goal of completing basic and detail design in three
phases by the year 2 0 0 1 , the nuclear industry, research and academic institutions will
harmonize their efforts. During the first phase, through 1994, intensive efforts will
be made to develop critical technologies, such as the control o f severe accidents,
advanced control systems and design life extension. In addition, we will comprehen
sively review design concepts and the utility requirements o f operating units, from
which design concepts will be established and refined for advanced reactors.
In parallel, we intend to push licensing reform for application to advanced
reactors through close co-operation with the regulatory authorities. During the
second phase, through 1998, basic designs will be developed to obtain design
certification from the Government. In the third phase, through the year 2001, detail
designs, except for site-specific designs, will be developed. Based upon these
designs, we expect to have the first advanced unit built by the year 2007. It is our
hope that our research program me will contribute to the worldwide nuclear
technology drive.
.
Although nuclear power provides various benefits in our daily lives, the
nuclear industry faces great barriers with regard to public opinion on nuclear safety
and radiation exposure. Furthermore, site selection is hampered due to the
‘not-in-my-backyard’ (NIMBY) syndrome. Consequently, our best efforts will be
put into improving public understanding o f nuclear power. In order to build public
confidence in our nuclear program m e and to consolidate the understanding o f nuclear
plants, the Republic o f Korea has initiáted a comprehensive public acceptance
programme. The public acceptance drive includes various community programmes
to inform the public o f nuclear power, as well as to develop local industries and infra
structure.
The Organization for Korea Atomic Energy Awareness was established to
further improve public understanding o f nuclear power. This organization seeks to
provide transparency o f the nuclear power programme to the various interest groups
and create unbiased opinions regarding nuclear power.
Finally, it is recognized that nuclear projects with huge capital investments
should be implemented on the basis o f international co-operation, such as technology
and information exchange between nuclear utilities and organizations around the
world. The Republic o f Korea has participated positively in various world nuclear
organizations, such as the IAEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, utility
groups and others, in order to improve plant safety and reliability.
In this context, we truly appreciate the efforts o f the IAEA to promote the
peaceful uses o f nuclear energy in the world. At the same time, our gathering here
will serve as a good opportunity to exchange better ideas and to reconfirm the
solidarity o f the world nuclear community.
The Republic o f Korea is now in its harvest season. And EXPO 1993 is being
held in the city o f Taejon. I would like to extend our welcome and wish that you
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enjoy the natural beauty and traditions of our culture, creating unforgettable
memories.
I am hopeful that this Symposium will be a good opportunity to further our
technological development.
I now declare the International Symposium on Advanced Nuclear Power
Systems open.
Thank you.
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Abstract
PROSPECTS FOR THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA OF COSTS, RISKS AND EXTERNALI
TIES FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCIALIZATION OF
ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS.
The Nuclear Power Development Program has been the major backbone of economic
growth in the Republic of Korea in the last decade, and has had to support an annual power
demand increase of typically 12% . Steadily growing domestic nuclear industries are playing
major roles in plant design, component manufacturing, construction, standardization and tech
nological independence. Public perceptions of the need for nuclear power are by and large
favourable. However, public perceptions near the potential sites of nuclear power plants or
a radioactive waste repository show a strong ‘not in my backyard’ syndrome owing to the
severe consequences of the Chernobyl accident and rapid democratization movements. In
order to improve public acceptance and the economics of nuclear power, the R&D develop
ment programme for advanced nuclear power systems has been executed as part of a two
pronged approach since 1992. The new efforts seek to identify and develop an advanced
nuclear power reactPF with innovative passive system concepts suitable for requirements in
the Republic of Korea in parallel with the evolutionary development of the ‘Korean stan
dardized’ PWR and CANDU reactors. The R&D for next generation reactor technologies are
being carefully and selectively implemented, with due consideration for mutually beneficial
and viable co-operation with other Member States. The costs and risks are assessed a priori
and will be reassessed in due course at the project implementation stage, and fed back to
readjust the targets gfld implementing strategies. With this approach, the necessary costs and
inherent risks for R&D, externalities, and commercialization could well be minimized and the
project will be implemented efficiently. The role of the IAEA would be to provide an objective
assessment of potential viable advanced LWR concepts and identify the key R&D areas. The
major R&D efforts pf interested Member States could be incorporated as an IAEA Co
ordinated Research Programme. For the improvement of public acceptance, the IAEA could
play a key role in providing objective and authoritative information materials to Member
States. Finally, the 1ДЕА could co-ordinate an international advanced nuclear power system
project through epst effective international co-operation for timely demonstration and
commercialization.
17
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INTRODUCTION

The year 1993 marks the fifty-first anniversary o f the atomic age. It began with
the first controlled nuclear chain reaction by Enrico Fermi at the University o f
Chicago. This important experiment took place in deepest secrecy as a part o f the
M anhattan Project for military purposes during the Second W orld War.
Fifty-one years after this great achievement o f scientists and engineers, the use
o f nuclear power for peaceful applications appears to be at a crossroads. Will this
energy source continue to be developed and used, or is it to slowly die because of
a lack o f public acceptance?
It is thus very timely to review at this Symposium the prospects for future
nuclear energy deployment, whether this energy source would revive through careful
development o f advanced nuclear power reactor systems, and whether there is a clear
need for nuclear energy within the future framework o f a sustainable global energy
supply strategy.
Since the Chernobyl accident in 1986, the safety improvement o f current reac
tors and the prevention o f a core melt severe accident for next generation nuclear
power systems have become the most important o f mandatory global and national
requirements in order to raise the reduced level o f public acceptance. Therefore, the
need is for an advanced nuclear power system which meets the requirements based
on the lessons learned from the Three Mile Island (TMI) and Chernobyl accidents.
The ALW R Utility Requirements Document o f the Electric Power Research Institute
and IN SA G -5 1 o f the IAEA are typical o f such new requirements.
On the other hand, prospects for expanding the use of nuclear energy as an
alternative to fossil fuels are becoming m ore promising in view o f growing global
concerns over climatic change due to the greenhouse effect, induced by the combus
tion o f fossil fuels. This is provided that the safety level o f nuclear power can be
improved substantially, together with greater public acceptance. Therefore, the need
for an advanced nuclear reactor system will not be limited only to meeting the new
requirements for the power generation applications emerging out o f the TM I and
Chernobyl experiences, but will also include the wide use o f district heating and
industrial process heat supply in the future.
The costs and risks in developing and commercializing such advanced nuclear
power systems would be beyond the capability o f most M ember States, except for
a few industrialized countries. Hence, pooling resources together to meet needed
R&D costs and for further demonstration o f new concepts, such as a passive safety
system, as well as commercialization, would be an immediate step required to be
taken, facilitating the solution o f common tasks.

1
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, The Safety of Nuclear Power,
Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-5, IAEA, Vienna (1992).
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In deploying an advanced reactor system by sharing the costs and risks, there
are other questions requiring answers: how safe is safe enough? How would cost
effective and efficient international co-operation among interested M ember States be
organized and implemented? W hat role should the IAEA and the Nuclear Energy
Agency o f the OECD (OECD/NEA) play in this regard?

2.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPM ENT AND ENERGY SUPPLY

The Republic o f Korea has made great strides in its ambitious economic
development during the last thirty years, with the annual economic growth rate aver
aging m ore than 8 %. During this period, GNP grew 134 fold and G NP per capita
grew 79 fold. Owing tó rapid industrialization, the energy consumption per capita
grew five fold from 1965 to 1991 and it is expected to double by 2010.
Because o f the convenience in the use o f electricity, this rapid progress was
supported by an average annual increase in electric power demand o f typically 1 2 %
in the last decade. Demand will gradually come down to a level o f about 6 % in the
coming decade. In spite o f tremendous economic growth, the annual electric power
consumption per capita is still about 2640 kW-h at present. This figure is only about
one-half o f Japanese and a quarter o f consumption in the USA. Thus, electric power
demand is likely to continue its strong growth in the future.
Owing to the lack o f a good indigenous energy resource base, the vigorous eco
nomic growth in the past had to be supported by energy imported from overseas. Last
year, 93.7% o f the total energy consumption was imported, while only about 50%
o f total energy consumption was imported in 1971. This trend is a very clear indica
tion o f the increasing heavy dependence o f the national energy supply infrastructure
on imported energy.

3.

NEED FO R NUCLEAR ENERGY

From the perspective o f importing energy from overseas, nuclear fuel has clear
advantages over any other fossil fuel because o f its distinct high energy density per
unit weight due to the nuclear fission reaction as opposed to the chemical reaction
o f combustion. In addition, the levelized and discounted power generation cost o f
nuclear power as base load plant is m ore economical compared with any thermal
means, including the integrated gasification combined cycle. Naturally, the Nuclear
Power Program has grown, and will continue to be a major backbone o f electric
power expansion planning in the Republic o f Korea unless new alternatives emerge.
Thanks to nuclear pow er, the Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) was able
to lower the electric power rate by 29% in spite o f substantial inflation o f 51% in
the last decade.
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TABLE I. TH E NUCLEAR POW ER DEVELOPM ENT PROGRAM OF THE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA (UP TO THE YEAR 2006)
Project
number
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9

Plant
location

04/1978
04/1983
07/1983

Turnkey

Kori-3
Kori-4
Yonggwang-1
Yonggwang-2
Ulchin-1
Ulchin-2

950
950
950
950
950
950

PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

09/1985
04/1986
08/1986
06/1987
09/1988
09/1989

Component
approach

03/1995
03/1996
06/1997
06/1998
06/1999
06/1998
06/1999

KEPCO
management
with
domestic
industry
as prime
contractor

Yonggwang-5
Yonggwang- 6

19

New
New
New
New
New

2 0
2 1
2 2

23

Type of
contract

PWR (W)
PHWR (AECL)
PWR (W)

17
18

1 2

Commercial
start

590
680
650

13
14
15
16

11

Type

Kori-1
Wolsung-1
Kori-2

Yonggwang-3
Yonggwang-4
Wolsung-2
Ulchin-3
Ulchin-4
Wolsung-3
Wolsung-4

1 0

Capacity
(MW(e))

PWR-1
PHWR-1
PWR-2
PHWR-2
PWR-3

1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

700
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

700
700
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

700
1 0 0 0

700
1 0 0 0

(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(Fra)
(Fra)

KS-PWR (ABB-CE)
KS-PWR (ABB-CE)
PHWR (AECL)
KS-APWR (ABB-CE)
KS-APWR (ABB-CE)
PHWR (AECL)
PHWR (AECL)
KS-APWR
KS-APWR
KS-APWR
PHWR
KS-APWR
PHWR
KS-APWR

2 0 0 1

Plünnp/i
laiuicu
í

2 0 0 2

To be planned

Abbreviations — ABB-СЕ: Asea Brown Boveri-Combustion Engineering; AECL: Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited; Fra: Framatome; KEPCO: Korea Electric Power Corporation;
KS-APWR: ‘Korean standardized’ advanced pressurized water reactor; W: Westinghouse.

Currently, nine nuclear power plants o f 7.6 GW(e), comprising eight PWR
units and one CANDU unit, are in operation. Four ‘Korean standardized’ PWRs and
three CANDU units o f 6.1 GW(e) are under construction. By 2006, an additional
one CANDU and six ‘Korean standardized’ advanced PWR units of 6.7 GW(e)
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would be connected to the grid. Thus, 23 nuclear pow er plants o f 20.4 GW(e), con
sisting o f five CANDU and 18 PW R units, would be in operation in 2Ô06. This
would mean that the share o f nuclear power in the total installed electric power
generation capacity would be about 38% (Table I).
However, the Chernobyl accident and the rapid democratization movement has
triggered public concerns over the safety o f nuclear power plants. M oreover,
because proper public information and education on radioactive wastes and spent fuel
was not provided in a timely manner to the communities surrounding a potential
repository site, the Anmyondo incident occurred in 1991. This involved a violent
public outcry and strong public expression o f the ‘not in my backyard’ (NIMBY)
syndrome against the proposed siting o f a repository for low level radioactive wastes
and spent fuel. Thus, advanced nuclear power systems must further accommodate
newly emerged requirements, such as public acceptance and prevention o f severe
core meltdown accidents, through both proper design and defence in depth.

4.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM ENT COSTS

The development o f nuclear power is the only solution to secure á reliable
energy supply source in the Republic o f Korea, and this cannot be achieved without
self-reliance in nuclear power technology. To achieve self-reliance, a technically
sound nuclear R&D programme is essential and must be implemented successfully.
Therefore, R&D programm es are being executed at the national level with well
co-ordinated efforts.
As the Republic o f Korea comes closer to possessing mature nuclear technol
ogy, the need for safer and more economical uses o f nuclear energy is growing.
Accordingly, ‘Development Of Next Generation Reactor Technology’ was selected
as a national R&D project aimed for the 21st century. The project consists o f three
phases and will be implemented in parallel with the current evolutionary APWR
development. The selection o f a reactor type o f passive system design will be made
in phase I (1992-1994). The conceptual and basic designs will be completed in
phase П (1995-1997). First-of-a-kind detail engineering will follow in phase Ш
(1998-2001), to be ready for demonstration o f the first plant by 2007.
The overall project management will be carried out by KEPCO. The
necessary R&D work will be carried Out by the Center for Advanced Reactor
Research, Korea Atomic Energy Research institute and various research oganizations in the Republic o f Korea. The estimated budget for the project is
Won 238 0Ô0 million by 2001 (equivalent to around US $290 million);
W on 38 000 million being allocated for phase I at the moment.
Owing to the inherent risk o f R&D and externalities, the success o f the project
would depend not only on cost effective and sound management, but on minimizing
risks and improving public acceptance o f nuclear energy through advanced reactor
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technology deployment. Undoubtedly, the costs and risks o f R&D and first-of-a-kind
engineering would depend exponentially on the design safety goal. Thus, the design
safety goal should be optimized in the most cost effective manner to attain the level
o f safety acceptable to the public and, in particular, those who live near potential
power plant sites. One o f the solutions could be to assure the public by setting design
goals properly such that an evacuation plan is no longer necessary for the public out
side the perimeter o f proposed advanced nuclear power plant sites, even in case of
severe core melt accidents.

5.

RISKS AND EXTERNALITIES

In order to minimize the risks in R&D investment, it would be effective to pool
professional personnel and financial resources from interested IAEA Member States
into a joint effort o f well co-ordinated international or bilateral co-operation. Such
efforts to share limited resources would not only lighten the burden o f meeting
extraordinary funding and high calibre professional personnel requirements, but
expedite the exchange o f R&D information and complement efforts among the Mem
ber States. For effective and well co-ordinated international co-operative R&D on
an advanced nuclear power system o f passive safety, mutually agreeable design goals
have to be clearly identified at first. On the other hand, proven technologies should
be adopted for the system designs as much as possible to improve reliability and
minimize new R&D requirements.
The regular periodic assessments o f R&D progress and overseas information
should be fed back to the management o f the project. This would certainly keep R&D
on the right track, and maintain costs and risks at a minimum level. Depending on
the progress during phase I, the budget for phase П would be appropriated accord
ingly and on a flexible basis.
To mitigate the effect o f externalities such as public acceptance o f nuclear
energy, public information and education on proposed advanced nuclear reactor
technology have to be made widely available to the general public and students in
grade and high schools as part o f a concerted national campaign in order for the
project to progress. A correct understanding o f the important role o f advanced
nuclear reactor technology in the future framework o f viable and sustainable energy
supply options through proper education would be the first basis for public accep
tance. The appropriate public information services o f the relevant research organiza
tions, regulatory and licensing agency, and utility would be the second basis for
ensuring public acceptance of advanced nuclear reactor technology as an essential
part o f an advanced nuclear power system.
From a survey conducted recently, it was revealed that the public was ambiva
lent toward nuclear power; most people (70-80% ) recognize a nuclear power plant
as being a necessary facility to supply electric power, but at the same time have a
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strong NIMBY syndrome. M ost scientists, engineers and policy makers at this
Symposium would like to believe that improving reactor safety would enhance the
public acceptance o f nuclear power. However, as the survey indicated, it is still
unclear whether the strong NIMBY effect would be proportionally ameliorated by
the order o f magnitude improvement in reactor safety and, in particular, a reduction
in the possibility o f a core melt severe accident. How safe would be safe enough for
the public to accept nuclear energy? The cost o f safety in a nuclear power system
is at a level where the desired reduction in the risk is offset by the additional risk
in producing new safety equipment. Therefore, improvements in safety should be
sought by adopting a passive safety system, system design simplification and modu
lar shop fabrication o f components.
In accordance with the ‘Act for Supporting the Communities Surrounding
Power Plants’, substantial assistance has been provided by the utility in order to help
improve living standards and daily conveniences. This assistance will certainly
improve public acceptance by communities surrounding nuclear power plants. In
1991, the Organization for Korea Atomic Energy Awareness was created with the
sole purpose o f improving public acceptance o f nuclear energy, by vigorous public
information and education campaigns.
These assistance efforts and campaigns would certainly help alleviate the
NIMBY syndrome, as well as improve public acceptance generally. However, the
major basic controlling factors for improving public acceptance do not depend on
how much assistance is given, or what campaigns are conducted, or efforts are made,
but rather on whether the public can really understand the merits o f the safety or eco
nomic improvements resulting from the newly developed advanced nuclear reactor
system. In this context, the transparency o f safety becomes an important require
ment. Thus, simplicity o f system design would be the most essential requirement for
next generation reactor technology to enhance public acceptance.

6

.

CLOSING REMARKS

The thrust behind the Nuclear Power Program in the Republic o f Korea is the
continuous healthy demand for electric power. To cope with the demand, one
‘Korean standardized’ APW R or CANDU unit, or m ore, has to be connected to the
grid each year. Such healthy demand permits us to accommodate advanced nuclear
power plants with passive safety systems, reactor technology development, stan
dardization, and other beneficial concepts or features.
Current plans o f advanced nuclear power system development and commer
cialization call for enormous R&D investment which would be beyond our capability
in the Republic o f Korea. The risk is also very high. Undoubtedly, the costs and risks
o f R&D and first-of-a-kind engineering would depend exponentially on the design
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safety goal. Thus, the design safety goal should be optimized in the most cost effec
tive manner to attain a level o f safety acceptable to the public and, in particular, to
those who live near potential power plant sites. One solution could be to reassure
the public by setting the design goals in such a way that an evacuation plan is no
longer necessary for the public outside o f the perimeter of proposed advanced
nuclear power plant sites, even in the case o f a severe core melt accident. To over
come these difficulties, a good balance between design safety goals and public infor
mation and education campaigns should be maintained, and active international
co-operation with interested IAEA or OECD/NEA Member States should be
promoted.
For public information and education, the IAEA and OECD/NEA could pro
vide objective and authoritative material to Member States. To promote advanced
nuclear power systems, both o f these organizations could co-ordinate an international
co-operative project among interested Member States.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEWS
OF OTHER RELEVANT CONFERENCES
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C h airm an
Byohg-W hi L E E
Republic o f Korea
C o-C h airm an
R . di SA PlA
Italy
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Abstract
THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN SUSTAINABLE ENERGY STRATEGIES.
Development and the quality of life are closely linked with the availability of energy,
especially electricity services. Even taking into account energy conservation measures and
efficiency enhancement, electricity demand will continue to rise during the coming decades,
especially in developing countries. The paper presents scenarios of world energy and electric
ity demand, based on recent international studies (e.g. the World Energy Council (WEC)
(1992), the Senior Expert Symposium on Electricity and the Environment, held in Helsinki
(1991) and the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (1991)). The health and
environmental impacts of energy production and use are high on the international agenda, and
play an important role in planning and decision making in the electricity sector. The paper
refers to the conclusions and findings of several international studies and reports on energy
and sustainable development (e.g. the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development — ‘Agenda 21’, the IPCC Second Assessment Report, the World Health Organi
zation Report of the Panel on Energy) in order to highlight the main objectives of sustainable
strategies in the electricity sector. Among the non-fossil electricity generation options
available, nuclear power is the most likely to be deployed on a large scale. Nuclear power
is competitive in many countries for base load electricity generation, as shown by recent
OECD and IAEA studies on the costs of electricity generation. The development of advanced
reactors will enhance the competitiveness of nuclear power as well as its safety and technical
performance. At the same time, more stringent environmental protection standards are likely
to be adopted, leading to an increase in electricity generation cost for fossil fuelled power
plants. Within a time-frame of two to three decades, renewable sources will increase substan
tially their contribution to electricity supply; however, globally their share of total electricity
generation worldwide will remain modest (see the WÈC study and the Helsinki Symposium).
Studies on the comparative assessment of electricity generation strategies, based on analyses
of statistical time series data, indicate that nuclear power played an important role in alleviat
ing the health and environmental impact of electricity generation during the past two decades.
Various long term scenarios of energy and electricity demand, such as those of the IPCC and
WEC, show that substantial lowering of carbon dioxide emissions can be achieved only by
strategies that include demand management measures and development of non-fossil fuel
sources, i.e. renewables and nuclear power. The paper illustrates this issue, drawing upon
recent studies by the IAEA and other international organizations. Macroeconomic impacts,
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e.g. employment, balance of payments, and security of supply, are also addressed. The paper
concludes that nuclear power could contribute substantially to sustainable energy and electric
ity strategies. The development of advanced nuclear systems, with enhanced safety features,
reduced investment costs, smaller size and easier operating and maintenance procedures, will
contribute to a broadening of the potential market for nuclear power. However, the implemen
tation of nuclear programmes in line with demand, especially in developing countries, will
materialize only if international efforts for technology adaptation and transfer, at bilateral and
multilateral levels, will continue and be successful.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, world energy consumption has grown steadily and the
share o f prim ary energy used for electricity generation has increased in all regions.
Since economic development and improved quality of life are closely linked with the
services made available by energy and electricity, the demand for both primary
energy and electricity will continue to increase, especially in the developing
countries. Although changing consumption patterns and lifestyles are likely to lead
to more sustainable policies aiming towards demand management and natural
resource conservation, population growth, urbanization, industrialization and
improved living standards will be driving forces for the continued increase in energy
consumption.
At the same time, health and environmental concerns are high on the inter
national agenda and are sharpening, as there is more evidence o f the impact o f human
activities on ecosystems and human health. The Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development and ‘Agenda 2 1 ’ [1], adopted by the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, highlight the need to achieve
sustainable development by integrating environmental protection in the development
process. Agenda 21 stresses the importance o f developing increasingly efficient and
less polluting processes for energy production. In this connection, the report of the
Panel on Energy o f the W orld Health Organization (WHO) [2] and the conclusions
and findings o f the Senior Expert Symposium on Electricity and the Environment
[3], held in Helsinki in May 1991, stress the benefits on health and the environment
from an increased use o f electricity.
The heightened awareness and concern about health and environmental issues
have already influenced energy technology developments and deployment strategies.
Significant improvements have occurred over the last years in energy production and
use policies, including the development o f abatement technologies, the implementa
tion o f demand management measures and the deployment o f more environmentally
benign energy chains. W ith regard to electricity supply systems, emissions from
fossil fuelled power plants, the impact and risks o f hydropower development and thé
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safety o f nuclear facilities are significant issues which have generally been compre
hensively addressed by scientists, technicians and decision makers. When fitted to
state o f the art technology, all electricity generation chains are able to deliver elec
tricity at relatively low risks to health and the environment [3]. Therefore, replacing
other energy forms has proven to be an efficient strategy for reducing the environ
mental impact from energy production and use [4].
Sustainability is likely to be a major driving issue for the development o f tech
nological options and in the choice o f energy mix strategies in the electricity sector
worldwide. However, the cost o f electricity generation will remain a cornerstone for
planners and decision makers in evaluating different options. Recent studies [5, 6 ]
show that in many countries nuclear power is the cheapest source for base load elec
tricity generation, especially where solid mineral fuels are not accessible at low
production costs. Oil is not competitive for electricity generation and, furthermore,
non-renewable petroleum resources have better use in other sectors such as transpor
tation. Gas is emerging as a competitive option with the development o f highly
efficient combined cycle technologies, assuming that gas prices will not increase too
rapidly. Renewable sources still require considerable development efforts to reach
competitiveness with fossil fuelled, nuclear or large hydropower plants. While
renewable sources have an im portant role to play in supplying electricity in rural
areas and geographical locations where grid connection is not the optimal economic
solution, they are not likely to contribute substantially to the supply in urban areas
and industrialized zones.
Other factors that will influence future strategies in the energy and electricity
sectors, besides the health and environmental issues mentioned above, include
macroeconomic and social impacts. Nuclear power offers some benefits in terms of
energy independence, stability o f fuel cost, contribution to national technological
development and highly qualified manpower education and training. Such advan
tages, combined with the avoidance o f the health and environmental impact o f fossil
fuel burning, are important factors in the assessment o f the nuclear option as com
pared with other electricity generation chains.

2.

ENERGY AND ELECTRICITY DEM AND SCENARIOS

There is no doubt that energy, and especially electricity, demand is likely to
increase even if strenuous efforts are made to improve the efficiency o f energy use.
The rate o f increase o f energy consumption worldwide depends on a wide range of
socioeconomic and technological param eters which cannot be predicted over a long
term period without a rather large range o f uncertainties. However, the various
studies presented below give illustrative projections o f possible futures and highlight
key issues to be addressed in order to meet the aspirations o f the world population
for adequate supply o f energy services.
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The W orld Energy Council (WEC) recently completed a study entitled ‘Energy
for Tom orrow ’s W orld — The Realities, the Real Options and the Agenda for
Achievement’, officially published in September 1993. Results from the study were
reported at the 15th W EC Congress held in Madrid in September 1992, focusing on
three projections for energy demand to the year 2020 (Fig. 1) [7]. In all three cases
the population growth rate is assumed to decline, according to the current United
Nations projection, to an average level o f 1.4% per year, which implies a world
population o f 8100 million inhabitants in 2020, with nearly 90% o f the increase
taking place in developing countries. The energy intensity is assumed to decrease
steadily worldwide in the three cases; reflecting both technological improvement for
energy efficiency and the evolution of economies towards less energy intensive
activities. Electricity generation is estimated to grow at a rate even higher than total
energy demand in all three cases, and nuclear power is projected to increase its share
o f primary energy supply worldwide. The reference (R) case assumes a continuation
o f economic growth rates achieved in the second half o f the 1980s, which is lower
than the average over the three previous decades, and a faster rate o f reduction of
the energy intensity than historically recorded. Although, in this case, the energy
demand growth rate slows down, the world energy demand reaches 13.4 G toe 1 in
2020, a 50% increment as compared with the 1990 level. The world electricity
generation roughly doubles from 1990 to 2020 in R, reaching 22 700 T W- h in 2020.
The enhanced economic development (EED) case reflects a continuation o f past
trends with, however, a higher rate o f energy intensity reduction than the one
experienced over the last fifteen years. In this case, the world energy demand
roughly doubles between 1990 and 2020, reaching 17.2 Gtoe in 2020. It should be
stressed that the average energy consumption per capita only increases by 30% from
I.6 toe in 1990 to 2.12 toe in 2020. The ecologically driven (ED) case assumes that
environmental concerns will drive energy policies at the local, regional and global
levels, leading to dramatic efficiency improvements worldwide. Nevertheless, due
to population growth and the need to meet requirements in developing countries, the
total energy demand increases are o f about 30% from 1990 to 2020, reaching
I I . 3 Gtoe in 2020. The main conclusions o f the WEC is that world energy demand
will continue to grow , driven by population growth and requirements in developing
countries, in spite o f expected efficiency improvements and resource management
policies aiming towards energy saving and environmental protection.
The two scenarios developed for the Helsinki Symposium cover the period to
2050 (Fig. 2) [8 ]. Both scenarios assume similar levels o f average economic growth
worldwide o f 2-3% per annum to the year 2050, with higher growth in developing
countries. The world population is assumed only to double between 1990 and 2050,
which implies a drastic reduction in the average birth rate, and to stabilize around
2050 at 10 500 million inhabitants. The targeted efficiency (TE) scenario assumes
1 Gtoe: giga tonnes o f oil equivalent.
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Year
FIG. 1. Worldenergy consumption (projections ofthe WorldEnergy Council) (ED: ecologi
cally driven case; R: reference case; EED: enhanced economic development) [7].

Year
FIG. 2. Worldenergyconsumption (projectionsfrom the Helsinki Symposium) (TG: targeted
growth scenario; TE: targeted efficiency scenario) [8].

the implementation o f voluntary policies aiming towards sustainable development in
line with the recommendations o f Agenda 21, as adopted by UNCED in 1992. In
this scenario, environmental concerns are driving factors for efficiency improve
ments; therefore, by 2050 the energy consumption per capita is reduced to 2.6 toe
in OECD countries and to 2.2 toe in Central and Eastern Europe, i.e. half o f the
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TABLE I. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS
Population

Economic growth

Energy supplies

Other

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)

IS92a

World Bank (1991),
1 1 300 million
by 2 1 0 0

1990-2025: 2.9%
1990-2100: 2.3%

12 000 EJ conventional oil
13 000 EJ natural gas
Solar costs fall to
US $0.075/kW-h.
191 EJ of biofuels avail
able at US $70/barreI.

Legally enacted and inter
nationally agreed controls
on SO,, NO, and non
methane VOC emissions.
Efforts to reduce emissions
of SO,, NO, and CO in
developing countries by
middle of next century .

Partial compliance with
Montreal Protocol.
Technology transfer results
in gradual phase out of
CFCs in non-signatory
countries by 2075.

IS92b

World Bank (1991),
11 300 million
by 2 1 0 0

1990-2025: 2.9%
1990-2100: 2.3%

Same as ‘IS92a\

Same as *IS92a’, plus
commitments by many
OECD countries to stabilize
or reduce C 0 2 emissions.

Global compliance with
scheduled phase out.

IS92c

UN medium-low
case, 6400 million
by 2 1 0 0

1990-2025: 2.0%
1990-2100: 1.2%

8000 EJ conventional oil
7300 EJ natural gas
Nuclear costs decline by
0.4% annually.

Same as ‘IS92a’.

Same as ‘IS92a’.
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Scenario

UN medium-low
case, 6400 million
by 2 1 0 0

1990-2025: 2.7%
1990-2100: 2.0%

Oil and gas same as
TS92c’. Solar costs fall to
US $0.065/kW-h.
272 EJ of biofuels avail
able at US $50/barrel.

Emission controls extended
worldwide for CO, NO*,
non-methane VOC and SOx.
Halt deforestation.
Capture and use of emis
sions from coal mining and
gas production and use.

CFC production phase out
by 1997 for industrialized
countries. Phase out of
HCFCs.

IS92e

World Bank (1991),
11 300 million
by 2 1 0 0

1990-2025: 3.5%
1990-2100: 3.0%

18 400 EJ conventional oil.
Gas same as ‘IS92a’.
Phase out nuclear by 2075.

Emission controls which
increase fossil energy costs
by 30%.

Same as ‘IS92d’.

IS92f

UN medium-high
case, 17 600 million
by 2 1 0 0

1990-2025: 2.9%
1990-2100: 2.3%

Oil and gas same as
‘IS92e’ Solar costs fall to
US $0.083/kW-h.
Nuclear costs increase to
US $0.09/kW -h.

Same as ‘IS92a’.

Same as ‘IS92a’.

п/гее-ws-vavi

IS92d

Note: УОС: volatile organic compound.
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Year
FIG. 3. World energy consumption (projections of the IPCC) [9].

present levels in these two regions. In developing countries the energy consumption
per capita doubles to reach 1 toe, but remains substantially lower than in the other
parts o f the world. The total energy demand continues to grow and reaches 12.6 Gtoe
in 2050. The electricity demand growth rate to 2050 is 1.2% per annum as compared
with 4.5% from 1970 to 1990. By 2050, the electricity consumption per capita
decreases by 16% in OECD countries, remains constant in Central and Eastern
Europe and roughly trebles in developing countries. Total electricity demand in the
world reaches 21 500 T W - h in 2050, a doubling o f the present level. The targeted
growth (TG) scenario, although driven by the objective o f economic growth,
assumes a continuation o f efficiency improvement in industrialized countries and
some improvement in developing countries, but at a lower rate. In the TG scenario,
energy consumption per capita increases threefold in developing countries, reaching
1.5 toe in 2050, and stabilizes in industrialized countries at the level o f some 5 toe;
the total energy consumption o f the world will then be 20.5 Gtoe in 2050. The elec
tricity demand growth rate to 2050 is higher than in TE, but substantially low er than
the rate experienced during the past decades even in developing countries. The elec
tricity consumption per capita increases in all regions between 1990 and 2050, being
multiplied during this period by 1.8 in OECD countries, by 2 in Central and Eastern
Europe and by nearly 6 in developing countries. The total world electricity demand
will be 35 700 T W - h in 2050, 60% of which is in developing countries. The conclu
sions of the Helsinki Symposium were that, in spite of the wide range o f uncertainties
regarding future energy and electricity demand, the inevitable need for additional
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electricity generation capacity requires that the widest possible variety o f technologi
cal options for supply be retained; the importance o f flexible strategies allowing one
to cope with uncertainties was also highlighted.
The Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has developed six
long term scenarios [9], up to 2100, focusing on carbon dioxide emission issues
related to energy consumption (Fig. 3). It goes without saying that projections over
a period o f more than a century are highly uncertain. However, the contrasting
hypothesis adopted in the various scenarios allows illustration o f a wide range o f
possible futures. These scenarios are described in Table I. Scenarios (a), (b), (e) and
(f) assume the same population growth, leading to 11 300 million inhabitants in
2 1 0 0 , while scenarios (c) and (d) are based upon a lower population growth assump
tion, leading to 6400 million inhabitants for the world in 2100. The highest energy
consumption growth rate is achieved in scenario (e), which assumes rapid economic
growth and relatively low prices o f fossil fuels; in that case, the world energy
demand is more likely to be 59 Gtoe in 2100, i.e. a sevenfold increase as compared
with 1990. Scenario (c) assumes a low economic growth and high prices o f fossil
fuels which, combined with low population growth, lead to the lowest projection for
energy demand, i.e. 13 Gtoe in 2100. In this scenario, energy demand worldwide
starts to decrease after 2050; however, the level in 2100 is 50% higher than in 1990.
In scenario (d), the population growth is the same as in (c), but economic growth
is higher and energy demand continues to grow until 2100, reaching some 30 Gtoe
at that date. Scenarios (a) and (b) are identical in terms o f population and economic
growth and with regard to prim ary energy source availability and prices, the differ
ence being the implementation o f environmental protection policies in industrialized
countries. Both scenarios lead to a world energy demand o f some 34 Gtoe in 2100,
i.e. four times the present one, but to different levels o f carbon dioxide emissions.
Scenario (f) differs from (a) and (b) by assuming lower availability and higher prices
for fossil fuels; the energy demand in that case reaches 40 Gtoe in 2100. W ith the
exception o f scenario (e), which assumes technological breakthroughs and drastic
reduction in costs for renewable sources, all the IPCC scenarios lead to an increase
in the share o f nuclear power in world prim ary energy supply by 2100. W hile at
present nuclear power supplies 5% o f world energy consumption, this share will
range between 9 and 23% in 2100 according to the IPCC scenarios, except for
scenario (e) which leads to a phase out o f nuclear pow er by 2075. The main conclu
sions from the IPCC report are that energy demand will continue to grow worldwide
whatever assumptions are made regarding population and economic growth and
energy supply constraints. Therefore, there will be a need to develop all the primary
sources and technologies available. Furtherm ore, the IPCC scenarios illustrate that
carbon dioxide emission reduction can only be achieved through a large deployment
o f renewable sources and nuclear power since energy conservation and demand
management will not be sufficient to offset the increase in demand driven by popula
tion and economic growth.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Environmental issues are exerting a powerful influence on policies in the
energy sector and are likely to be a major driving factor in the planning and
implementation o f electricity supply strategies during the coming decades. Since the
global demand for electricity is certain to increase, there is a need to ensure an
appropriate choice o f electricity generation systems, particularly from the viewpoint
o f minimizing their impact on human health and the environment.
Like other energy sectors, and more broadly any human activity, electricity
generation and u se cause various impacts on the environment. However, it should
be underlined that all the major fuel chains for electricity generation, when fitted to
the state o f the art technology, are able to deliver electricity at relatively low risks
to health and the environment. Furtherm ore, since electricity is generally clean and
safe, and is the most efficient secondary source in terms o f energy service supply,
replacing other energy forms by electricity can reduce significantly the environ
mental impact of energy use, provided supply options are carefully assessed and
deployed taking into account their overall impact throughout the fuel chain.
Electricity generation by burning fossil fuels presents a number o f concerns
regarding atmospheric emissions and waste production. Combustion by-products
include sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides responsible for acid rain, and carbon
dioxide which brings about the threat of globed climate change. The use of fossil fuels
for electricity generation is also indirectly responsible for environmental impacts
caused by the exploitation and transport o f coal, oil or gas. Solid wastes from fossil
fuelled power plants, especially coal fired plants, require processing and isolated
disposal to avoid health and environmental impacts. Increasing concern about the
environment has led to m ore stringent standards and regulations and accordingly to
the development o f cleaner fossil fuel technologies and abatement devices. Substan
tial progress has been achieved towards reducing emissions o f nitrogen oxides,
sulphur dioxide and particulates, and further improvements are expected to occur
during the next decades. However, reducing carbon dioxide emissions can only be
achieved by increasing efficiency and shifting to fuels with a low er carbon content.
Technical improvements in the combustion process and the switch from solid fuels
with high carbon content to gas could contribute to carbon dioxide emission
reduction.
Renewable sources also induce environmental impacts, including noise, land
requirements and irreversible changes to land uses, destruction o f ecosystems and
various emissions associated with raw material processing in the energy chain. While
small hydro projects have generally minimal environmental impact, the adverse
impacts o f large dams and reservoirs range from population resettlement to disrup
tion o f water supply systems through reduction o f biodiversity. Hydropower also
causes concerns regarding the risk of accidents. Electricity generation using geo
thermal energy affects the environment by airborne emissions, such as mercury,
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ammonia and radon, induced seismicity and noise. W ind power is practically emis
sion free, but land requirements and noise are significant environmental problems.
Solar systems are environmentally benign at the power plant level with the exception
o f land requirements. However, the manufacturing and disposal after decommission
ing o f photovoltaic solar generators involve hazardous gaseous, liquid and solid
substances and require energy, leading to air and water emissions, and management
and disposal o f wastes. Biomass energy can be produced from almost any organic
material, including agricultural residues and urban Wastes; depending on the type of
fuel, the environmental impacts are different, ranging from land requirements to
carbon dioxide emission through deterioration o f soil quality.
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Nuclear pow er produces radioactive wastes and raises concern about safety.
However, the nuclear power plants o f the present generation ensure a high level of
safety and advanced nuclear systems are being designed and developed to meet
increasingly demanding safety objectives. Technological solutions to radioactive
waste management and disposal exist and are being progressively implemented in
several countries. In this regard, it should be mentioned that the volume o f wastes
from nuclear electricity generation systems, including the entire fuel cycle, is rela
tively small, about 1 0 0 0 times lower than the volume o f wastes produced by fossil
fuel chains and is, therefore, much easier to manage safely and isolate from the
biosphere.
Since global climate change is considered to be a major environmental threat,
greenhouse gas emissions from electricity generation chains are focusing the atten
tion o f planners and decision makers at the national and utility levels. Recent studies
[10-18] on greenhouse gas emissions from different energy chains for electricity
generation (Fig. 4) indicate that nuclear power is the better option to alleviate global
climate change. Renewable sources, including hydropower, emit in the range o f two
to five times more greenhouse gases than nuclear power per unit o f energy produced
when the entire fuel chain is considered, and the emissions from fossil fuel chains
range from 40 to 50 times more.
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1960-1992 (source: IAEA Energy and Economic Data Bank)i
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FIG. 7. Trends in C 0 2 emission (the designation o f countries was correct at the time o f
the study).
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THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN SUSTAINABLE
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

Nuclear power is a proven technology already supplying 17% o f world elec
tricity consumption (Fig. 5). Nuclear power plants in normal operation cause very
little environmental detriment and are beneficial when they replace fossil fuelled
plants, which would emit carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides,
causing acid rain and the greenhouse effect. The role o f nuclear power in reducing
atmospheric emissions from electricity generation in the past is illustrated by the
analysis o f statistical data over the last two decades; The avoidance of carbon dioxide
emission by nuclear power increased from 1% in 1973, when the commercial
deployment o f nuclear power started, to almost 7% in 1990 (Fig. 6), while that of
hydropower grew from 6 to 8 %. Countries which implemented large nuclear pro
grammes in the 1970s and 1980s, such as Belgium, France and Sweden, improved
substantially the greenhouse benignancy o f their electricity systems by reducing their
carbon dioxide emissions significantly (Fig. 7). The implementation o f nuclear pro
grammes also resulted in a significant reduction of other atmospheric emissions from
the electricity sector.
Between 2000 and 2010, some 80-100 GW(e) o f additional electricity genera
tion capacity will be needed each year in the world in order to meet increasing
demand, not taking into account the replacement o f obsolete power plants at the end
o f their lifetime. If some 40 GW(e) o f nuclear power capacity were to be commis
sioned each year during this period, which is feasible according to the global
manufacturing capability for nuclear power plants, the carbon dioxide emissions
from the electricity sector would be reduced by 30% as compared with the amount
that would result from an equal addition of coal fired power plants.
N uclear power is the m ost likely non-fossil energy source which can be
deployed on a much larger scale and with a cost which is competitive with fossil fuels
for base load electricity generation. While environmental concerns are likely to be
m ajor driving forces for the development and deployment o f electricity generation
options, the cost o f generating electricity will remain the cornerstone in evaluating
different technologies. Nuclear power is capital intensive and requires industrial
infrastructures, but has low fuel costs as compared with fossil fuels. In most of the
thirty countries which use nuclear power, the cost o f nuclear electricity generation
is competitive with other base load options available. A recent study published by
the IAEA [5] gives a survey o f electricity generation cost experience in some
countries, which shows that nuclear power is generally competitive with coal fired
power plants. A recent international study on the projected costs o f generating elec
tricity [6], published by the OECD in 1993, also concludes that in many countries
nuclear power is projected to be the cheapest source for base load power for plants
to be commissioned by the turn o f the century (Fig. 8) [19]. Gas is emerging as a
competitive base load option as a consequence o f the development o f highly efficient
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combined cycle technologies; however, large uncertainties prevail over future prices
o f natural gas. Coal remains an economically attractive option in countries having
access to cheap domestic resources. Renewable sources have much higher costs at
present than fossil fuels and nuclear power for base load electricity generation;
however* technical breakthroughs could make them competitive in the coming
décàdes.
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The traditional approach o f seeking to produce plentiful and cheap electricity
needs to be reconciled with the heightened awareness and desire for social welfare,
environmental quality and sustainable development. Therefore, the assessment o f
different electricity generation options should not be a limited classical economic
comparison, but rather be extended to an integrated analysis, including macroeco
nomic and social impacts, resource management and health and environmental
burdens. In this regard, a recent study by the Nuclear Energy Agency o f the OECD
(OECD/NEA) [20], in which the IAEA participated, has concluded that a ll signifi
cant financial costs are already incorporated in the current traditional approach
adopted for calculating nuclear electricity generating costs. Furtherm ore, partly
because o f the stringent regulations under which nuclear reactors and fuel cycle
facilities operate, the non-intemalized environmental and health costs are very small
relative to the total cost o f nuclear electricity as calculated using the traditional
approach, and much lowér than in the case o f fossil fuel chains.
Nuclear power development will depend on a broad range o f factors, including
public acceptance o f nuclear energy and awareness o f the potential risk o f global
warming as well as, in developing countries especially, funding availability. The low
and high cases developed by the IAEA [21] correspond to contrasting but not
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FIG. 9. Projected worldwide nuclear power capacity [20].
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extreme scenarios (Fig. 9) [20]. The low case reflects the continuation o f the present
stagnation in nuclear power development due to public opposition and low economic
growth in OECD countries, institutional and sociopolitical uncertainties in Eastern
and Central Europe, and lack o f funding and infrastructure in developing countries.
The high case reflects a moderate revival o f nuclear power development that could
occur in the light o f a more comprehensive assessment o f the macroeconomic and
environmental impacts o f the different options available for electricity generation.
In the low case, the nuclear units under construction will be completed but only
those countries where nuclear programmes are already committed, such as France
or Japan, will continue to order new units; in other countries, where the nuclear units
shut down at the end o f their lifetime will not be replaced, the total nuclear capacity
will decrease. The total installed nuclear capacity worldwide is projected to be
374 GW(e) in 2015, and nuclear power would supply only 5% o f the total energy
consumption o f the world. In the high case, the revival o f nuclear power will occur
mainly in W estern Europe and to a lesser extent in North America; in Eastern and
Central Europe, nuclear programmes will be implemented according to present
plans; in other regions where there is a need for m ore electricity, such as Asia,
nuclear power will be one o f the options developed for meeting the demand. The total
nuclear capacity installed worldwide will be 571 GW (e), supplying nearly 7% of
total energy consumption.

5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Electricity use will continue to grow worldwide, with faster growth in develop
ing countries, and generation capacity will have to be expanded accordingly. There
fore, a wide range o f options needs to be maintained for electricity generation in
order to achieve environmental and economic objectives. While fossil fuels will
remain a major component o f electricity generation mixes in most countries, alterna
tives have to be developed in order to diversify energy sources, enhance the security
o f supply, and preserve natural resources, including our environment. Renewable
sources are not likely to play a significant role in the short and medium term for
providing base load electricity.
Nuclear pow er, which has reached the stage o f commercial deployment and
has demonstrated excellent technical and economic performance in many countries,
could play an important role in energy policies aiming towards sustainability.
Nuclear power plants contribute to mitigating the risk o f global climate change and
alleviating many other environmental burdens. W hile nuclear power alone will not
suffice to reconcile adequate service supply and environmental protection aiming
towards worldwide enhancement o f quality o f life, it is indeed one o f the elements
o f sustainable development.
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Resources, technologies and industrial capabilities for reactors and fuel cycle
services supply are available to support a broader development o f nuclear power.
Technological progress is likely to enhance the competitiveness and safety o f nuclear
power, allowing its wider development worldwide. The development o f advanced
nuclear power systems is a key point in strategies for enhancing nuclear power
deployment.
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Abstract
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON MAJOR TECHNICAL ISSUES OF ADVANCED
WATER REACTORS: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TOPNUX ’93.
The TOPNUX ’93 conference, organized by the European Nuclear Society, was timely
in underlining the major trends for the next generation of light water reactors in Europe, and
in putting these trends into perspective with developments in the rest of the world. After sum
ming up the themes of each of the five plenary sessions, the paper will endeavour to draw
the main conclusions, emphasizing the prerequisites for the development of nuclear energy
and looking at the perspectives for the future.

1.

SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE

There w ere five plenary sessions, each with a major theme, as follows.
Utilities presented their strategy. It was mentioned that top priority is given to
excellence in operation o f existing plants and frankness in providing information to
the public, these two conditions being perceived as being necessary to obtain public
acceptance. European utilities are convinced that this is the best way to convince the
public that the industry is earnestly looking for enhanced safety, not through abstract
probabilistic figures, but through day-to-day achievements. O f course, the European
utilities are also looking for ways to enhance safety o f the next generation o f light
water reactors (LW Rs), the emphasis being in two areas:
— Severe accidents, with both better prevention and improved mitigation,
— Easier operation and maintenance.

* Chairman, TOPNUX '93 Programme Committee.
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O ther objectives o f the European utilities are predictability o f regulatory proce
dures and control o f costs. Standardization and dialogue with regulatory authorities
are the key words, and common requirements the means to achieve their strategy:
typical are the European Utility Requirements (EUR), which are currently being
drafted.
The presentations clearly showed that the strategy o f the European utilities is
not fundamentally different from that o f utilities in other regions o f the world (e.g.
the USA or Japan) — even though the political and organizational contexts may be
different — and that these similarities open up perspectives for the future.
Regulatory authorities confirmed that they were asking for enhanced safety for
the next generation o f LW Rs, mainly focused on the two areas already mentioned:
severe accidents, and simplified operation and maintenance. There appeared to be
good convergence, at least qualitatively, between the requirements o f the regulatory
authorities and the objectives o f the utilities; this is a good starting point. The discus
sion in the panel on safety requirements emphasized that passive systems w ere one
o f the ways to simplify operation (although not necessarily maintenance), provided
that their effectiveness could be proved. M ore generally, regulatory authorities con
sidered that they should not say how the objectives were to be met, but only judge
how well the objectives were being met.
Industry presented products designed to meet utility requirements and safety
objectives. All the major projects from US, Japanese and European vendors were
presented.
Fuel cycle. Utilities, fuel cycle industries and R&D organizations discussed
their strategies. These were mainly focused on European needs and achievements.
The presentations showed how to optimize the use o f plutonium and minimize the
higher actinides, with a combination o f plutonium recycling in LWRs and o f fast
reactors. It was also shown that both MOX fuel fabrication and reprocessing were
now industrial and that their costs were under control. Sweden presented an alterna
tive strategy o f direct underground storage o f spent fuel, consistent with the phase
out o f nuclear power decided 15 years ago in that country.
R& D organizations presented their programmes, mainly to support enhanced
safety for the next generation and for longer term reactors. An important area in
R&D for the next generation o f LWRs — because it is not acquired through operating
experience — is that o f severe accidents.

2.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE PRESENTATIONS

Although TOPNUX ’93 was mainly centred on the technical means to improve
the next generation o f LW Rs, one o f the major conclusions was that there were pre
requisites for the public acceptance o f future reactors which had little to do with the
design o f those future plants. In other words, even if it were possible to design and
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operate such a thing as an ‘inherently safe reactor’ — and one knows there is no such
thing — there still would be public opposition to nuclear power. Other conclusions
concerned the cost objectives and the fuel cycle.
The future o f nuclear energy is totally dependent on public acceptance. It was
forcefully pointed out that future public acceptance will depend less on technical
improvements o f the already very safe designs than on three prerequisites:
— The perception that nuclear energy is really needed both to meet energy
demand and to protect the environment; this perception should proceed from
a view o f the w orld’s population (which is set to double in the next 50 years),
on the demand for higher standards o f living in developing countries, and on
the need to limit C 0 2 emissions to the atmosphere. Such a perception will
prevail only if political leadership is strong enough, is willing to set long term
policies, and willing to draw away from near sighted objectives.
— Acceptance that the technical solutions for long lived waste management are
satisfactory; this raises questions o f ethics, such as ‘how long is long’ (1000,
10 000, 1 000 000 years). The Swedish presentation on direct storage
suggested 10 000 years as being long enough since by then the world would
have entered the next glaciation; if such a view was to be accepted, there would
be no major difficulties in proving the existing solutions. But the integrity o f
storage is probably impossible to prove if one thinks o f geological ages
(beyond 1 000 000 years), unless it is possible to show that the residual activity
is less than a value known to be acceptable (for instance, that of uranium ore).
— Confidence in plant operators and regulatory authorities, which can only be
achieved, as already mentioned, through excellence in operation, transparency
o f information, and a clear relationship between regulatory authorities and
plant operators. There should be no more accidents leading to off-site releases,
and no incidents which the public might think o f as ‘near-misses’: the honest
and rapid information given by the Russians after the pressure tube failure at
the Leningrad plant early this year is a good example.
The level o f safety o f present W estern nuclear plants is satisfactory, but this
is not the case for all plants in the world. Although this was not, in principle, a topic
o f TOPN U X ’ 93, it was pointed out emphatically that those plants which did not
have an adequate level o f safety should be either upgraded or shut down as quickly
as possible — even if short term improvements in operation and maintenance could
justify continued operation for a few years.
There is a constant need for, and a real possibility of, improving safety
through:
— Better prevention and mitigation o f severe accidents, with particular attention
paid to containment and containment bypass; this leads, in particular, to
prevention by design o f a high pressure core melt and hydrogen detonation
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which could lead to early containment failure, and to assurance o f the long
term integrity o f the containment after a low pressure core melt.
— Progress in the area o f human factors through improved integration o f humans
in the control loop; this is obviously necessary, since human errors may
become dominant factors once the possibility of all other causes occurring has
been reduced. However, there was a broad consensus that humans should not
be removed from the control loop and that full automation only transferred the
risks in the direction o f errors in accident analysis, errors in maintenance, and
instrumentation failure.
— Simplification in both operation and maintenance, since probabilistic risk
assessments have identified shutdown states as being major contributors to
overall risks. Such simplification objectives go beyond the human factors
issues mentioned above, and are an incentive for designers to avoid multifunc
tion systems which require different line-ups, to avoid cross-lines between
redundant systems which multiply the number o f valves, and to minimize the
number o f support systems.
Such improvements could lead to lower core damage probabilities and to lower
off-site consequences, such that no short term evacuation, except in the immediate
vicinity o f the plant, nor permanent long term relocation is necessary. Regarding
probabilities, there was a broad consensus that very low figures, below those men
tioned in IN SA G -31, were meaningless and that the nuclear community as a whole
should avoid safety arguments based on such figures, which could only confuse the
public.
Research and development in some areas is still necessary, is complex and
costly, and requires international co-operation. This is particularly the case for
severe accidents where, for instance, the phenomenologies o f corium/concrete inter
action and o f corium cooling are not yet fully understood. This leads to unanswered
questions concerning severe accident management in existing plants and may lead to
overdesign o f the containment in future plants. There is also a good chance that offsite consequences may be overestimated though lack o f knowledge o f the behaviour
o f caesium and iodine inside the containment. International co-operation is necessary
both because experiments and the development o f codes are costly and because peer
review is practically the only way to improve confidence in the results.
Another area — not specifically nuclear — where international co-operation is
necessary is that o f the qualification o f the complex software used in modem control
systems.

1 INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Basic Safety Principles for
Nuclear Power Plants, Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3, IAEA, Vienna (1988).
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Even more important is the need for international consensus on safety objec
tives and requirements, and on quantification o f progress. This can only be achieved
in concrete projects such as:
— Certification by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)
o f advanced light water reactor (ALWR) designs, and o f the Utility Require
ments Document (URD) in the USA.
— Safety assessment o f the European Pressurized W ater Reactor (EPR) and the
EUR.
These issues will be developed in the next section.
The next generation o f LW Rs must be competitive with natural gas and coal
at least in some regions o f thé world. Otherwise, how could one expect a utility or
independent power producer to invest in a nuclear plant? Although natural gas seems
today to be the main competitor for nuclear energy, one can expect great uncertain
ties in its long term cost; coal is therefore the real long term competitor. Environ
mental considerations could — or should — lead to a specific carbon tax, but recent
developments have shown that there is little chance o f such a tax being accepted by
public opinion and by politicians within the next ten years.
In addition, the next generation o f LWRs should be able to contribute to the
reduction o f the inventories o f plutonium and neptunium, without increasing too
müch the quantities o f the higher actinides. This means that multirecycling o f pluto
nium in LW Rs, although feasible even if costly, is probably not a good path. Fast
reactors remain necessary both to meet long term fissile material requirements and
to drastically reduce the quantities o f long lived wastes.

3.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

The EPR and the EUR already show the way to a consensus in Europe on the
major objectives for the next generation o f reactors. In July 1993, the French and
German regulatory authorities issued joint recommendations which are a first step
towards achieving such a consensus. A similar approach will soon lead in the USA
to certification o f ALWRs and o f the URD.
One o f the big challenges in the next few years will be to share the experience
drawn from these European and US program m es and to come to common conclu
sions across the Atlantic and also in Asia and the former USSR. This may prove
difficult when it comes to specific requirements closely linked to technical solutions,
but it is achievable when it comes to methodology, such as source term calculations
o f software qualification requirements.
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TOPNUX ’93 confirmed the first signs of a reconciliation on the major objec
tives for future reactors:
— People in the industry are watching each other, and beginning to realize that
sales arguments based on caricatures o f safety can backfire;
— Utilities are keyed to standardization, which implies common requirements:
EUR in Europe, URD in the USA, etc. Comparison and, at a minimum a good
understanding o f the differences between such requirements are necessary and
are under way;
— Regulatory authorities are looking for ways to reconcile national responsibili
ties with common requirements.
One can hope that by 1995, any differences between requirements in Europe
and the USA will be fully identified, fully understood and, with the exception o f a
few, eliminated. But, in order to achieve this, the European regulators and the
USNRC will have to work together on such important issues as severe accidents, offsite consequences, etc.
Asian and Russian regulators should have an important role to play in the
elaboration o f such a mainstream consensus which should, in the end, be the basis
for IAEA recommendations.
A major goal for the future is to strengthen public acceptance. Common objec
tives and methodologies — worldwide — are obviously not enough, but they are a
necessary condition.
Semantics is another area essential for promoting public acceptance.
TOPNUX ’93 showed signs o f convergence in semantics. No one speaks any more
o f inherently safe reactors or o f passive reactors. There are inherent safety features
(delayed neutrons, thankfully), and there are passive or natural safety features, and
any design is usually a combination of such passive and active safety features. Again,
the terms ‘evolutionary’ and ‘revolutionary’, as applied to reactors, have led to
serious misunderstandings. For some, an ‘evolutionary’ reactor bore all the evils of
existing plants, whereas ‘revolutionary’ reactors were a promise o f a glorious
nuclear paradise. In other times, Admiral Hyman Rickover labelled — and dismissed
— the latter as “academic” . Today, thanks in part to TOPNUX ’93, the words used
are ‘evolutionary designs’, meaning designs that benefit enough from existing
experience not to require a prototype, and ‘innovative designs’ which introduce new
concepts or technologies requiring demonstration with a prototype.
All in all, the convergence in safety objectives and in the semantic qualification
o f future reactors should give renewed credibility to the assessment o f technical
solutions.
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CONCLUSIONS

There is a growing consensus — worldwide — that next generation reactors
will most likely be standardized LWRs designed to even higher safety standards than
the most m odem plants in operation today. The operational experience accumulated
over the past 25 years will permit the designers to make both operation and main
tenance easier, thus reducing the risks o f human error, keeping pace with the con
tinuous improvements in materials and components technology, and benefiting fully
from computer systems. The in-depth knowledge o f the phenomenology o f severe
accidents, acquired as a result o f the R&D programmes carried out by the major
nuclear countries and by the analysis o f the Three M ile Island accident, will permit
designers to include mitigating systems from the very beginning, reducing further
the risk that a severe accident leading to core damage could have large consequences
outside the plant. The next generation o f LWRs will include large
(1000-1400 MW(e)) and medium sized (600 MW(e)) standardized reactors to meet
different grid and siting requirements in different countries.
Conditions seem right today to put an end to the suicidal feud in the nuclear
community pitting proponents o f large versus small reactors, o f passive versus active
safety features, o f automation versus the role o f humans, etc., against one another.
The TOPNUX ’93 conference has no doubt contributed to the creation of a main
stream consensus, not the only condition, but a necessary one for our fellow citizens
to understand and accept our explanations on the safety o f future plants. Reconcilia
tion on the m ajor objectives for future reactors must become the key word o f our
nuclear community.
It m ust never be forgotten that improving the design o f reactors will not, by
itself, bring about public acceptance. Among the most obvious prerequisites are a
perception o f the need for nuclear energy, a clear understanding that long term
wastes are safely managed, and confidence in plant operators and regulatory bodies.
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Abstract
DESIGN TRENDS AND MAJOR TECHNICAL ISSUES OF ADVANCED NON-WATERCOOLED NUCLEAR REACTORS.
Among advanced nuclear reactors under development, liquid metal fast breeder
reactors (LMFBRs) and high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGRs) have indispensable
characteristics for expanding nuclear energy utilization in the future. Presentations and discus
sions at recent international conferences have indicated that designers of these reactors are
pursuing safer and more competitive plants for facilitating their commercialization by: making
the plants compact and simpler, wisely utilizing passive and active safety features, increasing
robustness to beyond design basis accidents through enhancement of naturally occurring safety
characteristics, utilizing more ‘friendly’ human interfaces, and so on. The feasibility of
actinide transmutation in fast reactors is studied as a new role of LMFBRs. Also mentioned
is the burning or denaturing of weapons plutonium by this technology. Key strategic issues
suggested for commercialization of these reactors are competitiveness, first of a kind cost,
plant licensing and technology demonstration. Continuation of public support and international
co-operation, including joint promotion of research and development, development of interna
tionally agreed safety criteria and adaptation of vigilant safeguards and physical protection
systems to the expanding LMFBR and its fuel cycle system, are identified as being essential
for the solution of these issues for the future.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced nuclear reactors have been developed as successors to or as compan
ions o f present-day nuclear power plants. Among them, liquid metal fast breeder
reactors (LMFBRs) and high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGRs) have been
developed as essential components o f future nuclear energy systems which should
contribute to the sustainable development of the world under the constraint of
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environmental protection. The purpose of the present paper is to review recent trends
and the technical issues o f these reactors as discussed at the International Conference
on Fast Reactor Systems and their Fuel Cycles (FR ’91) [1] and the International
Conference on Design and Safety o f Advanced Nuclear Power Plants (ANP ’92) [2].
FR ’91, which was held in October 1991 in Kyoto, Japan, was the fifth in a series
of comprehensive international conferences on fast reactor programmes, the first of
which was held in London in 1974. The conference gathered about 280 papers from
more than 10 countries which have made substantial contributions to the subject of
the conference. ANP ’92, which was held in October 1992 in Tokyo, collected the
best thinking from among the international nuclear community on ways to incor
porate the technological advances o f the past half decade into the design and safety
o f advanced nuclear power plants cooled with water, liquid metal, or gas for both
the next generation and beyond. In the following, the major design trends and
technical issues highlighted at these meetings are summarized, with some comments
on topics important to the continuation o f their development for facilitating the
deployment of these reactors.

2.

LMFBRs

2.1. Present status of LMFBR development
The development of fast breeder reactors (FBRs) using liquid metal coolant has
been pursued since the very early years o f civil nuclear power. This is because the
FBR can generate around 60 to 100 times m ore energy from natural uranium than
thermal reactors. Its full energy potential is, however, far greater than is expressed
by this factor when considering that we can economically exploit even low uranium
containing ores in the FBR. Thus, the energy produced by FBRs alone would cover
the w orld’s energy needs for centuries [3].
We can say that the development o f LMFBR technology has reached a mature
state and demonstrates the feasibility of this technology on a commercial scale.
A 1200 MW(e) sodium cooled FBR, SuperPhénix (SPX), has already been built in
France. This country has operated the 233 MW(e) Phénix since 1973, while the
United Kingdom has operated the 250 MW(e) PFR since 1975. Germany has built,
but decided not to operate, the 295 MW(e) SNR-300. These three countries have
prepared design concepts for a power station in the range o f 1300-1500 MW(e)
based on the construction and operation o f these reactors. Since 1988, however, they
have pooled their research, development and design efforts into one co-operative
programme for producing the European Fast Reactor (EFR) design. In Russia, the
BN-350 has been operated for 20 years and the BN-600 reactors for 13 years. The
capacity factor of the BN-600s for the past ten years is reported as 71% , which
proves that BN-600 is a prototype of a commercial fast reactor [4].
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The USA has operated the EBR-II since 1962 and the Fast Flux Test Facility
since 1980. In 1988, the United States Department o f Energy (USDOE) selected the
PRISM reactor concept originated by General Electric, in conjunction with the metal
fuel cycle concept being developed by Argonne National Laboratory, as the design
base for the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) programme [5].
Japan has been operating the 100 MW(th) Joyo experimental fast reactor since
1977 and has completed construction of the 250 MW(e) prototype Monju FBR,
which is expected to go critical in 1994. Japanese utilities are now jointly making
efforts to produce a concept for their first demonstration plant (DFBR-1) of
670 MW(e) as a major step toward the commercialization of FBRs. India is aggres
sively pursuing the commissioning o f an FBTR, and at the same time is improving
the design o f a 250 MW(e) PFBR, construction o f which will begin the commercial
deployment of fast breeders in India [6]. China has started R&D work on the
20 MW(e) First Fast Reactor, which is expected to be completed in the year 2000,
recognizing that fast breeders will become necessary in its nuclear energy
programme in the early part o f the 21st century [7].
O f course, many incidents and failures have been experienced in the operation
of these plants. In the proceedings o f FR ’91 and ANP ’92 [1, 2], comprehensive
reviews are found on the performance of LMFBR core and fuel and the operating
characteristics o f sodium equipment and components, and the incidents and incon
veniences experienced in these fast reactors are presented in a candid manner. Also
included are excellent reports which summarized the effect o f sodium aerosol upon
in-vessel equipment, the behaviour o f impurities in sodium, failures and repairs of
sodium equipment, including steam generators, etc. These reports have clearly indi
cated that the technical problems encountered in the LMFBRs currently in operation
are manageable by giving proper attention to the design and Operation of the plant.
They have proved that there are no fundamental difficulties in present LMFBR
concepts.

2.2. Major design trends
2.2.1. System design
A common realization about the current status of LMFBR technology that
emerged from these two international conferences is that FBR technology must be
developed further to make it economically competitive with thermal nuclear power
plants and that technology as well as economy should be demonstrated before series
ordering by the construction and Operation o f so-called demonstration or pre
commercial plants.
Designs o f this type o f LM FBR being studied in Europe, Russia and Japan are
mostly based on large, oxide fuel, sodium cooled reactors. Large plants have
advantages in terms o f scale effects, limited site area, and availability o f fabrication
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and operation experience. Oxide fuel is considered to offer advantages in terms of
industrial continuity, considerable experience feedback, high burnup, reliable and
well known costs, and the possibility o f using the same installations as those for fuel
for present-day FBRs.
The approach taken by the United States o f America is different from this
approach in at least two respects: the modular approach and the use o f an integral
fast reactor (IFR) fuel cycle based on metallic fuel and a pyrometallurgical
reprocessing and fabrication plant on-site [5 ,8 ]. It is claimed that the modular design
has industrial advantages in terms of construction simplicity and, therefore, costs.
The metal fuel potentially offers attractive safety features, such as wide safety mar
gins to coolant voiding and fuel failure in loss o f coolant or loss o f heat sink accidents
owing to the thermal conductive and neutronic properties. It is also claimed that the
fuel cycle costs o f this IFR concept would be considerably less than those for the
oxide/PUREX cycle.
The proposal o f lead cooled FBRs by Adamov et al. in Russia is based on their
hope of developing a fast breeder design with radically increased safety [9]. They
claim that owing to low neutron moderation and absorption, the volume fraction of
lead coolant in the core can be significantly increased such that the coolant pumping
power is acceptable and the temperature o f lead remains within the range where con
ventional steel can be used without any significant erosion by molten lead. The core
is made o f fuel assemblies o f ductless design with high density nitride fuel the
cladding o f which is made o f ferritic steel. As the internal breeding ratio is
around 1, it is possible to make the reactivity margin below beta, the temperature
coefficient slightly negative at operating temperature range and non-linearly growing
beyond the range. This means that a local positive reactivity insertion during coolant
boiling or an inadvertent introduction o f gas bubbles in the core cannot cause any
significant safety problems in this reactor.
2.2.2. Fuel cycle technology
The main objective o f the R&D programme for fuel is to find materials with
greater swelling resistance without deterioration o f other characteristics, i.e. optimi
zation o f austenitic steel [10]. It was reported that in Phénix, more than 51 300 pins
clad in different 15/15 titanium materials have been irradiated to date, and
experimental and driver subassemblies routinely achieve doses o f more than 100 dis
placements per atom (dpa) NRT. The leading subassembly of the reference design
(CW 15/15 titanium cladding/EMIO wrapper tube) has already reached 143 dpa
NRT (136 300 M W -d/t — 16.5 at.% ) and is continuing its irradiation. Advanced
cladding materials, such as low chromium steels and ferritic steel, EM12, are also
irradiated in Phénix. The principal alloy studied in the United Kingdom for reactor
core application has been the high nickel alloy PE 16 [10]. This was chosen in the
early 1970s as an alternative fuel pin cladding and wrapper material for the PFR.
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To date, more than 18 500 pins clad in PE16 have been irradiated in the PFR, and
driver charge subassemblies using this alloy as both cladding and wrapper are
routinely achieving bum ups o f m ore than 15 at.% (126 000 M W -d/t), or 110 dpa
NRT. Further improvements in performance are expected with the introduction o f
the ferritic/martensitic steel FV448 for wrapper applications. Post-irradiation
examination o f these high burnup PFR and Phénix pins has confirmed their good
behaviour and gives confidence that the interim burnup target of 15 at. % of the EFR
is readily achievable. This is seen as a major step toward the final burnup target
o f 20 at. %.
In the EBR-II, binary U -10Z r fuel in 20% cold worked D-9 cladding was
irradiated up to 15 at.% burnup. Based on this and other experiments, it was deter
mined that the reference choice for the ALM R was U -xP u-10Z r in a variety o f
cladding materials, including 316, D-9 and HT-9 [11].
It was also reported that more than five hundred fuel subassemblies have
already been reprocessed at pilot scale facilities in Europe [12]. These reports have
indicated the steady progress of breeder fuel cycle technology aiming at the establish
ment o f an FBR fuel cycle substantially more economical than the LW R fuel cycle.
The key issue in this area is obviously the strategy to proceed from the present state
o f pilot plant level activity to the state o f serving several commercial scale LMFBRs
to demonstrate the commercial viability o f the technology.
2.2.3. Safety
Liquid metal fast breeder reactors have, in general, potentially favourable
safety features such as low primary system pressure, coolant temperature far below
boiling point at standard pressure (1 atm )1, large coolant heat capacity and a high
thermal conductivity coolant which is non-corrosive. At the same time, they have
potentially unfavourable features with regard to safety, such as a flammable coolant,
a reactor core far from its most reactive configuration and coolant voiding reactivity
composed of competing effects: negative contribution owing to increased neutron
leakage and positive contribution caused by increased neutron energies. Therefore,
designers have spent a long time minimizing the impact o f unfavourable and max
imizing the benefit of favourable features.
The safety design principles for most of today’s LMFBR designs are similar
to those applied to the design o f the EFR, which aré summarized as follows [13]:
(a)

The safety level for a plant should be at least as good as that for a contemporary
thermal reactor in the respective countries.

1 1 atm osphere (atm ) = 1.013 25 X 10s Pa.
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(b)

The doses to operators and the public as a result of normal operation should
be below the appropriate limits and shall be as low as reasonably practicable
principle.
All reasonable practicable steps shall be taken to prevent accidents, and
minimize the radiological consequences o f an accident should it occur.

(c)

The general safety criteria derived from these principles are, in accordance
with IAEA recommendations for future nuclear power plants [14], composed o f the
following quantitative targets:
(1)

A limit for acceptable radioactivity releases, which addresses not only health,
effects, but also considers land consequences (restrictions o f agricultural
product consumption, o f access to a limited area, etc.)
A probability target associated with this limit; for example, the probability for
it to be exceeded must be less than 1 0 '6 per plant year.

(2)

The second target is associated with the design o f major safety functions,
which are safe shutdown, safe decay heat removal and safe radioactivity containment
based on the defence in depth concept, which requires a given number of lines of
defence against the loss o f each safety function. The safety features pursued for
attaining this target are detailed in Ref. [13] and are summarized as follows:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Good balance between design and beyond the design behaviour, e.g. enhanced
prevention against core disruptive accidents through careful core optimization
and by going beyond a specifically required level of safety by offering, for
example, a ‘third shutdown’ level.
Passive performance o f safety functions wherever reasonable, e.g. decay heat
removal in natural convection to supplement the active measures.
Damage limiting measures for residual risk.

One o f the important trends found in these activities is the emphasis on the
forgiving character o f the design against successive mistakes or failures. This trend
can be seen also in the design o f containment systems that are able to keep the
releases under the specified limits for various core melt status conditions, irrespec
tive of their very low probability o f occurrence.
In the case o f the ALM R, the intensive use o f passive safety features available
from the metallic fuel modular (that is, small core) concept has led to the following
safety goals and characteristics [5]:
— Passive decay heat removal which is not vulnerable to operator errors;
— Strong inherent negative reactivity feedback for core reactivity control to
maintain a safe state for anticipatory transient without scram (ATWS) events;
— No operator action required to reach and maintain a safe state;
— Operator action unable to inhibit or override safety actions;
— High margins in ultimate seismic capacity;
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— Very low core damage probability, below 10"6 per plant year;
— Failure to scram to be less than 1 0 '6 per demand: reactor protection system
well separated from the plant control system;
— Accidental radioactivity release probabilities and characteristics at a level such
that detailed off-site evacuation planning, exercises and early warning will not
be required;
— Passive and other innovative safety characteristics to be demonstrable in a
prototype without damaging the plant.
Responding to these goals in safety design, various studies were reported on
the methods for suppressing reactivity swing owing to core irradiation for reduction
o f the risk potential of reactivity transients due to inadvertent control rod insertion,
and for minimizing positive sodium void effects so as to reduce the potential severity
of unprotected loss o f flow conditions [15, 16]. The key issue here is how to keep
a balance among the various requirements for the safety design o f a reactor. The use
o f probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) has been rather delayed in this area, mainly
because of a lack o f data. In the near future, however, more safety evaluation work
should be carried out using PRA, since we never know where we stand regarding
reactor safety without a quantitative evaluation.
Finally, it should be pointed out that ‘friendly’ operator interfaces and various
kinds o f sophisticated instrumentation are under development for safe and reliable
operation. Examples o f the latter are above-core thermocouples, high temperature
neutron detectors, delayed neutron detectors, acoustic boiling noise detection sys
tems, acoustic subassembly temperature measurement systems, hydraulic and acous
tic detection o f sodium water reaction in steam generators, etc. Although it is too
early to define the degree of contribution to safety o f these types o f instrumentation
under development at this time, successful development o f these detectors will
clearly have a significant impact upon the further assurance o f the safety and reliabil
ity of future LMFBRs.

2 .2 .4 . Im provem ent o f econom y

As LMFBR technology matures, it becomes possible to predict its electricity
generation costs and to present competitive designs with respect to other energy pro
ducing systems against the background o f a reduced range of uncertainties. The
approach to competitiveness in the case o f the EFR [17] is based on investment and
generating cost savings arising from core design for high burnup; design simplicity
and compactness; limitation o f the number of safety graded systems while maintain
ing compliance with the required safety standards (e.g. concentration o f safety grade
systems in the nuclear island, design o f the balance o f plant system according to the
conventional standard); reduction in the number o f components and systems,
reduced component weight and building volumes; and examination of construction,
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fabrication and erection methods to allow shortening o f the construction time.
A similar approach is taken in Russia for the BN-600M [4] and in Japan for the
DFBR [18]. It should be noted that the economics o f the EFR are expected to be
considerably improved with respect to SPX through this approach, although it would
still be prototypical. It is reported that this design would be competitive with LWRs
if cost reductions owing to learning and standardization/series production is taken
into consideration.
The more advanced approach discussed is to make the reactor more compact
and simpler by using integrated components and/or electromagnetic pumps and to
achieve a higher operating temperature, on the one hand, and to use nitride fuel and
direct heating steam generators [19]. Modular plants are also proposed to make it
possible to increase the share o f factory fabrication and to enjoy the economic merit
o f serial production even in the early phase o f reactor deployment. Also reported is
the pursuit o f a significant improvement in fuel cycle technology, including attain
ment of higher burnup and progress in process rationalization as well as remote oper
ation technology for fuel fabrication and spent fuel reprocessing.
A significantly different approach is taken in the case o f the PRISM reactor,
upon which the IFR programme in the USA is based [8]. This is composed o f strate
gies to overcome major obstacles to the restoration o f the nuclear option in this coun
try, as summarized below:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Reduce a number o f complex, active, nuclear grade safety systems by
emphasizing passive, natural and simple safety systems and by strict separation
o f the nuclear safety related reactor module from the non-nuclear-safety related
balance o f plant, both o f which eliminate the need for many active, engineered
safety systems;
Shorten the construction schedule by modularization of the nuclear plant such
that the modules could be fabricated in a factory under controlled conditions,
transported to the site and assembled at the site with a significantly reduced
site construction schedule;
Improve the predictability o f the licensing process by developing concept
licensable by standard plant design certification and performing a prototype
test. The use o f seismic isolators for the reactor modules and the intermediate
heat transport system, which are located underground, contribute to this
characteristic.

2.2.5. Minor actinide burning
M inor actinides (Np, Am and Cm) produced in fission reactors include several
long lived radioactive alpha emitters and are among the materials o f greatest concern
in nuclear waste disposal beyond 300 years, depending on the site characteristics and
the scenario assumptions under consideration. In FR ’91 and ANP ’92, many studies
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oil the burning o f minor actinides by fast reactors were reported [20-22]. The main
reason for this renaissance in interest in actinide transmutation is the fact that FBRs
have a fuel cycle with inherent actinide transmutation, as indicated by the fact that
the fraction o f minor actinides in the fuel at equilibrium is about one order o f magni
tude smaller when compared with fuel discharged from LWRs. It is claimed that
processing LWR irradiated fuel and recycling actinides in the fast reactor is attractive
for the following reasons (in addition to the major reason that it can significantly
increase the resource base o f nuclear energy by breeding):
(a)
(b)
(c)

Removes long life actinides which produce some o f the short term and essen
tially all o f the long term repository heat load.
Reduces repository risk due to human intrusion or expulsion by removing
actinides with relatively high radiotoxicity.
Improves the waste form; an estimate indicated a one to three order of magni
tude reduction in the leach rate o f vitrified glass.

However, calculations show that the introduction o f minor actinides in the fast
reactor fuel cycle increases the sodium void reactivity and decreases the Doppler
reactivity coefficient. Therefore the design o f a fast actinide burning reactor must
consider the mitigation o f these adverse effects on reactivity coefficients. The results
o f these kinds o f studies reported in FR ’91 and ANP ’92 can be summarized as
follows:
(1)

(2)

In the case o f the homogeneous recycling concept, a concentration of 2-3%
o f minor actinides in the oxide fuel is tolerable in terms o f consequences for
reactivity coefficients. This means that for recycling all o f the minor actinides
produced, about 20% o f the nuclear energy supply system composed o f LWRs
and FBRs should be FBRs devoted to minor actinide transmutation. The addi
tion o f this quantity o f minor actinides has the m erit o f reducing the reactivity
loss per cycle. Furtherm ore, with this addition o f minor actinides to the
standard FBR oxide fuel, the equilibrium value o f the 238Pu concentration
does not exceed 5% , the limit set by the capability o f fuel handling.
A heterogeneous recycling concept, i.e. placing highly enriched minor actinide
fuel in specific targets' separated from the fuel at the core periphery
(heterogeneous recycling) gives comparable results to those o f homogeneous
recycling. Although this method presents the advantages o f not modifying the
standard fuel, the disadvantage o f the necessity for multicycling with its
reprocessing should be evaluated carefully.

The consensus o f the studies reported is that further research is required in the
fields o f actinide chemistry (separation technology and the database o f minor
actinides for the evaluation o f process impacts), neutronics (changes in decay
heat and radiation due to burnup), refabrication difficulty and the estimation of
additional cost.
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In this connection, it should be pointed out that the utilization of weapons
grade Pu in fast reactors was proposed at ANP ’92 for reducing the Pu stockpile
rapidly [23]. One way to do so is to build a fast reactor and use the material for its
initial core loading and then proceed to operate the plant in the normal recycle mode.
The other way is to build a small number o f fast reactors and use the material in a
once-through fuel cycle mode in which each new core is operated just long enough
to spoil or denature the Pu for use in weapons; then the fuel is removed and placed
in storage for later burn down and processing. Excess Pu can also be denatured in
LWRs. It is insisted, however, that the FBR core’s high enrichment and harder
neutron spectrum make it more efficient for this purpose.

3.

HTGRs

Current HTGRs use a ceramic based, coated particle fuel system, a
graphite moderator and helium coolant. The core has a low power density from
3 to 6 W /cm 3, which is an important safety feature because this makes the critical
period, within which the decay heat removal system must be established in case of
an emergency, much longer than that for LWRs. The fuel system has the ability to
hold fission products within the coated particle at very high temperatures, thus allow
ing the system to operate at a coolant temperature level which makes it possible to
use the plant as a high temperature process heat source, in addition to electricity
generation. The coolant — helium, an inert gas — does not react with other materials
in the reactor and it does not carry impurities which could be activated in the reactor
core. Therefore, it is considered that the off-site radiation dose after an incident is
negligible and the operator dose under normal conditions is about one order o f mag
nitude lower than that routinely achieved in current LWRs.
One drawback o f this reactor is the loss o f economies o f scale, but that disad
vantage is considered to be offset by a desire to increase capacity in relatively small
increments, or to have multiple plants which provide high assurance o f the continuity
of electricity or heat supply.
The HTGR can also contribute to extending the resource base if it uses a
thorium/enriched uranium fuel. If the spent fuel is reprocessed and the recovered
233U is recycled, it can achieve the same economy as the recycling of plutonium as
mixed oxide fuel in LWRs. Low cost thorium reserves are believed to be abundant
and comparable in size with uranium resources.
Although the HTGR community has over thirty years of design and operating
experience, current interest in this technology has been affected by problems at the
Fort St. Vrain reactor in the USA and the THTR reactor in Germany, Currently,
Japan has begun construction o f a high temperature test reactor and the USA and
Germany are continuing to develop the technical bases of the HTGR because p f its
unique high temperature capability for heat generation for industrial process. The
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thrust o f current HTGR development is to expand into new markets, such as coal
gasification, oil shale recovery, heavy oil recovery, petrochemical processes and
co-generation o f heat and electricity, in addition to electricity production. The
USDOE aims at entering into a potential initiative with the private sector for
deployment o f a lead commercial plant o f the M odular HTGR (MHTGR) in the
2010 time-frame [8].
The proposed utility/user requirements for the MHTGR aims at establishing
the MHTGR as an attractive nuclear option for safe, reliable and economic energy
supply with limited ownership risk. The key points o f these requirements are
quite similar to the strategies adopted by the ALMR programme, except for the
following [24]:
(a)

(b)

(c)

The reference plant should produce a nominal electric output in the range of
400-700 MW (e), incorporating features to facilitate incremental capacity
addition. A reference steam cycle plant configuration is four reactors indepen
dently coupled to four turbine generators and each module should be con
structed in parallel or sequentially.
The plant should be simple and use equipment familiar to owners of fossil fuel
facilities whenever possible so as to deliver a capacity factor o f 84%, with staff
and training requirements approaching those o f a present-day clean coal plant.
The regulatory focus should be shifted from activities at the plant site to the
off-site manufacture o f passive components and systems. This shift should be
brought about by successive static structural barriers to provide defence in
depth against the release o f fission products and by the fact that both the first
and second principal fission product barriers (the ceramic coatings on the fuel
kernel and the reactor vessel) can be factory fabricated to nuclear standards.

The designers o f the German HTR also claim that their concept already fulfils
many o f these demands, indicating that a core meltdown can be excluded by natural
physical laws and the fission products are retained inside the fuel elements in the
event of any accidents, if suitably designed [25].
It has been recognized, however, that there are many hurdles and issues on the
long road to commercializing these advanced reactors. Key items are competitive
ness, first-of-a-kind cost and plant licensing. For example, it is claimed that the
4 x 350 MW(th) M HTGR would be competitive with similarly sized fossil fuel and
nuclear stations [26]. However, utilities with an extensive experience base with
LW R technology would not want to change the type of plant without a significant
financial advantage in doing so even if they are exempt from the first-of-a-kind cost.
Furthermore, there is no precedent for the commercial use o f gas technology.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS

4.1. Maintaining public support
One o f the biggest issues in LMFBR development and deployment activities
in recent years, and which is partly applicable to the HTGR as well, is the reduction
o f public financial súpport for R&D and deployment. One major reason for this
reduction is Obviously the success in the development o f LMFBR technology itself.
Owing to this Success, LMFBR R&D programmes in many countries have entered
the phase in which the utilities’ investment should play the decisive role in their
progress. The other major reason, however, is that the LMFBR R&D programme
has reduced priority owing to the recognition that the major price rises for uranium
will not come as early as once speculated because the growth rate o f world nuclear
power is predicted to be low for at least the next ten years.
However, it is a common understanding in the world community that nuclear
energy should be a major element o f the energy supply mix o f the world in the long
run and the existence o f fast reactors in the second quarter of the 21st century will
be a prerequisite for this contribution, although the exact timing is dependent on the
rate o f growth o f nuclear power in the world.
It might be useful at this point to remember that a unique feature o f the fast
reactor is its capability to burn plutonium, if required, instead p f breeding it. This
is achieved by removing the blanket zone o f the core. Thus, FBRs may be used to
adjust the stock o f plutonium to that which is needed for optimal development o f a
combined programme o f energy producing systems, including advanced LWRs
and FBRs.
It is therefore rational and even necessary for the world to retain an existing
trained cadre o f LMFBR engineers and scientists, together with existing facilities for
its development, and to continue to develop, construct prototypes as Pu burners and
demonstrate the reliability o f this technology, with its fuel cycle system, upon which
to base the decision to commercialize it. This is because the development, construc
tion and operation o f a new reactor system requires at least 20-30 years.

4.2. Safeguards and physical security
No country with nuclear weapons, or one suspected o f having nuclear
weapons, has developed these weapons using fissionable material from a civilian
reactor, although so-called production reactors have been used for power generation
in some countries and civilian power programmes have been used as a cover for
other activities aimed at developing nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, reactors
designed and employed for the production o f power remain o f concern for prolifera
tion because they can be used for the production of weapons grade plutonium. There
fore, these reactors are put under the IA EA ’s safeguards system, which is the
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cornerstone o f the international non-proliferation regime. An effective safeguards
system for the large scale use o f plutpniun} has also been deliberated in this regime,
paying due attention to the discussions and conclusions reached in the International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation process initiated by the USA.
There were few discussions about the safeguards system for LMFBRs and their
fuel cycle technology in FR ’91 and ANP ’92. However, this system is important
for commercialization o f the LMFBR, since it is based on the large scale recycling
o f plutonium through reprocessing. It is clear that some non-proliferation experts
consider that plutonium separated from radioactive fission products makes the pluto
nium easier to use, although they add a comment that with normal burnup the
presence o f 240Pu in the plutonium makes it much more difficult to use in a reliable
bomb. They persistently claim in this connection that the large amount o f plutonium
in use may require special safeguards and that the LM FBR programme in countries
o f proliferation concern would pose a serious safeguards question [27]. Therefore,
it will be necessary to continuously review the appropriateness o f the required
vigilance o f safeguards and the security system over the LMFBR fuel cycle system,
as the use o f LMFBRs will expand.

4.3. International co-operation
In the field o f advanced reactor development, there is a wide range of interna
tional co-operation. The most advanced and large scale co-operation is the EFR
programme, which is now being conducted under the umbrella o f an intergovern
mental agreement, with further agreements between national utilities and develop
ment organizations.
The objective of wider collaboration mentioned in FR ’91 and ANP ’92 ranged
from the preservation o f expertise, search for economies in the design o f FBRs, and
demonstration of actinide burning fuel cycles, to joint promotion of the construction
and operation o f demonstration or pre-commercial reactors. These proposals might
be regarded as hackneyed phrases routinely made in international gatherings, as we
know that competition is the parent o f the innovations which will dominate in the
future. However, if the current trend o f a decrease in funding fast reactor develop
ment continues, we will be faced with a situation where investment in fast reactors
will be less than desirable for assuring the long term stability o f both the global
energy supply system and the global environmental condition. It might be the right
time to deliberate further on a mechanism to pursue sustainable development o f fast
reactor technology which will co-ordinate R&D investment among participating
nations in the light o f the global goals they share.
Safety is another area proposed for international co-operation, as this сот
operation plays an important role. The world has learned from unhappy episodes in
history that any incident in any nuclear reactor affects the operation of all the rest.
W e are now convinced that co-operation for safety is not just an avocation, but is
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mandatory for the survival and growth o f nuclear energy use. W ith that in mind, it
is useful and even necessary for the world to facilitate international consensus on the
safety o f the fast reactor and its fuel cycle activities. The universal use of identical
safety rules would not be a panacea for the public acceptance of advanced reactors,
but who can deny the significant benefits it may bring about, considering the everincreasing speed o f transborder communications between the public o f different
nations and considering that advanced reactors, and fast reactors in particular, are
a global must for the future.

4.4. High quality research activities
It is appropriate at this point to emphasize the importance of pursuing high
quality research in order to expand the knowledge base for the cultivation of innova
tion in fast reactor technology for maintaining vigilance on safety, and so on. Taking
as an example research on neutronics, which has a long scientific heritage, presenta
tions at FR ’91 and ANP ’92 indicated that it still plays an important role in, for
example, the substantial improvement in the estimation o f decay heat generation, the
proposal o f a low sodium void reactivity core by incorporating a sodium gap [15],
the thermal neutron barrier between the core and blanket [28], evaluation o f the
effects o f minor actinide addition mentioned in Section 2.2,5, and so on. Unless
these research activities are pursued actively, there can be no expansion o f the
knowledge base for fast reactor development, no maintenance of safety nor reliability
o f the plant, and consequently no improvement in economy. Designers and opera
tors, and even regulators, are pnly able to make reasonable decisions by recognizing
through these research activities what is clear to them and what is not yet clear. In
this sense, we cannot overemphasize the importance of the maintenance of high
quality research for nuclear energy.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

With strong demographic growth in developing nations, coupled with eco
nomic development and its consequent need for energy, the share o f nuclear energy
in the global energy supply mix shall increase on a long term basis, since nuclear
energy has a strategic role in securing the stable and economic supply o f energy
under the constraint of environmental protection. If the world will increase the
nuclear energy share in the future, the fast reactor must complement LWRs in the
early part of the 21st century and eventually succeed them in order to fully exploit
the potential o f uranium resources.
Presentations and discussion at recent international conferences on advanced
reactors indicated that designers o f these reactors pursue safer and more competitive
plants by making the plants compact and simpler, wisely utilizing passive and active
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safety features, increasing the robustness to beyond design basis accidents through
enhancement o f naturally occurring safety characteristics, using more friendly
human interfaces, and so on. The feasibility o f actinide transmutation in fast reactors
is being studied as a new role for LMFBRs. Also mentioned was the burning or
denaturing o f weapons plutonium by it.
It was suggested that key strategic issues for the commercialization of these
reactors are competitiveness, first-of-a-kind cost, licensing and technology demon
stration. Continuation of public support and international co-opefation, including
joint promotion o f R&D, development o f internationally agreed safety criteria and
adaptation o f vigilant safeguards and physical protection systems to the expanding
LMFBRs and their fuel cycle system are identified as being essential for the solution
o f these issues for our common future.
At this point we should remember that we are in a world where the pursuit of
quality has created unprecedented competition in the field o f technology development
and, as a result, uninterrupted innovations in technologies are in progress. We recall
that the most deadly foe o f technological development is self-complacency. This
leads us to the conclusion that if we sincerely would like lo survive this competition
with other energy technologies and commercialize advanced reactors for our future,
we should get rid o f any self-complacency, impose hard tasks on ourselves, and exert
the power o f intellectual imagination in our developmental activities for these
reactors.
Nearly a century ago, Thomas Edison said “ thefe is nothing so powerful as
an idea whose time has com e” . The time fot advanced reactors, and FBRs in
particular, is not yet but surely will come in the near future. We should continue our
efforts to demonstrate the availability and the unique characteristics of the technol
ogy until then.
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Abstract
SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED REACTORS WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON NON
POWER APPLICATIONS.
The paper examines the possible role of small and medium sized reactors (SMRs) for
world energy supply based on recent studies by the Commission of the European Communities
(CEC), the IAEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD and papers presented at a séminar
on SMRs held in New Delhi, in August 1991. It notes that nuclear power appears to be
receiving more favourable consideration as the environmental effects of fossil fuels and renew
able energy sources become more evident, and that SMRs are generating particular interest,
especially in the USA, because of their passive safety features and reduced financial risk.
Although larger reactors will be preferred for electricity generation in most developed coun
tries, unless SMRs are cheaper or offer other benefits, they could be used where electricity
demand is too small for large reactors. Small and medium sized reactors could have a more
general role in supplying district heating or process heat as they provide a better match to the
energy required. However, there are many obstacles to their use at present, including public
opposition, cheap gas, small system size, low load factors, lack of finance and competition
from independent boilers. Current prospects for SMRs in district heating systems are poor,
but the obstacles appear less serious for process heat applications, including desalination, and
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these could therefore offer early opportunities for SMRs to demonstrate their safety and
reliability. Industrial sites also have more consistent demands for heat and electricity which
would allow the reactors to operate more efficiently in a co-generation mode. It is concluded
that the prospects for SMRs are reasonably good in the longer term. However, it is essential
that one or two prototype reactors be built as soon as possible to provide experience and
confirm their claimed benefits. This is likely to need international co-operation and finance,
which will require the selection of the most suitable national designs for further development.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the past thirty-five years nuclear power has made a significant contri
bution to energy supply and it now provides almost.20% o f the world’s electricity.
Most nuclear plants have perform ed well, but there have been accidents which have
caused a reduction o f public confidence in the safety o f nuclear power. As a conse
quence, many countries have cut back their nuclear power programmes.
However, a number o f factors is likely to improve the prospects o f nuclear
power as an important part o f future energy supply in the longer term. These include:
— High projected growth in world energy demand owing to increasing world
population and economic growth, especially in developing countries;
— Possible future localized shortages o f fossil fuels or over-dependence on
supplies o f questionable reliability;
— The effects of acid rain and local pollution from burning fossil fuels and the
costs o f controlling emissions from fossil power stations;
— Increasing concern over the long term effects o f global warming owing to the
release o f greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide, from fossil fuels;
— Public opposition to large scale renewable projects such as dams and wind
farms.
Increasingly, nuclear power can be seen as a relatively reliable and secure
energy source with considerable environmental benefits to offset the possible
perceived disadvantages which are becoming more improbable as reactor designs
improve. Some countries are already reconsidering their attitudes to nuclear power
as the problems o f alternative fossil and renewable energy sources become more evi
dent. F or example, in the USA, the costs of the Clean Air Act and increasing depen
dence on foreign fuel supplies have re-awakened interest in building new nuclear
stations to replace existing reactors which are approaching the end o f their life. In
Eastern Europe, there is an urgent need to replace nuclear plants and highly polluting
fossil stations.
Many utilities, especially in the USA, are no longer prepared to consider only
established reactor designs: although these have been developed to large unit sizes
to take advantage o f ‘economies o f scale’; the argument is that they need increasingly
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complex engineered safety provisions to meet more stringent licensing conditions.
Advanced systems are being developed based on experience with existing reactors,
but with simplified designs which should be easier to build and operate. In general,
they also include passive safety features which should be more acceptable to the
public and easier to license.
Most o f these new reactors are being designed to operate economically at
smaller sizes to reduce capital costs and construction times and so give a quicker
return on the initial investment. Small and medium sized reactors (SMRs) are thus
the focus o f much o f the interest for restarting nuclear programmes in the USA and
elsewhere. Even in Countries where larger reactors are still the preferred choice for
electricity generation, they could provide attractive options for new district heating
or combined heat and power (CHP) plants where their smaller unit sizes are more
appropriate for the available markets.

2.

RECENT SMR STUDIES

Small and medium sized reactors have been the subject of several major studies
in recent years, principally carried out by international organizations such as the
Commission of the European Communities (CEC), the IAEA and the Nuclear
Energy Agency o f the OECD (OECD/NEA). These studies can be summarized
briefly as follows:
— In 1985, the IAEA initiated a study of small and medium power reactors [1],
which was continued over a number of years on the basis o f a series of IAEA
technical meetings, first on SMRs [2, 3] and then on advanced water reac
tors [4, 5]. These studies provided, a comprehensive analysis o f the benefits
and options for small power reactors, but also identified many o f the obstacles
to their use, including the relative economics o f larger reactors and fossil fuel
stations, and the problems of finance in developing countries and o f public
acceptability.
— In 1988, the OECD/NEA began a detailed assessment o f the roie o f SMRs in
OECD countries over the next few decades. This was carried out by an expert
group from different OECD Member Countries which examined the status of
the various SMR designs that were available and the prospects for their appli
cation in different markets for electricity and heat generation. The study looked
particularly at the economic aspects, the advantages o f passive safety and the
markets for small reactors for specific applications [6].
— In 1990, the CEC placed a contract for a study o f the potential for SMRs in
Europe up to the year 2020, which was carried out by a small team from the
United Kingdom and Germany [7]. The study concentrated mainly on the situa
tion in W estern Europe, but also made a preliminary assessment of the likely
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opportunities for SMRs in Eastern Europe. It was concluded that there were
some opportunities for SMRs in Europe, although there would be difficulties
at first in competing against larger reactors and combined cycle gas stations
for electricity, and gas boilers for heat production. It was noted, however, that
conditions varied so widely from country to country that a true assessment
could only be based on more detailed country analyses.
— Also in 1990, the CEC placed a number o f contracts, through the Small
Reactor Interest Group, for assessments o f the possible markets in western
Germany [8, 9], France [10], Spain [11] and the United Kingdom [12]. These
were mainly based on the high temperature reactor (HTR), but contain ana
lyses o f the heat markets in these countries which would also have some
relevance for other SMRs, although these would not be capable o f supplying
the higher temperature process heat which is available from HTRs and which
would be necessary for some applications.
— In late 1989, the IAEA restarted studies on seawater desalination using nuclear
energy. These investigations cover the technical and economic aspects of the
available nuclear reactors which are suitable for seawater desalination, o f the
various desalination processes and the methods o f coupling the systems
together. So far, two reports have been published, the first one being a status
report on the use o f nuclear reactors for seawater desalination [13] and the
second one an evaluation o f the economic viability of seawater desalination by
using nuclear energy [14]. Information contained in the latter report on small
and medium power reactors was neither complete nor consistent. Therefore,
a separate effort is being made to gather more information from manufacturers
and designers in order to provide a consistent and complete set o f data in a
common format [15]. In parallel with these activities, the IAEA is assisting
several countries in conducting feasibility studies on seawater desalination by
using nuclear energy at selected sites. These activities are expected to continue
until the mid-1990s.
Since 1987, the Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (SMIRT) confer
ences have been followed by meetings on SMRs. In 1991, the SMIRT Conference
in Tokyo, Japan, was followed by the 3rd International Seminar on Small and
Medium Nuclear Reactors, held in 1991 in New Delhi, India, which provides much
o f the more recent material on SMRs. The post-SMIRT conference for 1993 was
replaced by this IAEA Symposium on Advanced Nuclear Power Systems. The
New Delhi seminar included several papers which reviewed international studies by
the IAEA [16, 17], the International Energy Agency [18], the OECD/NEA [19] and
the CEC [20, 21], as well as a large number o f papers from individual countries
discussing particular SMR concepts, energy markets and other specific topics
(e.g. Ref. [22]).
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This pap er is intended to review the possible role o f SM Rs for w orld energy
supply based m ainly on the various studies outlined above. T he factors w hich govern
th eir use for electricity generation have been extensively analysed in a num ber o f
studies and w ill be dealt w ith only briefly. T he m ain purpose o f this p aper is to exam 
ine the prospects for other applications such as d istrict and process heating, co 
generation, e tc., w hich vary m ore w idely from country to country and are less
clearly defined.

3.

SM ALL AND MEDIUM SIZED REACTORS FOR
ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

Most large developed countries have an extensive grid system which can easily
accommodate large nuclear or fossil power stations. In such cases, SMRs will nor
mally only be selected if they provide the cheapest option, or have other benefits
which offset any extra costs. Factors which might lead to lower costs or other
benefits from SMRs have been identified as follows:
^rr N ovel o r sim pler p la n t designs are possible with smaller and more robust com
ponents, which limit the need for complicated and expensive engineered safety
systems.
— L ow er capital costs are possible owing to their smaller size and their simpler
designs.
— E nhanced p a ssive safety characteristics may make the plant easier to license
and thus reduce the costs o f regulatory delays.
— Increased fa c to ry fabrica tio n o f com ponents may be possible, w ith higher
productivity, better quality and reduced on-site costs.
— Shorter construction tim es due to a smaller plant, more off-site manufacture

and simpler commissioning should reduce interest costs and give a quicker
return on the lower initial investment; indirectly the risk o f licensing changes
during construction would be reduced.
— F inancial a n d m anagem ent risks should be reduced by the lower costs and
quicker construction time, which give less opportunity for regulatory changes
during the licensing process.
— A better m atch to dem and grow th is possible w ith sm aller units, saving som e
early investm ent and reducing interest charges.

— Better availabilities appear to be obtained with smaller reactors.
=■ Longer lifetimes m ay be obtained w ith sm aller reactors and th eir com ponents
should be easier to m aintain o r replace.

— D ecom m issioning costs could be sm aller because o f the simpler design and it
might be easier to dispose o f smaller components.
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These factors could all provide cost savings which would help to offset the
economies o f scale available to larger reactors. However, most o f the potential
benefits need to be demonstrated for specific SMR designs by the construction and
operation o f prototype reactors. At present, there are differing views concerning
their effects: the OECD/NEA study noted that opinions in Belgium, France, Japan
and Switzerland were generally that large reactors would always be cheaper, while
those in Germany and the United Kingdom were more mixed. It has already been
commented upon above that some utilities in the USA are supporting SMRs because
their lower costs and shorter construction times reduce the financial risks o f holdups
during the licensing process.
There are other circumstances under which SMRs might be chosen for electric
ity generation even if they are more expensive than larger reactors or fossil stations.
For example, there are some countries or locations where there is no electricity grid
and the local distribution system cannot accommodate a large station. Also, many
existing power stations are relatively small and are at sites which would not accept
or need a larger replacement. At the present time, most o f these requirements would
be met by installing combined cycle gas stations, but supplies o f cheap natural gas
are limited and there are increasing pressures to avoid burning fossil fuels in order
to control the greenhouse effect. It has been argued that nuclear power would com
pete even with gas stations if the latter had to meet the costs o f dealing with carbon
dioxide.

4.

DISTRICT HEATING

The application of district heating varies widely in different countries, depend
ing on the climate, stage o f development, social organizations and infrastructure.
Established systems at present tend to be located in Northern Europe and in countries
where average temperatures are low and there is a tradition o f State provision o f pub
lic services. For many countries there is only a heating demand in winter, resulting
in low load factors. In other developed countries, temperatures are either too high
to justify the installation o f large heating systems, or individual buildings have been
provided with independent boilers. Developing countries are frequently in hot areas
where little heating is necessary; elsewhere, heating is usually fairly primitive with
few central heating systems installed.
The data for W estern Europe indicate a steady growth in the provision o f dis
trict heating systems over the past thirty years (Fig. 1) [23]. Denmark, Finland and
Sweden already have extensive networks, delivering between a quarter and half of
their domestic heat requirements. Germany and France provide a smaller proportion
by district heating but their markets are as large because they have bigger popula
tions. Italy and the United Kingdom, on the other hand, use mainly independent heat
ing systems and have almost negligible district heating markets.
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Federal Republic
of G erm any

Sweden
Denm ark

Finland

Austria
Netherlands
Switzerland

Year

FIG. 1. Development o f district heating in OECD countries (designations o f countries were
correct when the reference was published) [23].

In Eastern Europe, there is a substantial district heating component, frequently
based on supplies from CHP plants or heating plants installed at power stations. Until
recently, little attention was paid to the control o f pollution as a result o f which many
o f the existing boilers are inefficient and there are pressures to improve the environ
ment by replacing these plants with more modern alternatives when sufficient finance
can be made available.
The markets for district heating in W estern Europe have been assessed by the
International Union o f Heat Distributors (UNICHAL) and are summarized in
Table I [23]. The 1987 data have been augmented by information from the more
recent CEC studies [9-12] and can be summarized as follows:
— Austria has a number o f small networks operated by private suppliers, usually
subsidiaries o f oil companies, together with some more recent systems fuelled
by biomass. The total capacity was around 4 GW(th), including 55% from
CHP, with a 20% load factor. Growth has been restricted by low fossil fuel
prices, but district heating supplies are expected to rise by 3-4% per annum
in the eastern provinces as an anti-pollution measure.

TABLE I. UNICHAL DATA ON DISTRICT HEATING PLANTS IN WESTERN EUROPE -

Country

GW heat

GW CHP

1987 [23]

Per cent heat
from CHP
plant

Maximum PJ

Average PJ

Annual load
factor (%)

4.03

2.22

55.1

127

24.6

19.4

Switzerland

1.67

0.27

16.2

53

10.7

20.3

37.67

18.54

49.2

1188

215.4

18.1

98.2

21.5

Germany, Fed. Rep. of
Denmark

14.50

—

—

457

France

16.34

—

—

515

111.6

21.7

Italy

1.04

0.44

42.3

33

4.8

14.6

Norway

0.55

0.06

10.9

17

2.4

13.8

Netherlands

3.05

1.40

45.9

96

12.3

12.8

Sweden

26.21

4.65

17.7

827

151.4

18.3

Finland

14.08

2.29

16.3

444

91.6

20.6

15b

17.0

United Kingdom 3

a Data obtained from íRef. [12].
b Estimated.

2.80

—
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Austria
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— Belgium has eight networks, with six being operated by companies which also
supply natural gas and two by local authorities. Industry takes 69% o f the
supply as process heat. District heating is currently stagnating because the
suppliers are expanding their natural gas networks instead (capacity details
were not available in Ref. [22] for inclusion in Table I).
— Switzerland has 35 heat and CHP stations, mainly publicly owned, supplying
district heat with a capacity o f around 2 GW(th). O f the total supply, 45% was
obtained from waste combustion, but the use o f natural gas is being expanded
to limit pollution. The expansion of district heating is being affected by low
fossil fuel prices and that based on nuclear CHP is also restricted because of
anti-nuclear opposition. Even so, supplies from existing networks have been
increasing at around 10% per annum.
— Western Germany has a large district heating m arket o f around 40 GW(th),
with about 50% supplied from CHP stations. Most networks are supplied by
power or fuel companies but are frequently operated by local authorities. The
growth in district heating has reduced in recent years as support for coal to give
fuel diversity is being countered by environmental controls which restrict its
use. D istrict heating is expected to continue to increase, provided the current
low level o f fossil fuel prices does not continue.
-r- Denmark has around 600 district heat and CHP stations o f around 15 GW(th),
supplying over 40% o f the heat market, with 50% of this supply being gener
ated by CHP. District heating is expected to increase to about 55% o f heat
supplied by 2000 because the cost advantage o f current low fossil fuel prices
is being nullified by high energy taxes.
— France had 322 district heat systems o f capacity, ranging from
3.5 to 3700 MW (th), in operation in 1987. The average capacity was around
50 MW (th), but there are nine cities with systems over 200 MW (th), including
Paris at 3700 MW(th). The networks are usually publicly owned and operated
and only a few are supplied from CHP stations. District heating supply is con
tinuing to grow rapidly despite keen competition from oil and gas, which is
being promoted to diversify energy supply.
— United Kingdom has only a few CHP stations supplying heat as well as electric
ity, although there is a municipal system operating in Nottingham and others
are being developed in Leicester and Sheffield. The overall capacity in 1986
was about 2800 MW (th), supplying only 1% o f all dwellings. There is strong
competition from independent boilers fuelled by cheap oil or gas and little
incentive to provide new systems.
— Italy had 16 district heating systems in 1987 with 14 operated directly by local
authorities. The total capacity was only about 1 GW(th), with 40% or more
supplied from CHP plants. In recent years, the use o f natural gas has expanded
due to its low price and environmental benefits. It now supplies more than 80%
o f the fuel for district heating plants, thereby diminishing the incentive to
invest in new systems.
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— Netherlands had 14 district heating companies operating 24 CHP stations and
127 heating plants, with a total capacity o f 3 GW(th). The industry is being
reorganized to combine the distribution o f heat, electricity, gas and, possibly,
water under the same companies, but also to separate the larger heat and power
producers from the distributors. District heating is being fuelled increasingly
by natural gas (75% in 1987), especially in the newer plants. Development is
slow because the low fuel prices have reduced turnover and have also
encouraged the use o f separate gas boilers. However, the use of district heating
for horticulture is increasing.
— Norway has needed very little district heating because o f the availability of
cheap hydropower. There were only 12 schemes in operation in 1987 and some
o f these had electric boilers to use surplus hydropower in the winter. Some
small schemes are under consideration which may be fuelled with natural gas.
— Sweden makes widespread use o f district heating systems, which provided
26 GW(th) in 1987. There were about 170 systems, almost all owned by
municipalities, with 19 also supplying electricity from CHP stations. Oil is
being phased out in favour o f coal and gas and more CHP stations may be built
if the nuclear stations are phased out. Low fuel prices have slowed the expan
sion o f district heating, but it was still expected to grow by around 20% during
the next decade.
— Finland had some 230 district heating utilities in 1987, mostly publicly owned
and supplying 14 GW(th) with 56% from CHP stations. In the main towns, dis
trict heating is already supplied to over 80% o f the buildings, so it is affected
little by low fuel prices. Growth is expected to continue at around 3% per
annum during the 1990s.
— Spain has no district heating networks because the climate is too mild to
provide adequate load factors.
Although the data given above apply only to countries in W estern Europe, they
do demonstrate some o f the factors which may affect the markets for dedicated sys
tems for district heating elsewhere. For example, even in cold countries, the average
annual load factors are generally around 20% or below, which would not support
the operation o f a nuclear reactor with its high capital cost unless it was augmented
by fossil fuel boilers to supply peak capacity, which would reduce the required
capacity even further (Fig. 2). It is clear that many o f the existing networks are too
small to accommodate even a small reactor, and that new systems are unlikely to be
installed while the alternative is the direct use o f cheap natural gas.
However, there are some possibilities which could provide scope for SMRs of
a few hundred megawatts (thermal). Although the average network sizes are small,
they cover a wide range, from 600 to 1200 MW(th) or more in large cities,
100-300 MW(th) in smaller ones, to 10-50 MW(th) in towns and small com
munities. Small and medium sized reactors could therefore replace the existing heat
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FIG. 2. A typical heat load curve (1: heating plants; 2; back pressure plants; 3: condensing
plants) (source: Hakansson, Vulkan Verlag Essen).

sources in cities, provided the public can be convinced that it would be safe to accept
a nuclear reactor in a populated area. There is obviously a prior requirement to
demonstrate the safety o f the reactor before other factors such as economics are
considered.
Assuming that the safety features o f small reactors are sufficient to gain public
accejptance, it will be necessary to show that the reactors can compete against alterna
tive heat sources, possibly at rather low load factors. This is likely to be difficult
while there are ample supplies o f cheap gas to fuel district heating plants or
individual boilers. However, gas prices should rise over the next decade or so, and
nuclear power could then be more competitive with fuels such as coal and oil, which
have a large environmental penalty and may even attract an energy or carbon tax.
In some countries where pollution from fossil fuels is a major problem, nuclear
power could already be an acceptable option, provided that sufficient capital can be
made available to pay for it.
Most district heating networks supply hot water at temperatures o f 130°C or
less, which can be obtained from almost any SMR design. However, some reactors
have been developed specifically as heating plants with low power, low temperatures

TABLE II. SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED REACTORS UNDER DEVELOPMENT FOR HEAT PRODUCTION

Reactor/country

SES-10 (Canada)
(Slowpoke)

Type

Swimming pool3

Size Supply temp.
(Mw(th))
(°C)
10

85

Special features

Designed for unmanned operation.
No pressure vessel.

BWRa

200

120

Reactor pressure vessel surrounded by a tight fitting containment. Core
cannot be uncovered if leak occurs.

Thermos (France)

PWR

100

130

Reactor vessel located in a concrete pool of borated water.

Secure (Sweden)

PWR

200-400

120

Open reactor tank of lightly borated water in concrete pool of heavily
borated water. In fault condition pool water enters reactor rank.

GEYSER (Switzerland)

PWRa

10-50

118

Large volume of borated water in well can enter primary circuit and
provide load depending self-control.

20

120

Integrity of fuel at temperatures greatly in excess of operating maxi
mum and high thermal capacity of the graphite are key safety features.

110

Based on over 800 research reactor-years of operating experience. UZr
hydride fuel with prompt negative temperature coefficient.

TRIGA (USA)

PWR

50

HTTR (Japan)

HTR

30

850/950

AST-500 (CIS)

PWR

500

160

Based on pilot plants and WWERs

LT-4 (CIS)

PWR

80

300

Based on established ice breakers

HR-200 (China)

PWR

200

148

Based on 5 MW(th) prototype operated since 1989

a Natural circulation of coolant; forced flow in all other cases.

To be constructed; criticality scheduled for 1995. Objective to
demonstrate nuclear process heat.
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NHP-200 (Germany)

GHR (Germany/Switzerland) HTR pebble bed

£
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and extensive use o f passive safety systems based on natural processes, as summa
rized in Table II, A few designs also have extended fuel residence times which could
possibly allow the plant to operate for long periods without attention, thus reducing
operating costs and the need for technical supervision.
Many studies recognize that there could eventually be a substantial market for
nuclear heating reactors blit the obstacles at present are formidable. They include
ample supplies o f cheap gas, the use o f individual boilers, small systems with low
load factors, public scepticism, and the lack o f à proven design. W here nuclear reac
tors could provide an immediate benefit in replacing polluting fossil fuel boilers, thé
plants have already been replaced, as in Germany, or there is insufficient finance,
as in Eastern Europe. In the course o f the next decade Of so» many o f these problems
should be overcome, but the prospects for substantial application o f nuclear district
heating at present remain poor.

200

400

600
800
1000 1200
Process temperature (°C)

Iron industry

1400

Chemicals

Stone and earth

| = | Textiles

Glass and ceramics

ШШ sugar

Pulp arid paper

1600

I Others

Non-ferrous metals

FIG. 3. Segmentation o f process heat requirements according io the process temperature —
1979 (1 TW-h = 0.123 million tonnes o f coat equivalent (tritce)). (Source: A. Bach,
VD-Berichte, No. 415 (1981).)

TABLE III. SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED REACTORS UNDER DEVELOPMENT FOR POWER PRODUCTION

Reactor/country

HSBWR (Japan)
SBWR-200 (Germany)
SBWR-600 (USA)

CANDU 3 (Canada)

600
2Ô0

600
320
600
300 '
630
340 x 2
‘ 640
450

Current status

Conceptual design based on extensive experience of operating BWRs (N)
Low cost design based on LWR technology with passive safety; potential for CHP :
Innovative design based on BWR technology with passive safety features (N)
Modular design based on existing PWR technology with integral coolant system (N)
Conceptual PWR design complete; ready for detailed design development (N)
New type PWR that incorporates advanced passive safety features
New conceptual design; integrated and modular PWR concept, boron poison tank
Conceptual design based on SECURE-H (heat reactor) and LWR technologies (N)
Smallest version of the CANDU PHWR system; proven technology (N)

HTR-500 (Germany)
MHTGR (USA)
HTR Module (Germany)

560
135 x 4
80

Soundly based pebble bed HTGR design; also for CHP and high temperature heat (N)
Passive, inherently safe, modular HTGR; also for CHP and process heat (N)
Soundly based pebble bed HTGR design; primarily seen as CHP plant (N)

ALMR (USA)
SAFR (USA)
ADP (Japan)

155 x 3
450

Conceptual design phase to be completed; modular liquid metal concept with metal fuel
Liquid metal pool design with a metal fuel; no current development work (N)
Conceptual liquid metal design study completed and analysed

ATU-2 (Russia)
Note:

200

40

Based on prototype EGP-6, first stage of Bilibinsk heat plant

Under Current status, ‘N’ indicates that the proponents of the specific reactor design do not believe that a prototype or demonstration plant
is required.
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SIR-300 (United Kingdom/USA)
AP600 (USA)
MS300 (Japan)
MS600 (Sweden)
SPWR (Japan)
PIUS (Sweden)

Size
(Mw(th))
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PROCESS HEAT

Many conventional industries, such as iron and steel, glass, paper mills, chem
ical plants, etc., require supplies o f heat at higher temperatures for processing
materials. The process heat market in western Germany provides a fairly typical
example for an industrialized country, with a demarcation between heat supplied at
temperatures above and below 900°C owing to the limitations o f metallic heat
exchangers (Fig. 3). Above this temperature, most o f the heat is produced directly
in the iron and steel industry where the fuel is coal or coke, which also acts as a
reducing agent so it cannot be replaced completely by another heat source. Below
900°C , all the heat can be supplied in principle by nuclear reactors, using HTRs to
generate temperatures higher than 250°C , which is about the limit for water reactors.
With such temperatures available, nuclear power could also generate heat for
other industrial sectors, such as oil refining, desalination, enhanced oil recovery, oil
shale retorting, aluminium oxide production, hydrogen production from methane,
and coal gasification and conversion to SNG, methanol, etc. In addition, high
temperature gas from the HTR could be used directly to sinter and pelletize iron ore
for blast furnaces.
In 1987, the OECD countries used about 900 Mtoe (megatonnes o f oil equiva
lent) o f prim ary energy for industrial uses, including iron and steel production.
Assuming that half o f this can be supplied by nuclear heat, the potential market is
very large — over 600 GW(th), with an additional almost 400 GW(th) from the high
temperature processes outlined above [19]. The total requirement for 1000 GW(th)
o f process heat would require more than 2500 two-module HTR plants if they were
competitive under all conditions. The proportional figure for western Germany on
the same basis would be 180 two-module HTRs, which is three times the figure esti
mated by taking account o f relative costs [9]. Using the same factor reduces the
world requirement to about 800 HTR plants to bring it in line with the western G er
man estimate.
The HTRs provide an attractive option because o f their ability to generate high
temperatures. However, there are other power reactors based on LWR, HWR and
fast reactor technologies which could supply hot water or process steam at lower
temperatures and still provide electrical heating for higher temperatures where
necessary by operating in a CH P mode. Altogether, there are some 16 designs in
OECD countries for small power reactors that could be used to supply process heat
and electricity (Table III), and one Japanese design for a small HTR for process heat
only (Table П).
When the western German markets for space heat and process heat are com
bined, it is clear that, although HTRs can cover a wider range o f temperatures, other
types of reactor could supply a substantial proportion o f industrial heat requirements,
especially in the food processing, paper and textile industries where high tempera
tures are not needed (Fig. 4). Similar arguments will apply in other industrialized
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Final heat consumption integrated over the
temperature range for different applications
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FIG. 4. Temperatures related to final energy consumption as heat in the Federal Republic
o f Germany in 1977. The final heat consumption is integrated over the temperature range fo r
different applications. (1 TW-h = 0.123 mtce.) (Adapted from: H. Schüfer, "Struktur und
Analyse des Energieverbrauchs der Bundesrepublik Deutschland” and VDEW, ‘‘Würme
2000".)

Energy use (MW(th))

FIG. 5. Energy use by industrial establishments in the United Kingdom (from the results o f
a 1984 survey) [12].
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countries, although the details may vary according to the industrial structure. For
example, the CEC studies indicate that the food processing, paper and textile indus
tries in western Germany, the United Kingdom, France and Spain use about 10, 20,
25 and 50% , respectively, of the total industrial energy in each country [9-12].
The CEC studies also show that the energy requirements at most existing
industrial sites are too small to support the output o f a single SMR and they would
certainly not accommodate the two units which would be required to provide some
security o f supply for the production processes. In the United Kingdom, for example
(Fig. 5), there were only around 15 establishments out ó f 136 000 in 1984 which
had average energy uses exceeding 20Ó MW(th), and most o f these were probably
associated with industries which required most o f their process heat at temperatures
well over 200°C [12]. The French study gives similar figures, with only about
12 sites out o f 48 000 exceeding 0.21 M toe, or 300 MW(th) [10].
Reactors supplying process heat would at present suffer from many o f the
problems faced by district heating reactors, including limited system demands* com
petition from cheap fossil fuels, particularly gâs, and public opposition to nuclear
power. In some respects the situation is easier as process plants tend to work continu
ously throughout the year giving better load factors, and large industrial sites can
be located away from major centres o f population, reducing some o f the public con
cern. However, it will still be necessary to demonstrate that there are no interactive
hazards if the reactors are operated near to oil refineries, chemical plants, etc. Also,
the losses from the distribution system are likely to be greater when higher tempera
tures are required, thus restricting the area which can be supplied by a single system.
On balance, the opportunities for supplying process heat would appear to be
greater than those for district heating, especially in the longer terfti, since industrial
plants Could be relocated over time to take ádvantage o f centralized heat supplies.
M oreover, the demand for process heat is largely independent o f climate and it will
eventually be required more generally throughout the world, with nuclear energy
prospects being greater where fossil sources are more expensive or are limited by
the need for environmental protection.

6.

CO-GENERATION

Most o f the larger power reactors can be operated in a CHP mode to generate
both heat and electricity, and nuclear power stations in several countries have already
been used to feed process heat to local industries. The heat can be obtained mainly
from the eiiergy ‘rejected’ by electricity generation, so it is relatively cheap to
produce, giving savings which can be used to reduce the price o f heat or electricity,
or both. For this reason, fossil-fuelled CHP stations are used fairly widely by indus
tries in many countries.
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FIG. 6. Fuel utilization o f CHP plants (example: live steam temperature, 530°C; extracted
heat temperature, 100°C). About 3% o f general heat losses are neglected in the case o f fuel
utilization [6].

The overall efficiency o f the plant is determined by the quantity o f heat
extracted, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for a typical station using fossil fuel [6]. As more
heat is extracted, the efficiency rises from the 40% assumed for power only, until
it reaches the optimum 100% (neglecting small losses) at about 64% heat extraction,
where all the waste heat is being used with only a small loss in power generation.
If more heat is extracted, however, the power output falls off. Up to the optimum
point, the sale o f heat could be used to reduce electricity costs; above it, the costs
rise rapidly (Fig. 7).
The economics o f CHP will vary with the type o f plant and the temperature
o f the heat extracted, since removing process heat at higher temperatures will
increase the electricity losses. However, it is also difficult to maintain the optimum
balance between the sales o f heat and electricity, and this can be done more easily
at industrial sites'where the demand for process heat and electricity is more consis
tent. The energy requirements o f such individual sites are generally quite small and
they normally need more than one source in order to safeguard production. Even
with a centralized supply to an industrial complex o f customers, they will therefore
only support small CHP stations which can be based on SMRs, although at present
these will still have to compete with cheap gas fired plants which can also be operated
in a CHP mode.
Studies initiated by the CEC through the Small Reactors Interest Group during
the period 1986 to 1991 have assessed the markets for, particularly, modular HTRs
in western Germany, France, Spain and the United Kingdom [8-12]. The potential
markets for 2 x 200 MW(th) CHP plants were estimated in three stages: technical
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potential, covering sites which could accommodate the plant output; economic poten
tial, selecting sites with a high enough load factor; and market potential, to account
for delays in introducing a new technology. The methods are shown in the German
study, for which the following results were obtained:
District heating potential by 2020 — Technical: 26 GW(th) = 65 stations,
— Economic: 8 GW(th) = 20 stations,
— M arket: 2 GW(th) = 5 stations
Industrial heat potentials by 2020 — Technical: 10 GW(th) = 25 stations,
— Economic: 8 GW(th) = 20 stations,
— Market: 2 GW(th) = 5 stations
The overall potential m arket in the former western Germany was thus estimated at
ten CHP stations, or 4 GW(th) (minimum), by the year 2Ù20. Using similar methods,
the approximate markets in the other countries were estimated to be:
France:

j
Electricity only

District heating potential by 2020: 0.4 GW(th) = 1 station,
Industrial heat potential by 2020: 2.4 GW(th) = 6 stations.

District heat extraction (% of plant capacity)

|
Heat only

FIG. 7. Electricity generation costs fo r a co-generation plant (example: live steam tempera
ture, 530°С; extracted heat temperature, 100°C).
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Spain:

District heating potential by 2015: 0 station,
Industrial heat potential by 2015: 0.8 GW(th) = 2 stations,
Desalination in the Canary Islands: 0.4 GW(th) = 1 station.

United Kingdom: District heating potential by 2020: 0 station,
Industrial heat potential by 2020: 0.6 GW(th) = 1-2 stations.
The prospects for nuclear co-genefatiôn plants of this type and on this time-1
scale are clearly difficult to judge at this stage, but they appear to vary from country
to country owing to the differing market conditions. National nuclear programmes
will continue to be subject to review and the outcomes o f such a strategic appraisal
will affect the prospects for nuclear CHP. Even if only some countries choose to pro
ceed with nuclear CHP in the next few decades, however* there should be ample
scope to construct such plants to demonstrate their viability relative to alternative
energy sources.

7.

DESALINATION

Seawater desalination is not new, and was already used in ancient times to
produce drinking water. In this respect, it is similar to wind power. The current
desalination technology, however, involving large scale application, has a history
comparable to that o f nuclear power, i.e. it spans about three decades. Desalination
is an established and proven commercially available technology, with further poten
tial for improvement. Experience shows that desalination plants can be operated with
high availability if high quality standards are applied and maintenance is given due
attention.
As mentioned in the introduction, the IAEA has restarted studies on seawater
desalination using nuclear energy. Among the various existing desalination processes
described in Refs [13] and [14], the following have been described in Ref. [14] as
being the most interesting for large scale water production: reverse osmosis (RO),
multieffect distillation with vapour compression (M ED/VC), multieffect distillation
(M ED), and multistage flash distillation (MSF). All are proven by experience and
all are commercially available from a variety o f suppliers.
There is no worldwide inventory o f requirements for seawater desalination.
Nevertheless, the extent and distribution o f current conventional desalination capac
ity (by the end o f 1991, 15.6 million m 3/d capacity had been contracted in 30 coun
tries) provides an indication o f the regions and countries which have already
exhausted other, less expensive potable water supply options, and Which are
expected to continué to expand their desalination capacities in the future. The most
important users are in the Middle East (about 70% of the worldwide capacity),
mainly Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain, and in
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North Africa (6% ), mainly the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Algeria. Among indus
trialized countries, the USA (6 5% ) is an important user (California and parts of
Florida). Other countries taken together have less than 1% o f worldwide capacity.
Statistics show a rapid increase in the installed desalination capacity during the last
decade.
To desalinate water, energy is required. The form and amount of the energy
input depends on the proçess used. RO and M ED/VC require only mechanical
energy which usually is in the form of electricity. For the distillation process (MED
and MSF) the energy input is mainly in the form o f low temperature heat (hot water
or steam) and some electricity. All energy requirements o f the current worldwide
conventional desalination capacity could be supplied by a generating capacity of
about 4000-5000 MW(e), which is equivalent to around 1 % o f the total nuclear
power in operation and under construction in the world.
The energy required for seawater desalination can be supplied either by
conventional or nuclear sources; there are no technical impediments to the use o f
electricity or heat (or both) produced by a nuclear reactor. In principle, nuclear
power reactors could accommodate any size o f desalination plant.
A broad spectrum of nuclear reactors is available today, comprising current
^s well as new designs. Most o f the new designs under development are intended
to meet even stricter performance and safety requirements: passive removal o f decay
heat, simplification o f systems, reduction o f radioactive release even under severe
hypothetical conditions, etc. In principle, all nuclear power reactors are capable of
providing energy for desalination processes. Owing to their typically low working
temperatures, single purpose heat only reactors designed for hot water district heat
ing can only be combined with distillation processes (MED and MSF). Some reactor
designs are modular, which generally improves overall plant reliability and permits
step-by-step adjustment to an increasing energy demand by simply adding on more
modules to existing units. Most o f the reactors being considered for seawater desali
nation are SMRs (such as those described in Tables II and III).
Depending on the availability and size o f the electrical grid, nuclear power
plants can be integrated into the grid to supply the electricity market, in addition to
meeting the energy requirements o f the desalination plant. The size o f the power
plant will depend mainly on the grid capacity, To take advantage o f the economies
o f scale, a grid connection is essential, and the relative scale o f a nuclear power plant
and o f desalination processes must be taken into account when considering a combi
nation o f these two technologies.
In areas without the possibility of any suitable grid connection, the reactors
would have to be dedicated exclusively to supplying energy to the desalination plant,
leading to small nuclear units. Such small reactors could be installed on shore as land
based units supplying adjacent desalination plants, or as barge mounted, selfsufficient floating plants. This can only be analysed on a case-by-case basis.
According to studies, floating M ED plants could supply water in the range o f about
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FIG. 8. Water costs fo r fossil fuel plant option (interest rate: 8%; EC standard; RO-S: stand
alone RO plant; RO-C: contiguous RO plant).

20 000 up to 120 000 m 3/d. Floating RO plants may even reach 250 000 m 3/d.
Floating desalination plants could be especially attractive for supplying temporary
demands for potable water.
Medium to large dual purpose nuclear power plants may be considered
appropriate for large water supply needs with distillation or hybrid processes and can
also serve the electricity market through the grid. The only reactor currently being
used for supplying heat for seawater desalination is a liquid metal cooled fast reactor,
the BN-350, which has been operated in the co-generation mode at Aktan (formerly
Shevchenko), Kazakhstan, since 1973. This dual purpose plant has been operated
since 1989 at a reduced thermal power level o f 520 MW, with a maximum electric
power production capability o f 80 MW and heat for the production o f about
80 000 m 3/d o f potable water [13].
The IAEA study [14] contains an assessment o f the need for desalination,
information on the most promising desalination processes and energy sources, as
well as on nuclear reactor systems proposed by potential suppliers worldwide. The
main part o f the report is devoted to evaluating the economic viability of seawater
desalination by using nuclear energy, in comparison with fossil fuels. This evaluation
encompasses a broad range o f both nuclear and fossil fuel plant sizes and technolo
gies, and combinations with desalination processes.
Among fossil fuel plants, it has been found that low speed diesel engines are
the most economical choice for small electricity generation capacities, up to about
50 MW(e); gas turbines for up to about 100 MW(e); combined cycle gas and steam
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turbines or fuel oil or gas fired plants for the largest sizes available for these options
(500 MW(e)); and coal plants for sizes above 500 MW(e). All fossil fuel plants are
less capital intensive than the equivalent nuclear options, but have a larger fuel cost
component (Fig. 8).
The economic assessment o f the nuclear option has been based on cost infor
mation available in general, and in particular on information provided to the IAEA
in response to a questionnaire. To cover a wide range, representative sizes o f 50,
300, 600 and 900 MW(e) were selected for single purpose electricity or dual purpose
(co-generation o f electricity and heat) plants, and 50, 100, 200 and 500 MW(th) for
single purpose, heat-only units. The economics o f units in the very small size range
have not been analysed in detail. For single purpose electricity and dual purpose
nuclear plants (electricity being the main product), the estimated specific construc
tion costs were between US $1600 and $2800 per kW (e). Heat-only single purpose
plants were estimated to cost between US $650 and $1700 per kW(th) (Fig. 9).
The study concluded that the use o f nuclear energy as an alternative to the use
o f fossil fuel plants for supplying energy for seawater desalination is technically
feasible, and in general economically competitive for medium to large size units
integrated into the electricity grid system. Large integrated electricity generating
nuclear power plants, which supply electricity to separately located desalination
plants using reverse osmosis, offer the most cost advantageous option.

FIG. 9. Water costs fo r nuclear power option (interest rate: 8%; EC standard; RO-S: stand
alone RO plant; RO-C: contiguous RO plant).
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MARINE PROPULSION

Since the early days o f nuclear power, small reactors have been developed to
power naval vessels, principally submarines, although they have also been used in
surface ships, including icebreakers. The first full scale power reactor was probably
the prototype o f the US Submarine Thermal Reactor, which started operation in 1953
and formed the basis o f both the small nuclear submarine reactors and the large PWR.
power stations developed in the USA. There was much interest in the 1960s and
1970s in using nuclear reactors to drive commercial surface ships and there were
many studies to consider the viability o f such projects.
The early studies tended to show that nuclear powered vessels were unlikely
to compete with conventional ships using cheap oil. However, three countries — the
USA, Germany and Japan — pressed ahead with the construction o f prototype
nuclear ships in order to obtain experience of commercial operation. For a time,
following the OPEC oil price rise in 1973, it appeared that the economics would
favour the operation o f nuclear vessels, but public acceptability was always a major
factor. In time, all o f these prototypes have been taken out o f service and nuclear
power is currently still restricted mainly to submarines, of which there are large
numbers in service.

9.

OVERVIEW

In most countries, the future use o f nuclear power will depend on public accep
tance o f its safety and its competitive position relative to alternative energy sources.
In purely economic terms, new nuclear reactors are unlikely to compete at present
against power stations or boilers fuelled by natural gas, which is relatively clean,
cheap and convenient. However, they are increasingly being seen as a possible alter
native to the environmental effects o f more polluting fuels like coal and oil, or large
scale renewable sources, as gas supplies start to run out and become more expensive.
Small and medium sized reactors are particularly attractive because o f their
low investment costs, short construction times and the possibility o f enhanced per
ceived safety. These features can lead to their being the preferred option for electric
ity generation in some countries even if large power reactors are more economical
overall, and they also provide a possible alternative to fossil fuels where the demand
for electricity is too small for a large reactor.
Most district heating networks are also too small to support large reactors so
SMRs will be required if nuclear power is to expand into the markets for space heat.
However there are many obstacles to such expansion at present: fossil fuel prices are
low so that there is little incentive to replace existing boilers or to construct new dis
trict heating networks to improve efficiency; many systems are very small with low
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load factors which would not accommodate even a small reactor; the public has to
be convinced that it is safe to construct reactors in urban areas; and there is need
for a proven design underpinned by favourable operating experience. In due course,
when these problems have been overcome, there could be a substantial market for
district heating reactors.
The markets for process heat may provide an earlier opportunity for SMRs to
demonstrate their safety and reliability. Although most industrial sites are small at
present, there are already some which could support the operation of the two small
nuclear reactor modules necessary to provide security o f supply; in future, some
process industries could be relocated to larger sites to allow the provision of central
ized energy supplies. The current low fossil fuel prices provide severe competition
and a demanding target for SMR costs, but the energy demands o f industrial
processes are reasonably steady, allowing such reactors to operate more economi
cally at high load, especially if they are operated in a co-generation mode to optimize
the production o f heat and electricity. As industrial sites can be located away from
major centres o f population, public concern about safety should be somewhat less,
although the interaction between nuclear and conventional risks would need to be
considered in the overall impact assessment.
Most of the SMRs designed as power reactors can operate in a co-generation
mode to generate electricity and produce heat at temperatures up to 250-350°C.
High temperature reactors can also be used to provide heat directly at temperatures
up to about 950°C , which would allow them to supply up to half o f process heat
requirements under favourable circumstances. The potential markets for process heat
are much larger than for district heating and should allow SMRs to make a major
contribution to world energy supplies when cheap fossil fuels cease to be available
or are controlled to limit their environmental effects.
Small and medium sized reactors could eventually have a substantial market
for the supply of process heat or electricity for desalination plants, especially as
many existing systems are too small to allow the use o f large reactors. However,
large integrated electricity plants offer the most economical solution in most loca
tions and SMRs could face stiff competition from fossil fuels as many o f the countries
with a shortage o f fresh water are in areas where there are reasonable supplies of
cheap oil or gas.
The prospects for SMRs are reasonably good in the longer term if they can be
demonstrated to be as simple, safe and reliable as is claimed by their designers. This
can only be achieved by building and operating prototype reactors to confirm the
claimed benefits, and, in most cases, could initially require international co
operation and finance. The most immediate requirement of an international
programme would therefore be the selection o f one or two o f the most suitable
designs for support as lead reactors, bearing in mind that the most promising initial
applications in the short term are likely to be as CHP plants supplying process heat
and electricity to industrial sites.
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Abstract
S U M M A R Y OF A SYMPOSIUM ON POWER GENERATION CHOICES.
A symposium entitled ‘Power Generation Choices: An International Perspective on
Costs, Risks and Externalities’ was held in Washington, D.C., in September 1993. The
speakers were leaders of research institutions, electric pôVver companies and government
agencies. The conclusions of the symposium were as follows: all fuels have associated with
them their own unique costs, risks and externalities; there is an increasingly sophisticated
understanding of the risks associated with each fuel; there is no uniform methodology for the
comparison and rating of these factors; there are sôme national methodologies which appear
to be reasonably complete and internally consistent; part of the increased understanding is that
the ‘costs’ can be enormous and disruptive and the ‘benefits’ not clear — as well as the other
way around; ‘internalization’ of both externalities and the costs of risk avoidance will proceed
at a rate directly proportional to the willingness and ability of electric power suppliers and
regulators to increase costs for such purposes, and the willingness of customers in all
categories to pay those costs; significant increase in the use of electricity continues to be an
imperative, globally; costs and risks associated with nuclear power appear tó be best under
stood; costs and risks associated with gas appear to be most favourable — in the short term;
coal and nuclear are most often the appropriate ‘sustainable’ choices for fuelling electrifica
tion; gas, hydro and alternatives aré also appropriate choices as économies and national cir
cumstances provide; nuclear power appears tó have sufficient ‘staying power’, based on its
economics and environmental benefits, to prevail eventually over any current perceptions of
adverse political and related environmental costs; further refinements in methodology for anal
ysis and comparison of the ‘total’ economic, environmental and social costs of generation
options are not expected to put nuclear power at a disadvantage.
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A symposium entitled ‘Power Generation Choices: An International Perspec
tive on Costs, Risks and Externalities’, was held in Washington, D.C., on 23 and
24 September 1993. It was sponsored by the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD
(OECD/NEA) jointly with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the United States
Department of Energy, in co-operation with the American Nuclear Society, the
Canadian Nuclear Society, the European Nuclear Society, the Central Research
Institute of the Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) of Japan, and the International
Atomic Energy Agency.
The symposium was at first conceived of by the OECD/NEA as a forum to deal
with nuclear power only. However, it was concluded that a more interesting meeting
would result from considering the broader, real life, research and planning context
in which oil, gas, coal, nuclear, hydro and alternatives compete with each other.
In opening the symposium, K. Uematsu, from the OECD/NEA, stated that at
a recent OECD/International Energy Agency ministerial level meeting, energy
ministers were confronted with a forecast of a 50% increase in world energy con
sumption in the next 20 years. This carried with it severe environmental implica
tions. Thus, there is a need to address these implications — from global, regional
and national standpoints — in a cost-effective manner. He went on to say that the
mix of fuels used for electricity generation has to take account of energy security,
environment, safety and costs. The energy ministers, while recognizing the need for
undistorted energy prices and free and open trade, felt it was difficult to achieve this
goal when numerous other political considerations, and even methods of evaluation
of costs, risks and externalities, affect the decision making process. His view was
that an international consensus oh methodologies has not yet been achieved, and cer
tainly not been accepted by décision makers.
The author felt that there were other forces at work, such as legitimate public
concerns about nuclear safety and waste management. It was his feeling that at the
present time the future of nuclear power would seem to be primarily a political and
public acceptability question. In the long term, he believed that comparative eco
nomics would be the determining factor, with the economics being determined by
more than just the cost to utilities. There is the factor of risk and the cost borne by
others — the externalities. However, he felt that the best data available suggested
that the number of deaths per unit of energy produced in the OECD countries was
several orders of magnitude lower for nuclear power compared with the alternatives.
He maintained that the perception of financial risk had certainly slowed the progress
of nuclear power. Finally, the author believed that nuclear power can and should
stand on its own economic merits, presuming that the rules are well established and
are applied evenly to all energy technologies.
J. Foster, from the World Energy Council, discussed global electricity
demand and supply trends. His concluding remarks focused on the substantial growth
in electricity use throughout the world from 1970 to 1990, doubling in the industrial
ized countries and quadrupling in the developing countries. In the developing
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countries, electricity use was still rising exponentially. The increase in the use of
electricity in the industrialized countries, however, was decelerating. He felt that the
use of electricity in these countries was approaching a plateau that would probably
endure until electricity began to be used on a significant scale for transportation.
When this would happen would depend on the relative costs of electricity versus coal
based propulsion after the decline in availability of the natural fluid hydrocarbons
a few decades from now.
For the author, the most important prospects for the next century seemed to
be that: electricity use would continue to grow fastest in the developing countries;
electricity would continue to provide an increasing share of final energy; nuclear
power would resume supplying an increasing share of that electricity; and major
progress could be expected in electricity generation efficiency and in the reduction
of adverse effects on the environment.
S. Yoda, from CRIEPI, in his concluding remarks emphasized that new econ
omies were needed in electricity supply for the sustainable development of mankind.
He felt that the cost of power generation should be evaluated in an enlarged frame
work in terms of scope, time and space. For him, some of the future directions in
power technology development included decentralized power sources and integration
of energy systems.
It was the author’s view that nuclear power, as an economically viable, C 0 2
free power technology, and as a major energy source to replace limited fossil fuel
resources in the long run, was keeping its unique position in the new economies for
sustainable development. However, he felt that technology improvements were
needed, based on economies of scale, as well as new visions for nuclear technology
to adjust to the new trends in innovation.
R. Fri, from Resources for the Future, suggested that the desirability of ‘inter
nalizing externalities’ was an almost commonplace idea and was overdue, since the
concept of externalities has been developed in the economic literature for some sixty
years. He stated that it was not until about three years ago, however, that social and
physical scientists began to make a comprehensive and systematic effort to estimate
the actual value of externalities in real situations. His view was that the interest in
qualifying externalities was closely related to the prevailing urge to rely on markets
rather than traditional regulation to achieve a variety of policy ends. His definition
of an externality was a cost that is not reflected in a market transaction, with pollu
tion being the “ canonical” example; even though the use of air and water has no
price in ordinary markets, degradation of these resources certainly has a cost. If one
knew what this external cost was, then the market price could be adjusted to reflect
it. His view was that by internalizing the externality in this way, or “ getting the
prices right” , markets can allocate resources efficiently to pollution control. He felt
that as command and control regulation became increasingly less efficient and more
cumbersome, the market alternative was ever more attractive.
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Finally, he felt that “ getting the prices right” was not a particularly useful goal
for social costing. In his view, it would be better to “ get the policy right” , whether
the policy instrument involves price adjustments, tradeable allowances, or command
and control regulation. The methods of social costing can help policy makers use any
of these and other instruments more precisely and effectively.
A.
Marriage and P. Rogers, from Power System Planning of Ontario Hydro,
discussed their organization’s changed planning process as influenced by the emer
gence of environmental issues as a primary consideration, increased awareness of
financial and regulatory risks, and uncertainty about load forecast and the impact of
demand management programmes on load. They stated that Ontario Hydro’s
responses to these changes included increased public involvement in the decision
making process; the use of a broader range of options, including demand manage
ment and non-utility generation; optimizing the use of the existing systems; more
complete analysis of generation options; and recent attempts to incorporate externali
ties into the decision making process.
Their paper presented an example of an analysis sheet for an ‘Ontario Hydro
Generation Option’. Categories included feasibility (of technology, rating, licens
ability, procurement, staffing and operations); capital cost, fuel operations/planning
flexibility; health and safety; natural environment considerations; socioeconomic
considerations; and performance. Ontario Hydro has evolved from hydro to coal to
nuclear to demand side management as the ‘generation’ option of current choice.
R. Carle, from Electricité de France (EdF), recognized that earlier criteria for
electricity generation choices now appeared simple as compared with the situation
today and identified the following as the most significant factors which can influence
electricity generation choices:
— Medium to long term strategic options;
— Short term context: political, structural, financial, etc.;
— Comparison of the relative costs and competitiveness of the different genera
tion technologies;
— Evaluation of the specific risks: technical, financial, regulatory, strategic
(dependence on primary energy resources), etc.;
— Externalities: local or global parameters in the environmental field (air and
water pollution, global warming) or the political field (acceptability, national
policies, international agreements), etc.
The author discussed the pros and cons of each of these and their prospective
impacts, and presented his belief that EdF’s nuclear programme has not only
included ‘costs’ for a number of externalities not taken into account for its other
energy sources, but also remains the most competitive mode for base and intermedi
ate load capacity. He also suggested problems with natural gas supplies if there is
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excessive investment in plants using that fuel. He quipped that “the natural gas com
bined cycle option appears all the more attractive so long as it does not develop” .
The paper supported the argument that in considering all costs, risks and exter
nalities as they pertain to France, the French chose and then carefully managed
development of nuclear power as a demonstration of the successful integration of
economic and political decision making.
L¿ Strauss, of Bayernwerk AG, stated that the present pattern of power gener
ation in Germany was the result of numerous factors, with the cost-effectiveness of
the individual types of power station playing a decisive role. Howéver, he felt that
political restrictions, environmental protection considerations and the question of
social acceptability were exercising an ever greater influence on the make-up of the
power generation mix of the power utilities in Germany. The intensity of this effect
varied widely. The author believed that although the environmental protection legis
lation introduced up to now increased the financial burden, it did not have a lasting
effect in the sense of restructuring the pattern of the types of power station in use.
It was the view of the author that the obligation to use expensive domestic hard
coal for electricity generation not only pushed up the price of electricity, it also
resulted in the use of hard coal for generating a large proportion of the electricity
produced. For many years now, nuclear energy has faced a great problem. Not only
have the strictest safety regulations in the world created an enormous financial
burden, but the present social acceptability debate makes the building of new nuclear
power stations extremely difficult.
The author felt that the future pattern of power gerteration in Germany would
depend to a significant degree On the decisions made by the politicians. Strict
environmental protection regulations and, in particular, further inclusion of the
external costs of electricity generation — for example by means of a C 0 2 tax —
could be expected to exercise an increasing influence on the decisions made by elec
tricity suppliers regarding the type of power stations they operate.
It was the author’s view that in the medium to long term the need to drastically
reduce C 0 2 emissions would have a significant effect on the types of power station
in operation. In this regard, nuclear power should be of central and growing impor
tance. Greater consideration of the external costs of all energy systems would tend
to strengthen the competitive position of nuclear power in comparison with fossil
fuels. The author felt that in the long term, the relative importance of fossil fuels
in electricity generation would diminish, if for no other reason than the finite nature
of the reserves, at least in the developed nations of the world. In its place perhaps
would be regenerative forms of energy supplementing nuclear power. The effects of
the levelling off of the growth of demand for electricity, which is already fore
seeable, will also be felt. As far as the situation in Germany was concerned, the most
pressing matter in the immediate future was the achievement of public acceptance
of the continued use of nuclear power.
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For C.E. Nyquist, from Vattenfall, in Sweden, among the most important
conclusions that could be drawn regarding future electricity generation was that
elimination of the monopoly on the electric power supply system would lead to
increased uncertainty in terms of how the electricity will be sold — and at the price
at which it will be sold. This will in turn result in greater caútion being observed
with regard to plant investments. There will be less heavy capital investment in new
power plants. Instead, the focus will be on measures designed to retain and increase
production capacity in existing power plants. Should new power facilities be built,
interest will mainly be directed to plants requiring only modest capital investment
and where the authorization process can also be implemented fairly quickly, i.e.
shorter lead times. Moreover, low environmental impact will be required.
For Sweden, the author felt that this involved the following objectives:
— For hydro power: renewal in combination with environmental measures.
— For nuclear power: efforts to maintain maximum efficiency, sustained operat
ing performance and increased public acceptance of nuclear power as an
energy source. ■
— For other thermal power operations: increased flexibility, thus permitting
different fuels to be used, and reduced environmental impact.
In terms of new electricity generation, the author felt that Sweden would use
every opportunity to attain combined electricity and heat generation. Against this
background, he did not believe that any new nuclear power capacity in Sweden
would be available during the foreseeable future.
The author felt that with so little demand for new nuclear power, a central issue
will eventually be: how can we maintain sufficient competence within the industries
supplying nuclear power technology and equipment to the power companies? There
must be access to such competence in order to handle renewal and maintenance oper
ations. At the same time, power companies must ensure that they have the necessary
qualified technological expertise to staff the facilities they operate. If their own base
is too small, they should seek co-operation with other power companies.
B.L. Eyre, from AEA Technology, Harwell, United Kingdom, stated that the
privatization of the United Kingdom’s electricity supply industry had radically
altered the way in which decisions on new capacity were made, resulting in a “ dash”
for gas and problems for both coal fired and nuclear generators. He went on to say
that the decisions faced by the Government in the Nuclear Review, and by potential
sources of finance for future investment in new generating capacity in the United
Kingdom, were not easy ones. The three main options (coal, gas and PWRs) have
quite similar economic costs and the option favoured on financial grounds will be
quite sensitive to changes in world fuel prices, exchange rates and required rates of
return on capital, even if these are within the variations experienced over recent
years. Several characteristics of private sector investment choices could act to
nuclear power’s advantage in such a situation.
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The author felt that fossil fuelled plants faced uncertainties over investment
costs and performance which were probably greater than those for nuclear pro rata,
although smaller in absolute terms. The major financial risks centre on fuel prices
and environmental concerns, both of which can be subject to political influences out
side the control of the United Kingdom. There is concern that fossil fuelled plants,
once built, will have generation costs that are volatile and subject to escalation.
However, as the market in the United Kingdom was structured, investors’ concerns
could be reduced by an expectation that such risks can be passed on to consumers
through price increases.
According to the author, there is an imbalance in the way the risks and uncer
tainties are perceived which currently acts to the detriment of nuclear power. This
represents a major challenge to the nuclear industry which has to get its message
across and to find means of providing reassurance to potential investors.
L. Draper, from the American Electric Power Company (AEP), felt that elec
tric utilities in the United States of America were meeting their customers’ future
energy needs increasingly through non-traditional means. Many utilities will contract
with non-utility generators for new capàcity to meet load growth. Demand side
management and load management to shift load, clip peaks and fill valleys are strate
gies utilities will use to reduce the need for new generating capacity. His view was
that natural gas will enjoy a short term advantage as a fuel for electricity generation
due to environmental concerns and the costs associated with coal. At AEP, according
to the author, there was an integrated resource plan featuring 44 demand side mea
sures (22 residential, 13 commercial, 9 industrial), anticipated to reduce generating
capacity requirements by about 900 MW by 2012.
The author stated tht AEP has a present capacity mix that is primarily base load
— primarily coal and nuclear — with little peaking or cycling capability. Hence, the
next addition would appear to be peaking capacity, simple cycle combustion
turbines. Pumped storage hydro would be a suitable peaking-cycling option. With
the retirement of base load units, the addition of new base load could be anticipated
— pressurized fluidized bed combustion (PFBC), coal fired with scrubbers and com
bined cycle units. Thus, the “ finalists” in AEP’s resource expansion analysis,
according to the author, were the simple cycle combustion turbine, pumped storage
hydro and combined cycle units! All three have the lowest overall cost. New gas
fired capacity was limited to 10%, or 3000 MW of total capability, to provide a
diversity of technologies. To cover future base load capacity requirements, PFBC
and 900 MW pulverized coal were retained as potential alternatives, being the
lowest-cost options among base load units.
According to the author, the first step in integrating supply and demand side
options is to develop a supply-side-only programme. The bottom line for integrated
resource expansion was that the AEP System would require 6500 MW of new gener
ating capacity by the winter of 2012-2013, with the first peaking unit forecast for
1999. Beginning in 2005, as mentioned earlier, a mixture of base load and peaking
capacity would be added to the system.
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Y. Akiyama, from Kansai Electric Power Company, described a “ trilemma”
between energy availability, ecological considerations and economic development
which would certainly emerge as the most demanding issue to be solved in Asia,
where many developing nations continue rapid economic expansion. He felt that
advanced industrialized nations should carefully select appropriate electricity genera
tion technology options for themselves by pursuing more opportunities for sustained
development, and also by paying serious attention to the economic take-off potentials
of developing nations, and encouraging their efforts at self-sufficiency.
S. Barabaschi, from the Ansaldo Group, discussed the Italian scenario by
stating that the basic premise of the National Energy Plan (PEN) was that Italy
needed to decrease dependence on imported energy, particularly oil, while reducing
the environmental impact of energy production, transport and use, especially the
emission of C 02. Much attention has been focused on balancing electricity supply
and demand amid opposition to nuclear power and to the siting; of coal fired power
stations. The increased demand for gas in electricity generation and other uses was
also an important issue in the PEN and its implementation.
According to him, the programme for increases in generation capacity high
lighted the growing role of repowering and combined cycle units, as well as multifuel
power stations. Following a referendum on nuclear power in 1988, it was decided
that nuclear power would be developed only when inherently safe reactors became
available. As a result, ENEL lost 3280 MW from nuclear power plants in operation
or under construction, and a further 2000 MW of capacity planned by 2000.
Coal use is expected to increase, according to the author. On the other hand,
while demand was increasing for natural gas both nationally and internationally as
an environmentally favourable and convenient resource, sufficient quantities of gas
may not be available at the right price to permit all plans for new gas-fuelled plants
to be realized. Moreover, while procedures for securing approval for the siting of
power stations have been streamlined, local opposition to new coal fired facilities
must cast doubt on the practicability of reaching targets for coal based generation.
The author observed that the role of natural gas in electricity generation was
expected to expand significantly over the next decade. The situation in the electricity
generation sector remained difficult. In 1990, it was necessary to import 15% of
electricity consumed and to rely heavily on oil fired capacity. Plans to reduce depen
dence on these sources hâve focused on three main areas: a substantial increase in
gas fuelled generation; continued coal use, albeit in multifuelled power stations; and
a greater contribution from independent generation, particularly from renewable
energy sources and co-generation. However, these policies entail certain risks,
according to the author.
The author stated that since Italy had practically no domestic fuel, it had to rely
on imports to satisfy its needs. This represented a great risk in terms of both cost
and fuel availability. Therefore, Italy should look again very seriously at the nuclear
option. However, this option can be only considered in the framework of a new
European nuclear generation programme.
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К. Kiiffer, from Nordostschweizerische Kraftwerke AG, concluded his
presentation by observing that Switzerland was situated in the heart of Europe, with
a good transportation infrastructure in all directions. A close network of roads, rail
ways, pipelines and high voltage lines facilitated the transport of primary energy as
well as electricity. Therefore, importing fossil energy and electricity had be consid
ered as a valid option for some time to come. A high population density, high degree
of industrialization and a landscape which is worth protecting require power generat
ing processes with high energy density, low land utilization and minimal conse
quences for the environment.
In looking at the three types of fossil energy — coal, oil and gas — the author
felt that gas represented the lowest sum of production and external costs. With regard
to nuclear energy, he felt that Switzerland had acquired substantial experience in the
operation of nuclear power stations. It was the author’s view that existing know-how
had to be maintained in spite of the current moratorium in order to build on it after
the year 2000. He felt that nuclear energy, with its high energy density and low
emission, was the ideal form of energy for a densely populated country.
The author stated that a major part of the external costs, the cost for the back
end of the fuel cycle, for decommissioning and final storage of nuclear wastes, was
already accounted for in the production cost. Future investment costs for nuclear
power stations were likely to be uncertain, especially because a standard design has
not yet been evolved. Provided these costs lie within the range of US $1500 per
kW(e), as expected by modern reactor manufacturers, nothing will stand in the way
of a renaissance of nuclear energy from the economic point of view.
Finally, it was the author’s view that a balanced combination of nuclear
energy, imports and gas with oil as storage reserve may be the future solution for
Switzerland.
L.J. Williams, from the Electric Power Research Institute, provided an ‘Out
look for Costs by Energy Source’, which was rich in comparative cost information
and elaboration of the issues associated with the internalization of specified externali
ties. The author concluded that in the next decade the utility industry would undergo
significant changes which would place increased demands on generation technolo
gies. Fossil technologies would continue to account for a sizable portion of new
generation. Both economic and environmental considerations favoured gas based
technologies. Future gas supply considerations were also a concern. Because of con
tinuing research, there would be a large “ menu” of clean and efficient generating
technologies available to meet the emerging needs.
Looking at environmental externalities, the author felt that this issue offered
the potential to policy makers and the public to improve environmental quality at the
same time that the costs for obtaining that quality were reduced. However, whether
that promise could be realized was not yet clear because of the complexity of the
issue and the many practical difficulties that enter pnpe the simplicity of the textbook
case is qualified by the costly and complex measurements required by the real world
application of simple underlying principles.
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J. Grawe, from the Vereinigung Deutscher Elektrizitatswerke and the Univer
sity of Stuttgart, presented an ‘Outlook for Risks by Energy Sources’, stating that
all energy sources have negative impacts. He felt, however, that these could be
reduced by improved technologies. In the future, clean coal technologies, combined
cycle, gas fired power stations, advanced reactors and more decentralized hydro
power plants could be competitors for electricity generation. In the long run, solar
applications could complement them. Nonetheless, the risks could not be brought
down to zero. To arrive at a well balanced fuel mix by diversification would there
fore be an excellent strategy to minimize the total risks.
He also presented views as to the difficulty of making comparisons, noting,
however, that nearly all authors came to the conclusion that the use of coal and oil
entailed the highest risks for human health. Natural gas, nuclear and wind were
ranged at the opposite end, with photovoltaics in between. He noted that the green
house effect has not yet been fully taken into consideration.
D.R. Bohi, from Resources for the Future, presented ‘A Perspective on
Energy Security and Other Non-Environmental Externalities in Electricity Genera
tion’. He concluded that applications of the term ‘externality’ to non-environmental
matters were often controversial and ambiguous and there was no need to include
energy security externalities that may arise at the national or international level in
decisions regarding electric generation capacity. Externalities present at the local
level were more relevant to electric generation decisions, though it was arguable
whether an effort should be made to quantify the externalities in a formal way so
that they can be combined with other externalities in making power plant decisions.
P.M.S. Jones, formerly from AEA Technology and on the OECD/NEA’s
Nuclear Development Committee, presented his views entitled ‘Prospects for Inter
nalization of Externalities: Where We Stand — What is Ahead?’, concluding that
nuclear power could only benefit from a more detailed and clearer understanding of
the external costs arising from energy production and use. For nuclear generation
itself it would help to try dispel and some of the widespread misconceptions about
back end costs, and provide those who are prepared to listen with a better apprecia
tion of the significance of nuclear risks relative to those of more familiar energy
sources. If the residual external costs associated with the construction and operation
of modem nuclear plants in the OECD were no more than about 1% of the direct
financial costs, nuclear had nothing to lose. In the current regulatory framework its
environmental costs were already internalized.
The author felt that we were a long way from knowing the true external costs
of fossil fuel use. They are undoubtedly greater than those of nuclear power and
renewable sources, but it could take several decades of intensive work to reach the
point where even the physical effects could be established with confidence. He
argued that this should not stop us from introducing allowances for the effects we
do know of, but we need to be very careful not to apply inappropriate data merely
because they are there. There is no unique cost for any pollutant regardless of how
and where it is released.
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In the author’s view, it could be possible to make some progress on economic
valuation, but this would arise more from the recognition by governments that they
have to take explicit and consistent decisions, than from the development of ever
more esoteric economic methodologies. In particular, governments, on behalf of
society, had to decide how much countries could afford to spend on avoidance of illhealth and premature death, and how the balance could be made between the interests
of present and future generations.
I conclude this summary of the Symposium on Power Generation Choices with
some remarks of my own. Market pricing is seen as becoming pervasive and all
energy related environmental and health and safety issues are seen as being
manageable within the various national imperatives and trade-offs governing the
balance between economic development and environmental priorities.
There will continue to be extensive analysis and consultation, as well as differ
ences in opinion as to what is to be done on a global basis, regarding transnational
environmental and health and safety issues. Sorting out issues, options and aggres
sive pronouncements will continue. Steps may be taken to further structure a global
energy/environmental decision making capability which is both serious and formida
ble. Such a structuring will go slowly in the absence of broader, more global percep
tions of a ‘clear and present danger’ related to such issues.
We have continued to learn that internalization carries with it costs which may
or may not be acceptable to economic and political decision makers and, most impor
tant, to the users of energy. We have also recognized that there are costs which are
of a nature and magnitude that preclude internalization, such as the war in Iraq.
There are other costs which gain national or regional acceptance as the result of the
right mix of perception, science, politics, economics, and public acceptance, such
as those associated with acid rain. These examples relate to defining desired results
and the basis for paying and allocating the consequent costs. There is often an
associated conviction that all other prospective costs of such actions are somehow
considered and accounted for. Perhaps this is correct.
My own prescriptions regarding ‘internalization’ are:
(a) You can have any product, or service, with whatever characteristics you can
afford. In short, you can have any environment you can afford.
(b) Be careful to resist internalization unless the costs and benefits are clearly under
stood and are acceptable in the market.
(c) Be careful to insist on internalization where the costs and the benefits are clearly
understood and are acceptable in the market.
(d) Be careful in internalizing costs which are not internalized by your competition,
unless the benefits enhance economic performance.
(e) Be careful in internalizing costs where you may or may not be able to capture
the benefits, or where the benefits may be illusory.
(f) You need not be careful in internalization if you know what you want, can afford
it, can live with the consequences, and do no harm to others.
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Abstract
INC 93 - TOW ARDS A B ETTER FUTURE: HOW DO W E M E E T TH E E N E R G Y NEEDS
OF TH E 21st CEN TU RY? W H A T IS TH E RO LE FOR N U C LE A R POWER?
Four years of planning went into the International Nuclear Congress 93 (INC 93). The
task before the Congress was the challenge of formulating the policies and principles required
to move ‘Towards a Better Future’. The aim was to generate insights from differing points
of view and to develop them into new avenues of thought and initiatives for action. The core
themes were: future energy needs; social issues and environmental implications; the eco
nomics and financing of future power; and technology in the service of society. The core
themes prepared the ground for the concluding ‘Strategic Energy Session’, which looked at
global energy strategies for the future. The task was to bring focus to the questions: ‘How
do we meet the energy needs of the 21st century?’ and ‘What is the role for nuclear power?’
The Congress concluded that while nuclear power still faces many challenges, it has a major
role to play and will help to achieve the global vision of a better future. The other conclusions
were: there will be a very large increase in the world demand for energy, mainly in developing
countries; the public will be consulted to an even greater extent on all issues, including
nuclear, with more emphasis being placed on listening to what the public has to say; fossil
fuels will supply the major part of this increased demand, particularly if their prices remain
stable; nuclear energy will maintain its current 6% share of the world energy market if capital
to build nuclear plants can be obtained at reasonable cost and if they can be built quickly and
operated reliably; nuclear’s share of the energy mix will increase significantly if fossil fuel
prices increase, or if there is increased concern about greenhouse gas emissions; new techno
logical developments will lead to improvements in the safety and reliability of existing and
future nuclear plants, with particular emphasis on improving the man-machine interface; and
the public will be more involved in the development of acceptable processes for the manage
ment of nuclear wastes, which will probably proceed in stages. The harnessing of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes stands as perhaps the most significant scientific achievement of
the 20th century. It remains the task of the nuclear industry to see that it fulfils this great
promise in the 21st century.
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INTRODUCTION

Four years of planning went into the International Nuclear Congress 93
(INC 93), ‘Towards a Better Future’. Four years — a brief space of time in which
unprecedented change has been witnessed. The changes that began in the late 1980s
totally altered the world. It brought down the Berlin Wall. It restructured a political
and economic system that once controlled more than half of the world’s land area.
The day of the large, bureaucratically controlled organization is over. Such organiza
tions are too expensive and too slow moving to survive.
Global recession and the need for industrial reorganization may have temporar
ily obscured the longer view, but the original concept of INC 93 as a window to our
energy future has remained valid. That future is one in which secure, economic and
environmentally acceptable energy is readily available to ensure an adequate stan
dard of life for all of the world’s population. It is no easy task. The world’s popula
tion will double in the next century. Much of that growth will occur in countries least
equipped to provide energy to meet basic human needs, let alone the industrial
development needed to improve living standards. Nuclear power must play a major
role in supplying that energy in the 21st century. If nuclear energy is to fulfil this
potential, there must be frank examination and resolution of the technical, social,
environmental and financial issues facing the nuclear industry today.
With these aims in mind, the co-operation of nuclear societies, associations,
and other organizations from around the world was sought and obtained to make
INC 93 truly international. Almost six hundred delegates from twenty-nine countries
participated in the three day meeting. Over one hundred papers addressing all aspects
of the nuclear business were presented during thirty-two technical sessions.
The theme of INC 93, ‘Towards a Better Future’, was also the link through
the seven policy sessions. In the opening keynote session, four internationally
acclaimed speakers were invited to set out in broad terms the issues being faced.
Their job was to give coherence to the task before the Congress — the challenge of
formulating the policies and principles required to lead the world ‘Towards a Better
Future’. They addressed:
— Future energy needs,
— Social issues and environmental implications,
— Economics and financing of future power,
— Technology in the service of society.
In subsequent sessions, other invited authors examined these themes in greater
detail. These were followed by round table sessions, each focusing on one of the four
core themes. These sessions provided an opportunity for interaction between the
invited experts and the delegates. The aim was to generate insights from differing
points of view and to develop them into new avenues of thought and initiatives for
action.
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The round tables prepared the ground for the concluding ‘Strategic Energy
Session’. In this session, two of the world’s leading experts in energy development,
J. Goldemberg and K. Davis, were asked to look at global energy strategies for the
future. Their task was to bring into focus the questions: ‘How will the energy needs
of the 21st century be met?’ and ‘What is the role for nuclear power?’
The participants at INC 93 were extremely fortunate to hear important perspec
tives on global energy issues from an array of distinguished international speakers.
These speakers have provided much to contemplate as we consider our collective and
individual roles in the vital challenge of meeting future energy needs.
The main themes of the conference were:
— Future energy requirements,
— Economics of electricity generation,
— Radioactive waste management,
— Reactor safety,
— Public acceptance,
— Technology developments,
— Future energy strategies.
More will be said later on the subject of public acceptance, but it should be
noted at the outset that public acceptance is a common thread which is woven through
all the major issues — whether they are economics, reactor safety, the need for
energy or nuclear waste management.

2.

FUTURE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

The speakers focused on the immense challenges facing everyone if future
energy requirements are to be met. With the world’s population doubling in the next
century, no matter what range of scenarios are envisaged there will be a massive
increase in energy needs, mainly in developing countries with aspirations for
improved living standards. Four World Energy Council energy scenarios are shown
in Tables I and П, and in Fig. 1.
The keynote speakers were in close harmony in this area. They agreed that fos
sil fuels will remain the dominant source of energy well into the next century.
Renewable energy sources will not increase significantly, although ‘new’ renewables
such as solar and wind power might double to a 4% share by the year 2020 — a
small, but nevertheless significant, contribution (Fig. 2).
It was noted by one speaker, H. Ager-Hanssen, that for the period beyond
2020 there is a growing recognition that nuclear and coal will be readily available
and will be the major options. He also warned that despite what was agreed at the
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, held in Rio de
Janeiro, there is no realistic possibility, under current policies, that the industrialized

TABLE I. FOUR ENERGY SCENARIOS FROM THE WORLD ENERGY COUNCIL, 1990-2020
Scenario
A

BI

В

С

High growth

Modified reference

Reference

Ecologically driven

3.8

3.3

3.3

3.3

O ECD countries

High

High

High

Very high

Countries of Eastern Europe/CIS

High

Moderate

High

Very high

Developing countries

Moderate

Moderate

High

Very high

Institutional improvements

High

Moderate

High

Very high

Technology transfer

High

Moderate

High

Very high

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Carbon dioxide emissions (giga tonnes)

10.6

9.5

7.8

5.8

Possible total demand (Gtoe)

Very high

High

Moderate

Low

17.2

16.0

13.4

11.3

Economic growth (% per annum)
Energy efficiency improvements

Longer term sustainability (to 2100)
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TABLE П. FOUR ENERGY SCENARIOS (A, BI, В AND C) OF THE WORLD
ENERGY COUNCIL - SUPPLY ASSUMPTIONS (Gtoe)
Year 2020
Energy form

1960

1990
A

BI

В

С

Solid

1.4

2.3

4.8

2.6

3.0

2.1

Liquid

1.0

2.8

4.6

4.9

3.8

2.7

Gas

0.4

1-7

3.5

3.5

2.9

2.4

Nuclear

0.0

0.4

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.7

Large hydro

0.2

0.6

1.2

1.3

1.0

0.9

New renewable

0.0

0.2

0.8

1.4

0.6

1.4

Traditional

0.5

0.8

1.2

1.3

1.3

1.1

Total

3.5

8.8

17.2

16.0

13.4

11.3

FtG. 1. World Energy Council scenarios — by country groupings — of the energy supply mix
in the year 2020 (DCs: developing countries: CEE/CIS: countries of Eastern Europe/CIS).
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FIG. 2. World Energy Council scenarios — by energy source — of the energy supply mix in
the year 2020.

countries will contain their greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 levels by the end of
the decade.
There was a report by another speaker, R. Skinner, on a recent International
Energy Agency study which predicted a 50% increase in world energy demand by
the year 2010, with an increasing dependence on electricity. The study showed that
the nuclear fraction of the energy mix would be declining over this period, assuming
no large increases in fossil fuel prices.
A significant future role for nuclear power was seen by J. Goldemberg, cer
tainly remaining at the present level and possibly doubling in absolute terms by 2020 .
But nuclear power will be competitive with fossil fuels only if the nuclear plants can
be built rapidly and are operated well.
A necessary role for nuclear power was also seen by K. Davis in a “ practi
cal/realistic versus ideal” future. However, he concluded that it would be extraor
dinarily difficult to meet energy requirements in the 21 st century, even with the
maximum reasonable use of nuclear, as well as other realistically available sources
of energy.
While the opportunity for the enhanced use of nuclear energy in the next
century is indeed large, the promise will only be fully realized if several key issues
can be satisfactorily addressed.
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ECONOMICS OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION

One key issue that will determine the future role of nuclear energy is that of
economics. The underlying messages from the sessions on the economics of
electrical generation were:
— Currently operating nuclear plants are competitive in most regions of the
world,
— Future nuclear plants are expected to remain competitive.
Data from the Republic of Korea, for instance, show that the total unit energy
cost of electricity from PHWRs is currently 27 Won/kW-h, from PWRs it is
32 Won/kW-h, from coal it is 32 Won/kW-h, and from liquefied natural gas it is
44 Won/kW-h.
Using the levelized unit energy cost methodology, studies by the Nuclear
Energy Agency of the OECD, the National Energy Board of Canada and Natural
Resources Canada show that nuclear power is competitive with coal and gas fired
generation in the OECD countries, and will continue to be an appropriate option.
Presentations from a number of countries, including Canada, the Republic of Korea,
Taiwan (China) and the United Kingdom, demonstrated that future nuclear plants are
expected to continue to be competitive options for electricity generation. It was stated
by R. Morrison that Ontario’s best long term economic alternative appeared to be
nuclear generation from a multi-unit station.
Of particular interest was the fact that the economic advantage of nuclear
power had deteriorated since the last OECD study — not because of increased
nuclear power costs, but because of the decrease in thermal power costs, specifically
due to lower prices of coal and gas, with the price of the latter becoming sufficiently
low to encourage its use for electricity production. However, the study still predicted
an economic advantage for nuclear power in most countries. This advantage would
increase significantly if fossil fuel prices were to rise in the future. A possibility in
this regard would be a tax on carbon based fuels to reduce air pollution due to green
house gases (Fig. 3).
These studies clearly show that the economics of nuclear power have remained
fairly stable over a decade. This is an important point, because conventional wisdom
still assumes that the costs of nuclear power are continuing to escalate as they did
in the 1970s. The OECD study shows that this period of cost escalation has ended
and that in fact nuclear power costs are now stable and predictable, thus reducing
much of the perceived risk of the last decade.
If the costs are becoming more stable, what then are the challenges for the
future? First, ways need to be found to convince the marketplace of the reduced
financial risk. Second, as stated by R.J. Saunders and R. Skinner, the main
impediment to increasing the share of nuclear power in developing countries, where
electricity growth will be the largest, is access to the capital investment necessary
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FIG. 3. Contribution o f human activities to the greenhouse effect.

to implement projects of this magnitude. In fact, there were warnings that from a
banker’s viewpoint, reducing the front end capital, and hence the financial risk, is
more important than demonstrating a lower lifetime unit energy cost. In the industri
alized countries, there will also likely be the requirement for an improved regulatory
regime, for enhancing public participation in the process, and for integration of
environmental and energy objectives.

4.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

There is a clear recognition that public acceptance of nuclear power requires
public confidence that radioactive wastes and, in particular, nuclear fuel wastes, are
being, and can continue to be, managed safely. The internationally agreed objectives
of radioactive waste management are: protection of health, protection of the environ
ment, and minimization of any burden on future generations. There is public concern
about the ability of the industry to meet these objectives, despite the fact that radio
active disposal facilities for low level wastes are already operating safely in Finland,
France, Spain and Sweden.
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A common theme emerging from the discussions at INC 93 was the realization
that geological disposal is the de facto international standard for the disposal of
nuclear fuel, whether these wastes are used fuel or whether they are vitrified wastes
arising from the reprocessing of used fuel. Those countries that practise reprocessing
as part of their fuel cycle strategy are also looking at the benefits that may be
obtained from transmuting some components of their radioactive wastes. This is
particularly the case in France and Japan, but even in these circumstances there is
a clear recognition that there will be a requirement at some point for geological
disposal.
Several other themes relating to radioactive waste management emerged from
INC 93 which require brief discussion.
First, there is an absolute requirement that any agency responsible for carrying
out radioactive waste management activities must demonstrate its commitment to
safety. It is a key requirement in addressing public concerns and in nurturing public
confidence. Safety must be a paramount consideration in all decision making. Public
review processes are part of the effort to ensure that due attention is paid to safety.
Independent reviews by technical experts and by regulatory authorities also play an
important role in ensuring that operations are safe. However, this in itself is not suffi
cient to convince the public that the right things are being done in the right way.
Public acceptance depends upon public involvement in decision making in a
real and meaningful manner. Decision making must be open. The public and its
representatives, politicians at all levels, but particularly at the local level, must be
involved and be seen to be involved in the decision making process. Communication
needs to be two way. Other industries are finding that they must learn to listen to
the concerns of the public — the nuclear industry must also learn this lesson. This
requires that waste management agencies engage the public and deal with them
frankly, with a commitment to principles of fairness and openness, so that affected
communities participate effectively in decision making and have the power either to
accept or reject a facility.
A number of countries are following a strategy of staged or incremental deci
sion making in this area. This was evident in papers presented by participants from
Canada, France, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. It
can also be seen in the evolution and development of national programmes in Fin
land, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. By proceeding with the development of waste
management technologies in stages, safety assessment can be separated from
implementation activities and technology can be developed without invoking public
concern associated with the siting of storage or disposal facilities. This process of
incremental decision making is being followed as a means of building public confi
dence, and also technical confidence, in the face of uncertainties associated with per
ceptions of risk and risk measurement, with lack of confidence in large institutions
and with the performance of radioactive waste management facilities in the long
term, over thousands of years.
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The nuclear industry certainly faces a considerable challenge in gaining the
public’s confidence that wastes can be disposed of safely. However, as indicated in
the papers at INC 93, there is a clear way forward which can lead to success, through
a dedication to safety, interaction with the public and decision making by stages.

5.

REACTOR SAFETY

During the past few years, the maintenance and enhancement of the safety of
operating power reactors has become a ‘centre-stage’ issue, replacing the earlier
‘star-billing’ given to the safety features of new plant designs. This is, of course, a
direct consequence of the decline in committing new plants and the recognition that
existing plants may well be called upon to operate for many years to come because
of economic and political problems associated with new construction in many
countries.
Two papers dealt directly with this situation, the first discussing the general
question of the safety of ageing reactors, and the second the more specific topic of
the safety of operating reactors in the countries of Eastern Europe and the former
USSR.
In terms of the general question of ageing reactors, the author of the paper on
this subject concluded that two basic thrusts are appropriate. First, the safety of older
plants should be periodically reviewed and upgraded in those areas where modern
safety analysis techniques demonstrate inadequacies which can be rectified in a
practical, cost effective manner. Second, close attention must continually be paid to
long term degradation mechanisms, such as chemical change, wear and neutron
irradiation.
In the paper on reactors in the countries of Eastern Europe and the former
USSR, the author concluded that, in most cases, shutting down these reactors
because of safety concerns would prove impractical — the risks involved in their con
tinued operation would be offset by other risks which would arise from the severe
energy shortages resulting from their shutdown. Nevertheless, much could be done
to improve the safety of these reactors. The costs, however, would be high — rang
ing up to several thousand million dollars per year. The problem then becomes one
of financing such investments. The author concluded that Western countries must
find a solution to this problem if further Chernobyl-type accidents are to be avoided.
Such accidents might well lead to the premature and disruptive demise of the nuclear
option in all countries.
Other papers dealt with the broad issue of appropriate safety criteria. In one
of them, dealing with ageing, the author emphasized the need to evaluate operating
plants, using current techniques, against current acceptance criteria for new plants.
The need to remedy identified deficiencies relative to these criteria would then be
judged on the basis of cost effectiveness.
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Another paper dealt with the relative risk to the public from nuclear power
plants as compared with other primary energy sources and concluded that the risk
from nuclear plants is very small. From this conclusion, one might logically argue
that few, if any, safety upgrades to operating plants are justified — even in the case
of plants in the countries of Eastern Europe and the former USSR. Unfortunately,
the nuclear industry has not succeeded in convincing the public that the nuclear
power risk is trivial and, hence, it seems likely that in most countries the much more
costly approach suggested in the paper on ageing will prove unavoidable.
In another session, a description was presented of the evolutionary design
improvements to next-generation power reactor safety which are being developed by
one vendor organization. This project is a co-operative effort between two national
industries, both of which have been major suppliers of nuclear plants in the past. This
is indicative of a current world trend to cope with the cost of developing and con
structing new nuclear power stations. It is a healthy sign that this vendor, as well
as most other nuclear plant vendors, is continuing to pursue cost effective safety
improvements in next-generation designs. While this will not, in itself, solve the
problem of public acceptance, it will, nevertheless, play an important role in achiev
ing this end.
Several interesting trends were apparent in the area of reactor safety. Most
designers are now turning to the development of passive safety systems to assure the
correct response to upsets in their plants in the unlikely event of an accident. Several
papers described concepts for passive cooling of the containment building as a means
of ensuring containment integrity during a severe accident. Another development to
mitigate severe accident consequences is the preferred use of ‘core catchers’ to con
tain, spread and cool any molten core material within the reactor vessel. Consistent
with the concerns of ageing mentioned earlier, reactor owners are updating their
safety reports and carrying out probabilistic safety assessments of their individual
plants, with the encouragement of their regulators.

6.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

As mentioned earlier, public perception is the pervasive and persistent theme
that is interwoven through the nuclear fabric. Public opinion reséarch clearly shows
a dichotomy between the need for a secure supply of electricity and the perceived
disadvantages of achieving it by using nuclear power.
In most countries, nuclear power is not a ‘top-of-the-mind’ issue. There is little
spontaneous concern or anguish about it, but, when prompted, people express their
worries and fears. They also express their lack of knowledge and their desire for
information. Surveys of opinion leaders show that greater awareness of energy and
nuclear matters improves their perception of nuclear power.
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The data on public attitudes that were presented indicate that people regard the
scientific community as the most trusted group for making decisions about science
and technology, including nuclear energy. Politicians are the least trusted. For any
of us who might feel that the media are responsible for our tribulations, it is a small
measure of consolation that we do not trust the media either.
The lesson is clear, as a participant, J. Gittus, concluded: ‘‘It is up to scientists
to take the lead in communicating with the public on difficult issues such as nuclear
power. ’’ Other speakers qualified this assertion with an appeal for communication
in terms that the public is familiar with and can readily understand.
Another participant, A. Robertson, reminded the meeting that nuclear energy
has been the subject of more than thirty national and international enquiries, none
of which rejects nuclear energy when needed and under stipulated conditions.
Despite this endorsement, public acceptance has not been achieved.
According to P. Feuz, the European nuclear scene is beset not so much by
competing energy sources or unpredictable licensing procedures as by public opinion
and politics. “ It is difficult to say whether public opinion is bad because of lack of
political leadership, or whether this leadership is lacking because politicians do not
want to go against public opinion” , he said. He noted — and many at the meeting
agreed — that anti-nuclear groups have succeeded much more than the nuclear com
munity in making an impact on the public. He also attributed the success of the
French nuclear programme to a combination of leadership and excellent public
information initiatives.

7.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

Turning now to some of the technology developments which will be necessary
to ensure that nuclear energy will be accepted as a vital component of the energy
supply mix in the future, a number of interesting points were raised by another par
ticipant, A. Bromley. He noted that society has benefited from a number of revolu
tions in science and technology, beginning with the Industrial Revolution. More
recently, there has been the development of nuclear energy, with the promise of
abundant energy ; the Green Revolution in agriculture, which seems to have grown
into a concern and awareness for environmentally sustainable development; and the
information revolution, which is still gaining momentum.
If the promise of nuclear energy is to be kept alive and remain relevant for the
next century, the issues raised by these succeeding ‘revolutions’ must be understood
and addressed. They must, in fact, be embraced. It can readily be seen from history
what happened to those technologies which did not adapt and become part of the
Industrial Revolution. Technological developments which assist and accelerate the
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evolution of nuclear energy to meet the needs and issues raised by the Green Revolu
tion, and the information technology revolution, are therefore important to position
it for a meaningful role in energy production for the next century.
It would be naive to think that all of the technological developments that will
be required have been identified at this meeting. However, some clear directions
were indicated, and a number of developments are moving that way. Here are a few
examples.
Continued developments in the area of waste management and resource utiliza
tion will be required to ensure that nuclear energy truly becomes part of the Green
Revolution. The nuclear industry has been pro-active in dealing with its waste
by-products, but the public still perceives that there is not yet a ‘demonstrated’ solu
tion to the ’waste problem’. To address this issue, this technology must be ‘pushed’
to the demonstration phase. There were also suggestions on how to make more effec
tive use of resources, and minimize the volume of wastes through the use of
advanced fuels and fuel cycles. Means of using off-peak nuclear generating capacity
to produce hydrogen were described, the latter with the additional benefit of supply
ing an alternative to fossil fuels that is better for the environment.
Recognizing that the technology must evolve, there have been many improve
ments to reactors, and many more aré being developed. Considering that it has been
less than fifty years since electricity was first produced through nuclear generation,
the degree of evolution in this technology has been very impressive. Nuclear generat
ing stations being built today are sufficiently safe that the risk to the surrounding
population is effectively zero. However, the development of ‘passive’ safety technol
ogy will place less reliance on engineered safety systems, and make the safety of
nuclear stations more readily apparent and verifiable to the public. An important side
benefit should be a reduction in cost. Fundamental research in materials and physical
sciences is also being applied to improve other reactor systems such as steam
generators, and, specific to CANDUs, fuel channels, to ensure that plant
performance is enhanced through the extended lifetime of components.
The nuclear industry must also continue to make advances in areas related to
the information revolution. Improved information systems are already being used to
reduce design and fabrication costs, which in turn reduces capital investment. Intelli
gent systems, neural networks and other such developments are being applied to the
man-machine interface in future plants to aid in making operating decisions. This
is an important application of information technology and a good example of the need
for and benefits from adapting new technology to existing products in order to make
them faster, better and less expensive,
Another point raised by A. Bromley is that the educational system must be
improved. Not only are bright, well-trained scientists and technologists needed to
help develop the nuclear industry, but an informed public is required to ensure that
the right decisions are made in an increasingly complex and technologically
sophisticated world.
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FUTURE ENERGY STRATEGIES

As the strategic posture for meeting future energy needs is determined, change
must be espoused — attitudinal change, systemic change and new planning
methodologies. Realistic goals for energy supply and demand must be set and met.
Available resources must be used prudently and productively. Efficiency and conser
vation must be sought, consistent with economic and environmental objectives.
Energy issues must be placed in a global social and institutional context.
Another participant, J. Hann, reminded us of how the promised ‘New World
Order’ has failed to materialize and how tomorrow’s world might be one where polit
ical instabilities could pose major energy risks. “ Advocates of nuclear power cannot
afford, for one second, to relax” , he said. He went on to exhort everyone to stand
up for what is known to be right, and to put forward a powerful case with conviction
and without defensiveness.
It was concluded by J. Goldemberg that the contribution of nuclear power to
global energy production in the year 2020 will lie somewhere between 400 and
1000 GW(e). However, even to reach the lower target would mean connecting
globally to the grid one large nuclear plant every two months — a difficult, but not
impossible, task. “ Opponents of nuclear power are running scared” , he said. Hë
urged movement from the defensive to emphasize the positive benefits of nuclear
technology, such as the avoidance of greenhouse gas emissions (Fig. 4).

Nuclear 6%
0.8 G toe
Large hydro 7%
1.0 Gtoe

Natural gas 22%
2.9 G toe

Traditional 10%
1.3 Gtoe
New renewable 4%
0.6 Gtoe

Coal 22%
3.0 G toe

FIG. 4. Energy supply scenario В o f the World Energy Council. The total of the energy
supplies shown is 13.4 Gtoe for the year 2020. (Note: nuclear and hydro power are assumed
to have a conversion efficiency o f 33%.)
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CONCLUSIONS

In summarizing the messages from INC 93, it is intended here to try to outline
how the world energy scene might unfold in the coming decades. What one sees is
that:
— The public will be consulted to an even greater extent on all issues, including
nuclear, with more emphasis on listening to what the public has to say;
— There will be a very large increase in the world demand for energy, mainly
in developing countries;
— Fossil fuels will supply most of this increased demand, particularly if their
prices remain stable;
— Nuclear energy will maintain its current 6 % share of the world energy market
if capital to build nuclear plants can be obtained at reasonable cost and if they
can be built quickly and be operated reliably;
— Nuclear’s share of the energy mix will increase significantly if fossil fuel prices
increase, or if there is increased concern about greenhouse gas emissions;
— New technological developments will lead to improvements in the safety and
reliability of existing and future nuclear plants, with particular emphasis on
improving the man-machine interface;
— The public will be more involved in the development of acceptable processes
for the management of nuclear wastes, which will probably proceed in stages.
Nuclear power still faces many challenges. However, from what was heard at
INC 93, it appears that there are grounds for optimism that it has a major role to
play and that it will help to achieve our vision of a better future.
The deliberations at INC 93 provided a sound and effective case for the nuclear
industry to make its full contribution towards meeting future global energy needs.
The harnessing of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes stands as perhaps the most
significant scientific achievement of the 20th century. It is our task to see that it
fulfils this great promise in the 21 st century.
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Abstract
SA FETY, TE CH N ICA L A N D ECONOM IC OBJECTIVES OF TH E ELECTR IC POWER
RESEARCH INSTITUTE’S A D V A N C E D LIGHT W A TER R EA CTO R PROGRAM M E.
In the early 1980s, the Electric Power Research Institute entered into a programme to
develop the safety, technical, operational and economic objectives of the next generation of
LWRs. The programme benefited from the support and participation of US and international
utilities, the United States Department of Energy, US reactor vendors and architectengineering firms. This programme provided a foundation for the Nuclear Power Oversight
Committee’s comprehensive initiative for revitalizing nuclear power in the USA, as set forth
in its ‘Strategic Plan for Building New Nuclear Power Plants’, published in November 1990
and updated annually each November. This Strategic Plan contains 14 ‘building blocks’, each
of which is considered essential to constructing new nuclear plants. Building from the perspec
tive that the Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) should reflect lessons learned from the
design, construction and operation of existing nuclear power plants, utilities were surveyed
to help identify the cornerstone principles of what was subsequently called the ‘A LW R Utility
Requirements Document’ (URD). The paper provides a review of the objectives underlying
these principles, and the design targets that derive from this. Some examples are provided of
how these targets are being met in the design of the four A LW R plants currently undergoing
United States Nuclear Regulatory ' Commission licensing certification under United States
Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR52. Some areas requiring further investigation are also
described. The paper concludes by discussing key challenges to the URD targets and process,
in particular with respect to regulatory and economic considerations, and provides brief high
lights of steps being taken to respond to these challenges.

1.

BACKGROUND

During 1983-1984, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) helped lay
the foundation for utility leadership in future plant design decisions. Utility executive
survey results called for safer, simpler plants with greater design margins — a fun
damental change from design philosophy which had historically sought to improve
131
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safety by increasing design complexity. Initial utility feedback also clearly revealed
that an essential policy for future designs was reliance on proven technology. Utili
ties not only supported a continuation of LWR technology, but insisted that radical
departures from proven design features would not be welcomed, especially if full
prototype demonstrations would be necessary.
Another valuable insight from the utility surveys was the need to evaluate the
feasibility of smaller nuclear plants — in the 600 MW(e) range — for use by smaller
utilities, or utilities with slower load growth. Utilities wanted to retain the option for
larger evolutionary designs, but were particularly interested in smaller designs.
During the initial phases of the EPRI programme, a further key objective was
to develop a basis for regulatory stabilization. Over seven hundred issues had been
identified by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) as open
regulatory issues for any future design. A process was created, in co-operation with
the USNRC, to categorize the open issues, identify those needing priority attention
and begin the process of resolution.
The utility executive surveys revealed strong support for a utility-driven
process of compiling user requirements for advanced reactor designs. What was
desired was a common, standardized set of specifications applicable to both PWRs
and BWRs that utilities could agree to, and that all reactor designers and the USNRC
could accept. In response, the EPRI ALWR programme produced a set of detailed
comprehensive technical design requirements for the ALWR. The EPRI Board of
Directors approved US $20 million for the development of these requirements, but
before the effort was completed, many international utility participants joined the
programme, providing additional leadership, perspective and resources. Work on the
‘ALWR Utility Requirements Document’ (URD) started in 1985. The document
itself was completed in 1990. The URD covers the entire plant up to the grid inter
face. Therefore, it provides the basis for an integrated plant design, i.e. the nuclear
steam supply system and balance of plant. It emphasizes those areas which operating
experience hás shown are most important to the objective of achieving an ALWR
which is excellent with respect to safety, performance, constructability and
economics.
Since the ALWR URD was to be — by definition — a utility consensus
document, a strong Utility Steering Committee (USC) was created to guide the
programme and to make the tough technical decisions. The USC consists of over
twenty senior utility executives from US and international utilities who are directly
involved in every phase of the programme work, and who review and approve all
programme deliverables.
Initially, the URD was defined as a set of 13 separate chapters, each specifying
utility requirements for a unique functional area of evolutionary ALWR design, such
as reactor systems, building design and arrangement, and man-machine interface
systems; and was submitted to the USNRC for review between 1986 and 1989. This
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set of utility requirements for the evolutionary plant later became Volume II of the
overall URD structure.
As the feasibility studies for the smaller ALWR plant option progressed, it
became clear that the concept of a smaller, simpler plant with passive safety features
had great potential, and a decision was made to develop a parallel set of requirements
for the passive plant. The passive plant requirements were designated Volume III.
Volume I, ‘ALWR Policy and Summary of Top-Tier Requirements’, was published
and given wide distribution in April 1990. Volumes II (Revision 1) and III (initial
version) were completed and submitted to the USNRC in September 1990. The
USNRC issued its final SER on Volume II of the requirements document in August
1992, and will issue its final SER on Volume III by the end of 1993.
During the development of the URD, the US ALWR design teams interacted
extensively with the USC to ensure that the design requirements could be
implemented. The four designs engaged in this process, and those ultimately applied
for USNRC certification under United States Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR52,
are:
— General Electric’s Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR),
— ÁBB-Cómbustion Engineering’s System 80+,
— Westinghouse Electric’s AP600,
— General Electric’s Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR).
The design certification activities are a co-sponsored effort of the vendor
teams, the United States Department of Energy (USDOE) and, in the case of the pas
sive plants, domestic US and international utilities through EPRI. In addition to the
financial support, the EPRI programme provides for utility participation in the form
of independent, in-depth technical reviews of the designs. A focus of the review
process is to verify that the designs conform to the URD. This work has involved
significant interactions with the USNRC to resolve technical issues of a generic
character. In many areas, the utilities have specified requirements that are more
stringent than current regulations, with the objective of providing ‘margin to the
regulations’. The intent is to obtain operating flexibility and greater assurance of
licensability. However, current regulations still need to be interpreted for the passive
safety grade systems, and critical issues still need to be resolved, such as how
regulations should treat the active non-safety systems in the passive design concepts.
A follow-on phase to design certification (first-of-a-kind engineering
(FOAKE)) was started in 1992. FOAKE brings the level of design completion to
approximately 65%, as measured in terms of completed engineering work products.
This work is being funded by the USDOE, the nuclear utilities through EPRI and
the nuclear plant design teams. During 1992, the Advanced Reactor Corporation, the
utility entity overseeing the implementation of this work, selected the AP600 and the
ABWR for this detailed work. The work is now under way and is planned for
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completion in 1996. The URD continues to serve as the basis for development work
during FOAKE. Utility reviews and assessments of conformance to the URD will
continue to be carried out through this phase as well.

2.

PRINCIPLES, OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS

The ALWR programme formulated policies in 14 key areas in order to provide
guidance for overall Requirements Document development and for the plant designer
in applying the requirements. While not design requirements themselves, the policies
cover fundamental ALWR principles which have à broad influence on the design
requirements. These 14 key policy statements are contained in Volume I of the URD,
and are summarized in Table I.
Using the 14 policy statements as the guiding basis, over 20 000 detailed
requirements have been developed in the URD. A summary of the key aspects is
given in Table П. When these goals are met, both evolutionary and passive plant
design options will be superior electric power generators as compared with either
present nuclear power generators arid future base load generators of any fuel type.
Three of the fundamental policy statements, and associated goals and targets,
merit particular discussion in this review paper: safety, simplification and standardi
zation. These three areas have been cornerstones of thé ALWR programme
philosophy from the outset.
2.1. Safety
It is ALWR programme policy to require excellencè in safety and environ
mental performance. ALWR safety goals have been established to limit the core
damage frequency to less than 10'5 per reactor-year and to limit the site boundary
whole body dose to less than 25 rem 1 for those severe accidents with a cumulative
frequency exceeding 10"s per reactor-year. These safety goals are being demon
strated by plant-specific probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) as part of the design
certification process.
In addition to the ALWR requirements for an extremely low probability of a
core damaging event, containment performancé requirements are stipulated to pro
vide a high level of assurance of containment integrity even in the event of a severe
accident. Further, the combination of safety goals and containment requirements
which provide a very high level of protection of public safety also provide a technical
basis for substantial simplification in emergency planning (see below).

1 1 rem = 1.00.x 10 2 Sv.
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TABLE I. KEY ALWR POLICIES
Simplification

Simplification is fundamental to A LW R success:
Simplification opportunities are to be pursued with very
high priority and assigned greater importance in design
decisions than has been done in recent operating plants;
simplification is to be assessed primarily from the stand
point of the plant operator.

Design margin

Like simplification, design margin is considered to be of
fundamental importance and is to be pursued with very high
priority. It will be assigned greater importance in design
decisions than has been done in recent operating plants.
Design margins which go beyond regulatory requirements
are not to be traded off or eroded for regulatory, purposes.

Human factors

Human factors considerations will be incorporated into
every step of the A LW R design process. Significant
improvements will be made in the main control room
design.

Safety

The A LW R design will achieve excellence in safety for
protection of the public, on-site personnel safety, and
investment protection. It places primary emphasis on acci
dent prevention as well as significant additional emphasis on
mitigation. Containment performance during severe
accidents will be evaluated to assure that adequate contain
ment margin exists.

Design basis versus
safety margin

The A LW R design will include both safety design and
safety margin requirements. Safety design requirements
(referred to as the licensing design basis (LDB)) are neces
sary to meet the U SN RC’s regulations with conservative,
licensing-based methods. Safety margin requirements
(referred to as the safety margin basis (SMB)) are plant
owner-initiated features which address investment protection
and severe accident prevention and mitigation on a best
estimate basis.

Regulatory stabilization

A LW R licensability is to be assured by resolving open
licensing issues, appropriately updating regulatory re
quirements, establishing acceptable severe accident provi
sions, and achieving a design consistent with regulatory
requirements.
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TABLE I. (cont.)
Standardization

The ALW R requirements will form the technical foundation
which leads the way to standardized, certified A LW R plant
designs.

Proven technology

Proven technology will be employed throughout the ALW R
design in order to minimize investment risk to the plant
owner, control costs, take advantage of existing LW R
operating experience, and assure that a plant prototype is
not required; proven technology is that which has been suc
cessfully and clearly demonstrated in LWRs or other
applicable industries such as fossil power and process
industries.

Maintainability

The A LW R will be designed for ease of maintenance to
reduce operation and maintenance costs, reduce occupa
tional exposure, and facilitate repair and replacement of
equipment.

Constructability

The A LW R construction schedule will be substantially
improved compared to previous US experience, due to the
use of a more constructable plant configuration, better con
struction methodology and completion of most of the
engineering prior to construction.

Quality assurance

The responsibility for high quality design and construction
work rests with the line management and personnel of the
plant design and plant constructor organizations.

Economics

The A LW R is to be designed to have a significant eco
nomic advantage over other central station alternatives on
both a near-term (ten-year) and life-cycle basis.

Sabotage protection

The design will provide inherent resistance to sabotage and
additional sabotage protection through plant security and
through integration of plant arrangements and system con
figuration with plant security design.

Good neighbour

The ALW R plant will be designed to be a good neighbour
to its surrounding environment and population by minimiz
ing radioactive and chemical releases.
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TABLE II. TOP TIER ALWR PLANT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Plant type and size

PWR or BWR, applicable to a range of sizes up to
1350 MW(e):
— Reference size for evolutionary ALW R:
1200-1300 MW(e) per unit;
Reference size for passive ALW R: 600 MW(e)
per unit;

Safety system concept

Simplified safety system concepts:
— Evolutionary ALW R: simplified, improved active
systems;
— Passive ALW R: primarily passive systems;
safety related A C electric power shall not be required.

Plant design life
Design philosophy

60 years
Simple, rugged, high design margin, based on proven
technology; no power plant prototype required.

Plant siting envelope

Must be acceptable for most available sites in USA; 0.3g
safe shutdown earthquake.

SAFETY AND INVESTMENT PROTECTION
Accident resistance

Design features which minimize the occurrence and
severity of initiating events, such as:
— Fuel thermal margin >15%;
— Slower plant response to upset conditions through
features such as increased coolant inventory;
— Use of best available materials.

Core damage prevention

Design features which prevent initiating events from
progressing to the point of core damage.

— Core damage frequency

Demonstrate by PSA that core damage frequency is less
than 10'5 per reactor-year.

— L O C A protection

No fuel damage for up to a 6 inch (15.2 cm) break.

— Station blackout coping

8

hours minimum (indefinite for passive ALWR).

time for core cooling
— Operator action

For passive ALW R, no core protection regulatory limits
exceeded for at least 72 hours, assuming no operator
action for licensing design basis events, including loss of
all A C power.
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TABLE II. (cont.)
Mitigation
— Severe accident
frequency and
consequence
— Containment design

Demonstrate by PSA that the whole body dose is less
than 25 rema at the site boundary for severe accidents
with cumulative frequency greater than 10“6 per year.
Large, rugged containment building with design pressure
based on licensing design basis pipe break.

— Containment Margin

Margin in containment design is sufficient to maintain
containment integrity and low leakage during a severe
accident.

— Licensing source term

More realistic than existing Regulatory Guide, TID-14844
approach, including technically correct release fractions,
release timing, and chemical form.

— Hydrogen generation

Licensing design basis hydrogen concentration less than

— Emergency planning

For passive ALW R, provide technical basis for simplifi

13% in containment for 75% active clad oxidation.
cation of off-site emergency plan.

PERFORMANCE
Design availability

87%

Refuelling interval

24-month capability

Unplanned automatic scrams

Less than 1/year

Manoeuvering

Daily load follow

Load rejection

Loss of load without reactor trip or turbine trip for PWR

Low level radioactive wastes

Based on best current plants.

(from 100% power) and for BWR (from 40% power).
released
Site spent fuel wet storage

10

years of operation plus one core off load.

capability
Occupational radiation

Less than 100 man-rema per year

exposure
Operability and maintainability
— Design for operation

Operability features designed into plant, such as: forgiv
ing plant response for operators, design margin, and
operator environment.

— Design for maintenance

Maintainability features designed into plant, such as:
standardization of components, equipment design for
minimal maintenance needs, provision of adequate access
and lay-down space, and improved working conditions.

— Equipment access
— Equipment replacement

Ready access to equipment.
Facilitate replacement of components, including steam
generators.
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TABLE II. (cont.)
Man-machine interface
— Instrumentation and
control systems

Advanced technology, including software based systems,
alarm prioritization, fault tolerance, automatic testing,
multiplexing, and computer driven displays.

— Operating simplicity

A single operator able to control plant during normal
power operation.

— Control stations

Human engineered to enhance operator effectiveness,
utilizing mockups, dynamic simulation, and operator
input to design.

DESIGN P R O CES S AND
C O N S T R U C T A B IL IT Y
Total time from owner
commitment to construct to

— 1300 MW(e) evolutionary plant designed for less than
or equal to 72 months.

commercial operation

— 600 MW(e) passive plant designed for less than

Construction time from first

— 1300 MW(e) evolutionary plant designed for less than

or equal to 60 months.
structural concrete to

or equal to 54 months.

commercial operation

— 600 MW(e) passive plant designed for less than or

Design status at time of

90% complete.

equal to 42 months.
initiation of construction
Design and plan for

Design for simplicity, modularization, and adequate space

construction

to facilitate construction; develop an integrated construc
tion plan through plant owner acceptance.

Design process
— Design integration

Manage and execute design as a single, integrated
process.

Configuration
management

Comprehensive system to control plant design basis and
, installed equipment and structures.

Information management Computerized system to generate and utilize an integrated
plant information management system during design, con
struction, and operation.
E C O N O M I C S 1*
Near term cost goal

ALWRs have about 10% cost advantage over alternatives
after first 10 years of operation.

Life-cycle goal

ALWRs have about 20% cost advantage, over alternatives
after 30 years of operation.
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TABLE II. (cont.)
Resulting cost goals in 1989
US $ for a 1200 MW(e)
evolutionary plant based on
above criteria and assuming
commercial operation
in 1998
— Overnight capital cost

US $1300 kW(e)

— 30-year levelized total

63 millsc/kW-h

cost
— Fuel cycle cost

9 millsc/kW-h

— O & M cost

13 millsc/kW -h

Resulting cost goals in 1989
US $ for a 600 MW(e) passive
plant, assuming commercial
operation in 2000:
— Overnight capital cost

US $1475 kW(e)

— 30-year levelized total

72 mills/kW •h

cost

a

— Fuel cycle cost

9 millsc/kW-h

— O & M cost

16 mills7kW-h

1 rem = 1.00 x 10~2 Sv.

b The stated economics goals are constraints on the A LW R programme which must be met
for the A LW R to be competitive with a reference coal plant.
c

1 mill = US $10"3.

The ALWR safety design goal is achieved through an integrated approach
which includes three overlapping levels of safety protection: accident resistance,
core damage prevention and accident mitigation. These levels of safety protection
reflect the traditional defence in depth philosophy. Accident resistance refers to
minimizing the frequency of initiating events which could lead to a demand on
engineered safety systems. This is accomplished through simplicity, increased design
margin, improved man-machine interface and other intrinsic characteristics to
minimize the frequency and severity of initiating events. Core damage prevention
refers to engineered systems which prevent initiating events from progressing to core
damage. Mitigation refers to systems and structures to contain fission products
released from a damaged core. It is important to note that requirements in these first
two areas make any core damage event very low in probability for ALWRs.
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2.2. Simplification

Another facet of ALWR programme policy is the emphasis on simplicity in all
aspects of plant design, construction and operation. Unnecessary complexity is con
sidered to be a root cause of a wide range of problems in existing plants. Because
of the fundamental importance of simplicity, and the difficulty of accurately quan
tifying this importance, ALWR designs will pursue simplification opportunities with
very high priority and will assign greater importance to simplification in design deci
sions than has traditionally been done in recent operating plants.
The ALWR simplification requirements include the following:
— Use a minimum number of systems, valves, pumps, instruments and other
mechanical and electrical equipment;
— Provide a man-machine interface which will simplify plant operation and
reflect operator needs and capabilities;
— Provide system and component designs which assure that plant evolution
minimizes demands on the operator (e.g. minimizing system realignments to
accomplish safety functions);
— Design equipment and arrangements which simplify and facilitate
maintenance;
— Provide protective logic and actuation systems which are simplified;
— Use standardized components to facilitate operation and maintenance;
— Design for ease and simplification of construction.
The quest for simplicity has led to an emphasis on natural processes to fulfill
emergency cooling functions for both the core and containment. An example of
simplification in the AP600 and SBWR passive plant designs is the utilization of
passive safety features for reactivity control, emergency core cooling and emergency
containment cooling, i.e. letting natural phenomena provide the fail-safe function.
Utilization of such natural processes has reached its greatest refinement in reactivity
control and, in fact, has been a fundamental in the design of PWR and BWR systems
in the USA from their earliest introduction. The fundamental requirement is that if
power increases, the intrinsic design features of the core will cause the reactivity to
decrease, without the need to move control rods.
As a further example of simplification, one of the objectives of the ALWR
programme is to reduce the projected release from a severe core damaging accident
to a level low enough ( ~ 1 rem at the site boundary) to eliminate the need for prompt
notification of the public and the need for emergency planning beyond that required
for normal industrial facilities. Formal emergency planning inside the plant bound
ary is still warranted. The technical basis for this approach has been developed and
is now under review by the EPRI USC and by others in the industry.
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2.3. Standardization

One of the key elements of the Nuclear Power Oversight Committee (NPOC)
‘Strategic Plan for Building New Nuclear Power Plants’ to achieve industry goals
is a comprehensive commitment to standardization: specifications, design certifica
tion, combined license, FOAKE, construction, and operation and maintenance of
nuclear power plants. For many years, the nuclear power industry in the USA has
recognized the significant economic advantages which would have accrued if it had
been possible to build nuclear power plants to standard designs. The most obvious
example of the success of standardization is France. Standardization on a smaller
scale has been achieved in the USA, such as with the standardized nuclear power
plants (SNUPPs), Byron-Braidwood and Palo Verde projects, and there is recogni
tion of the clear advantages of its large scale implementation for the future. The
economic viability of the ALWR programme is strongly dependent on its success
with standardization. Economic incentives will drive standardization.
In order to convey the importance of standardization, NPOC developed ‘The
Position Paper on Standardization for Building New Power Plants’. The chief execu
tive officers of all US nuclear utilities approved this position paper before its publica
tion in April 1991. The policy statement is composed of five parts:
— An overall standardization policy statement;
— A common base of standardized owner-operator requirements as defined by
the URD;
— Standardized safety designs through the USNRC design certification process;
— Standardization of the remaining portions of the plant through development of
FOAKE designs, called ‘commercial standardization’;
— Standardized operation and maintenance requirements, called ‘life-cycle
standardization’, to assure that once reactors are put into operation, they will
stay standardized.

3.

CHALLENGES

As previously mentioned, a safety evaluation report has been received from the
USNRC on Volume II of the URD (Evolutionary Plants), and another is expected
on Volume III (Passive Plants) before the end of 1993. The ALWR designers are
making progress in obtaining licensing certification of their designs and in further
developing the design detail beyond that required for certification. The URD has
been a critical element of the work to date and will continue to be so through
implementation of ALWR reactors.
Looking ahead, several challenges can be foreseen. The critical ones relate to
the regulatory environment and to the changes in the US utility structure now under
way.
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The URD intentionally defined design, operating and safety criteria more strin
gently than those required by the regulators. The reasons relate, to the need for
‘investment protection’ from a plant owner’s perspective, and margin to the regula
tory requirements. It is now shown that economically competitive designs can be
developed to meet these stringent requirements. Changes to the current regulatory
requirements would be a destabilizing factor, in particular if regulations are
upgraded to be on par with the utility requirements defined in the URD. It is critical
that the set of regulatory requirements applicable to a standardized family of plants
built in conformance with the URD remain unchanged from the time of design
certification and throughout the operating life of those plants. If the regulations
changed, revised utility requirements and revised ALWR designs would have to be
developed, therefore specifying a new standardized family of reactor units.
A second, just as critical, challenge arises from the changing character of the
economic mix of power generation in the USA and in the world. At the time the URD
was prepared, the reference economic competitor was defined as coal. The ALWR
has so far been designed to be 2 0 % cheaper than a comparable base load coal fired
plant. Over the last few years, however, the competitive market for power genera
tion in the USA has changed, and coal may no longer be the right comparison basis.
Although in the long run coal and nuclear are expected to be the mainstay base load
power generating sources, the short run economics are currently dominated by the
availability of cheap natural gas. It is not clear how long the ’short run’ economics
will prevail (from 1-3 years to 10-15 years). From an ALWR perspective, it is
prudent to reconsider the current economic targets in the URD and drive the design
process to meet more challenging goals. It is apparent that further improvements may
be obtained not so much from reductions in capital costs, but rather reductions in
the operation and maintenance costs through a process of ‘re-engineering’ the operat
ing structure of the ALWR. In this exercise, the objective would be to substantially
reduce the number of operating personnel needed. Such an objective could be met
by pursuing a substantial simplification in operating procedures, methods, adminis
trative processes, maintenance practices, etc. The availability of an advanced infor
mation management system will be critical to such implementation, as will the
development of an operating framework that provides for the sharing of resources
(maintenance, engineering, training, quality assurance, etc.) for reactor units of the
same standardized design (e.g. the family of plants).

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Designs meeting the utility requirements are safer than current plants by at
least an order of magnitude, using equivalent PSA methods. These designs are cost
competitive with other forms of base load capacity, and will be available for ordering
and construction, without the need for prototype demonstration, in the next three to
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four years. It has been the utility commitment to achieve improved safety and
economy through greater simplicity, design margins and standardization that has
brought the greatest success.
In conclusion, the ALWR effort is ten years old, and utility leadership has
provided a solid set of requirements for the next generation of LWRs. These require
ments are receiving broad national and international acceptance. The next generation
of LWR designs are excellent in all respects, are licensable with high confidence,
are economically competitive and will meet the needs of the utilities.
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A bstract
A D V A N C E D R EA CTO R DESIGN OBJECTIVES: A EUROPEAN UTILITY
PERSPECTIVE.
In Europe, apart from the construction programme being undertaken by Electricité de
France (EdF) in France and the completion of the Sizewell В PWR in the United Kingdom,
there is no active reactor programme. In the future, EdF has a forward programme of con
struction to meet increased demand and eventually to replace retiring plants. Other European
utilities are making plans to meet a hoped-for resurgence of nuclear power programmes in the
late 1990s. A number of major European nuclear utilities have joined together to establish a
set of European utility requirements for future nuclear plants. Initially, emphasis is being
placed on setting the requirements for large evolutionary PWR type stations, and this work
will later be extended to embrace BWRs and smaller passive reactors. The requirements set
stringent safety specifications, in keeping with modern international requirements, such as
those in the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group’s publication INSAG-3, and empha
size the achievement of sound economics and operator-friendly reactors which can achieve
high reliability. In Europe, the main initiative in the development of advanced nuclear power
plant designs is that being undertaken by Nuclear Power International in developing the
European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR). This is currently in the conceptual design phase
and is intended to fully meet the European requirements being established by the utilities
group. The European utilities are also considering other advanced designs which are currently
under development internationally and which are likely to meet their requirements.
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FUTURE PLANS FOR NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS IN EUROPE

Over the past twenty years, Europe has achieved a very successful nuclear
programme, with an average of 30% of its electricity provided by nuclear plants.
In several countries, close to 50% of electricity is nuclear and in France it is 75%.
However, the present situation in Europe is that there are active construction pro
grammes only in France and the United Kingdom. France has four N4 units under
construction for Electricité de France (EdF); in the United Kingdom, Nuclear Elec
tric is currently commissioning a single unit, Sizewell B. In all other European coun
tries, there is a moratorium on new projects, either de facto or following government
policy.

1.1. Belgium
In Belgium, the construction of an eighth nuclear power unit at Doel, for which
site preparations started in 1987, was postponed indefinitely by the Government in
December 1988. The current investment plan includes a 25% participation in the
Chooz BI and B2 units under construction for EdF.

1.2. Finland
The Finnish utilities have applied to construct a fifth nuclear power unit and
have received bids from a number of vendors. Recently, the Government voted in
favour of building this power unit, but the decision has to be ratified by the Finnish
Parliament and the outcome remains uncertain.

1.3. France
Electricité de France has four N4 units under construction, two units each at
Chooz and at Civaux. Recently, it announced a delay in ordering any new generation
capacity (nuclear or non-nuclear) in the light of lower projections of annual electric
ity demand growth. Nevertheless, it is moving forward with the identification of a
site for the construction of the next N4 units. The utility has indicated that it could
build eight to ten N4s in total, with the later units overlapping with the introduction
of the European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR) in the late 1990s.

1.4. Germany
Nuclear power is the subject of continuing political controversy in Germany.
There are no nuclear stations under construction or planned at present. The six
Soviet-type PWRs under construction in eastern Germany will not be finished and
plans to build new modem stations at the sites have been abandoned. Consensus talks
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were launched early this year in Bonn to consider nuclear energy as a future option
within an overall energy context, including consideration of the use of hard coal and
lignite, conservation and renewables. It is possible that a German nuclear policy con
sensus will emerge following the elections to be held in 1994. Currently, the safety
goals for the advanced EPR are under active discussion, with emphasis being placed
on the need for the plants not to pose an off-site safety threat in the event of a severe
accident.

1.5. Italy
In November 1987, Italy rejected the nuclear option on the basis of a national
referendum. Subsequently, the Italian Government approved a national energy plan
which initiated a research programme into reactors of the next generation, with
designs based on an extended use of passive safety systems and components. The
fundamental Objective was that for the new reactors no evacuation would be required
in the case of the most severe conceivable accident. In July 1990, the Government
decided on the closure of the two operating nuclear plants at Caorso and Trino. The
first phase of the national energy plan will be completed at the end of 1993 and will
result in the selection of a specific design of nuclear power plant for further
development.

1.6. Netherlands
The Government’s policy is not to expand nuclear power during its present
period in office. However, in the spring of 1994, the general election will mark the
end of this moratorium and the Ministry of Economic Affairs is currently preparing
a detailed appraisal of the country’s nuclear policy.

1.7. Spain
Spain is subject to a continuing moratorium on nuclear construction. This took
effect in 1984, with construction suspended at five plants. The Spanish nuclear indus
try is maintaining and updating its capability in anticipation of a future programme.

1.8. Sweden
The Swedish Parliament in 1988 set a date in 1995 for the start of a phase out
of nuclear power. In 1991, it retracted this decision and no new date has been set
for the phase out. Recently, the Swedish Government ordered an analysis of the costs
associated with nuclear energy in March 1994. The study may be a signal that
nuclear power will resurface as a campaign issue when Sweden goes to the polls in
1994.
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1.9. Switzerland
In Switzerland, the 1990 referendum imposed a ten year moratorium on new
nuclear power plants, but backed the operation of the existing stations.

1.10. United Kingdom
Nuclear Electric is planning to achieve commercial load on its first PWR —
Sizewell В — in 1994. The future nuclear power programme is the subject of a
Government review in 1994, which will determine whether Nuclear Electric’s plans
for further construction of PWRs, starting with a twin reactor at Sizewell C, will
receive the go-ahead.
The restarting of a nuclear power programme in many European countries
hinges on a commitment by governments to a national energy policy embracing
nuclear power on the basis of sound economics, the environmental advantages of
nuclear power, and the importance of nuclear power as a diverse and alternative
source of energy to fossil fuels. The main issues of public acceptance are waste
management, which the industry believes is essentially solved, and the safety of
nuclear plants. In this respect, there is increasing public confidence in the safety of
existing plants in Western Europe, but we must ensure that this applies equally to
plants in Central and Eastern Europe. The emergence of gas fired power stations
(CCGT) with low generating costs has made it difficult in the short to medium term
to make a sound economic case for the introduction of nuclear power plants.
European utilities are considering a range of design options for future construc
tion. Consideration is being given to the EPR and to the passive and evolutionary
PWRs and BWRs which are currently available or are under development. To facili
tate this, the major utilities are members of the Advanced Light Water Reactor
programme of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and have formed the
European Utilities Group to develop a set of utility requirements.

2.

EUROPEAN UTILITY REQUIREMENTS

In Europe, utilities have recognized the need to specify the requirements for
the next generation of nuclear power plants and have set up a utility group which
is developing a set of European Utility Requirements (EUR). The utility group com
prises EdF (France), VDEW (German Utilities Group), TRACTEBEL (Belgium),
Nuclear Electric (United Kingdom), UNESA (Spain) and ENEL (Italy). In establish
ing the requirements, it has been recognized that while achieving a satisfactory safety
level and operational performance is important, the target of competitive economics
must always be in mind, and that the more intangible requirements of public accep
tance must be considered.
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The EUR will be a three tier document, the first tier giving the broad objec
tives, the second the generic requirements independent of any particular design, and
the third the requirements specific to a particular design. Thus, the third tier will
have several volumes, one for each of the potential designs. One of these will be
specific to the EPR (described below). Initially, the EUR will be restricted to PWRs
and a fourth tier is contemplated which would specify what is needed for the balance
of plant. The generic requirements will deal with topics such as size, grid require
ments, fuel cycle, proven technology, simplificàtion and safety objectives such as
those recommended by the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG)
in the reports INSAG-3 [1] and INSAG-5 [2] and in the IAEA Safety Fundamentals.
They will also specify the methodology to be used for safety evaluation and for cost
assessment. Every effort is being made to ensure that the differences between the
EUR and the EPRI requirements, which are being developed in the USA, are identi
fied and kept to a minimum. The first tier document has been drafted and the second
tier will be available by late 1993. The third tier requirements will include the design
and construction codes and standards, the acceptable codes and standards being in
principle those proposed by the vendors with whatever additions may be necessary
to meet regulatory requirements.
The areas in which demanding targets will be set for next generation plants will
include economics, siting, safety, availability, lifetime, operator dose, load follow
ing and ease of operation and maintenance. In order to meet the economic target of
producing electricity at competitive cost, a high degree of plant standardization is
desirable, together with stability of the licensing régime, by reaching early agree
ment on the design with licensing authorities. One of the main objectives behind the
setting up of the EUR group is to produce a common set of utility requirements
endorsed by the utilities in a number of European countries. Thus, the EUR docu
ment sets out to provide a specification that will result in a design which could be
built in any of the participating European countries with minimum changes to the
basic design.

2.1. Economics
If there is to be a substantial nuclear programme in the future, a prime requisite
is the achievement of generation costs which are competitive with other means of
electricity generation. Since nuclear power is capital intensive, low capital cost is a
key requirement. To achieve this, it is essential to avoid overelaboration of the
design, simplicity must be sought, and attention must be paid to rapid construction
so as to minimize interest during construction.
It is now well recognized that good economics can best be achieved by devel
oping a standard design which can be replicated over, say, a ten year period in a
manner similar to that demonstrated by the French programme. This allows the high
costs of developing and launching a new design to be spread over a number of
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projects and for benefits to be gained by series ordering and manufacture of plant
and equipment. Additional savings can also be achieved by the multi-siting of plants,
as demonstrated by EdF in France.

2.2. Siting
It is important that future reactors give the maximum flexibility in siting with
minimum need for changes to the basic design. This requires low radiological dis
charges in normal operation, and an objective of minimizing off-site consequences
in accident conditions to allow a significant reduction in the extent of emergency
planning. Further, in relation to external hazards, the design,should envelope the
majority of sites on which the reactors are likely to be built.
For normal operation, the EUR set radiological targets in terms of discharges,
rather than doses, in order to decouple the design process from variations between
sites with respect to the distance of the nearest population centre to the reactor, and
in the dose take-up pathways. The targets are set at levels which are stringent, but
judged to be achievable, on the basis of experience with the best current plants, and
should permit compliance to be demonstrated with the as low as reasonably achiev
able (ALARA) principle.
With regard to external hazards, it is envisaged that there will be no significant
problem in specifying a design to cover the requirements of the majority of the
planned European sites without significant changes to the design, with the possible
exception of aircraft crashes and seismic hazards, where there are significant differ
ences between the approaches currently adopted by different countries.

2.3. Overall safety approach
The safety targets set out in the EUR document build on the extensive
experience in the design and assessment of current reactors. The document makes
full use of the well established principle of ‘defence in depth’. The three ‘traditional’
levels are:
— Prevention of deviations from normal operation,
— Detection of deviations from normal operation and provision of means to pre
vent such deviations leading to accident conditions.
— Provision of engineered safeguards to control accident conditions,
In addition, a fourth level is called for:
— Mitigation of severe accidents by additional plant features and/or emergency
procedures.
In the EUR document, both deterministic and probabilistic methods pf assess
ment are called for, to be used in a complementary manner. The deterministic
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approach is well established by practice and uses a number of established assump
tions and a conservative methodology. The probabilistic approach calls for realistic
methods of assessment, and for a broad assessment of the full range of fault
sequences.

2.4. Quantified safety targets
In addition to reasonably stringent targets in normal operation for radiological
release and for operator doses, a number of quantified targets are proposed for fault
and accident conditions within the design basis and for severe accident conditions.
For faults and accidents within the design basis, the objective is that there be
no off-site consequences in terms of evacuation or sheltering, although in some acci
dent conditions there could be limited banning of local agricultural products in view
of the extremely stringent limits of the Commission of the European Communities
on levels of activity in food for commercialization/trading.
Probabilistic targets include a core damage frequency of less than 10~5 per
year and, for severe accidents, a target of less than 10~6 per year for exceeding a
radiological discharge corresponding to about 0.1% of the volatiles. The frequency
targets include risks at shutdown which have been shown to be a significant contribu
tor in assessments of present reactor designs. These targets, in line with the develop
ing consensus as expressed, for example, in the IAEA document INSAG-3 [1], are
aimed at achieving a broadly acceptable level of risk to the public and limitation of
the extent of off-site measures in the case of severe accidents. It is felt that the targets
represent a good balance between accident prevention and mitigation. For the latter,
certain specific requirements are given to enhance containment reliability, aimed at
avoiding failure due to overpressure, hydrogen explosion, base mat melt-through, or
high pressure melt ejection. Also', measures to limit the risk from containment bypass
accidents are specified.

2.5. Objectives for an operator-friendly plant
The requirements for future reactors include features to make the design
operator-friendly and to minimize operational and maintenance requirements, while
remaining within the technical specifications. To this end, enhanced margins, simpli
fied systems, optimization of inherent behaviour and a safety case which is ‘transpar
ent’ are called for.
Increased margins (e.g. increased pressurizer size, or steam generator inven
tory) should be chosen where they give a clear improvement in the fault sequences
(such as avoiding the lifting of safety relief valves in a family of faults), or significant
reduction in the likelihood of trips, or an increase in the response time available to
the operators. A requirement aimed at achieving good inherent response is that the
reactivity power coefficient should be negative under all conditions.
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The use of passive systems can give benefits in simplicity and a reduction in
reliance upon correct maintenance of active plants. However, the reliability claimed
for systems which employ natural processes (e.g. natural convection) must be com
mensurate with the level of demonstration of the effectiveness of such processes
under the relevant conditions.
A major aspect of achieving a high level of safety is improvement of the manmachine interface. New plants will need to incorporate the improvements in this area
that have come about in the last ten years, plus any further improvements in technol
ogy that can be shown to be effective in improving the performance of operators.
There should be automatic actuation of safety systems if plant parameters
exceed protection system trip points, which shall provide safe automatic reactor shut
down and cooling for 30 min post-trip before requiring actions within the main con
trol room. However, the design of control systems shall not prevent operator
intervention sooner than 30 min after trip initiation.

2.6. Reliability and integrity of structures, systems and components
A high level of reliability and integrity is required in structures, systems and
components to ensure accident prevention and a high degree of accident mitigation.
Engineering requirements to achieve these objectives are specified in a manner
intended to ensure that maximum benefit is obtained from the extensive experience
of operating plants, while not inhibiting developments that can give real improve
ments. Thus, there is an aim to utilize proven components with a good track record
of reliability and integrity, where possible. New designs should be specified only if
they have a clear safety advantage, or if they at least maintain present levels of
reliability and integrity combined with advantages in other fields.
The safety classification of components is an area which has, in the past, often
led to considerable additional effort and cost. It is desirable to adopt a system which
reflects the safety requirements of different systems realistically. To help achieve
this, the EUR adopt a categorization which, in addition to ‘safety classified’ and
completely unclassified systems, includes an intermediate category, ‘significant con
tribution to safety’. This would be applied, for example, to systems which gave
defence in depth, or whose contribution to overall reliability was claimed in the
probabilistic safety assessment. The reliability claims would have to be supported by
a reliability demonstration programme.
Major advances in software based systems permit the incorporation of many
desirable features, such as continuous on-line fault detection, to be applied to reactor
protection. However, such systems could be subject to common cause failure in soft
ware design and the system design has to be tolerant of this possibility. Diversity in
protection systems is likely to be a requirement where reliability requirements are
high. The procedures for verification and validation of safety software are now well
advanced, but a high degree of reliability can only be demonstrated if a structural
approach to software specification is adopted from the start.
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2.7. Performance targets

With the benefit of the large amount of experience in operating nuclear plants,
it is easier to set quantified performance targets than would have been the case, say,
15 years ago. The EUR document gives targets for availability, reactor lifetime,
production of solid wastes, operator dose (individual and collective) and other per
formance indicators. The availability target is 87%. Performance targets are also set
in terms of load following ability (important in those countries where the nuclear
capacity represents a high proportion of the overall electrical system), and response
to grid frequency changes. A target of less than one reactor scram per year is speci
fied. Flexibility of the fuel cycle is called for, giving the possibility of refuelling
intervals of 18-24 months. The specified reactor lifetime is at least 50 full power
years.
The collective operator dose target is 0.7 man-Sv per GW -year. Design mea
sures, choice of materials and operating procedures are specified to ensure that oper
ator doses are ALARA.

3.

THE EPR

In Europe, the main initiative in the development of advanced nuclear power
plant designs is that being undertaken by Nuclear Power International (NPI),
Framatome and Siemens, together with EdF and the German utilities, in developing
the EPR. This development is based on Framatome/Siemens technology and utility
experience, particularly with N4 and Konvoi. Agreement was reached on a common
conceptual design in July 1993. To facilitate the licensing process in France and
Germany, the safety authorities of these countries have agreed to co-operate and
develop common safety requirements and perform a joint assessment of the design.
Following the establishment of the conceptual design, the basic design for the
nuclear island will be developed by NPI, Framatome and Siemens, with engineering
contribution from EdF for application in both France and Germany. The conven
tional island will be designed by EdF for projects in France and by Siemens for
projects in Germany. The basic design will be Completed in 1995 and will provide
all the information necessary to make the decision to proceed with construction, i.e.
the information required to prepare a construction permit application and a budgetary
estimate. The start of construction (first pouring of permanent concrete) is planned
for the end of the 1990s. By that time, the largest part of the detailed design will
have been completed. The EPR will have an output of about 1450 MW(e), with a
thermal output from the core of 4250 MW(th). In order to have more flexibility to
implement fuel management schemes, including MOX recycling, the number of fuel
assemblies has been increased to 241, with a 17 x 17 array and an active height of
420 cm.
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3.1. Safety objectives

The EPR will be an evolutionary development on the basis of the German
Konvoi and French N4 designs and will rely on French and German experience in
design, construction and operation of nuclear power plants with PWRs. This means
that the safety approach will be based on the well proven defence in depth concept,
which is presently the basis for PWR safety concepts not only in France and
Germany, but also in most developed countries.
Probabilistic risk assessment will be used in order to demonstrate a balanced
contribution of the relevant accidents and transients to the overall probability of
severe accident scenarios and to prove a sufficiently low probability for accidents
leading to large releases. The definition of quantitative probabilistic targets requires
the harmonization of methods and data used in both countries, especially in the field
of common mode and human failures. This harmonization has been started in
collaboration with the safety authorities in both countries.
The design target set is that the integral core melt frequency should not be
higher than 10 6 per year for internal events. Despite the low probability of severe
accidents, a further reduction in the residual risk of such accidents is envisaged
through mitigative measures.
The overall strategy is defined in such a way that the probability of high pres
sure core melt scenarios, potentially challenging the containment with high dynamic
loads, should be reduced to below the target level of 10"7 per year by providing
highly reliable secondary side heat removal and safety grade depressurization of the
reactor cooling system.
The low pressure core melt scenarios will, however, be taken into account in
the design. This implies that:
— Short and long term functions of the containment will be ensured,
— The corium will be stabilized within the containment,
— Core-concrete interaction will be avoided,
— Long term cooling of the corium will be ensured,
— H2 will be converted by design features,
— Recriticality will be avoided,
— The leak rate of the containment is restricted to the design leak rate; direct con
tainment leaks will be avoided by the design.
With these features, the releases for the more probable severe accidents will
be limited to figures which permit limitation of off-site emergency response actions
to an acceptable level. More specifically, containment retention will be such that offsite emergency response actions, like evacuation or relocation, will be restricted to
the immediate vicinity of the plant.
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3.2. Primary safety systems
The safety systems are organized into four fully separated divisions, each with
its own dedicated emergency electrical supply. Each division includes a low head and
a medium head safety injection system. The injected water will be taken from an in
containment refuelling water storage tank (IRWST). This eliminates the need for
switching over to the recirculation mode, taking water from the containment sump,
which was necessary in past designs where the water storage was outside the contain
ment, and improves the reliability of the function. The water inventory will also be
used for core cooling in the case of a core melt accident.
Both the low head and medium head safety injection systems are designed with
stringent acceptance criteria: limited core heat-up for small primary breaks; and
limited core damage in the case of medium and large breaks. The delivery head of
the medium head safety injection system will be adjusted below the steam generator
relief and safety valve set points. In case of a steam generator tube rupture, and after
the initial transient, the affected steam generator will be isolated, thus limiting to
negligible levels the radiological releases during such an accident.

3.3. Secondary side safety system
Consistent with the goal of drastically reducing the high pressure core melt fre
quency, the reliability of secondary side heat removal is to be further increased. An
active emergency feedwater system will be provided with diversity in the power
supply of the pumps to achieve very high reliability.

3.4. Reactor building and containment
The containment is of particular importance within the safety concept for the
mitigation of accident consequences, including severe accidents. It is the third and
final barrier in the defence in depth concept. The proposed containment consists of
a pre-stressed cylinder surrounded by a second reinforced concrete cylinder, based
on French technology. Possible leaks are collected in the intermediate space, the
annulus, and filtered before release to the stack, so that there are no direct leaks to
the environment.
The layout of the nuclear island comprises a number of rectilinear buildings
set adjacent to the cylindrical reactor building. Safety systems, including electrical
and instrumentation and control (I&C) systems, are installed in the buildings. Both
reactor and adjacent buildings will be erected on one raft, so that the capability of
adaptation to high seismic levels is increased. The fluid systems will be installed in
the lower part of the adjacent buildings, the electrical and I&C equipment, including
the main control room in the upper part. The arrangement provides the means for
strict separation at all levels of the buildings between the four safety divisions and
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one operational division in which the spent fuel pool and chemical and volume
control systems are located.
The lower area of the containment interior houses the water supply for the
safety injection systems, i.e. the IRWST. This arrangement means that all equipment
important to safety is protected. The plant will be designed to withstand external
hazards, including an aircraft crash.

3.5. Instrumentation and control
Instrumentation and control will be organized into four divisions, as for the
electrical and fluid systems, to meet the high availability goals of the control systems
even in cases of internal events.
The high level of automation is necessary on the one hand to assure a high level
of available operation of the plant, and on the other hand to assure that all actions
which have to be taken within the first 30 min after onset of an accident can be
performed automatically. This new type of high level automation will keep the
operator ‘in the loop’ to give him or her the chance to take over the control of the
process as far as is reasonable.
The control room will make maximum use of the advantages of computerized
signal processing and displays, providing highly condensed information. The design
will include means of backup for information and manual controls. The control room
will also make maximum use of computerized displays providing highly condensed
information and operator control with touch sensitive displays.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In Western Europe, nuclear power plants contribute an average of 30% of the
electricity produced; however, there is now an active construction programme only
in France and the United Kingdom owing to political restrictions on new projects in
the other countries. The restart of a nuclear programme in Europe depends on a
commitment by governments to nuclear power on the basis of sound economics,
environmental advantages, the provision of a diverse fuel, and public acceptability.
The European utilities are establishing a set of utility requirements (EUR)
which will form the basis for the construction of new plants in Europe. The EUR
will be initially restricted to PWRs and the generic requirements are expected to be
completed by late 1993.
Longer term development objectives are likely to be in the direction of
increased simplification, standardization of plants, and high reliability. An ability to
use advanced fuel cycles is a further consideration. An overriding consideration,
apart from safety, is the achievement of competitive economics.
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The EPR being developed by NPI is in the conceptual design phase; the basic
design will start in early 1994 and construction of the plant is planned for the end
of the 1990s, at which time the detailed design will be essentially completed.
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Abstract
DESIGN A N D SA FE TY OBJECTIVES OF A D V A N C E D N U C LE A R POWER SYSTEMS
IN ASIA.
Asian countries have been utilizing nuclear power for decades. Recognizing that there
is a large potential for growth in electricity generation capacity in Asia, nuclear power should
continue to be one of the important sources of electricity supply owing to its long worldwide
experience of safe and economical operation. In recent years, growing expectations among the
general public have made necessary greater ‘visibility’ of safety and better economics in the
production of nuclear power, and hence advanced nuclear power systems are envisaged in
many countries in the region. The nature of these systems depends on the reactor type as well
as unit sizes. The approaches to advanced nuclear power systems are different in each country
due to differences in technological backgrounds and socioeconomic needs. The fuel cycle also
becomes a key factor, which usually encourages the optimal use of indigenous resources, such
as thorium, natural uranium and fissile plutonium. Each country also tries to increase its
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domestic share in the programme to varying degrees. Evolutionary approaches are commonly
used in this region and renovating approaches follow. Enhancing safety and improving eco
nomics are considered as ongoing goals, and progressive advancements will be sought up to
the desired levels of the design and safety objectives. For improvements in economics, the
goals of reduction in construction unit cost, increase in plant availability and extension of plant
lifetime will be pursued. The reduction in construction unit cost is proposed to be achieved
through the streamlining of licensing, simplification of design and shortening of construction
time, and increasing plant availability through an increase in the fuel cycle period, faster
refuelling and rationalization of periodic inspection and preventive maintenance. For enhance
ments in safety, probabilistic safety assessment techniques will be increasingly employed in
design and engineering, and safety goals will be set in such a way that nuclear power systems
do not noticeably increase the existing societal risk. Safety goals are to be used as numerical
guides for design purposes rather than licensing requirements. The success of advanced
nuclear power systems being a matter of common interest, it is essential to promote greater
co-operation for enhancing safety and improving economics in the region. In this context, an
organization such as the International Atomic Energy Agency could play an important role.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The countries in the Asian region have recognized that a reliable supply of
energy is essential. Energy, especially electrical energy demand, has continued to
increase owing to economic growth and overall increases in the standard of living
in the region, in spite of extensive conservation efforts. No hope for suitable alterna
tive energy sources other than nuclear is viewed in the near future. No one expects
that the situation will improve even in the early part of the 21st century. In this
regard, Asian countries strongly believe that nuclear power generation should be one
of the important sources of energy supply, since it has had long worldwide
experience of safe and reliable operation.
Asian countries have been successfully utilizing nuclear energy for decades.
As nuclear power technology has matured in recent years, the expectations growing
among the general public have made necessary greater ‘visibility’ of safety and better
economics in the production of nuclear power. To cope with this situation, advanced
concepts of nuclear power systems are envisaged in each country, and this presenta
tion specifically covers the design and safety objectives of advanced nuclear power
systems' in this region. The approaches to advanced nuclear power systems,
however, are different in each country owing to differences in technological back
grounds and socioeconomic needs. The nature of these systems depends on the reac
tor types as well as unit sizes that each country is currently employing. The fuel cycle
also becomes a key factor in deciding on the approaches.
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PRESENT AND FUTURE PROGRAMMES OF NUCLEAR POWER

The ongoing nuclear power programmes in the region are mainly composed
of LWRs and HWRs: PWRs in China, PHWRs in India, BWRs and PWRs in Japan
and PHWRs and PWRs in the Republic of Korea. Each country in the region has
its own future nuclear power programme that depends heavily on its existing
programme, and calls for a specific strategy in selecting reactor types and nuclear
fuel cycles. The ultimate approach, however, is consistent in the region and relies
on the future commercial development of breeders for the purpose of optimal utiliza
tion of nuclear fuel resources. The present and future programmes of nuclear power
in each country of this region are summarized in this section.

2.1. China
In China, the present nuclear power plants are part of three different stages of
construction. The first stage is represented by Qinshan, the first phase of a prototype
300 MW(e) PWR, designed and constructed domestically. The purpose of building
a prototype PWR is to accumulate experience, master the technologies and train
PWR personnel. This plant is currently under test operation. The second stage is two
PWR units in Daya Bay rated at 900 MW(e) each, the nuclear islands of which were
imported from Framatome of France and the conventional islands from GEC of the
United Kingdom. The first unit is planned to go into operation by the end of 1993
and the second unit will follow six months later. The third stage is the Qinshan
second phase, with 2 X 600 MW(e) PWRs, whose basic designs have been com
pleted and for which detailed designs are proceeding. Site preparation is also going
on. The main aim in building this plant is to standardize design and construction and
to deploy standardized 600 MW(e) PWR units in China based on self-reliant efforts
with some international co-operation. In addition, Guangdong, Lianing and Zhejiang
Provinces are actively conducting feasibility studies for building large sized PWR
nuclear power plants.
After considering the strategy of energy supply, limited fossil energy resources
and environmental protection, it has been decided to base the future nuclear
programme on two steps. The first step essentially targets the comprehensive appli
cation of nuclear energy, which includes the development programme of passive
LWRs for the generation of electricity, low temperature integrated reactors for
district heating and high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGRs) for process heat
ing. The R&D work and feasibility studies for the above-mentioned reactors are in
progress. The standard design of the passive LWR (600 MW(e)), the demonstration
plant for the low temperature integrated reactor (200 MW(th)) and the test reactor
of the HTGR (10 MW(th)) is expected to be completed in the year 2000. The second
step is based on the development of fast reactors and utilizes either 235U or fissile
plutonium generated through the reprocessing of spent fuel from thermal reactors.
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The target is to build a test fast breeder reactor (FBR) of approximately 65 MW(th)
around the year 2000.

2.2. India
In India, the Government, through the Department of Atomic Energy, planned
for nuclear power development based on a framework of self-reliance. The decision
was to build up expertise in all nuclear fuel cycle operations, as well as to develop
indigenous infrastructure for the manufacture of nuclear components and special
reactor materials. These objectives have largely been achieved. The long term
strategy is to exploit the large thorium deposits in the country through a three stage
programme [1].
The first stage of the nuclear power programme currently in progress is based
on the setting up of PHWRs of 220 and 500 MW(e) unit sizes, with a total target
capacity of about 10 000 MW(e). The present installed capacity of the nine nuclear
power reactors in operation is 1720 MW(e). Five more 220 MW(e) units are in vari
ous stages of construction, to be completed progressively during the period
1993-1997. In addition, there are plans to take up four more units, each of 220 and
500 MW(e) PHWRs, to achieve a nuclear installed capacity of 5700 MW(e) by the
year 2002. As part of the first stage programme, an additional eight 500 MW(e)
PHWRs are envisaged. The 500 MW(e) PHWR unit is a scaled up version of the
220 MW(e) unit with design improvements in line with national and international
experience and practices.
A beginning has been made on the second stage programme of the FBR with
the setting up of a 40 MW(th) (15 MW(e)) test reactor, and considerable progress
has been achieved in the detailed design activities of the 500 MW(e) prototype FBR.
There is also a strategy to develop designs of advanced heavy water reactors
(AHWRs) as an extension to the first stage PHWR programme. The conceptual
design of such reactors is being worked out. However, the timing of the introduction
of such reactors can be decided after detailed designs are worked out and R&D
efforts are completed. The entire nuclear power programme is supported by
indigenous R&D efforts.
Considering the large thorium and somewhat limited uranium reserves, the
long term nuclear power programme is based on three stages. The first stage
programme of about 10 000 MW(e) capacity is essentially based on a PHWR system
for economic use of indigenous natural uranium resources. These reactors are
amenable to indigenous development and scale-up with the available industrial infra
structure. The second stage programme is based on construction of FBRs fuelled by
plutonium generated through the reprocessing of the spent fuel from the first stage.
The third stage reactors in the long term would be based on the 233U-Th cycle.
With this approach it is possible to maximize the energy potential with the available
resources for electricity generation. Achieving this potential involves the challenge
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of developing and commercializing the second and third stage reactors for which
R&D is either in progress or has been initiated.
The technology for PHWRs in India, forming part of the first stage of the
nuclear power programme, has seen progressive evolution. The evolution in technol
ogy has been guided by national and international experience and practices to achieve
higher safety standards. Initially, in the first PHWR station, it was a question of
acquiring and assimilating the technology. In the second one, the designs were
adopted to suit the site conditions, with improvements. In subsequent PHWR stations
with 220 MW(e) units, it is a case of a significant change in design by way of upgrad
ing the design towards improved concepts and higher safety standards. The design
upgrading was also aimed at constructing such units at sites with moderate
seismicity. In the 500 MW(e) PHWRs, the effort is one of a scaling-up in unit size,
with further improvements in design and safety features consistent with the unit size
and evolving technology. The present PHWR designs have evolved over a period of
time and have adequate safety. This programme will be continued. Conceptual
design work on the AHWR has been initiated consistent with the emerging require
ments for such a system. This development is an extension, to evolving the next
generation designs. The timing of deployment of such reactors can be decided after
completing detailed design. The intention is to proceed with the conceptual design
and regulatory reviews before a policy decision on this system is taken. The work
on development of FBRs will proceed as part of the second stage programme
2 .3 . Japan

Currently, 45 commercial nuclear power plants are in operation (23 BWRs,
20 PWRs, 1 gas cooled reactor and 1 advanced thermal reactor (ATR), with a total
capacity of 36 224 MW(e), generating 27.1% of the total electricity in 1991. Eight
units are under construction and one unit is under preparation for construction. For
these plants, capacity factors are high (70% or more) and scram frequency is low
(0.1 times per reactor-year). This good record in recent years has been attained
through the accumulation of evolutionary techniques when encountering various
troubles in operation, and by a good labour force for operation and maintenance.
Taking the annual inspection period into account (typically three to four months), it
can easily be seen that these plants are operating at almost fully scheduled time at
rated power.
Based on the previous design and engineering by the industry, the third
Japanese; LWR advancement standardization programme was carried out between
1981 and 1985, producing the final designs of the ABWR and APWR [2]. It is
expected for some years to come that the ABWR or APWR will be chosen among
other LWRs. However, Japan does not have a concrete plan about the number of
construction units. Two units of ABWRs are already being constructed and are
scheduled to be put into operation in 1996 and 1997, respectively. The ABWR has
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a power of 1350 MW(e) and employs internal reactor pumps, fine motion control
rod drive, three division safety systems, combined containment and reactor build
ings, etc. The APWR has a power of 1350 MW(e), employs a spectral shift core,
has a high performance high reliability steam generator, four subsystem safety
systems, etc.
The long range government plan for total energy was set up in 1990 [3]. Japan
will need nuclear electricity generation of 50.5 GW(e) in the year 2000 and
72.5 GW(e) in 2010. To attain this goal, the national guideline on the direction of
LWR technology advancement was issued in 1991. The report calls for three main
development subjects: enhancement of safety, effective utilization of uranium
resources and flexibility in coping with future uncertainties. Enhancement of safety
will be accomplished through improvement in failure and trouble countermeasures,
improvement in the human factors aspect, advancement in safety design and employ
ment of passive safety systems, etc. Effective utilization of uranium resources
includes use of fissile plutonium and depleted uranium. And flexibility should be
provided to cope with the uncertainties that may be encountered in the fuel cycle,
electricity demand and construction sites in the future. This will be accomplished
through high burnup and high performance fuel and searching for various types of
construction sites, etc.
In the meantime, Japanese industries are embarking on further improvement
or innovative studies, such as an ABWR evolution programme and simplified, large
size LWR development. The Ministry of International Trade and Industry also has
supporting programmes for these development efforts. In addition to these efforts,
reactor vendors are also developing simplified, medium sized reactors. Typically,
they are the SBWR and AP600.
In addition to LWR programmes, Japan also has development programmes for
FBRs, ATRs and HTGRs. For FBRs, there is an experimental reactor that has been
operating since 1977. The construction of the prototype reactor ‘Monju’ began in
1985 and initial criticality is expected in 1994. The construction of a demonstration
plant of 1600 MW(th) size will start in the latter half of the 1990s. Successful results
from this project will introduce the construction of commercial reactors in the first
half of the 21st century. Regarding ATRs, the prototype reactor ‘Fugen’ has been
operating since 1979. For the demonstration plant, the basic design has been com
pleted and the plant is now awaiting submission of the construction permit. The ATR
is being pursued in Japan because of its great flexibility in core design. For the
HTGR, although it has a high degree of inherent safety and also has good operability
and maintainability, it is not considered to be the major choice for power reactors
because of its economic disadvantages. However, there is an opinion that it can be
compared with an LWR by utilizing the module reactor, etc. The Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute began the construction of a test HTTR in 1991.
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2.4. Republic of Korea

As of 1993, the Republic of Korea had in operation nine nuclear power reac
tors (eight PWR units and one PHWR unit), which amounts to an electricity generat
ing capacity of 7616 MW(e); 56 530 GW-h of electricity was generated in 1992,
equivalent to 43,2% of total electricity generation in the country. The Republic of
Korea’s nine nuclear power units had an average capacity factor of 84.5% in 1992.
This was the fourth consecutive year the performance has been above 75 %. The most
outstanding capacity factor was shown by Ulchin Unit 2, with a capacity factor of
almost 90%.
In October 1991, the Government finalized the electricity supply plan for the
period 1991-2006. The plan calls for 40% of its total electricity generating facilities
to be covered by nuclear power in the year 2006 by capacity, which will amount to
more than 50% of actual electricity generation. Pursuant to this plan, four PWR units
(4000 MW(e)) and three PHWR units (2100 MW(e)) are at different stages of con
struction, to be completed progressively from 1995 to 1999. An additional two PWR
units (2000 MW(e)) are committed for construction, to be completed in 2001 and
2002, respectively, and nine more units (10 100 MW(e)) are planned to be commis
sioned from 2003 to 2006 [4]. The whole programme will consist primarily of PWRs
and will be supplemented by PHWRs. The PHWR is considered a good supplemen
tary choice for the purpose of diversifying energy supply, mainly due to its excellent
performance record and availability factor. In addition, the PHWR takes a selfreliant fuel cycle one step forward since it uses natural uranium for its fuel feed,
which precludes enrichment service. In order to maximize the utilization of uranium
resources, the optimal combination of PWR and PHWR is sought since the spent fuel
of a PWR can be used for the feed to PHWR, which is often called a ‘tandem fuel
cycle’. Table IV-1 in Annex IV summarizes the present status of the nuclear power
programme in the Republic of Korea.
In 1989, a group of nuclear and energy specialists in the Republic of Korea
carried out a study entitled ‘The Outlook and Developmental Strategy of Nuclear
Energy for the Early 21st Century in the Republic of Korea’ [5]. In the study, a
strategy for reactor development was drawn up. The strategy concluded that PWRs
will continue to dominate the nuclear power programme in the Republic of Korea
even in the early part of the 21st century, and PHWRs will supplement them. The
strategy is given in four different phases: evolutionary reactors for the first phase
(1997-2006); next generation reactors for the second (2006-2015); high conversion
LWRs (HCLWRs) for the third (2015-2025); and FBRs for the fourth (beyond
2025). As supplementary reactors for phase 1, PHWRs are recommended in parallel
with PWRs, and for phase 2, CANDU-3 and modular HTGRs are recommended.
The use of nuclear energy for other than electricity generation is also recommended
in phase 2, such as for district heating and process heat. For phase 3, the HCLWR
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using МОХ is proposed for better use of fissile plutonium until FBRs become eco
nomically compatible, which is expected to be realized in phase 4. Table IV-2 in
Annex IV summarizes the long term nuclear power programme in the Republic of
Korea.
For the phase 1 programme, until the year 2006, newly built reactors will have
improved design features on a step by step basis using existing reactors as reference
systems, which are considered evolutionary rather than new. Under this evolutionary
concept, the Republic of Korea is and will be constructing 12 PWR units of
1000 MW(e) size and six PHWR units of 700 MW(e) size by 2006. Yonggwang
Units 3 and 4 are the reference plants for the PWRs, and the gradual improvements
will be sought up to the safety level equivalent to ABB-Combustion Engineering’s
System 80+ and/or the Electric Power Research Institute’s Advanced Light Water
Reactor (ALWR) evolutionary plant. The improvement programme for the present
level of nuclear safety and economics started in 1991 and will last through 1997. The
programme is based upon the ‘Design Requirements Document and Safety Analysis
Report of the Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant’, which are the results drawn
from ‘The 3rd Standardization Program’ [6 ]. For the PHWRs, Wolsong Unit 2 is
the reference plant and the necessary design improvements will be required to meet
the safety level equivalent to that of evolutionary PWRs. In due course, a level-2
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) will be performed.
For the phase 2 programme, the Government in 1992 decided to develop
advanced nuclear power systems which will generate electricity beyond the year
2006. The systems will serve the Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) for
approximately ten years, starting in the year 2007. The programme includes develop
ment work on next generation reactors. This work consists of two steps: conceptual
and detailed design. The conceptual design work will be finished by 1994, and the
detailed engineering work will follow and last until 2001 , which will give enough
time for completion of construction of the first plant by 2007. Development work
for next generation reactors specifically includes: ( 1) development of a utility
requirements document; (2) preparation of a safety analysis report; (3) completion
of the first-of-a-kind engineering; and (4) obtaining the necessary licensing
approvals. Probabilistic safety assessment techniques (at least level-2 studies) will be
implicitly employed in designing and engineering the systems from the start.

3.

DESIGN AND SAFETY OBJECTIVES OF
ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS

The approaches towards developing advanced nuclear power systems iii the
region are fundamentally based on progressive improvements to the existing sys
tems, and this evolutionary trend will continue for a while. This trend will naturally
lead to the development of advanced nuclear power systems as next generation
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designs. The thrust of next generation systems mainly lies in the development of
advanced nuclear power systems with continuing goals of enhanced safety and better
economics. The approach also encourages the optimal use of indigenous resources,
such as thorium, natural uranium and fissile plutonium, and increased domestic
shares in engineering and design, construction, equipment and material supply in
varying degrees. The common features which are considered in the design and safety
objectives of evolving advanced nuclear power systems in the region are listed and
summarized in this section.
The economics of nuclear power generation could be improved by reducing the
construction unit cost, by improving plant availability and by extending the design
plant life. The reduction of the construction unit cost will be achieved through design
simplification, standardization and modularization, shortening of the construction
period and streamlining of licensing. A high level of availability and a high capacity
factor will be achieved through an increase in the fuel cycle period, simplification
in design, incorporation of human factors considerations ensuring user friendliness
in operation and maintenance, and rationalization of periodic inspection and preven
tive maintenance. In general, the countries in the region have a target of meeting the
goal of 2 0 % reduction in the overall construction unit cost, a capacity factor better
than 85%, and a design plant lifetime longer than 60 years. In addition, reduction
of occupational radiation exposures (OREs) to less than 1 man •Sv per reactor-year
and the minimization of radioactive wastes will be extènsively pursued.
The safety of nuclear power could be enhanced by employing inherent safety
and passive design features with increased design margins, and by exercising prudent
engineering, design and operational practices. The countries in the region strongly
believe that PSA techniques will be extensively used in designing and engineering
advanced nuclear power systems, and numerical safety goals will be set in such a
way that they would not noticeably increase the overall societal risk. The safety goals
are to be used as numerical guides for design purposes rather than licensing require
ments. Most countries in the region are pursuing the safety goal of a core damage
frequency (CDF) below 10~6 per reactor-year for their advanced nuclear power sys
tems, but discussions are continuing on the acceptance of the proposed numerical
value.
In considering the infrastructure of nuclear power, the requirements of cus
tomers and international trends, in addition to the above-mentioned common fea
tures, the design and safety objectives of advanced nuclear power systems in China
have specifically called for easy site selection, easy or no emergency planning, an
ORE of 0.5-1 man-Sv per reactor-year, and a CDF below 10“6 per reactor-year.
As economic objectives, the specific goals are set as follows: a design lifetime of
60 years; share of domestic supply more than 70%; fuel cycle period longer than
18 months; period of construction of four to five years; and capital cost reduction,
which subsequently ensures that the cost per kilowatt-hour generated by nuclear be
comparable with that generated by fossil fuel.
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In India, the development goals for AHWRs [7] have been set on the basis of
strategic considerations, such as the use of thorium, further enhancement of safety
and economics, and other factors, such as current experiences in setting up PHWRs,
derivation of support from the existing technology base and incorporation of positive
features of existing designs. The reactor would be heavy water moderated and boil
ing light water cooled. Negative void coefficient of reactivity will be maintained.
Shop assembled and easily replaceable vertical coolant channels will be employed.
The reactor vessel will be kept in a light water vault. The important design goal is
to have available the provision to adopt alternate fuel cycles, which will ensure the
optimal use of indigenous thorium resources. The two region reactor core consists
of 233U enriched thorium self-sustaining in a 233U and MOX driver zone. A number
of passive safety features have been incorporated in the design [8].
Japan will depend on LWRs for its major nuclear electrical power needs for
the coming thirty to forty years. Therefore, the industries are pursuing mainly
improvements in BWRs and PWRs. The design requirements for ABWRs were at
the same safety level as or higher than the present, with an ORE of less than
1 man •Sv per GW(e)-year and radioactive wastes less than 100 drums per GW(e)year. The capacity factor is to be greater than 85 % and the overall economy should
be improved by 20% from the present [9]. The new evolutionary design BWRs are
planned to go into operation in the year 2010 ; the design objectives include: ( 1) user
friendliness in operation and maintenance, such as less urgent operator response, less
sensitivity to human errors, less maintenance activities in a harsh environment;
(2 ) simplicity in design, which will permit enhancement of constructability, main
tainability and operability; (3) flexible core design, which can accommodate future
fuel cycle uncertainty, especially plutonium; and (4) intelligence, such as easy and
quick recognition of the plant operating condition and improved diagnostic capabil
ity. Meanwhile, the PWR group has its own development programme [10]. The
APWR will have a capacity factor higher than 90%, an ORE less than 0.33 man •Sv
per reactor-year, radioactive wastes less than two-thirds of present PWRs, a 20%
reduction in fuel cost, and safety increases which will result in a CDF one-tenth of
present PWRs. With regard to safety, Japanese ABWRs and APWRs are estimated
to have a CDF in the range of 10“7 to 10“8 per reactor-year and discussions are con
tinuing on whether further upgrading is really necessary.
The Republic of Korea believes that nuclear power generation must be within
the acceptable risk to the general public. Considering the acceptable risk to be in the
range of 10~6 to 10“5 per year [ 11], and simply assuming the probability of large
releases (PLR), which is the ultimate outcome of a level 2 PSA, to be in the same
order of the risk to the public, the PLR should be in the range of 10' 6 to 10"5 per
year for all nuclear facilities existing in the Republic of Korea. Hence, the safety goal
of the PLR per unit should be in the range of at least an order of magnitude lower,
and 10"7 to 10~6 per reactor-year is appropriate for evolutionary reactors owing to
the increased number of nuclear units (18 more units by 2006, in addition to 9 exist
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ing units). For the design of next generation reactors (units beyond 2006), a PLR
of 10“8 to 10' 7 per reactor-year is recommended as the design objective. Improve
ment by another factor of 10 is considered necessary for next generation reactors in
the Republic of Korea in order to cope with the ever increasing number of nuclear
facilities and to keep the risks under the acceptable level. The safety goals should
be used as the numerical guides to accomplish the desired level of safety in designing
advanced nuclear power systems rather than for regulatory purposes. The improve
ment in the economics of nuclear power generation will be sought through streamlin
ing of licensing, standardization of plant, modularization of fabrication, shortening
of the construction period, etc. Table IV-3 in Annex IV summarizes the specific
design objectives proposed for next generation reactors by KEPCO. For the safety
goal, a numerical value for the PLR of less than 10~6 per reactor-year is proposed
by the utility company, which is a factor of 10 larger than the goal as recommended
in this paper. The utility company is still reluctant to accept the recommended value.
Discussions are in progress arid it will be decided after extensive studies proposed
in the conceptual design stage of the development programme.

4.

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the results of the observations, the following conclusions apply:
— Nuclear power technology provides an immense intangible value added to
national technology enhancement, and its subsequent contribution to other
industries is noteworthy, since it is referred to as being technology intensive,
rather than using consumable, or non-renewable, energy. Hence, many
countries in the region are trying to increase domestic shares in the develop
ment programme of advanced nuclear power systems to varying degrees.
— The existing reactor systems in the region have seen significant evolution and
they have comparable economics and adequate safety. The approach in devel
oping advanced nuclear power systems is to continue the goals of enhanced
safety and better economics.
— The safety of nuclear power could be enhanced by employing inherent safety
and passive design features, and by exercising prudent engineering, design and
operational practices.
— The economics could be improved by reducing construction cost and time, by
improving plant availability, and by extending the design plant lifetime.
— The safety and economics of nuclear power generation being of common
interest, it is beneficial to formulate a system and stimulate close regional team
work for their enhancement; an organization like the IAEA could play an
important role in this regard.
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Annex I
SUMMARY OF NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES IN CHINA

The demand for energy in China has been increasing rapidly in recent years
and it will continue in the future because of the rapid development of the economy
and improvement in the standard of living. On the other hand, fossil fuels and hydro
resources are unevenly distributed. Under these circumstances, and together with the
ecological view df protecting the global environment from acid rain and the green
house effect, the development of nuclear power is a natural approach to meet the
demand for energy. There is no doubt that nuclear power will play an increasingly
important role in achieving a sound and concerted energy supply.
Currently, three PWR nuclear power plants are at different stages of progress.
In addition to these, R&D work on advanced nuclear power systems is being carried
out. In the main, three types of advanced reactors are under development and are
being considered for deployment. They are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Low temperature integrated heating reactor with natural circulation,
High temperature gas cooled reactor for electricity generation and for process
heat application,
Advanced passive PWR with an output of 600 MW(e).
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Annex II
SUMMARY OF NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES IN INDIA

T A B L E I I - 1. SU M M A R Y O F T H E FIR ST STA G E O F T H E IN D IA N N U C L E A R
PO W E R P R O G R A M M E

Details of reactor units

Total capacity
(MW(e))

Operating reactors
(2 BWRs (2 x 160 MW(e), 7 PHWRs (1 x 100, 1 x 200,
5 x 220 MW(e))

1720

Reactors under construction
(5 PHWRs of 220 MW(e) each)

1100

Reactors sanctioned and work to commence
(2 PHWRs of 500 MW(e) each)

1000

Reactors awaiting sanction
(4 PHWRs (2 x 500, 4 x 220 MW(e))

1880

Subtotal

5700

Reactors in planning stage
(8 PHWRs (8 x 500 MW(e))

4000

Total

9700

T A B L E II—2. L O N G T E R M N U C L E A R PO W E R PR O G R A M M E IN IN D IA

Stage 1

Construction of PHWRs,
reprocessing of their spent fuel to produce plutonium (Pu)

Stage 2

Construction of FBRs fuelled by Pu and production of initial U-233 from
thorium (Th)

Stage 3

Power reactors using U-233/Th as fuel
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TABLE II-3. THE ADVANCED HEAVY WATER REACTOR
(extension to the first stage)
Conceptual features
Two-region reactor core, consisting of U-233 enriched thorium zone self-sustaining in a
U-233 and MOX driver zone
Moderator — heavy water
Coolant — boiling light water
Negative void coefficient of reactivity
Shop assembled and easily replaceable vertical coolant channel
Reactor vessel kept in a light water vault
Passive safety features

Objectives
Optimum use of indigenous resources
Derivation of support from existing technology base
Incorporation of positive features of existing designs
Enhancing safety and economics as continuing goals, including shortening construction
times, longer design life
Ease of in-service inspection and replacement of components
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Annex III
JAPANESE SITUATION ON NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT

In Japan, nuclear power is considered to be increasingly important in the future
because of the following reasons:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Steady development of the economy and associated increase in electricity
demand are expected in the long term future.
Variations in energy resources are considered to be essential for Japan because
of sparse natural resources. However, the use of oil and coal should be limited
in the interests of environmental protection.
Rapid economic development in Asian countries and associated deterioration
in the natural environment are worries for the future.

However, the deployment of nuclear power stations does not usually proceed
smoothly because the land is narrow and ample time is needed for people to accept
the siting of nuclear power stations. Japan has ten regionally divided electric power
companies (of which nine operate nuclear power stations), one nuclear power elec
tric company and two corporations which own and have a plan for a demonstration
nuclear power station. Each electric power company has its own electric power
source development programme special to its region which searches for proper sites.
The national Government summarizes and backs up these plans. These companies
have plans currently for ten BWRs and one ATR, with construction to start in the
1990s.
The fundamental policy governing Japanese nuclear power development is
stated in ‘Nuclear Power Development Long Range Programme’, issued by the
Atomic Energy Commission every five years. This defines the fundamental policy
on the nuclear fuel cycle and the development of advanced new reactors. The Minis
try of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Science and Technology
Agency (STA) formulate concrete programmes following this policy. The general
structures of development of advanced new reactors are as follows:
—LWRs: Primarily dependent on the industry’s own development programme.
They are either programmes of reactor vendors or utility-vendor co-operative
programmes. MITI may support their programmes as safety confirmation tests
through the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation. MITI also conducts an
advancement standardization programme when considered to be necessary.
The third advancement standardization programme was performed in
1981-1985 and the design of ABWRs and APWRs was streamlined and
standardized.
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— ATRs, HTGRs and FBRs: These reactors are still in their developmental stage
and, therefore, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, Electric Power Development
Corporation and the Japan Atomic Power Company are in charge of those
developments sponsored by the Government (STA and MITI). Generally
speaking, projects which need more research effort are supported by STA and
those which are approaching commercialization are supported by MITI.
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Annex IV
SUMMARY OF NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES
IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA

TABLE IV -1. STATUS OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME IN THE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA (UP TO 2006) [4]

Status (as of Mar. 1993)

In operation

Under construction

In schedule

Capacity
(MW(e))

Type

No. of units

PWR
PHWR

8

PWR
PHWR

4
3

PWR
PHWR

8

8000

3

2100

1

6940
680
4000
2100

T A B L E I V -2 . L O N G TE R M N U C L E A R R E A C T O R STR A TE G Y IN T H E
R E PU B L IC O F K O R E A [5]

Phase 1 (1997-2006)

Evolutionary PWRs, CANDU -6

Phase 2 (2006-2015)

Passive LWRs, CANDU-3
Barge mounted MHTGRs
Process heat, district heating

Phase 3 (2015-2025)

High conversion LWRs or PHWRs
Prototype FBRs

Phase 4 (2025-

Commercial FBRs

)
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TABLE IV-3. DESIGN OBJECTIVES OF NEXT GENERATION REACTORS IN
THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA (2006-2015) [12]
Safety objectives
Probability of large releases

< 10~6 per reactor-year

Operator response to a design basis accident

72 h

Station blackout to core damage

>8

Safety systems

Active, passive, or both

Instrumentation and control

Digital

h

Economic objectives
Operability

Daily load-follow capability

Availability

87%

Plant lifetime

60 years

Forced outages

< 1 per reactor-year

Occupational dose

< 1 man •Sv per reactor-year

Refuelling period

2

Construction time

< 5 4 months

Capital cost

Reduction of 10%

years
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Abstract
EASTERN EUROPEAN ADVANCED REACTOR DESIGN OBJECTIVES.
A brief description is given of the implementation of nuclear energy in Eastern and
Central European countries. Three types of nuclear reactors were developed for commercial
use: PWRs (WWERs), graphite moderated water cooled reactors (RBMKs) and fast breeder
reactors (BNs). The RBMKs were constructed exclusively in the former USSR, as were the
fast breeders. The WWERs formed the basis of the nuclear industry in Bulgaria, the former
Czechoslovakia, the former German Democratic Republic and Hungary. Romania introduced
CANDU technology. Owing to economic and social problems, the original programme of
nuclear power plant construction was reduced. The reasons for the implementation of
advanced nuclear power plants are discussed in the paper.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The development of nuclear energy in Eastern and Central Europe started in
the 1950s. In 1954, the first nuclear power plant in the world was put into operation
at Obninsk, near Moscow. The reactor was of the graphite moderated water cooled
type and its output was 5 MW. Further development of nuclear energy in the former
USSR proceeded in two main directions:
— Graphite moderated water cooled reactors,'
— WWER type reactors belonging to the PWR family.
The development of graphite moderated water cooled reactors resulted in large
capacity units with outputs of 1000 MW, and even 1500 MW, which are known as
RBMK reactors. These units were put into operation exclusively in the former
USSR.
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After the two first WWER units, which were put into operation at
Novovoronezh, production focused on 440 MW units. In 1980, the first 1000 MW
unit was put into operation at Novovoronezh, which was followed by further
WWER-1000s.
In the 1960s, other countries which belonged to the former Council on Mutual
Economic Assistance joined the programme of nuclear power plants based on
WWER technology provided by the former USSR. An ambitious programme of plant
construction was agreed by the member countries, including an agreement for
co-operation in the supply and manufacture of nuclear equipment. The key role
belonged to the former USSR, which was responsible for design, the fuel cycle,
all-round technical assistance and nuclear safety.
The construction of nuclear power plants using WWER reactors started in
Bulgaria, the former Czechoslovakia, the former German Democratic Republic,
Hungary and later on in Poland. The former Czechoslovakia occupied an important
position as it was entrusted with the manufacture of primary components, including
reactor parts. Romania went its own way by selecting the technology of CANDU
reactors.
Research and development on many other reactor designs, e.g. BWRs, heavy
water reactors, fast reactors, etc., continued in the former USSR. The fast reactors
reached a commercial stage and two units were put into operation.
However, the common programme of nuclear power plant construction was
not fulfilled; it was substantially reduced as a result of the Chernobyl accident and
because of economic and social reasons. By the end of the 1980s, the Eastern and
Central European countries had many problems. Substantial changes were required
in the structure of industry and economy of the countries, mainly in the areas of
energy generation and energy consumption.
Owing to such serious reasons as the status of fossil fuel deposits; the locations
of resources and the locations of energy consumption; and the harmful impact of
fossil fuelled power plants on the local and global environment, it is necessary to
continue the utilization of nuclear energy. However, in order to win public accep
tance and achieve cost-competitiveness, new advanced nuclear power plants with a
high level of safety, reliability and economy have to be developed and implemented
in the near future.

2.

STATUS AND PLANNING FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

2.1. Plans for advanced generation nuclear power plants
Taking into account the actual state of the economy, it is reasonable to distin
guish the following two stages in the development of nuclear power plants:
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— 1990-2000. This stage may be considered one of renovation, involving the
modernization of units and incorporating safety improvements. There will be
an insignificant growth in power at the expense of early construction work. In
this stage, new generation base power units will be designed and constructed,
— 2000-2010. This stage will be characterized by an increase in power, transition
to new generation nuclear power plant units, and high safety and economic
indices which will provide stable development prospects. In this case, the main
strategic task is real demonstration of the possibility of adopting new safe and
economic power sources using nuclear fuel.
Creating a new generation of nuclear power plants during an unfavourable eco
nomic situation makes it necessary to concentrate efforts in one area (i.e. water
moderated water cooled reactors), with maximum use of existing indigenous and
international experience and co-operation. The mainstream trend in this area is the
design of medium power units, i.e.:
— Advanced WWER-440s (V-213M),
— NP-500s and VPBER-600s of new generation.
The high power unit designs are:
— Advanced WWER-lOOOs (V-392),
— NP-1100s of new generation.
These designs are intended to supply power to large regions, with commission
ing of base units beginning from 1998 to the year 2000. The AST-500 is planned
for heat supply.
The development of a competitive breeder reactor design based on the BN
reactor (construction beginning in the year 2010 ) will continue with the aim of
closing the fuel cycle (including the burning of weapons plutonium).
At the same time, it is necessary to make efforts to produce nuclear power
plants with higher qualitative safety and economic indices. Further progress in such
R&D will depend on the results obtained, and on improvement in the economic situa
tion, which can be expected after the year 2010 .
Real success in the development of basically new designs is only possible by
means of the combined efforts of the world nuclear community, together with
common collaboration. As nuclear power attracts public attention all over the world,
any new trend in its development requires international recognition.
Taking into account the completion of nuclear power plants whose construction
has already started, the decommissioning of outdated first generation power units and
construction of updated units, we can anticipate that the total installed power of
nuclear power stations in Russia will reach ~ 25 GW by the year 2000 and ~ 43 GW
by the year 2000. The approach of other countries is under evaluation.
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The Czech Republic and Slovakia are facing the following tasks:
— Completing the manufacture of reactor equipment for Temelin Units 1, 2 and
4 at Mochovce;
— Completing the construction of the units and putting them into operation;
— Upgrading two WWER-440 Type V-230 units and/or their decommissioning;
— Upgrading the six operating WWER-440 Type V-213 units;
— Preparation for the possible design and construction of two units with advanced
PWRs,
— Complete solution of the fuel cycle.

3.

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS OF UTILITIES

The basic requirements of utilities in Central and Eastern Europe for the
improvement of reactors and nuclear power plants do not differ in practice from the
requirements of Western customers. These requirements are represented objectively
in IAEA documents and mainly involve the following tasks.
Advanced nuclear plants are expected to equal or improve upon the safety
characteristics of the best plants currently in operation. In this regard, the general
objective is to move the technology in the direction of lower radiological impact on
the public during normal operation or as the result of an accident. Therefore, the goal
of development programmes should be to attain improvements in the technology so
as to provide a negligible radiological impact to the public in the immediate vicinity
of the plant and to the public well beyond the immediate environs of the plant who
might be affected by the broader dispersion of any released radioactive matter.
Advanced nuclear plants should be designed in order to have improved reliabil
ity, even though present plants are becoming very reliable as operational experience
is gained. For advanced nuclear plants, both scheduled and unscheduled downtimes
should be decreased. Operating margins should be increased, equipment capabilities
should be better understood, improved maintenance procedures should be
implemented, and repair and replacement methods, when required, should be facili
tated by the design. Also, advanced nuclear plants should be designed to minimize
the potential for, and be tolerant of, human error to the extent practicable.
Evaluations involving the projection of economic competitiveness were key
factors motivating nuclear power development programmes and the resulting present
deployment of nuclear power plants in the world. Such evaluations did not take into
account in an adequate manner, and in some cases not at all, several factors which,
as time progressed, led to significantly increased, costs. Longer than initially
projected licensing and construction times and added equipment, sometimes backfitted, to meet new safety requirements are noteworthy examples. These added costs
resulted, and will continue to result unless relieved, in the inability of nuclear power
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plants to display economic competitiveness with fossil-fuel-fired power plants in
some countries. The goal of development programmes related to economics is simply
to have nuclear power plants increase, maintain, or regain an economic advantage
over fossil-fuel-fired power plants, with better recognition of the societal (including
environmental) costs associated with both types.
Although many of the development objectives related to the fuel cycle could
be classified under the category of achieving better economics, some of the objec
tives are clearly broader, extending for example to improving reliability, lessening
the environmental impact and reducing proliferation risks. Moreover, fuel cycle
costs, including the back end, are a long term factor in cost evaluations and are typi
cally separately identified. Considering those objectives related to achieving better
economics leads to the goal of attaining an assured fuel cycle and competitive fuel
cycle costs over the life of the plant.
The objectives and goals of most advanced nuclear power plant development
programmes are concentrated, as noted in Section 4, on resolving the issues inhibit
ing the expansion of the use of nuclear energy as a resource for electricity produc
tion. Moreover, most of the programmes address the issues within the framework
of a national interest. Even if international in intent, most programmes appear to
have goals which are concentrated on meeting the needs of developed countries
rather than developing countries.

4.

WAYS OF MEETING UTILITY REQUIREMENTS

4.1. Main directions
The main problem facing nuclear power is its competitive development while
maintaining a safety level acceptable from the social and economic viewpoints. Thus,
in determining the trends in making nuclear power plants more advanced, with the
aim of modernizing operating plants and elaborating new generation designs, much
attention has been given to the introduction of more effective technical measures,
both to prevent the occurrence of accidents and to prevent development that will
cause hazardous consequences.
The following basic features were adopted in making WWER reactor plants
more advanced:
— Improvement of reactor core characteristics, including those which increase
the inherent safety of the reactor;
— Improvement of the effectiveness of reactor control and protection of mechani
cal components;
— Improvement of the reliability of equipment and systems, including extension
of the service life;
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— Wide use of passive safety systems to prevent severe accidents and exclude the
release of radioactivity beyond the permissible values;
— Provision for the passive removal of residual heat from the core under continu
ous blackout of the unit, including loss of reliable AC power supply;
— Wide use of diagnostic systems for the equipment and systems important to
safety;
— Consideration of a wider spectrum of accidents in the design, including beyond
design basis accidents (BDBAs), with estimates of the probability of each
specific BDBA scenario resulting in severe damage or core melt;
— Assurance of the rapid and reliable supply of liquid absorber into the reactor;
— Improvement of the reliability of systems providing for reactor plant operation;
— Equipping the nuclear power plant units with automatic process control sys
tems of improved reliability, with self-diagnostics and systems providing
advice to the operator.
4.2.

Nuclear power plants in operation

The constantly increasing number of requirements for the assurance of nuclear
power plant safety brings about, on the one hand, the necessity for removal of super
fluous conservatism and, on the other hand, execution of safety analyses for operat
ing power units on the basis of experimental investigations and current procedures
and programmes.
At present, measures aimed at considerably enhancing nuclear power plant
safety are carried out on the basis of the results of analyses. The major ones are:
— Assurance of the reliability and extension of reactor vessel life by decreasing
the probability of getting cold water into the reactor vessel, reducing the neu
tron fluency on the vessel and performing annealing for restoration of the
vessel’s mechanical properties;
— Equipping reactor units with systems of metal control of the equipment and
pipelines, as well as with systems involving operative diagnostics of equipment
and system state in the course of operation;
— Equipping reactor plants with additional systems and equipment. This
involves:
• Devices signalling the appearance of a steam phase at certain points of the
reactor volume in emergency situations;
• Racks of packed storage of spent fuel;
• Channel assemblies of a new generation in-core instrumentation system;
• Provision of stability of sealing elements of reactor coolant pumps under
conditions of a 24-hour blackout of the reactor plant during operation;
— Equipping the reactor plants with additional and active core cooling systems.
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This involves:
• A system of rapid injection of boron into the primary circuit intended for
changing over the reactor into the subcritical state under conditions accom
panied by the non-operation of emergency protection and under conditions
of cooling of the primary circuit during joint operation with emergency
protection;
• A system of passive heat removal from the reactor intended for removal of
residual heat releases from the reactor under conditions of a complete loss
of reactor plant electric power supply source.
It should be noted that implementation of the safety systems mentioned above
will be carried out following:
— Probabilistic safety analysis,
— Calculation of economic expediency,
— Estimation of reactor compartment building stability.

4.3. Designs of improved nuclear power plants of a new génération
The principal trends in the improvement of reactors and nuclear power plants
are embodied to a great extent by designs which are planned to be implemented after
the year 2000. Average-power nuclear plant designs — WWER NP-500s and
VPBER-600s — are the most typical.
4.3.1.

Reactor plants o f new generation with 500-600 MW(e) power
(WWER NP-500)

Proven technologies, assemblies and systems are used in the new generation
of nuclear power plant designs (Figs 1 and 2), and best use is made of the experience
acquired in the design, manufacture and operation of previous generation WWER
nuclear plants. The following has been achieved in comparison with the WWER-440
nuclear power plants which are currently operating:
— A qualitatively new and higher safety level (i.e. the chance of a severe accident
has been reduced by an order of two to three);
— Improvement of specific technical and economic indices by 30-40%;
— Increase in fuel utilization efficiency by 30-35%;
— Reduction in the number of personnel;
— Reduction in the quantity of equipment and in total metal consumption;
— Prolongation of nuclear power plant design life by up to 50-60 years;
— Moderation of nuclear power plant effects on the ecological situation.
Levels of radiation for the population during nuclear power plant operation do
not exceed 0.1 % background values, being characteristic for most regions of Russia,
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing o f the new generation 500-600 MW reactor plant (WWER
NP-500) (ECCS: emergency core cooling system; PHRS: pressurized heat removal system).

i.e. the risk of radiation effects on the population and environment is at a minimum
level. Provision is made in the design for complex monitoring of the environment
within the area of the power plant, permitting the discovery of any changes in the
biosphere as a result of the plant, and to forecast such changes.
The reuse of treated domestic and industrial run-off in the nuclear power plant
process cycle is provided for. Liquid radioactive media are treated and reused in the
plant operation cycle. Radioactive liquid wastes generated after treatment are solidi
fied in cementing plants.
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FIG. 2. Another view o f the new generation 500-600 M W reactor plant (WWER NP-500).

All streams of air being ventilated and vents from radioactive products are
treated.
Solid, combustible low and medium activity wastes are treated using tech
niques that considerably lower their volume. Soft, non-combustible low and medium
activity wastes are pressed at a volume contraction of six times.
The total annual quantity of wastes is:
— Low activity: 45 m3,
— Medium activity: 15 m3,
— High activity: 0.5 m3.
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TABLE I. THE MAIN TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC INDICES FOR A
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT WITH TWO POWER UNITS
Description of index

Measuring unit

Index

Design installed power

MW

1270

Hours of installed power utilization

h/year

7000

Electric power consumption for the auxiliaries

% of output

5.17

Annual electric power output from the nuclear
power plant busbars

mills 3 per kW-h

8430.4

Thermal power

Gcal/h

500.0

Nuclear power plant efficiency, net

%

33.3

Total

Staff

597

Specific

Person/MW

0.47

Number of production personnel:

a 1 mill = US $10'3.

Spent fuel is cooled down within the containment over five years and is then sent
to a fuel regeneration factory.
Analysis of the aftereffects of accidents involving a combination of rupture of
any primary circuit pipeline, 24-hour de-energizing and postulated maximum
possible fuel damage has permitted the power station ‘sanitary’ protection zone to
be limited to a radius of 1.5 km.
For regions with limited water resources a variation of dry cooling towers,
developed locally, for turbine condenser cooling has been considered. For regions
with an earthquake intensity up to 10 as per the MSK-64 scale, provision has been
made for the use of low frequency seismic protection devices that decrease seismic
loads by 10-30 times (Table I).
The analysis in the table has demonstrated the economic efficiency of new
generation nuclear power plants, as opposed to power units using organic fuel with
a sulphur arid nitrogen purification plant, for the central regions of Russia.
4.3.2.

The VPBER-600 reactor

The VPBER-600 (Fig. 3) is a water-to-water integral reactor housed in a safe
enclosure for localization of accidents involving the loss of sealing of auxiliary
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FIG. 3. The VPBER-600 reactor (1: reactor coolant pump; 2: reactor; 3: steam generator;
4: heat exchanger-condenser; 5: continuous heat removal system; 6: direct action selfactuating device; 7: intermediate heat exchanger; 8: cooling pressure system drive;
9: safeguard vessel; 10: protective shell; 11: heat exchangers; 12: emergency boron supply
system; 13: tank with boron solutiony 14: residual heat removal system; 15: system fo r purifi
cation and boron compensation o f reactivity; 16: make-up system).

system pipelines of the primary circuit or the vessel. Its integral design is character
ized by the arrangement, in one vessel of the core, with the working cooling pressure
system (CPS) members, steam generator heat exchanging surface and steam/gas
pressurizer, the function of the last item being carried out by the upper volume of
the reactor vessel above the coolant level. Heat removal from the core is accom
plished by forced circulation of the coolant with the help of primary circulation
pumps built into the reactor vessel bottom.
The VPBER-600 core comprises 151 fuel rods (FRs) with fuel elements analo
gous to those used in WWER-1000s. The parameters of the fuel grid in the
VPBER-600 core are kept the same as for the WWER-1000s. The reactivity margin
for fuel burnup is compensated for by the mechanical operation of the working CPS
members, boric açid in the coolant and a self-shielded burnable absorber all together.
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Use of a gadolinium/fuel mixture is considered for the absorber. The core permits
the use of various fuel cycles with different ratios of refuellings and intervals of
operation between refuellings.
The reactor and all systems subject to primary pressure during operation are
housed in the safe enclosure. The arrangement of the reactor in the safe enclosure,
designed to deal with the pressure arising during loss of sealing of the primary cir
cuit, helps keep the core under the water level, prevents fuel melting and serves as
an additional passive barrier for localization of radioactive products. The reactor is
located in the containment.
Development of the VPBER-600 is based on experience in the design and oper
ation of the power plants of nuclear powered ice-breakers and construction of the
AST-500. Technical solutions for the equipment have been developed. Safe
enclosure of the analogous design is used in the AST-500 and was subjected to
thorough examination during validation of the project and acceptance tests. Basic and
technological issues pertaining to the manufacturing of the reactor vessel havé been
solved. The structure of VPBER-600 equipment permits experimental development
of elements, sections, units, etc., under test rig conditions, with verification of
specific characteristics prior to commissioning of the nuclear station.
The reactor emergency protection systems are intended for cessation, modera
tion or restriction of the chain reaction during the beginning of the emergency situa
tion or operational occurrence. This is achieved by initiating the corresponding
commands to the control system Of the CPS drives and subsequent introduction into
the core, or prohibition of the withdrawal of working members.
The critical feature of the VPBER-600 is the use of self-actuating devices with
the help of which part of the CPS drives, sufficient for fulfillment of the function
of emergency protection, are de-énergized, passing automatic circuits by the direct
action of pressure in the reactor or safe enclosure.
Passive systems for emergency heat removal incorporate two units of heat
exchangers, forming systems of continuous heat removal. Each of them removes
heat into the tanks of the water inventory. The systems of continuous and passive
heat removal operate with natural coolant circulation. The system functions
constantly. In the case of the cessation of service circulation water, heat is removed
through the evaporation of water from the tanks.
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Abstract
ADVANCED REACTOR DESIGN AND SAFETY OBJECTIVES: THE HEAVY WATER
REACTOR PERSPECTIVE.
The development objectives of advanced heavy water reactors (AHWRs) should be
guided by the requirements of the operating utilities. The paper provides a summary of the
major requirements for future nuclear reactors from CANDU operating station owners based
on the various studies and plans prepared. Most of the specific technical requirements for
AHWR systems are based on systematic reviews of current operating ÇANDU stations. Hence
these requirements represen^ those for the evolutionary development of AHWR systems,
factoring in the considerable operating experience of the CANDU stations. The requirements
for the new HWR designs can be summarized under economic objectives, safety objectives,
operational objectives and other utility requirements. The economic objectives must address
plant costs, design life, performance targets and project implementation risks. The capital cost
must be such that the unit energy costs meet specific targets, e.g. cost competitiveness with
fossil fuels. The performance targets will be better than the best demonstrated lifetime
performance in operating HWRs to date, i.e. above 90%. The safety design objectives for
advanced reactors must be to continue the emphasis on defence in depth and evolutionary
improvement to proven concepts that maximizes confidence in their safety to the public. The
operational safety objectives during normal operation for future HWRs include minimizing
accident initiators and designing for ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable). Other opera
tional improvement objectives include: improved design margins, improved maintainability,
standardization and simplification. The unit sizes of future advanced HWRs should be chosen
to make nuclear power a viable economic choice. The designs of advanced reactors must
provide the flexibility of using other advanced fuel cycles that take advantage of the neutron
economy of HWRs without design concept configuration changes. This operational flexibility
will provide utilities of different backgrounds with the opportunity to optimize resource
utilization, reduce uranium requirements and minimize refuelling costs.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary requirement of utility owners of HWR systems in the selection
of advanced nuclear power systems is the same as for other utilities, i.e. to deliver
electricity from nuclear power at a cost that is competitive with other alternatives
for generating electricity. Owners of HWRs from different provinces and countries
have different maturity levels regarding nuclear power deployment and different
energy supply planning and development strategies. Hence, in addition to evaluating
alternatives to nuclear power, such as hydro-electric, fossil based electricity genera
tion and renewable alternatives, they must take into account the specific technical and
economic requirements that can be met effectively by advanced heavy water reactor
(AHWR) designs to meet their individual needs.
The development objectives for AHWRs are guided by the requirements of the
operating utilities. This paper provides a summary of the major requirements for
future nuclear reactors from CANDU station owners based on the various studies
and plans prepared. Most of the specific technical requirements for AHWR systems
are based on systematic reviews of current operating CANDU stations to identify
opportunities for generic improvements in reliability, operability and maintainabil
ity, and to address emerging licensing or safety issues. In addition, there is a continu
ing pressure to improve safety, partly in recognition of the greater risk associated
with the increasing numbers of plants; continuing improvements will also help to
reduce the public concern of risk associated with nuclear power plants. Hence these
requirements represent those for the evolutionary development of AHWR systems,
factoring in the considerable operating experience of the CANDU stations. This
evolutionary approach is consistent with a philosophy of minimizing the risk to
future reactor owners whose requirements are for a safe, reliable, low cost unit.

2.

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES

The economic objectives for AHWR systems must address plant costs, design
life, performance targets aind technology implementation risks.

2.1. Plant cost targets
The capital cost must be such that the unit energy costs meet specific targets,
e.g. the cost should be competitive with fpssil fuel. The precise cost of power from
fossil resources varies from one place to another, primarily because of variations in
the local cost of fuel. However, the total unit energy cost target established for the
AHWR, taking into account the capital and operating costs, must be attractive to
potential customers when compared with alternative choices. Value engineering
must be used to evaluate potential improvements by comparing the benefit (either in
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one time cost savings or operation/maintenance costs over a period of time) with the
capital cost of the new designs (engineering or equipment/construction costs).

2.2. Design life and maintainability
The overall design life will be 60 years for those plant components which will
not be replaced during this lifetime (structures, calandria, piping, etc.), while those
components designed for replacement, such as fuel channels and steam generators,
will have a minimum design life of over 30 years, based oh a capacity factor of 90%.
The design life for all plant components will be specified and incorporated in the
design documentation, together with the rationale for the choice. Design documents
will provide the criteria for monitoring fitness for service, allowable limits and the
means to collect and assess relevant operational data of critical components.
For equipment that is designed to be replaced during the life of the plant,
planned replacement considerations will be explicitly factored into the design and
allowances made in the plant construction to accommodate these requirements.

2.3. Performance targets
The performance targets will be better than the best demonstrated performance
in operating HWRs to date. Specifically,
— The design will meet a target capacity factor of 90%, the maintenance outages
will not be required more frequently than every two years and should not
exceed 21 days. Shorter outages of 48-120 hours duration are expected to
address unavoidable repairs that cannot be carried out on power or that cannot
wait for planned bi-annual outages. The design should accommodate all
mandatory tests and inspections during the bi-annual outages.
— Fuel burnup will be optimized through design' and operational practices to
minimize operating costs.
— Heavy water utilization will be optimized to minimize operational costs. The
target heavy water losses shall be less than 0.5 kg/h.

2.4. Technology implementation
The AHWR shall be based on proven concepts and advantage will be taken of
the results of R&D under way. Where new or advanced technology provides
significant cost benefits, or where obsolescence requires introduction of new
technology/equipment, such design changes will be demonstrated to be proven either
through actual operational experience in similar applications or testing. For added
assurance, ,measures will be taken at every stage of the implementation to identify
and minimize the uncertainties inherent in new technology design.
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SAFETY OBJECTIVES

3.1. Fundamental HWR philosophy
The fundamental CANDU HWR safety philosophy has been to provide
defence in depth. Verifiable (during operation) numerical targets have been set for
the frequency of process failures and for the reliability of the four special safety
systems, namely the two shutdown systems, the emergency core cooling system and
the containment system. In Canada, licensing regulations assign dose and frequency
targets not only for the failure of a process system, but also for process failure
combined with the unavailability of a special safety system. For common mode
hazards which may extend over a significant area of the plant, a ‘two group’ separa
tion philosophy is used.

3.2. Safety design objectives
The safety design objectives for AHWR systems must be to continue the
emphasis on defence in depth and evolutionary improvement to proven concepts that
maximize confidence in their safety to the public. The objectives also deal with the
complete range of operating conditions, from normal operation to low probability
events such as severe accidents [1].
3.2.1.

Enhanced heat sink capabilities

Inherent in the concept of heavy water moderated reactors is the separation
between the heat transport coolant and moderator coolant. This has significant safety
advantages for low probability events, such as postulated dual failures, when the
normal heat transport system becomes ineffective, e.g. a loss of coolant accident
coupled with loss of the emergency core cooling system. For this postulated event,
the pressure tubes balloon, contact the calandria tubes and thereby provide a heat
transfer path to the moderator. Design improvements to the moderator heat sink for
these low probability events will be made to:
(a)

(b)
(c)

Avoid heat transfer degradation due to dry out of the calandria tubes. Improv
ing the moderator circulation and the heat transfer to the moderator water
would help to reduce hot spots in the moderator and therefore provide more
margin to dryout.
Avoid consequential failure of the calandria tube due to a pressure tube rupture
by strengthening the calandria tubes.
Address long term moderator system unavailability due to support services
failure.
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Limiting accident consequences

In a CANDU reactor, the probability of severe core damage is very low
because of two special shutdown systems and because of the separation of the high
temperature-high pressure reactor coolant from the low temperature-low pressure
moderator. Should a severe accident progress to the point of failure of core compo
nents, the debris from the failed fuel channels accumulates in the bottom of the
calandria. The calandria tank is surrounded by a large volume of ordinary water
which is there primarily for shielding purposes. The presence of this shield water
is capable of removing the heat from the molten core and preventing contact of the
failed core with the containment boundary. Design improvements can be made to
enhance the capability of the shield water heat sink to reduce the probability of a
large release to even lower levels. In addition, robust containment designs with
improved reliability for the containment atmosphere cooling function, including
passive containment cooling concepts, may be considered for future designs. ‘Core
catchers’, as proposed by some for certain LWRs, are not required in the CANDU
HWR.

3.3. Operational safety objectives
Improvement of the man-machine interface is a key factor in reducing the
probability of operator or maintainer induced accidents. System design and equip
ment will be simplified from the operator’s viewpoint. For example, automation will
significantly reduce the tedious manual manipulation required to perform operational
testing for special safety systems. Improvement to the operating envelope in the
AHWR design will make the plant response to off-normal transients more forgiving.
This will minimize accident initiators and hence will reduce the probability of an
event leading to fuel damage.
Operating experience shows that in current designs some areas have too much
shielding, i.e. radiation fields do not warrant the space limitations imposed by the
shielding. In other areas, however, maintenance activities account for doses which
could easily be reduced by adding shielding. Future designs should take into account
the operational feedback and achieve a balance between these two factors, and design
for ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable). In addition, further improvement will
be made to reduce the internal radiation dose. The use of more efficient vapour
recovery driers, the separation of reactor coolant and moderator support systems,
and the separation of ventilation to the moderator heavy water management area will
further reduce the tritium uptake by Operating staff. These improvements will help
to meet the objective of reducing occupational dose to plant personnel.
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
Other operational improvement objectives include:
— Improving design margins: To ensure that the plant design is robust, with an
adequate level of operational flexibility.
— Improving maintainability: Must be designed for ease of maintenance to reduce
operation and maintenance costs, reduce occupational exposure and facilitate
the repair and replacement of equipment.
— Standardization: To reduce the number and types of equipment to reduce oper
ational costs related to training, spare parts and interchangeability of replace
ment components.
— Simplification: To reduce operator workloads to enhance their operability, test
ing and maintenance, and reduce operating costs.

5.

ADDITIONAL UTILITY REQUIREMENTS

The other utility requirements for AHWRs are unit size requirements and fuel
cycle option requirements.

5.1

Unit size requirements

The unit sizes of future AHWRs should be chosen to make nuclear power a
viable economic choice for different utilities and/or countries. For smaller utilities,
or utilities with limited demand growth, the advanced design will have outputs of less
than 700 MW(e). To meet the electricity demand for larger utilities and to maximize
the utilization of valuable reactor sites, future designs will have outputs in the range
of 900 MW(e) or above and will most likely be implemented as single unit stations
for maximum flexibility.

5.2. Fuel cycle option requirements
Excellent neutron economy gives HWRs significant flexibility in the use of
different fuel cycles, and provides opportunities in continuing improvements in ura
nium (or other fissile materials) utilization and reactor/fuel optimization [2].
With the natural uranium fuel cycle, AHWR systems will utilize improved fuel
bundle designs that provide reduced fuel element rating, enhanced thermal-hydraulic
characteristics and improved operating margin. The designs of AHWRs will provide
the flexibility of usirtg other fuel cycles, such as the thorium cycle, to exploit the
large indigenous thorium resources in some countries, or recovered uranium which
contains 0.9% 235U, a by-product of LWR spent fuel reprocessing. The use of
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slightly enriched uranium (to about 1.2%) fuel cycles in future HWRs will provide
utilities of different backgrounds an opportunity to optimize resource utilization and
reduce uranium requirements and refuelling costs.
Owing to the synergism of HWRs and LWRs, the LWR can be viewed as an
efficient source of fissile material for future AHWRs via a number of potential oncethrough combined fuel cycles (by re-using unseparated uranium and plutonium), one
of which, DUPIC (direct use of LWR spent fuel via dry processing), is currently
being investigated in a joint programme between Canada, the Republic of Korea and
the United States of America. Also, the use of transuranic mix from spent fuel
reprocessing can help to reduce long lived wastes. Future AHWR designs will con
sider the implication of using these fuel cycles to achieve better fuel utilization, to
decrease plant capital costs and reduce total spent fuel volumes.

6.

SUMMARY

It is important that AHWR systems development continues on the evolutionary
path, and that it builds upon the solid operating experience of current designs. The
driving forces for change include the need to:
— Improve the economic advantage of advanced reactors over other power gener
ation alternatives, taking into consideration the environmental cost for all
options;
— Enhance safety characteristics to minimize impact on the public and the
environment for all operating conditions;
— Implement improvements using new technologies based on requirements fed
back from operating stations;
— Better utilize reactor fuel resources, reduce wastes and exploit opportunities
for using alternative fuel cycles, which are well suited for HWRs.
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Abstract
PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING NUCLEAR PLANT SAFETY.
Several years ago the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) issued
‘Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants’ (INSAG-3). In looking back on the struc
ture of this document, it is possible to benefit from further consideration of its principal
motivating elements. These are threads that run through the fundamental principles and the
specific principles. The principles are specifically centred on two of these, defence in depth
and safety culture. The structure of defence in depth was discussed further in an appendix to
INSAG-3. Safety culture was defined in the document INSAG-4, in which this concept was
also discussed. There were other threads that were not so specifically singled out. One of these
is discipline of operations, a basic requirement that applies to all activities affecting the safety
and reliability of a nuclear power plant. Another thread is knowledge and ability. It is impor
tant that the individuals on whom the operational safety of the plant depends should understand
the necessary elements of the science underlying proper discharge of their duties, that they
know the structure of their plant and its strengths and its weaknesses (if any), and that they
are intimately skilled in the procedures they follow. Yet another thread is management based
on the concept of the line o f authority and responsibility. In a proper line structure, each
individual reports to a single superior in the conduct of his or her job. Each manager reports
to a single manager above him or her. Written descriptions of functions and responsibilities
make it clear who is responsible for each activity at a given level of management, with care
at the interfaces to ensure that each important activity has been clearly assigned to one and
only one manager. Another thread which is not spelled out, but which can be derived from
the principles of INSAG-3, is the relation between the safety analysis for a plant and the defini
tion of the domain of safe operation. This domain is defined through a set of technical specifi
cations that are themselves derived from the safety analysis. The means are well known by
which this is done through the linking document which justifies the operating limits. Safety
analysis based on probabilistic methods should also be used in the analysis in the linking docu
ment as a means of making sure that the operating limits address the important matters.
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It is now several years since the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group
(INSAG) issued its report ‘Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants’
(INSAG-3) [1]. We can now look back on the structure of this document to benefit
from further consideration of its principal motivating elements. These are threads of
commonality that run through the fundamental principles and the specific principles.
Some principles are specifically centred on two of these threads of commonality,
defence in depth and safety culture. The structure of defence in depth was discussed
further in an appendix to INSAG-3. Safety culture was defined in the document
INSAG-4 [2], where it was also discussed and ways of recognizing it were described.
There were other threads that were also of great importance, but were not so
specifically singled out. One of these is discipline of operations, a basic requirement
that applies to all activities affecting the safety and reliability of a nuclear power
plant. For instance, it is reflected in quality assurance practices and documentation
during design and construction, culminating in accurate as-built drawings and system
design descriptions that are kept up to date throughout the lifetime of the plant to
include modifications. It is also evident through conformance to complete and tested
operation and maintenance procedures for the plant. It guides the conduct of shift
turnover procedures, which maintain continuity of awareness of the state of opera
tion and maintenance of the plant even though the operation and maintenance staff
have been changed. These are only examples of the pervasive presence of disciplined
methods at a safe plant.
Another thread is the knowledge and ability of personnel. This is important
starting from désign arid construction. It is important that the individuals oh whom
the safety of the plant depends should understand the necessary elements of the
science underlying the proper discharge of their duties. Operation and maintenance
personnel should know the structure of their plant and its strengths and weaknesses
(if any), and they should be intimately skilled in the procedures they must follow.
Assurance that these personnel possess the requisite knowledge and ability is con
ferred through continued training and is confirmed through periodic written and oral
examinations.
Another thread is management based on the concept of the line of authority and
responsibility. In a proper line structure, each individual reports to a single superior
in the conduct of his or her job. Each manager reports at most to a single manager
above him or her. Written descriptions of functions and responsibilities make it clear
who is resporisible for each activity at each level of management, with care at the
interfaces to ensure that each important activity has been clearly assigned to one and
only one manager. No one should have to obey instructions on a specified activity
from more than one other individual above him or her in the management chain. Care
is also taken to ensure that authority with respect to an activity is assigned to the same
manager who bears the responsibility for it.
Another thread is design, construction, operation and maintenance in confor
mance with a good and comprehensive safety analysis. An example is the relation
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between the safety analysis for a plant and the definition of the domain of safe opera
tion. This domain is defined through a set of technical specifications that are them
selves derived from the safety analysis. It is well known how this is done, through
the linking document which justifies the operating limits . It is important that the tech
nical specifications should be spare and not too voluminous, and that they should
contain only what is really necessary to ensure safety. Otherwise, the really impor
tant limits will be lost in the background of more trivial ones, diverting attention
from what is essential to what is not. A safety analysis based on probabilistic methods
should also be relied on in the analysis in the linking document as a means of making
sure that the operating limits address the important matters.
A last thread is, of course, conformance to quality practices and quality of
manufacture throughout.
Strong evidence that these threads of commonality are consistently present in
the fabric of activities supporting a nuclear plant would be a superb indicator that
the plant is really in conformance with principles that ensure a high degree of safety.
They would be the indicators that should be looked for first.
Just how high would the degree of safety be that could be expected to attend
such superior performance? This question was addressed by INSAG in the report
INSAG-5 [3], which appeared a little over a year ago. I would like to draw on this
report for further remarks, since Г doubt that the document has been circulated
widely. In the course of these remarks I can update some of the conclusions because
the data supporting them are now over two years old.
In the report, INSAG addressed the question of the safety of nuclear power,
past, present and future. This encompassed the safety of the entire nuclear fuel cycle,
including not only the operating power plants but also operations leading to the pro
vision of fuel and the disposal of the high level nuclear wastes generated in the opera
tion of the nuclear plants. The discussion of power plants was confined to those of
specific types which one expects will dominate the nuclear power scene in the future.
These are plants that use nuclear reactors cooled and moderated with light or heavy
water. The analysis relies on the observation that the basic safety principles have
been widely adopted and are being followed by the nuclear industry throughout the
world, either directly or indirectly through the diffusion of culture.
. As a safety target, INSAG had proposed in INSAG-3 [1] that the likelihood
of severe core damage should be less than once in 10 000 reactor operating years.
The probability that off-site mitigation might be needed should be less than once in
100 000 reactor operating years. INSAG-5 first addressed the question of how
closely these targets have been met so far. The answer was sought in two ways. The
first was examination of the historical record. The second was probabilistic safety
analysis (PSA).
At the time INSAG-5 was prepared, approximately 5000 reactor operating
years had been accumulated with commercial nuclear plants cooled and moderated
with light or heavy water. The number is now about 6000 reactor operating years.
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One large accident has taken place, leading to severe damage to such a reactor core;
this was the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI), in the United States of America.
The record is then one severe core damage accident with no need for mitigation offsite in about 6000 reactor-years. At first sight that seems not quite as good as
INSAG’s target of less than once in 10 000 reactor-years, but statistically it is consis
tent with that target. Clearly, the historical record is far too short to be helpful with
respect to the second target of more than 100 000 years between accidents requiring
off-site mitigation.
The second way in which INSAG addressed the question was through PSA.
This method of analysis must be used with caution in assessing a level of safety
achieved, but it can be used in this way when its limitations are recognized. The most
dependable results are obtained when several plants with dissimilar features are ana
lysed, as was done here, because common conclusions are then less subject to
systematic error from common input data.
The statistical argument was based on the results of a PSA study in the USA,
issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) as
NUREG-1150 [4]. This study presented results for five nuclear plants, developed
through use of methods that produced improved estimates of the effects of uncer
tainty in input data. The extensive analysis and the international peer review that the
report received place the results of NUREG-1150 in a class above those of other
PSAs. The conclusions, as seen in the context of the INSAG targets, are given in
Table I. All results equal or better the INSAG targets except for the Sequoyah
nuclear plant, where the probability of requiring off-site mitigation exceeds the
INSAG target by a factor of 2. This is well within the statistical uncertainty of the
analysis.
Accordingly, from both the historical record and the results of PSAs, INSAG
concluded that, on the average, light and heavy water nuclear plants of the current
generation have levels of safety in reasonable agreement with the INSAG targets.
The analysis did not end here, because additional results were obtained else
where by a kind of hybrid of the two methods of analysis, exploring the trends of
accident probability with time. These trends are more meaningful than the accident
probabilities themselves. The report containing the results of this study was
published by the USNRC [5]. It compared the current rate of accident ‘precursors’1
in the USA with that in previous years. Thesé rates can be used to estimate the proba
bilities of accidents. It was concluded that the average probability of core damage
is now much lower than it was before the lessons learned from the TMI accident were
implemented in operating plants. It was estimated that the probability of core damage
for a single plant has been reduced from a value of the order of 1 per 1000 reactoryears before 1979, to a value now between 1 per 10 000 and 1 per 100 000 reactor1 An accident precursor is an equipment failure or a mistake that could have been the
cause of a severe accident if it had not been compensated for or corrected by defence in depth.
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TABLE. I. RESULTS OF A PSA STUDY [4] OF FIVE NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS IN THE USA
Core damage probability
per 10 000 years

Probability of requiring off-site
action per 100 000 years

Surrey

0.2

0.3

Peach Bottom

0.02

0.3

Zion (modified)

0.6

1.0

Sequoyah

0.6

2.0

Grand Gulf

0.4

0.1

years. In other words, this study indicated that existing nuclear plants of the types
considered are now approaching a safety level that INSAG had proposed for future
plants, an order of magnitude better than the current target.
The significance of meeting this long term target must be fully understood in
ordinary terms. In a world with 1000 nuclear plants of a future type, more than twice
as many plants as now exist, 100 years on the average would elapse between acci
dents of the TMI type, which cause no harm off-site. A millennium, on the average,
would pass between accidents requiring public protection.
INSAG-4 [2] contains much more by way of analysis of safety. It reviews the
question of safety of the entire fuel cycle for nuclear power. It proposes some addi
tional measures that could lead to still higher levels of safety of the nuclear power
plants under consideration. It briefly considers the types of design that have some
times been proposed as inherently safe. But the principal conclusions are that the
nuclear plants of the light and heavy water types that are likely to continue being built
are now in approximate conformance with the INSAG safety targets for plants in cur
rent use, and the evolutionary descendants of current types of water reactor plants
should meet the even more stringent safety targets proposed by INSAG for future
plants. These conclusions rest on the observation that the basic safety principles in
INSAG-3 have been widely adopted and are being generally followed by the nuclear
industry throughout the world, either directly or indirectly through diffusion of
culture. They would therefore reflect the presence of the threads of commonality that
have been reviewed here.
As a cautionary note, INSAG stated a belief that several nuclear plants with
water reactors have probabilities of core damage an order of magnitude higher than
the current INSAG target, because of inadequate safety systems or specific design
weaknesses that have not yet been corrected or compensated. INSAG added that
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national regulatory programmes, assisted in some cases by international pro
grammes, are actively pursuing their improvement. It may be that within the
accuracy of PSAs, even some of these plants would really meet the INSAG targets,
but in the interest of conservatism INSAG believes that when any plant does not seem
to meet the safety target, it should be improved accordingly.
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Abstract
BEYOND THE NEXT GENERATION OF PLANTS.
There is an ongoing development of evolutionary nuclear power plants for availability
around the turn of the century. Future directions in enhancing nuclear safety were proposed
by the IAEA’s International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) in its 1992 publication
‘The Safety of Nuclear Power’ (INSAG-5). In September 1991, at the regular session of the
IAEA General Conference, the Director General was invited to “ ... set up a small group of
experts to develop safety principles for the design of future reactors, using a step-by-step
approach based — inter alia — on the work of INSAG and taking into account the characteris
tics of various reactor types” . The draft principles have now been formulated and are under
review. Recognizing that reducing the consequences, of severe accidents at the design stage
is of primary interest in improving the safety of future plants, a new concept has been
introduced. In addition to the traditional design basis accident, the term ‘realistically
conceivable severe accident’ is used for certain beyond design basis accidents, but not
for those which are truly hypothetical. Another key change is introduction of the term
'no significant radiological impact ’. Estimated radioactive releases beyond the site boundary
for all reasonably conceivable severe accidents must be small enough to have no significant
disruptive effect on people’s activities or on the environment. Although both evolutionary
and innovative reactor designs provide the necessary safety for the future, transparency in
demonstrating nuclear safety could be essential for the public and the policy maker. Low
severe accident radiological consequences are more easily associated with the more innovative
reactor design concepts and could play a role in the acceptance of a future large scale use of
nuclear power.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This Symposium has already shown that in leading nuclear power countries
there is an ongoing development of evolutionary nuclear power plants for availability
around the turn of the century. These plants contain numerous safety improvements
based on the vast accumulated operational experience and includë new design fea
tures as well as design simplifications. Already high safety levels continue to rise.
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FIG. L Trends in reactor safety improvements (BSL: Basic Safety Limits; BSO: Basic Safety Objectives; EPR: European Pressurized Water Reactor;
EPRI: Electric Power Research Institute; HSE: United Kingdom Health and Safety Executive; INSAG: International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group;
TMI: Three Mile Island; USNRC: United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission) [2].
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The increase in safety by any m easure is im pressive. F o r the evolutionary designs,
the estim ated likelihood o f severe reactor core dam age, w hich is the principal
m echanism for serious radiation releases, is w ell below one in ten thousand (1 0 -4)
p er plant operating year, a value w hich is com parable w ith o r low er than m any
natural disaster frequencies.
F uture directions in enhancing nuclear safety are proposed by the IA E A ’s
International N uclear Safety A dvisory G roup (IN SA G ) in its 1992 publication
‘T he Safety o f N uclear P o w e r’ [1]. It presents nine desirable features fo r future
nuclear plants. In the hum an factors area the design should:
— A void com plexity,
— Be user friendly,
— C onsider operating and m aintenance procedures,
— R educe dependence on early operator action.
D esign features should:
— Reduce the probability and consequences o f large risk contributor accidents,
— H ave confinem ent system s to cope w ith severe accident pressures and
tem peratures,
— A dequately protect against sabotage and conventional arm ed attack,
— Reduce the uncertainties o f probabilistic safety analyses.
A nd, finally, IN S A G suggests:
— C onsideration o f passive safety features.

2.

T H E C U R R E N T S IT U A TIO N
In reality, these features are already being extensively incorporated into evolu

tionary designs. T here are sim pler system s and equipm ent and advanced instrum en
tation and control, along w ith im proved com ponent reliability. A s far as safety is
concerned, there is no technical reason not to continue w ith the evolutionary process
w hich is, beyond doubt, strengthening safety. T o see how far w e have com e, w e can
look at the change in reactor core damage frequency (C D F) during the past 30 years
(Fig. 1) [2].

C alculating this value depends on probabilistic analyses w hich have

uncertainties in m odelling accident sequences and in adequately accounting for
hum an factors. But, trends can give an insight into w hat has been achieved in safety
even w ith uncertainties o f a factor o f ten o r even one hundred o r m ore.
Pre-T hree M ile Island (TM I) plants, w hich w ere those designed and built until
1980, have a spread i n C D F s from one in one thousand (10~3) p er plant operating
y ear to one in ten thousand (10"4). Safety upgrades during the ten y ear post-T M I
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decade saw C D F s decrease to a range betw een one in ten thousand (1 0 -4) to one in
one hundred thousand (1 0 “5). Evolutionary im provem ents, plus features o f innova
tive designs, w ill likely further reduce C D F s during this cu rren t decade to greater
than one in ten m illion (10~6). A ccident m itigation features w hich prevent incidents
from degrading, along w ith a containm ent to lim it radioactive releases to the environ
m ent, also provide substantial protection. They can reduce the likelihood o f signifi
cant releases to the public by an additional factor o f ten, thus bringing this
environm ental release frequency to one in ten m illion per plant operating year. Even
w ith uncertainties o f 10 o r 100, o r even 1000, this is undoubtedly an adequate value
to perm it a large expansion o f nuclear pow er.

3.

IN N O V A T IV E D ESIG N S
N onetheless, in spite o f the satisfactory safety situation, there is an ongoing

debate on the need to do even better with a new generation o f innovative and m ore
intrinsically safe plants. T hese are plants in w hich safety against severe accidents is
a built-in feature w hich cannot be com prom ised by m alfunctioning equipm ent o r
hum an intervention. H ow ever, in reality, in term s o f reactor C D F s, the distinction
betw een continuing on an evolutionary o r on an innovative path becom es blurred.
O ne could even reasonably ask w hat real tangible gain w ould b e obtained from going
further, particularly in view o f the econom ic penalties w hich w ould likely be
incurred. Som e argue that the step tow ards innovation is necessary to regain public
confidence, w hile others believe it absolutely necessary in view o f the large num ber
o f plants foreseen in countries having lim ited experience w ith the advanced and com 
plex technology o f evolutionary plants.
T he evolutionary versus innovative debate could be helped by an international
consensus defining the safety goals for a future deploym ent o f nuclear pow er on a
large scale. U nquestionably, only a significant large scale expansion o f nuclear
pow er w ould justify the huge effort necessary to carry out research, to test and to
license the innovative designs.

4.

A F U T U R E SA FE T Y G O A L
In Septem ber 1991, shortly after a recom m endation at the IA EA International

C onference on the Safety o f N uclear Pow er held in V ienna [3], the regular session
p f the IA E A G eneral C onference invited the D irector G eneral
“ ...T o set up a sm all group o f experts to develop safety principles for the
design o f future reactors, using a step-by-step approach based — inter alia —
on the w ork o f IN SA G and taking into account the characteristics o f various
reactor types” .
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D raft principles have now been form ulated and are contained in a docum ent w hich
is under review . It w ill be subm itted to IN SA G and circulated to IA E A M em ber
States fo r com m ents before being finalized. T he docum ent proposes safety objectives
and principles intended to assist countries in developing their individual criteria and
guidelines.
T he principles are m odelled upon IN S A G ’s Basic Safety Principles issued in
1988 [4], but contain a proposed key m odification in the treatm ent o f severe acci
dents. R ecognizing that reducing the consequences o f severe accidents at the design
stage is o f p rim ary interest in im proving the safety o f future plants, a new concept
has been introduced. In addition to the traditional design basis accident (D B A ), the
term ‘realistically conceivable severe accident' is used for certain beyond design
basis accidents, but not for those w hich are truly hypothetical. In choosing these
realistically conceivable severe accidents, they m ust be show n n ot only to be physic
cally possible, but also technically justifiable. T he final decision on w hich accidents
are realistically conceivable m ust be based on a selection process w hich involves
d eterm inistic analyses, probabilistic considerations and engineering judgem ent.
A nother key change is introduction o f the term ‘no significant radiological

impact'. E stim ated radioactive releases beyond the site boundary for all reasonably
conceivable severe accidents m ust be sm all enough to have no significant disruptive
effect on peo p le’s activities o r on the environm ent. F ulfillm ent o f this objective
w ould significantly reduce o r elim inate m any requirem ents o f em ergency planning
such as fo r sheltering and evacuation. Setting the specific param eters to define
w hat is m eant by no significant radiological im pact could b e left to national
authorities. A m ost restrictive definition w ould call for the exposure lim its norm ally
set for D BA s. T hese non-health-threatening doses are calculated using conservative
assum ptions and m ethods. L ess restrictive definitions could be associated w ith radia
tion releases ju st below those calling fo r sheltering o r evacuation.
T he proposed safety objective w hich has been agreed upon for the d raft safety
principles docum ent requires: “ .. .T hat the consequences for all realistically conceiv
able severe accidents have no significant;off-site radiological im pact” .
A further goal, not in this d raft principles docum ent, b ut advocated by som e
proponents o f innovative reactors, w ould have designs w hich could relatively easily
be show n to be determ inistically safe. T he level o f safety could then be established
w ithout turning to probabilistic argum ents.

5.

M E E T IN G T H E G O A L

D em onstrating that the radiological consequences for all realistically conceiv
able severe accidents w ould have no significant off-site im pact could likely be show n
for all evolutionary designs. A com bination o f determ inistic approaches supported
by som e probabilistic analyses could reasonably rule out off-site contam ination as a
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result o f the various strengthened prevention and m itigation efforts under considera
tion for these designs. C ontainm ent function could be im proved through considera
tion o f failure m odes w hich include core m elt sequences and deflagration. C ore
catchers could b e added along w ith hydrogen igniters. U se o f containm ent steel liners
and highly reliable isolating valves are other design features w hich can m itigate
severe accident consequences so that evolutionary designs could be show n to provide
sufficient safety fo r large scale use.
T he new innovative concepts under discussion for m any years in essence
engineer protection against severe accidents into the design. They essentially exclude
m echanism s for reactor core dam age and the associated potential radioactive
releases. T his approach, w hich places a m axim um em phasis on prevention, rather
than m itigation, o f severe accidents, is in fact a basic feature o f the IN SA G safety
principles for future reactors. Som e innovative concepts prevent severe accidents by
elim inating the need for forced coolant flow for rem oving residual heat, w hile others
reduce o r even elim inate the necessity for correct operator action to avert o r control
m ajor occurrences. W hile both prevention and m itigation contribute to safety, they
are certainly not additive. A lthough for public health protection both prevention and
m itigation play essential roles, in term s o f protecting the large investm ent in a
nuclear facility, prevention far outw eighs m itigation — an im portant consideration
for econom ically developing countries.
6.

T R A N SPA R E N C Y
A lthough both evolutionary and innovative designs provide th e necessary

safety for the future, transparency in dem onstrating nuclear safety could be essential
for the public and the policy m aker. Simplicity in design and the use o f a determ inis
tic approach, rather than probabilistic evaluations to explain safety, add to this trans
parency. Low severe accident radiological consequences are m ore easily associated
w ith the m ore innovative concepts and could play a role in the acceptance o f a future
large scale use o f nuclear pow er. T he final choice w ill be m ade not by the technical
experts, but by the public’s perception o f the safety o f nuclear pow er.
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1.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

T he R epublic o f K orea, because it has a thriving nuclear p rogram m e, is an
appropriate setting for this Sym posium . In this country th ere is an unm istakably
strong desire to develop and m aintain a professional w o rk force, as dem onstrated by
the significant com m itm ent to the personnel training centres and by the safe and reli
able operation o f the nuclear facilities. A n opportunity to v isit the training centre o f
the K orea E lectric P ow er C orporation should n ot be m issed. M o reo v er, the Republic
o f K orea is an appropriate setting for this Sym posium because it is a country w hose
nuclear program m e has developed through international technical exchanges, includ
ing m eetings such as this Sym posium .
T his has been a good year in the U nited States o f A m erica fo r the nuclear
industry and the U nited States N uclear R egulatory C om m ission (U SN R C ). O p erat
ing plants are perform ing w ell, the industry strongly supports nuclear energy as a
viable energy option, public acceptance o f nuclear pow er is slow ly im proving, ven
do rs are seeking certification o f several new advanced reacto r designs and the
U SN R C has established new requirem ents for advanced plants.
A s m any o f you are aw are, the U SN R C is actively review ing tw o
advanced/evolutionary nuclear pow er plants. O ne is the A dvanced Boiling W ater
R eactor (A B W R ), designed by G eneral E lectric and the oth er is the System 80 +
P W R , designed by A B B -C om bustion E ngineering. T he U SN R C is also review ing
tw o advanced/passive L W R pow er plants: the A dvanced Passive 600 M W (e)
(A P600), designed by W estinghouse, and the Sim plified Boiling W ater R eactor
(SBW R), designed by G eneral E lectric.
2.

STA TU S O F T H E R E V IE W O F A D V A N C E D N U C L E A R PO W E R
SY STE M S IN T H E USA
T he review s o f advanced/evolutionary plants in the U SA a re nearing com ple

tion. T he U SN R C and the industry are w orking th eir w ay through a new licensing
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process w hich requires significantly m ore effort than either the staff o f the U SN RC
o r the industry anticipated. M uch effort is going into the developm ent o f the inspec
tions, tests, analyses and acceptance criteria, ‘IT A A C ’ for short, w hich the U SN RC
w ill use during construction in w hat w e call a ‘sign-as-you-go’ review process. This
process is new in U SN R C practice. D uring the process, the U SN RC will certify in
stages that construction is progressing in accordance w ith the approved design. In
this m anner, safety issues related to construction o f a facility w ill be resolved in a
tim ely m anner. They will be resolved in an orderly m anner also, because ITA A C
w ill already contain an agreed-upon resolution o f the issues.
W ithin the next three m onths, the staff plans to transm it its Final Safety E valu
ation R eport for the A BW R to the Com m ission and the A dvisory C om m ittee on
R eactor S afeguards (ACRS) for inform ation and com m ent. A fter considering any
com m ents, the staff w ill issue its Final Safety Evaluation R eport and then its Final
D esign A pproval. R ight now , the Final Safety Evaluation R eport is scheduled for
M arch 1994, and the Final D esign A pproval for M ay 1994. T he schedule for the
staff’s issuance o f the Final Safety Evaluation R eport for the System 8 0 + is June
1994, w ith the Final D esign A pproval scheduled for A ugust 1994.
T he review s o f the W estinghouse A P600 plant and G eneral E lectric’s SBW R
plant are progressing on a steady course. G iven the unique passive safety features
o f these plants, both the industry and the U SN RC have established w hat are perhaps
the m ost extensive test program m e m atrices ev er developed for validating the safety
perform ance o f a proposed nuclear facility. T he test program m es are being con
ducted internationally, w ith the participation by, and use o f facilities in m any coun
tries. The passive plant designs incorporate interesting concepts w ith prom ise o f
success in operation and econom ics. A s such, the passive plant designs are g enerat
ing significant international interest. T he present schedule for issuing the Final
Safety Evaluation R eport for the^ A P600 plant is N ovem ber 1995; for the SBW R it
is M arch 1996.

3.

STA TU S O F SA FE T Y O B JE C TIV E S IN T H E USA A N D
SA FE T Y PR IN C IPL ES F O R A D V A N C E D N U C L E A R PLA N TS

In A pril 1993, the U SN RC staff subm itted to the Com m ission a paper entitled
‘Policy, Technical and Licensing Issues P ertaining to Evolutionary and A dvanced
L ight-W ater R eactor (ALW R) D esigns’ (SEC Y -93-087). In that paper, the staff
identified technical and policy issues/principles related to advanced nuclear plants.
O f the 42 policy objectives and principles, 21 required Com m ission decision. O n
21 July 1993, the C om m ission rendered decisions on the 21 issues, w hich include
subjects such as: fire protection, intersystem loss o f coolant accidents, containm ent
perform ance u nder severe accident conditions, dedicated containm ent venting, elim i
nation o f operating basis earthquakes, tornado design basis, post-accident sam pling
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system s, and defence against com m on m ode failures in digital instrum entation and
control system s.
Included in the 21 policy issues, and probably am ong the m ost significant, are
new principles o r requirem ents w hich address the safety objectives o f designing
against the consequences o f severe accidents. T he C om m ission’s decisions on severe
accident safety issues do not address specific severe accident events. Instead they
require the reactor vendors to design against the potential consequences o f severe
accidents. By this approach, the Com m ission avoided entering into debate over
specific accident scenarios. F o r exam ple:
(1)

T o rule out the possibility o f hydrogen detonation, containm ent buildings for
advanced plants w ill have to:
— A ccom m odate hydrogen generation equivalent to a 100% m etal-w ater reaction
o f the fuel cladding,
— L im it containm ent hydrogen concentration to no g reater than 10%,
— P rovide containm ent-w ide hydrogen control by using, for exam ple, igniters o r
inerting.

(2)

T o prom ote core debris ‘coolability’ follow ing an accident w hich results in
m elted core debris penetrating the reactor vessel w all, advanced nuclear plants
must:
— D esign a reactor cavity floor space to ensure spreading o f debris,
— P rovide a m eans o f flooding the reactor cavity to assist in the cooling process,
— P rotect the containm ent liner and other structural m em bers w ith concrete,
— E nsure that the best-estim ate environm ental conditions, such as pressure and
tem perature, resulting from core concrete interactions do not, for approxi
mately 24 h, exceed A m erican Society o f M echanical E ngineers Service
Level С for steel containm ents o r factored load category for concrete
containm ents,
— E nsure that the containm ent capability has m argin to accom m odate uncertain
ties in the environm ental conditions produced by co re-co n crete interactions.

(3)

T o m aintain containm ent integrity resulting from an event leading to a high
pressure core m elt ejection through the reactor vessel, advanced reactor
designs will have to provide for:
— A reliable depressurization system ,
— A cavity designed to decrease the am ount o f ejected core debris w hich could
reach the upper containm ent should the depressurization system fail.

In the near term , the C om m ission w ill address additional technical and policy
issues specific to advanced/passive LW R s issues, such as the regulatory treatm ent
o f non-safety system s, safe shutdow n requirem ents, control room habitability, and
the definition o f a passive failure.
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O n 18 A pril 1989, the Com m ission issued a new ru le on standard plant design
certification. T his rule im poses new requirem ents on applicants for design certifica
tion, requirem ents m ore stringent than those w hich have been im posed in the past.
O nly a few o f the new requirem ents are highlighted here. A pplicants for plant certifi
cation are required to dem onstrate com pliance w ith the technically relevant portions
o f the T hree M ile Island requirem ents; each applicant is required to solve all
unresolved safety issues related to the new design, including m edium and high
priority generic safety issues identified for the present generation o f plants; and each
applicant is required to provide as p art o f the application a design specific
probabilistic risk assessm ent.
In the C om m ission’s ‘Policy Statem ents on Sevfere R eactor A ccidents and
A dvanced R eactors’, it w as concluded “ ... that existing plants do not pose an undue
level o f risk to the p u b lic” . N evertheless, the Com m ission stated the objective that
it “ ... expects that advanced reactors w ill provid e enhanced m argins to safety an d/or
utilize sim plified, inherent, passive, or other innovative m eans to accom plish their
safety functions” .

4.

C O N C L U SIO N
O ne o f the purposes o f the U S N R C ’s ongoing review o f prelim inary design

inform ation docum ents for non-LW R plants is to assess w hether changes to our
safety principles are needed. T hus far, the C om m ission has found that the existing
safety objectives and safety principles contained in its regulations and policy state
m ents are adequate for review ing advanced nuclear pow er plant designs. In the
longer term it is expected that the C om m ission w ill find its existing safety objectives
and safety principles adequate for the review o f other advanced designs as w ell, such
as the liquid m etal and high tem perature gas cooled nuclear designs (see C om m ission
paper S E C Y -93-092). A lthough I do not expect the safety objectives and safety p rin 
ciples to change, som e custom tailoring o f their im plem entation on a design specific
basis m ay prove necessary.
T he U S N R C ’s present safety objectives and safety principles have served it
w ell. They have perm itted it to m eet its statutory obligation to protect the health and
safety o f the public, and yet they have also provided the industry w ith the flexibility
and encouragem ent to develop b etter and safer nuclear pow er plants.
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1.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

In recent years, the developm ent o f safety criteria for future reactors has
reached a general stage o f consolidation. H ow ever, som e o f the safety issues that
have arisen after the C hernobyl accident are still pending. T he m ost im portant o f
these issues concerns severe accidents and the extent to w hich they have to be consid
ered in the new designs. E verybody agrees on the need to enhance m easures to p re 
vent severe accidents, but the concept o f m itigation has becom e a fundam ental
argum ent in the debate on the safety o f future designs, as w ell as a precondition to
gaining public acceptability.

2.

T H E IT A L IA N SIT U A TIO N A N D N E W O BJEC TIV ES F O R
F U T U R E A D V A N C E D N U C L E A R PO W E R PLA N TS

R egarding the Italian situation, as is w ell know n, after the C hernobyl accident
the G overnm ent decided to tem porarily stop the construction o f new nuclear plants
and to definitely shut dow n the operating reactors. A possible reconsideration o f the
nuclear option should go through a revision o f the safety characteristics o f the cu rren t
generation o f plants and an exploration o f new reactor types w ith inherent and
passive safety characteristics.
A long w ith these guidelines, the m ain safety objectives established by the
‘ad h o c’ Steering Com m ittee appointed by the G overnm ent, calls for: “ no evacua
tio n ” and “ no extended land contam ination” for all “ realistic conceivable acci
d en ts” . In pursuing this objective, ‘defence in d ep th ’ continues to be the basic
p rinciple, w hich im plies both prevention o f accidents and m itigation o f their
consequences.
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INCREASED DESIGN MARGINS AND PLANT SIMPLIFICATION
O n the prevention side, the addition o f m o re redundancy to safety system s

appears to be an area o f dim inishing returns, w hile still increasing the com plexity
o f the plant. M ore effective results are expected from the adoption o f plant design
characteristics w hich reduce dependence on active engineered safety system s, such
as am ple design m argins, longer response tim es to transients and m ore extended use
o f passive com ponents. T his approach leads to som e relief in the duties o f the
auxiliary system s, w hich are no longer needed to support the passive safety
functions, and therefore to plant sim plification.
T his approach, w hich appears in principle to be prom ising, gives rise to som e
issues that m ust be addressed in the safety evaluation o f the new designs. F or
exam ple:
— T he reduced driving forces o f the passive safety system s, w hich could lim it
their flexibility. In addition, specific experim ental tests are needed to qualify
new system s and com ponents and to prove their capability to perform their
functions u nder all predictable situations.
— T he level o f redundancy required for passive safety system s.
— T he degree o f qualification to be requested for active system s called to perform
post-accident plant recovery functions.
— M ore generally, the credit to be assigned to the active ‘non-safety g rad e’ sys
tem s form ally provided to protect utility investm ent.

4.

C O N T A IN M E N T A N D SEV E R E A C C ID E N TS

T he defence in depth concept im plies further m easures to protect the public and
the environm ent from harm in case preventive features are not fully effective.
M itigative provisions include engineered safety features and off-site counter
m easures.
T he containm ent system still rem ains the essential m itigative safety feature as
the ultim ate defence against any unlikely event. Its integrity m ust be assured, in
particular, for those scenarios in w hich the other tw o barriers (the prim ary circuit
and the fuel) fail.
F o r the identification o f the reference scenarios, different approaches are
proposed. In som e countries, a probabilistic approach is applied. Selection o f
sequences to be used as reference for the assessm ent o f the containm ent m itigative
capability is based on a predeterm ined cut-off value. M ainly because o f the u n 
certainties that characterize the probability o f rare events, a different approach is
proposed in Italy. It is aim ed at ruling out any ‘significant radiological im pact’ for
all ‘realistic conceivable accidents’ selected in a determ inistic w ay. All possible
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sequences w hich m ay challenge the reactor containm ent are identified using an
‘event tre e ’ m ethodology. T he reference scenarios are then selected on the basis o f
engineering judgem ent, com plem ented by probabilistic considerations and supported
by the available results from research program m es on severe accident phenom ena.
Im provem ents to enhance containm ent capability in o rd er to cope w ith the identified
scenarios o r preventive features should be evaluated.

5.

R E D U C E D SO U R C E T E R M A N D E M E R G E N C Y
P L A N SIM P L IF IC A T IO N
T he last layer o f the defence in depth strategy is em ergency planning. O ff-site

counterm easures are established to com pensate for the rem ote possibility that safety
provisions at the plant m ight fail. T hese counterm easures im ply, in practice, signifi
cant burdens for the utility and the local authorities. F urtherm ore, in the case o f a
real em ergency, they w ould have a dram atic social im pact on the surrounding
population. This is particularly true in countries w ith a high population density.
T here is a general trend to have less restrictive requirem ents in em ergency
plans, by significantly lim iting and delaying any radioactive release from the
containm ent.
A s already m entioned, an am bitious objective w hich is under evaluation in
Italy is to exclude any evacuation and extended land contam ination as a consequence
o f plant accidents. It im plies, in practice, a highly leak -tig h t containm ent u nder all
conceivable conditions and the capability to recover the safe status o f the plant in a
few days, so avoiding any further radioactive release to the environm ent. In this
case, civil defence provisions should be sufficient to cover any action in the long
term ; it w ould be requested, in any case, to m aintain an organizational structure
capable o f ensuring effective co-ordination o f activities outside the plant, such as
m onitoring o f the environm ent and relations w ith the public.

6.

C O N C L U SIO N S

T o conclude, it m ust be recognized that any further developm ent o f nuclear
program m es is, in fact, not only related to technical aspects, but is also a political
m atter, depending on specific national needs and on the level o f public acceptance.
F o r these reasons, som e different points o f view concerning possible solutions o f the
issues discussed here exist.
H ow ever, if one accepts that nuclear safety is the responsibility o f each p articu 
lar governm ent, it m ust also b e considered that the consequences o f nuclear accidents
have international environm ental and political im plications. T h erefo re, som e in ter
national consensus on these subjects should be pursued in o rd er to obtain a m ore
harm onized level o f safety throughout the w orld,
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1.

G O A LS O F G O SA T O M N A D Z O R

T he m ission o f the F ederal N uclear and Radiation Safety A uthority (G osatom 
nadzor) in the Russian Federation is to arrange and carry out State regulation and
supervision o f safety in the production and utilization o f nuclear m aterials, atom ic
energy and radioactive substances in civilian and m ilitary areas o f use.
G osatom nadzor’s m ain functions include:
(1)

Supervision. This involves the follow ing:
— A dherence to safety principles, nuclear and radiation safety standards and rules
in the use o f nuclear m aterials, atom ic energy and radioactive substances;
— E nsuring non-proliferation o f nuclear technologies and m aterials, and
safeguards im plem entation.

(2)

Issuing licenses for:
— E xtraction, utilization, transportation, fabrication, and storage o f nuclear
m aterials and radioactive substances, and the disposal o f radioactive w astes
and spent nuclear m aterials;
— D esign, m anufacturing, construction and operation o f installations.

(3)

Inspection o f the nuclear and radiation safety status o f installations.

(4)

C o-ordination o f and participation in carrying out and elaborating safety p rin 
ciples, rules and standards in the field o f nuclear and radiation safety.

(5)

S upport o f research to increase the nuclear and radiation safety o f installations.

2.

BASIC PRO V ISIO N S O F T H E L E G A L A N D L E G ISL A T IV E A C T
A s m entioned earlier, G osatom nadzor arranges and carries out State regulation

and supervision o f safety in the production and utilization o f atom ic energy and
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nuclear m aterials, T his does not m ean that the operators o f facilities using nuclear
m aterials and atom ic energy are relieved o f their obligations to m aintain the nuclear
and radiation safety o f these facilities [1].
T he State C oncern for G eneration o f E lectric and Therm al E nergy at N uclear
Plants (R osenergoatom ) is another State enterprise that carries out a variety o f activi
ties, both independently and through other facilities. T hese activities include siting,
design, construction, com m issioning, and decom m issioning, in conjunction w ith the
other responsibilities o f an operating organization [2].

3.

O BJEC TIV ES O F T H E R E G U L A T O R Y A U T H O R IT Y
T he goals o f the regulatory authority are as follows:
— D evelopm ent and im plem entation o f nuclear plant licensing procedures,
— D evelopm ent o f scientific and technical support fundam entals,
— Im provem ent o f standards and regulations,
— R etraining o f inspectors.

4.

M A JO R R E G U L A T O R Y R E Q U IR E M E N T S

T he general regulations for ‘N uclear P ow er Plant Safety A ccom plishm ent’
(OPB-88) are given below . They contain the fundam ental objectives and principles
w hich are contained in IN SA G -3 [3] :
— C onsistent achievem ent o f the ‘defence in d ep th ’ principle;
— E stablishm ent o f a safety culture;
— U tilization o f practices and equipm ent w hich have been proven through prev i
ous experience and appropriate research, testing and prototype operation
experience;
— C om prehensive quality assurance activities;
— E nsuring full responsibility o f the operating organization for nuclear pow er
plant safety;
— C onsideration o f beyond design basis accidents (BDAs);
— A vailability o f the appropriate technical m eans to m anage such B D A s, unless
such m eans are already incorporated in the reacto r as inherent self-protection
features and in reactor design principles;
— P reference for the use o f passive devices and ‘in tern al’ self-protection features;
— P robabilistic assessm ent o f each specific BD A causing severe dam age and core
m elt; lim iting the assessed probabilistic value o f severe dam age o r core m elt
as a result o f a BD A so that it does not exceed 1 0 '5 events p er plant operating
year, w hile the probability o f a m axim um em ergency release (requiring public
evacuation) does not exceed 10~7 events per plant operating year;
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— Personnel training at centres provided w ith sim ulators; staff preparation for
specialized duties required in the event o f design basis and BD A s.

5.

S U P PL E M E N T A R Y R E Q U IR E M E N T S O F T H E R E G U L A T O R Y
A U T H O R IT Y

T he supplem entary requirem ents as dem anded by th e regulatory authority are
as follow s:
— T o put into effect, by 1 D ecem ber 1991, the requirem ents contained in the
docum ent ‘S tandard C ontent o f the Probabilistic Safety A nalysis o f N uclear
Plants, L evel 1’ [4], and ensuring that these requirem ents apply to new ly
designed units as well;
— Establish the sequence o f activities for elaboration o f requirem ents for the
review o f nuclear pow er safety verification [5];
— T o put into effect, by 1 July 1993, ‘The R equirem ents o f O perating O rganiza
tio n s’ [6].
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1.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

B efore getting into the m ain topic o f the Panel, I would like to m ake som e b rief
rem arks on licensing and regulatory experience w ith nuclear pow er plants in the
Republic o f K orea over the past few decades.

2.

R E G U L A T O R Y E X PE R IE N C E

A t the beginning o f the nuclear pow er era in the Republic o f K orea, up to the
late 1970s, nuclear pow er plants w ere constructed on the basis o f turnkey contracts,
applying a policy o f p roven design and operating experience in the vendor country.
D uring this period, the vendor co u n try ’s codes, standards and regulations, m ostly
those o f C anada and the U SA , w ere applied alm ost directly to licensing review and
safety regulation because w e lacked the technical capability and experience in this
area. T hen, in the 1980s, w ith experience accum ulated in the construction and op era
tion o f nuclear pow er plants, w e w ere able to perform regulatory functions m ore
actively, accom m odating the vendor co u n try ’s regulatory requirem ents.
T he N uclear Safety C enter (N SC ), established in 1982 as a regulatory expert
organization, started in-depth safety review s o f the design, construction and op era
tion o f nuclear pow er plants, and o f inspection activities. A tw o-step licensing sys
tem , including a construction perm it (CP) and operating license (O L ), was form ally
incorporated into the law.

3.

T H E T H R E E M IL E ISL A N D A C C ID E N T
T he accident at T hree M ile Island (TM I) in 1978 had a g reat im pact on safety

regulation. O verriding priority in the 1980s was placed on the developm ent o f ‘TM I
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requirem ents’ and the im plem entation o f the T M I action plan for both operating
plants and plants under construction. As a result, a com prehensive inspection was
carried out for K ori U nit 1. A lso, 52 item s w ere identified for im plem entation o f the
T M I action plan.
T he requirem ents, such as em ergency response facilities, a plant safety
param eter display system , post-accident sam pling system , additional accident
m onitoring system s, control room design review , instrum entation for m onitoring
accident conditions, probabilistic safety analysis, etc., have since been an integral
p art o f safety regulation in the Republic o f K orea.
Plants under construction at the m om ent in the Republic o f K orea, such as
Y onggw ang U nits 3 and 4 and U lchin U nits 3 and 4 , are strictly required to im ple
m ent the relevant T M I requirem ents as p art o f the aw arding o f the license. It is
expected that the plants to be constructed in the im m ediate future, such as
Y onggw ang U nits 5 and 6, and succeeding units, will also b e req u ired to im plem ent
them and even advanced reactor designs w ill probably be req u ired to dem onstrate
com pliance w ith these requirem ents.
In the 1990s, w e have reached the era o f standardization o f nuclear pow er
plants in the Republic o f K orea, w ith Y onggw ang U nits 3 and 4 as the reference
plants. T he K orea Institute o f N uclear Safety (KINS) w as established in 1990 as an
independent regulatory expert organization, w ith m ore expanded functions than the
previous N SC . L icensing review and inspection activities are being quite effectively
and com petently carried out by KIN S and significant progress has been m ade in the
developm ent o f regulatory criteria, guides and procedures in the R epublic o f K orea
w hich are applicable to the standardized nuclear pow er plants.

4.

T R A N SIT IO N T O A D V A N C E D R E A C T O R S A N D
S A FE T Y E N H A N C E M E N T

C urrently, the R epublic o f K orea is proceeding w ith the standardization o f
nuclear pow er plants based on the design o f Y onggw ang U nits 3 and 4. H ow ever,
safety enhancem ents as p art o f the licensing requirem ents w ill continue for the
succeeding units, even though they are standard plants. T his w ill be accom plished
by incorporating into the design the technically relevant portions o f the im proved
safety features and requirem ents o f the Electric P ow er R esearch Institute’s U tility
R equirem ents D ocum ent, the A B B -C om bustion E ngineering System 80 + , the
W estinghousé A P600, etc., as they are resolved and are m ade practical.
T his approach w ill provide a step-by-step safety enhancem ent, up to the safety
level o f advanced reactors, for the units to be built before advanced reactors are
available. F o r exam ple, U lchin U nits 3 and 4, w hich are the first standard units w ith
substantially the sam e design features as Y onggw ang U nits 3 and 4 , w ere licensed
fo r construction u nder the condition that safety enhancem ents w ere im plem ented
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regarding m id-loop operation, the safety depressurization system and hydrogen
igniters as p art o f severe accident m itigation and advanced design features. F uture
units, such as Y onggw ang U nits 5 and 6, w ill be licensed w ith progressively
enhanced safety features.

5.

V IEW S O N S A FE T Y A SPE C T S O F A D V A N C E D R E A C T O R S

A dvanced reactors are visualized as having m uch enhanced safety, reliability
and operability, as w ell as com petitive o r im proved econom y as com pared w ith exist
ing reactors. W e expect that the level o f safety to be achieved through o u r advanced
reacto r developm ent program m e w ould be substantially higher than that o f the exist
ing reactors, fo r exam ple by a factor Of 10 as proposed in IN S A G -5 1. W ide and
in-depth study w ill be required fo r possible im plem entation o f advanced safety
concepts, such as passive safety features, system sim plification, m odularization and
so on.
T he regulatory concept for enhanced safety m ay address sim plified, inherent,
passive, o r innovative m eans for the perform ance o f safety features, severe accident
counterm easures for accident prevention and m itigation, im proved assurance o f
hum an reliability, im proved reliability o f system s/com ponents, etc. A m ong others,
the prim ary interest in im proving safety is to ensure that future nuclear p o w er plants
incorporate g reater consideration o f severe accidents in the design for both p reven
tion and m itigation o f such accidents.
It is assum ed that m any areas w ill be affected, including those associated w ith
reducing the release o f radioactive m aterial, typically strengthening the ro le o f
containm ent, m a n-m achine interaction and the dependence o f the plant on operator
action and active system s. In addition, there could be som e item s o f concern to be
addressed for safety enhancem ent, including enlargem ent o f the defence in depth
strategy, im proved safety m argins, low pow er and shutdow n operation, spent fuel
storage design and g reater use o f proven technology and engineering practices for
the dem onstration o f safety.
N ew safety principles, along w ith general safety criteria now under develop
m ent w ith special focus on the features m entioned above, w ill be com pleted by
m id-1994 and w ill be reflected in the decision, w hich w ill be m ade in late 1994, o f
the type o f advanced reactor, in order to ensure beforehand the enhanced safety level
o f the advanced reactor.

1 INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, The Safety of Nuclear Power,
Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-5, IAEA, Vienna (1992).
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R E G U L A T O R Y /L IC E N SIN G SY STEM IM PR O V E M E N T
T he Republic o f K orea has adopted and applied a basically tw o-step licensing

process for com m ercial nuclear pow er plants, i.e. C P and O L. R egulatory
experience w ith this procedure has created the necessity o f im provem ents to provide
licensing stability. T he concept o f licensing stability may include standardized reac
tor design approval, and a com bined license for the C P and O L.
C urrently, a study project is being carried out at K IN S, under G overnm ent
sponsorship, to im prove the regulatory system in general, in parallel w ith the
developm ent program m e for advanced reactors.

7.

P ER SPE C T IV ES F O R T H E F U T U R E F O R A D V A N C E D REA CTO RS
This au th o r’s personal observations on the future o f advanced reactors can be

sum m arized as follow s:
— A dvanced reactor developm ent program m es m ay differ from country to
country, reflecting each country’s unique situation, such as the technological
level and expertise, dem and for electricity, its financial condition, environ
m ental condition, national policy, and so on.
— Each country w ill choose the type and size o f reactor it needs in o rd er to
m axim ize benefits.
T herefore, countries w ith broad experience and technical expertise in the con
struction and operation o f nuclear pow er plants, and w ith large electricity generation
capacity and heavy dem and for electricity, m ay p refer to build large evolutionary
reactors, such as the A B B -C om bustion E ngineering System 8 0 + , the A dvanced
Boiling W ater R eactor, N 4, o r CO N V O Y .
In the m eantim e, developing countries, particularly new com ers in the nuclear
pow er area, m ay choose sm all size passive reactors, such as the A P600, SBW R, or
PIU S, w hich are relatively easy to construct and operate, and entail m odest construc
tion costs. M ost im portant they are designed to be inherently safe and sim ple. In
addition, public acceptance of. these advanced reactors w ill b e positive w ith an
im proved level o f safety and econom y.
T hese factors m ay provide a turning point fo r nuclear pow er by perm itting it
to play a m ajor role in supplying electricity throughout the w orld, and the w orld
nuclear m arket w ill becom e as strong as w e have hoped it to be.
T herefore, developed countries advanced in the nuclear area, w ith their
technical expertise and capital, should play a leading role in the developm ent o f
advanced reactors through active international co-operation w ith developing
countries, so that all countries in the w orld can share the benefits o f nuclear pow er.
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W e have heard P. B âcher tell us at this Sym posium that, w ithin a few years,
any differences betw een requirem ents in the U SA and E urope w ill b e fully identified,
understood and, except for a few , elim inated. T his is probably too g reat a challenge
o v er such a short tim e and I am personally convinced that harm onization o f detailed
safety requirem ents betw een countries cannot be achieved w ithout industrial con
vergence. H ow ever, w e can perhaps try to have converging approaches and
philosophies.
In F rance and G erm any, a step has been taken in this direction by the defini
tion, in 1993, o f a com m on safety approach fo r future PW R s, w hich w as agreed by
th e F rench and G erm an safety authorities. U p to now , a F rench plant w ould not have
been ju dged to be acceptable in G erm any and a G erm an plant w ould not have been
ju d g ed acceptable in F rance ow ing to differences concerning safety practices.
T he developm ent o f the E uropean P ressurized W ater R eactor (EPR) by E lec
tricité de F rance, a group o f G erm an utilities and N uclear P ow er International — a
jo in t venture o f F ram atom e and Siem ens — has been accepted by the F rench and
G erm an safety authorities. T hese authorities, w ho have h ad long term , in-depth
discussions concerning safety problem s, decided in 1992 to m ake a jo in t assessm ent
o f E P R safety options and define a com m on safety approach for future PW Rs.
O n the basis o f com m on w o rk by their supporting technical organizations
(Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire and the G esellschaft fü r R eaktorsicherheit), an approach w as proposed by the groups o f experts and adopted by the
F rench and G erm an safety authorities in m id -1993.
T he principal features o f this com m on approach, w hich at this stage is rath er
philosophical, are the follow ing:
(1)

T he design o f a new generation o f PW R plants, w ith the first plants operating
around the year 2005. F o r this new series o f plants to operate at the beginning
o f the next decade, it is recognized that the best w ay is to derive their design
in an evolutionary m anner from existing plants. A t the sam e tim e, a significant
im provem ent in safety at the design stage appears necessary, ow ing to better
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consideration o f the problem s related to severe accidents, not only in the short
term but also in the long term , because o f the potential contam ination o f large
areas by long life fission products. It is believed that this significant step is
possible in an evolutionary m anner if due consideration is given to the lessons
learned from operating experience and from probabilistic studies perform ed
for existing plants, as w ell as the results o f safety research, notably on severe
accidents.
(2)

Defence in depth rem ains the fundam ental principle for the safety o f nuclear
p ow er plants o f the next generation. F o r these plants, a general objective is to
reinforce their defence in depth.

(3)

D esign im provem ents w ill be derived from operating experience and the use
o f probabilistic studies. F o r exam ple, m ore attention has to b e paid to shut
dow n states, w ith p articular allow ance for the specific operating m odes
required during shutdow n periods. M aintenance conditions also have to be
im proved as they appear to be the source o f im portant individual and collective
doses and also the origin o f significant incidents.

(4)

C oncerning the dem onstration o f safety, an im portant objective is the reduction
o f individual and collective doses for w o rk ers, largely linked to m aintenance
and in-service inspection activities. F o r accident situations w ithout core m elt,
there shall be no necessity fo r protective m easures for people living in the
vicinity o f the dam aged plant (no evacuation and no sheltering) and, for low
pressure core m elt situations, only very lim ited protective m easures w ould
have to be im plem ented in area and tim e.
T o deal w ith com plex situations, a probabilistic safety assessm ent (PSA)
m ust be conducted beginning at the design stage, including at least internal
events. T his PSA w ould indicate the probabilities o f core m elt sequences w ith
a view to the possible consequences o f different types o f core m elt situations
on the containm ent function.

(5)

Im plem entation o f im provem ents in the defence in depth o f nuclear pow er
plants o f the next generation should, as a result, lead to the achievem ent, as
stated in INS A G -3 *, o f a global probability o f co re m elt o f less than 10~5 per

(6)

plant operating year, uncertainties and all types o f failures and hazards being
taken into account.
A s a design goal, accident situations w hich w ould lead to large early releases
have to be practically eliminated, that is to say, w hen they cannot b e consid
ered as being physically im possible, design provisions have to b e taken to rule
them out. T his concerns:
— C ontainm ent bypass (an exam ple o f design provisions is the choice o f an ade
quate piping design pressure);

1 INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Basic Safety Principles for
Nuclear Power Plants, Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3, IAEA, Vienna (1988).
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— Shutdow n states w ith open containm ent building;
— R eactivity accidents through the introduction o f cold or deborated w ater;
— H igh pressure core m elt situations (w hich m ust be tran sferred to low pressure
core m elt situations w ith high reliability);
— G lobal detonation and in-vessel and ex-vessel steam explosions capable o f
threatening containm ent integrity.
(7)

Low pressure core m elt situations m ust, on the other hand, be dealt w ith so
that the associated m axim um conceivable release w ould necessitate only very
lim ited protective m easures in area and tim e. T his w ould be expressed by not
carrying out perm anent relocation, having no need for em ergency evacuation
outside the im m ediate vicinity o f the plant, having only lim ited sheltering, and
no long term restrictions on the consum ption o f food. T hese have the follow ing
im m ediate im plications:
— T here shall be no path o f direct leakage from the containm ent building to the
outside.
— T he advantages and draw backs o f a spray system m ust be duly considered.
— Residual heat m ust be rem oved from the containm ent building w ithout a vent
ing device; for this function, a last resort heat rem oval system m ust be
installed. T his system should preferably be passive w ith respect to its prim ary
circuit inside the containm ent.
— T he containm ent building m ust be designed to w ithstand a global deflagration
o f the m axim um am ount o f hydrogen w hich could be contained in this building
in the course o f core m elt accidents. In addition provision m ust be m ade with
respect to local detonations and to the possibility o f deflagration to detonation
transition sequences.
— Penetration o f the basem at o f the containm ent building by a corium m ust be
avoided, as this phenom enon could im ply significant releases and lasting co n 
tainm ent o f underground w ater and the subsoil. D ue consideration m ust also
be given to the possibility o f pouring highly contam inated w ater from the
sum ps into the subsoil.

T he E PR project has now produced w hat is called the Conceptual Safety
F eatures Review F ile, w hich the F rench and G erm an safety authorities w ill jointly
exam ine during the com ing m onths and discuss com prehensively w ith the industry.
T he objective is to obtain m ore detailed com m on requirem ents applicable to this
project.
In conclusion, as com plem entary com m ents, I w ould like to underline three
points:
— T he necessary im provem ent o f safety does not deal only w ith severe accidents;
an objective such as the reduction o f individual and collective doses seem s as
im portant as the protection o f the public.
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— T he real problem in the case o f severe accidents is not the need for o r
avoidance o f tem porary lim ited evacuation, b u t fo r E uropean sites it is linked
to large scale contam ination o f the soil and food chains. In that sense, it w ould
b e m isleading to speak o f no significant off-site radiological im pact in the
short term .
— A new vocabulary has to be defined. F o r exam ple, ‘containm ent design
m easures for beyond design basis accidents’ w ill not help public
understanding.
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Panel:
Regulatory Experience and Views on Safety Aspects
of Advanced Reactors
Summary o f Panel

T here is agreem ent that in general the safety o f nuclear pow er plants is im prov
ing. It appears that existing plants are generally m eeting the goals in IN SA G -3 [1]
and that the next generation o f nuclear pow er plants w ill be able to m eet the goals
o f IN SA G -5 [2]. T he im provem ent in safety appears to b e the resu lt o f th e com bined
efforts o f industry and the regulatory bodies, o f continued R & D , as w ell as the result
o f international interest and discussion.
M ost participants seem ed to agree th at severe accidents should b e considered
in the design o f advanced nuclear pow er plants. It w as less clear w hether such
accidents should b e considered as design basis events. Som e proposed that only
realistically conceivable severe accidents should be included. H ow ever, it was
apparent that these w ords could have different m eanings to different organizations.
M ention w as m ade o f the need for additional effort to obtain international
consensus on severe accident source term s and the m ethodology to calculate the
associated consequences and risks.
It w as pointed out that w hen experts refer to param eters such as ‘co re dam age
frequency’, they should be careful to indicate w hether such factors as external
events, shutdow n states, sabotage, e tc., are included.
A question w as raised as to w hether regulatory bodies consider costs in
establishing regulatory requirem ents. N o consensus on this question w as apparent
from the discussion.
T here is extensive co-operation am ong the nuclear regulatory
countries. This co-operation should be continued for the purpose
regulatory approaches. Sym posia, such as this one organized by
hosted by the K orea E lectric P ow er C orporation betw een industry

bodies o f many
o f harm onizing
the IA EA and
and regulators,

are im portant in achieving international harm onization.
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A b s tra c t
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND APPROACHES FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF
ADVANCED REACTORS IN WESTERN EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA.
The deployment of nuclear energy faces stagnation in Western European and North
American countries as a result of ‘barriers’ that have appeared over the years. Such barriers
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were identified in the areas of economics, public acceptance, energy policy, technology,
licensing and regulations, as well as the environment and waste disposal. They are institutional
rather than technical and originate from all sectors of society: industry, government, the
authorities and the public. However, it is up to the nuclear community, and particularly the
industry (i.e. utilities and nuclear vendors), to take the initiative and the leadership role for
the most significant approaches to overcome these barriers. These approaches include concen
tration of efforts; lowering of costs and financial risks; extensive use of the experience
accumulated so far; clear setting of priorities and long term, global consideration of the energy
issue; encouraging an appropriate, stable regulatory environment and harmonization of
general safety objectives and principles; and adequate, globally consistent and clear informa
tion to the public. If approaches have to be addressed by groups outside the nuclear commu
nity, the nuclear industry should stimulate these groups in the appropriate areas and ways.
Also within the prime responsibility of the nuclear community are the following: the safe oper
ation of existing plants; making available all necessary information to the public, the media
and political leaders; supporting the development and execution of national energy policies;
supporting authorities in improving regulatory processes; taking all measures to improve the
economics of nuclear power; and pursuing plans for the safe disposal of radioactive wastes.
Governments should place energy issues at the appropriate priority level and encourage the
establishment of an equally favourable environment for nuclear energy, including a greater
consensus among controversial opinion representatives. Finally, authorities should establish
reasonable, transparent and predictable regulatory environments. The paper describes the
barriers in a systematic way and proposes appropriate measures to overcome them.

1.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

N uclear pow er is relatively young, but nevertheless its technology is w ell
established in m any countries; the operational records o f com m ercial plants in
W estern countries vary betw een being satisfactory and excellent. T he environm ental
im pact o f nuclear p ow er is sm all: radiation doses to non-occupationally exposed p er
sons are w ell below the natural background and nuclear stations em it no greenhouse
gases. T he quantities o f (highly) radioactive w astes accum ulated to date are sm all,
but have to be safely stored for very long tim es; the related questions raised are m ore
o f an intellectual o r political nature than o f an insoluble technical nature. A series
o f incidents and a few accidents have occurred, w hich, how ever, have never led to
deaths, at least prior to the C hernobyl accident. T he level o f objective safety am ong
com m ercial nuclear pow er plants in W estern E urope and N orth A m erica is very
high.
N evertheless nuclear energy — at least in m ost W estern countries — is
experiencing difficulties. T he grow th curve o f installed nuclear p ow er, once very
steep (betw een 1970 and 1985 an average 20% increase annually, o r a doubling tim e
o f five years), is practically flat and at present w ell below the forecasts o f the last
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decade. This is due to a lack o f need for base load additions and follow s global eco 
nom ic developm ent forecasts. T he grow th being achieved currently is due to the
com m issioning o f new plants in a few countries (e.g. in F ran ce, Japan and the
Republic o f K orea), but is increasingly being m oderated by the decom m issioning o f
existing older plants.
T o sim ply blam e this crisis on the T hree M ile Island (TM I) and C hernobyl
accidents and on the resulting public fears and opposition w ould b e sim plistic. This
paper attem pts to identify the m ultiple causes o f the problem s in a m o re system atic
w ay and to list possible solutions that:
— L ogically result from the nature o f the corresponding problem s, or
— H ave been already applied in the countries considered in this paper, or
— A re planned in the fram ew ork o f larg er strategic ‘nuclear revival
p ro g ram m es’.
F o r this purpose, a m atrix o f barriers to the further deploym ent o f nuclear
energy versus groups o f interest facing o r originating problem s w as used as a w o rk 
ing tool. A lthough not guaranteeing com pleteness, this approach allow ed the authors
to identify com m on problem s am ong groups (and also interactions betw een them ) or
interdependences am ong categories o f problem s.
T his paper represents the collective opinion o f a w orking group; inform ation
and raw data w ere provided by the w orking group m em bers. T he opinions expressed
reflect prim arily th e situation in the countries represented in the w orking group,
nam ely, C anada, F rance, G erm any, Italy, Sw itzerland, the U nited K ingdom and the
USA. H ow ever, ow ing to the different situations encountered in these countries and
the w orking g ro u p ’s level o f understanding o f problem s in other W estern countries,
the general findings o f this rep o rt can be considered as being representative o f the
overall situation in W estern countries.

2.

C A T E G O R IE S O F C A U SES O F BA RRIERS

The problem s identified in this study can be grouped into the follow ing
categories:

Acceptance:

‘Public acceptance’ in its broader m eaning w as addressed.
T he attitudes o f the population, b u t also o f political leaders,
governm ent agencies and non-governm ental organizations
w ere taken into account. Specific aspects o f socio-political
phenom ena (public fears, tru st in expert judgem ent, political
and business interests) have been considered, along w ith
questions o f inform ation (e.g. confusion ow ing to contradic
tory inform ation from different sources on a given topic).
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The question o f the existence o f official national and regional
policies that can affect the deploym ent o f particular energy
system s w as addressed. In p articu lar, one question was
w hether the lack o f such a policy can be a b arrier. F urther,
specific goals o f existing policies and the driving forces
(econom y, environm ent protection and conservation o f
resources) w ere looked at.

Licensing/regulations: T he attitude o f regulators tow ards new plants based either on
proven o r new , unproved o r undem onstrated technologies,
the advantages o f standardization and pre-construction
review and certification, and the lack o f harm onization o f
regulations w ere exam ined. A ll regulations related to nuclear
energy (safety, health and the environm ent), and — on a
m ore technical level — the question o f experience accum u
lated w ith w ell proven technologies and the lim its o f

Technology:

(probabilistic) safety analyses w ere taken into account.
T he im portance o f both p roven technology and new features,
com ponents and processes used in advanced nuclear pow er
system s and the perception o f the respective m erits and dis
advantages o f both hum an intervention and ‘p assivity’ w ere
exam ined. Belonging here are further aspects related to the
feasibility and reliability o f novel concepts, the value o f
‘expert ju d g em en t’ and siting related questions.

Economics:

Both m acroeconom ic and m icroeconom ic aspects w ere con
sidered. Q uestions o f com petitiveness, investm ent risk and
financing w ere the m ain criteria. F u rth er aspects w ere the
econom ic strength o f utilities and industry and adequate
m eans for consistently assessing com peting energy system s.

Environment/wastes

T he environm ental im pact o f nuclear energy during norm al
operation (em issions) and under abnorm al conditions (severe
accidents and their consequences), as w ell as the issue o f
w aste disposal and related questions, w ere considered in this
category.

Problem s identified w ithin a certain category o f causes can b e influenced by
problem s em erging prim arily elsew here: in this sense, econom ic problem s m ay have
their origin in energy policy aspects, w hich m ay also influence problem s related to
licensing and regulations. In turn, public acceptance can in som e cases dictate p oliti
cal decisions and thus be reflected in national o r regional energy policies. Such
interrelations a re indicated in the text w herever possible.
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GROUPS FACING/ORIGINATING BARRIERS

T he groups o f interest, w hich by their behaviour o r decisions could create
b arriers, but also can them selves confront those problem s, w ere divided into six
categories:

Utilities:

N o distinction w as m ade betw een large and sm all, state
ow ned o r private utilities and utility sponsored associa
tions. 1

Industry:

This includes vendors (m anufacturers o f nuclear system s),
architect and engineering (AE) co m p an ie s.1

Authorities:

Safety, public health and environm ental protection authori
ties w ith both regulating and licensing responsibilities w ere

Public/media:

considered h e r e .1
T he m ass m edia, both as inform ation carriers and opinion
m akers, w as considered here. T he general public plays an
im portant role w here the legal fram ew ork allow s for direct
participation in decision m aking; its role as an electoral body

Politicians/
governments:

that influences political leaders w as also exam ined.
T he distinction betw een politicians w ith governm ental
responsibilities and those in the opposition was m ade
w herever relevant; in particular, the role o f governm ents in
establishing both national (energy) policies and the fram e

w ork for the functioning o f authorities w as considered.
Dedicated opponents: In this category are political o r extrapolitical groups that
favour o r dem and a reduction o r phase o u t o f nuclear energy,
typically based on a ‘g ree n ’ o r anti-technological philosophy
o r political system . T heir consideration separately from , say,
‘politicians’ o r ‘the m edia’, is justified by the fact that to date
(at least from the point o f view o f nuclear energy proponents)
they have opposed any proposed solution; unless they lose
their public support, they thus constitute a ‘p erm an en t’
barrier.
In this case again, strong interactions can be observed betw een different
interested groups: dedicated opponents influence the public and the m edia; in som e
countries, utilities collaborate w ith industry and thus w ork tow ard com m on strategic
goals; utilities, on the other hand, strongly depend on regulators w ho, in turn, o p er
ate in a fram ew ork established by governm ents. Such interdependences are indicated
in the text w herever possible.
1
Research institutes and associations or parts thereof are also included in the
corresponding group that sponsors their work.
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4.

BA RRIERS

4 .1 .

A ccep tan ce
L ack o f public acceptance is not a problem specific to nuclear energy; it affects

m any new and advanced technologies. F urther, it is an international phenom enon,
w ithout borders, especially in E urope; countries w ithout acceptance problem s have
little assurance that they w ill rem ain ‘undisturbed nuclear islan d s’ in the long term .
O n the other hand, it is evident that positive exam ples o r signals from beyond their
borders can have positive effects in alm ost all countries.
U tilities generally support public inform ation efforts to im prove the factual
understanding o f nuclear technology and o f the beneficial role o f nuclear pow er.
They typically avoid ‘lobbying’ until careful econom ic and natural resource assess
m ents clearly show nuclear as a preferred electricity generation source. O nce com 
m itted to a nuclear program m e, utilities actively pursue public inform ation on the
societal benefits o f the nuclear option — in order to p reserve the investm ents m ade.
H ow ever, they are generally reluctant to em bark on new nuclear generation because
o f institutional b arriers, even w hen evaluation o f present conditions show s the
nuclear option to be preferable; this has been show n clearly by recent decisions that
favour fossil energy sources despite global w arm ing and air pollution concerns.
R eactor designers claim ing o r im plying that their design is the only safe one,
o r denigrating other design options for their ow n com m ercial advantage, play on
public fears and create a m ajor obstacle to any fair assessm ent o f nuclear p o w er’s
future. U se o f term s like ‘super-safe’, ‘inherently safe’, etc., by vendors an d /o r
research institutes and laboratories is usually technically incorrect, creates false
expectations and thereby underm ines the fair assessm ent o f options.
T he general tendency o f the m edia to em phasise controversy and focus on
public fears o f technology generally, and nuclear pow er specifically, dom inates the
debate on nuclear pow er: it creates an im balance in public perception that fails to
recognize o r consider adequately the benefits and risk-related trad e-o ff advantages
o f nuclear pow er. F urther, the m edia generally fail to contribute to a b etter u nder
standing o f all risk sources and how society should w eigh risks and benefits. T his
is an obstacle to any technology facing strong o r em otional public fears or
m isunderstanding.
Public concern currently concentrates on issues o f safety and ecological
dam age:
— H ealth dam age from radioactive em issions;
— H ealth and ecological risks associated w ith a potential m ajor accident;
— Safe disposal/storage o f radioactive w astes, plant decom m issioning and the
potential burden on future generations;
— Econom ic com petitiveness o f nuclear pow er.
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In addition, som e circles express concern regarding:
— P roliferation issues;
— Potential involvem ent o f nuclear installations in terro rist acts.
H ow ever, public attitudes can sw itch quickly w hen confronted w ith other problem s,
o r as soon as benefits are recognized, as happened recently in Sw eden, w here the
beginning o f the phase out o f nuclear pow er plants has been postponed.
Politicians have, in principle, a leadership role w hen lack o f public understand
ing im pedes a good public policy. G ood leaders also recognize that priorities m ust
b e set regarding public initiatives in controversial areas, o r no progress can be m ade.
H ow ever, w hile som etim es politicians concede personally the value o f nuclear
p ow er, they are unw illing o r unable to risk defending it publicly until the energy
situation dictates high p riority, o r until public opinion im proves. Som etim es a w rong
appreciation o f the real public attitude results in an unnecessarily cautious attitude
o f politicians and governm ents tow ards nuclear pow er.
M any, but not all, nuclear opponents put different w eight on the benefits o f
nuclear pow er w ith respect to conservation o f natural resources, and to environm en
tal issues, such as clean air, reduction o f greenhouse gases, etc. M ost dedicated
opponents are not w illing to consider the possibility that long term and especially
global energy needs cannot be m et forever w ith conservation and renew ables.
B arriers result therefore from a lack o f balance betw een needed im provem ents in
conservation, renew ables, dem and side m anagem ent (D SM ), e tc ., and needed
additions in base load capacity. M oreover, opponents consider that m ajor base load
additions underm ine progress on conservation, renew ables and D SM , and criticize
in som e cases these base load additions as a m eans to augm ent electricity exports.
4 .2 . N a tio n a l policies
In m any countries, a clear governm ent energy policy is lacking. In others, a
national energy policy exists, but is either too general o r too w eak (i.e. lack o f objec
tives o r com m itm ents) to usefully influence new capacity decisions; lack o f a clear
energy policy can discourage new capacity additions w hich require a long lead tim e
and th erefore a stable policy. F urtherm ore, a clear endorsem ent with a sufficiently
b road national consensus on nuclear energy as a realistic choice fo r new capacity is
often absent.
U tilities are generally responsible fo r providing a reliable electricity supply,
and industry for providing a technically safe and reliable product according to the
requirem ents o f custom ers and regulators. U tilities and industry are not responsible
for setting national energy policy, but often provide inform ation and recom m enda
tions. N evertheless, w ithout a long term energy policy, w ithout a clear and recog
nized need fo r new capacity in the short term and w ithout clear econom ic incentives,
nuclear deploym ent is typically postponed o r ignored. O n the other hand, if planning
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is delayed, the nuclear option m ay by default no longer be available, ow ing to the
lack o f sufficient lead tim e.
Because o f w eaknesses in national energy policies an d /o r the apparent lack o f
need for near term capacity additions, the nuclear m anufacturing base m ay lack
incentives (and som etim es capital) for new developm ent. A stop-and-go o r unstable
policy, o r lack o f any policy, m akes survival for an advanced technology, capital
intensive industry very difficult. R eplacem ent o f old er plants m ay not be sufficient
to sustain the nuclear industry as currently configured; w ith an average plant life o f
40 years, the replacem ent business w ould m ean a m ere repetition o f the ups and
dow ns o f the past. N uclear vendors and A Es tend either to diversify o r to look o v er
seas for nuclear construction m arkets. T hese steps, how ever, help to sustain both the
industrial capability and the indu stry ’s interest in nuclear R& D only on a short term
basis. O n the other hand, nuclear export and trad e policies can inhibit nuclear indus
try m arkets. F o r national research institutes and industry in general, focusing on
diversification or overseas m arkets can result in a loss o f national support for dom es
tic R & D program m es and loss o f active input to national reacto r designs.
A uthorities do not establish national energy policies, b ut they do develop and
im plem ent safety regulations based thereon that can act as b arriers in som e cases.
W ith that caveat, lack o f a clear and supportive nuclear energy policy results in:
— L ack o f direction to authorities to rem ove unnecessary obstacles to future
nuclear pow er, i.e. lack o f direction to create stable and consistent licensing
processes;
— L ack o f clear, consistent and science based policy on public health and safety;
— L ack o f consistent safety goals for all industry branches that place greatest
regulatory controls on the greatest public risks and reduce over-regulation o f
safer industries, o r o f safer system s w ithin an industry.
F u rth er, national energy policies do not sufficiently encourage consistent nuclear
safety regulations betw een countries, thus contributing to a lack o f consistency in the
approval o f safety features in reactor design, licensing processes, etc.
In m any countries, the need for a com prehensive and integrated energy policy
has not received adequate attention from the public/m edia. A g reat deal o f pub
lic/m edia attention focuses on specific aspects o f national energy strategy, including
acceptability o f nuclear pow er, acid rain, oth er environm ental co n cern s,2 etc.,
alm ost alw ays em phasizing conservation over im proved new capacity:
— T he public does not perceive energy supply as an im portant national problem ,
unless im m ediate energy supply shortages an d /o r increasing prices occur.
A fter such events, public interest m ay be short-lived, and governm ents have
often responded to public pressures w ith short term fixes, o r only to specific
2
The Chernobyl accident seems to be the origin of a significant increase in public
attention to environmental aspects.
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issues o f interest, and have not presented a balanced p icture o f energy needs
and priorities.
— E nergy policy, by its nature, is com plex and long term /strategic. By their
nature, both the public and the m edia focus on near term issues, and therefore
find it difficult to grasp energy issues in a balanced m anner. A s exam ples, the
coal m ine issues in the U nited K ingdom and G erm any, and the conservation
and renew ables issues in all countries, present com plex trade-offs that defy
easy solutions.
A ctions creating strong legal barriers to nuclear energy and other advanced
technologies w ere often taken in countries w ith m echanism s for direct public partici
pation in the law -m aking process (e.g. an initiative process); a strong legal fram e
w o rk supporting legal intervention has had sim ilar results. In som e countries, such
direct public input has influenced o r overridden national policies on energy or
nuclear pow er.
In m any countries, politicians have not paid sufficient attention to developing
and im plem enting m ore com prehensive energy policies. It is rem arkable that w hen
addressing global energy problem s, politicians tend to ignore nuclear energy,
although alm ost all o f them understand that nuclear pow er is the only base load
generating option not producing greenhouse gases; this w as m ost evident during the
U nited N ations C onference on E nvironm ent and D evelopm ent in Rio de Janeiro in
1992. Som e governm ents believe that a satisfactory energy position will result from
leaving it to the m arket only. In certain cases, political view s o f public requirem ents
on energy policy in general, and nuclear energy in particular, w ere defined by non
governm ental organizations, o r unduly influenced by hasty public/m edia reactions.
In m any countries, public acceptance o f nuclear p ow er can be m uch higher than poli
ticians assum e, especially if public opinion is obtained in w ays that encourage a
b ro ad er consideration o f all options and o f all benefits and risks.
In m any cases, progress on (or further barriers to) energy policy occurs n ear
election tim e. T his has both positive and negative im plications fo r overall attention
to energy issues, but frequently results in confusion, short sighted positions and post
ponem ent o f decisions. F inally, state, provincial, o r other local policies on nuclear
issues are often not consistent w ith national energy policy.
D edicated opponents o f nuclear pow er cannot be stereotyped according to one
point o f view . Som e exhibit zealous opposition to nuclear energy in any form ; others
seem ingly act responsibly tow ard energy and environm ental concerns, but propose
energy policies that either exclude nuclear options, o r place them at a low priority.

4 .3 . L ic e n sin g /re g u la tio n s
T he lack o f stability and predictability in the licensing process and its com plex
ity are key b arriers to future nuclear deploym ent, both for utilities and for the nuclear
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industry. This includes, but is not lim ited to, the actual licensing process for a
specific design or plant. L ack o f stream lined licensing processes that allow all key
design and site decisions to be m ade before construction begins is a clear b arrier to
utility orders. In that sense, lack o f standardization in both designs and regulations
also creates instability and increased cost, thus underm ining the econom ic viability
o f nuclear pow er plants.
R egulatory authorities often lack the policy guidance o r w illingness to seek out
and achieve new objectives in the nuclear developm ent and licensing processes,
som etim es because o f lim ited resources. In som e cases, they are unable to resolve
open technical issues that have been studied fo r years o r decades, even w here techni
cal answ ers are available, but the consensus for regulatory closure has not con
verged. L ack o f closure perm its continuing instability in regulatory requirem ents.
H istorically, the ratchetting o f requirem ents for each successive unit o r design has
created uncertainty and increased cost.
In m ost countries, designs under review fo r regulatory approval have the costs
o f their regulatory review paid for by the industry (either the designer o r utility). The
regulator thus has little incentive to com plete th e review in a tim ely m anner.
L ack o f consistent regulations from country to country contributes to licensing
instability. Inconsistencies an d /o r lack o f co-ordination betw een regulatory authori
ties w ithin the sam e country can also contribute to confusion. In som e cases, p e r
petual differences w ithin a given country prev en t resolution o f issues needed for
deploym ent. Exam ples o f such national authorities w ith com peting o r overlapping
responsibilities include nuclear safety authorities, occupational safety authorities,
em ergency planning authorities, environm ental authorities, public health organiza
tions, regional authorities, legislative bodies, etc. T hese differences can persist even
if m any o r all o f them rep o rt to the sam e m inistry o r departm ent.
O w ing prim arily to a lack o f public understanding and consensus on acceptable
risks o r on an acceptable risk -co st-b e n efit balance, safety authorities in m ost coun
tries generally decline to take an active role in establishing consistent, stable, dem on
strable and achievable standards o f safety for the assessm ent o f advanced reactor
designs. T he goal o f achieving such standards can b e difficult for the nuclear safety
authority to establish w ithout support and leadership from the national governm ent.
N evertheless, credibility o f the nuclear regulatory authority w ith the public is
crucial to the safe and successful operation o f the nuclear industry. O ften the m edia
contributes to unnecessary scepticism or loss o f confidence in the ability and com m it
m ent o f the regulatory authorities to protect the health and safety o f the public.
C onfusion is generated in the m edia and the public o ver the com plexities o f the
licensing process, exacerbated by inconsistencies w ithin and am ong national regula
tory authorities. T hese inconsistencies are not lim ited to reactor design regulations,
but also include radiological lim its, w aste m anagem ent, etc. H ow ever, even w ith
international recom m endations, th e re has been little success at reducing these incon
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sistencies because governm ents often feel obliged to set up increasingly stringent or
country-unique regulations.
In that sense, in som e countries politicians and governm ent bodies (legislative,
executive agencies, etc.) send m ixed and confusing m essages to the regulatory
authorities (not only in nuclear m atters) on w hat is expected and how im portant
issues o f public interest should be approached. Sim ilarly, m ixed m essages originate
from different view s betw een national level and regional/state authorities. In som e
countries, the legal authority o f the federal governm ent and o f the regional/state
governm ent ov er nuclear m atters is not w ell defined o r, if defined, is not follow ed
in practice. In extrem e cases, licensing processes w ere blocked by regional/state
governm ents, even after regulatory approval w as obtained. U ltim ately, regulatory
uncertainty arises from the inherent conflict o f a regulatory agency that is intended
to b e independent o f political influence, and the role o f the national governm ent and
legislative bodies in establishing law s and im plem enting policy for nuclear
technology.
In m any cases, very costly im pacts from regulatory decisions w ere caused by
o r have originated from political pressure, interventions by dedicated opponents, etc.
F u rth e r, dedicated opponents attem pt to underm ine the reg u la to r’s authority and
credibility as a m eans o f obstructing nuclear pow er:
— In m any countries, attem pts to im prove the licensing process through m oderni
zation, application o f new analysis techniques and im proved w orking relation
ships betw een reg ulator and regulated are interpreted by dedicated opponents
as the regulator being ‘so ft’ o r ‘in bed w ith the in d u stry ’.
— D edicated opponents typically dem and m uch m ore stringent an d /o r additional
safety regulations that are not justified by health and safety o r technical rea
sons, o r a re im possible to im plem ent. F ailure to im plem ent the dem ands is
usually portrayed as evidence o f a ‘w eak reg u la to r’.

4 .4 . T ec hnology
U tilities p refer proven technologies that ensure continuity in both enterprises
and in frastructure, take full advantage o f past experience, avoid personnel retraining
and reduce p roject risks. W ithout valid safety concerns o ver cu rren t o r evolutionary
designs, there is little incentive fo r utilities to sw itch to novel, ‘m ore secu re’ con
cepts requiring a full scale prototype. M oreover, unsubstantiated claim s o f ‘super
safe’ future reactors could unnecessarily jeopardize the continued operation o f exist
ing plants and th e acceptability o f any advanced nuclear design b ased on p ro v en tech
nology. U tilities, how ever, are not a priori against all revolutionary new concepts.
T hey do insist on proven technology in the near term , expressing strong p reference
for designs not depending on the construction o f full scale prototypes. U tilities
rem ain interested in m ore futuristic, unproved designs as further options at a later
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date, and generally encourage R & D efforts on the m o re futuristic designs, provided
they do not have to finance them .
U tilities w ant designs that are safer, that better protect the huge investm ent
(e.g. designs that better defend against severe accidents in all areas: resistance,
prevention, m itigation), and — at least in som e countries — that w ould support the
reduction o r elim ination o f em ergency planning requirem ents. U tility com m itm ent
to these design requirem ents is sufficiently strong that a lack o f such features w ould
constitute a ‘b a rrie r’ to consideration o f any design option that does not address
them . U tilities also dem and sim pler designs w ith an im proved m an-m achine inter
face, that provides the operator w ith better inform ation and m ore tim e to respond
to abnorm al conditions. O w ing to the scarcity o f suitable sites in certain countries,
som e utilities are reluctant to consider sm all o r even m id-sized reactors, due, partly,
to the associated low er pow er density p er site. T his is particularly tru e for utilities
that see econom ies o f scale and projected load grow th to alw ays support capacity
additions in large (e.g. 1200-1400 M W (e)) capacity increm ents.
N uclear vendors and A E s are constrained to follow requirem ents fo r new
designs, both from utilities and regulators, w ithout necessarily having the benefit o f
a clear consensus betw een them . These som etim es com peting requirem ents consti
tute a b arrier to those designs that cannot find a m eans to address all inputs. A lso,
som e requirem ents can result in econom ic barriers to developing new technologies,
especially those departing significantly from previous product lines. R esearch insti
tutes perform ing nuclear R& D face sim ilar problem s. In addition, som e developers
o f new designs do not alw ays have a feeling for operational, econom ic and other
practical considerations. Even if im proved safety is a pre-condition for im proving
acceptance (an approach that has not alw ays been successful in the past) future
designs m ust rem ain affordable.
T he regulatory process is>not am enable to rapid changes in design and evalua
tion technology. F o r exam ple, digital softw are and m o d em piping design technolo
gies m ust go through extensive code and regulatory review before they can be
accepted. T he result is that new technology that is sufficiently proven for utility
acceptance is often not included in the design because regulatory approval lags
behind. R egulatory acceptance can be stalled for the m ore advanced designs for
w hich little o r no regulatory precedent currently exists. Som e aspects o f m id-size
‘passive’ advanced L W R s,3 for instance, require slightly new approaches to regula
tion. D esigns for the m ore distant future w ith m any m ore novel features, such as the
M H T G R o r PIU S, w ill require m uch m ore extensive regulatory developm ent.
T he general public does not understand nuclear technology, and has little
incentive to learn m o re about it. T he m edia m ay also create b arriers to better u n d er
standing o f nuclear pow er, having a tendency not to explain it adequately o r, in som e
3

programme.

For example, defined in the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) ALWR
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cases, to confuse civilian w ith m ilitary nuclear applications (either deliberately or
because the nuclear com m unity failed to com m unicate the difference). Som etim es
the m edia have difficulties distinguishing am ong the various nuclear technologies in
existence; as a result, the public lacks understanding, for exam ple, o f im portant
differences betw een RBM K and L W R designs and the underlying safety philosophy
and principles.
Finally, som e sections o f the m edia create inaccurate im pressions and false
hopes with regard to the safety, m aturity, econom ics and benefits to society o f the
m ore futuristic nuclear designs, o r from other energy options that may becom e avail
able, even w hen there is no assurance that these designs w ill reach com m ercial appli
cation. This is particularly a problem w hen optim ism for unproved design options
is presented in w ays that underm ine support for proven design options w ith a greater
likelihood o f near term deploym ent.4
G overnm ents in som e countries have traditionally played an active role in
influencing technology choices. In m ost cases, political influence in this area is
aim ed at supporting dom estic business, anticipating perceived trends in public o pin
ion, achieving im proved international trade positions, satisfying special interest
groups, etc. T oo frequently, scientific considerations such as optim izing safety and
econom ics are not given sufficient priority in this process. F u rth erm o re, heavy
lobbying by supporters o f individual designs, an d /o r lack o f political consensus often
result in political support fo r m ore design options than an individual country can
afford.
O ften, nuclear opponents endorse nuclear designs that are either uneconom ic
o r so futuristic that deploym ent is uncertain o r unlikely, and reject them if they
approach m aturity. This type o f endorsem ent gives the im pression that these oppo
nents are not com pletely anti-nuclear. T he result can be policies that im pede proven
nuclear technology by diverting resources, and create false hopes in the public.
4 .5 . E con o m ics
F orem ost, utilities m ust be convinced that nuclear pow er will be com petitive
w ith other base load options before they w ill consider it. This is com plicated by the
uncertainties and risks associated w ith predicting future design costs, fuel costs,
inclusion o f ‘externalities’ by governm ent policy, etc. P rivatization, m ovem ent
tow ard independent pow er producers, electricity sàles across national boundaries,
etc., w ill all w ork tow ard assuring that econom ic com petitiveness will be p re
em inent in future capacity decisions. In this context, the ability to finance — clarifi
cation o f ow nership and financing — m ust also be addressed.
4
A number of more futuristic options must still be explored. However, it must be
made clear to the public that exploring these options does not imply that these energy systems
can be made available in the near term.
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It has been universally recognized that poorly controlled, unreasonable and
unpredictable licensing processes and uncertainty in bringing com pleted projects to
com m ercial operation create huge econom ic risks that have inhibited new orders.
L ack o f standardization in both design and operation has led to higher costs and
hence to reduced com petitiveness.
A utility precondition for any nuclear technology is cost-com petitive design.
T his condition does not com prom ise safety, but dem ands that only those safe designs
o f the future that are also econom ic w ill be ordered. This em phasis on econom ics
applies to both capital and operations and m aintenance (O& M ) costs, including backfitting, w ith increasing utility em phasis recently on O & M cost reduction. In consid
ering nuclear design options, the econom ic risk from possible decisions to deploy
entirely new designs for w hich little o r no operating experience exists — the cost
penalty associated w ith rejecting proven technology and starting all o v er again — is
likely to be unacceptable to m ost utilities o r governm ents.
M any nuclear industries suffer from a lack o f dom estic o rd ers; this has
inhibited needed capital flow to developm ent program m es for im proved designs that
are sufficiently detailed to perm it firm orders. U ncertainty about the retu rn o f invest
m ent in product developm ent m akes industry hesitant. Som e relief for this situation
has been obtained from international sales o f new plants and the nuclear service
business.
L icensing authorities generally place top p rio rity on safety considerations, w ith
econom ics playing a m ore m arginal role. A s a result, there is som etim es a lack o f
appreciation o f the econom ic im pact o f regulatory decisions, and often little w illing
ness to look at o r prioritize new requirem ents on the basis o f co sts-b en efit. T he clear
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FIG. 1. Evolution o f government R&D budgets fo r nuclear energy in IEA countries [1].
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b enefits o f establishing nuclear safety authorities w ho are independent o f nuclear
energy advocacy has one negative im pact in this area: safety authorities are not
accountable for the econom ic im pact o f their decisions. (N ote, how ever, that safety
authorities in som e countries place m ore em phasis on evaluating econom ic im pacts
than do authorities in other countries.) T herefore, the regulator and the utilities are
often in disagreem ent over prioritization o f certain safety decisions based on their
relative im portance to safety (e.g. to cost trade-offs).
G overnm ent w illingness to fund an appropriate p o rtion o f the developm ent o f
nuclear energy is critical to the nuclear option. In som e countries, governm ents
support nuclear R & D ; in other countries there is virtually no such financial support.
T he overall tendency indicates a progressive disengagem ent o f governm ents based
partially on the m aturing o f the technology (see F ig. 1) [1].
M any o f the barriers to nuclear pow er erected by dedicated opponents are
focused on creating econom ic obstacles. D edicated opponents exploit the negative
econom ic im pact o f their actions on the plant ow ner and the taxpayer/ratepayer.
M oreover, they are not held sufficiently responsible o r accountable for their actions
and influences.
4 .6 . E n v iro n m e n t/w a ste s
In som e countries, utilities are reluctant to consider future nuclear orders until
the resolution o f the H L W issue becom es clearer. Som e governm ents (including
regional/state governm ents) have decided to link strongly the resolution o f w aste dis
posal issues w ith any consideration o f new nuclear capacity, o r even the renew al o f
existing plant operating licences. U ncertainty rem ains regarding policies on decom 
m issioning, decontam ination, dism antling o f nuclear reactors and associated costs.
In m ost countries, no single safety o r environm ental authority has full respon
sibility for resolving w aste issues and licensing w aste facilities. M oreover, regula
tory authorities have little experience and few established criteria, standards and
procedures for licensing H L W (and potentially, in som e countries, LLW ) disposal
facilities, as com pared w ith nuclear pow er plants. This situation presents
first-of-a-kind challenges. The tim e and resources needed to resolve these m atters
are likely sources o f frustration and o f a loss o f confidence by the public.
T he public typically appreciates the need fo r and requires the governm ent to
resolve w aste issues, but the ‘not in my back y ard ’ (NIM BY) syndrom e results in
strong local opposition to prospective w aste sites, often involving strong physical
opposition to exploratory and preparatory activities. G enerally, the public lacks a
balanced understanding o f the risks associated w ith nuclear w aste disposal (as is also
the case generally w ith public understanding o f relative risk). This problem is
exacerbated in som e countries by a lack o f easily traceable and understandable infor
m ation. A vailable inform ation is predom inantly o f a technical nature, giving laym en
little opportunity to put things in a broader perspective.
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D edicated opponents generally w ork tow ards establishing the resolution o f
nuclear w aste issues (especially for H LW ) as an absolute pre-condition to any
nuclear energy policy, but then w ork hard to oppose any solutions to nuclear w aste
disposal.
A few countries have established (or are considering) very stringent environ
m ental requirem ents for any future reactor design that w ould avoid the need for
em ergency planning o r evacuation o r that w ould specify no land contam ination from
potential accidents. In som e cases these stringent requirem ents are not founded on
a consistent policy o f public protection and are w orded in w ays that single out
nuclear pow er o r m ake any nuclear electricity generation im practical to approve/
construct.

5.

A PPR O A C H E S

5 .1 . A cc ep ta n ce
Industry, governm ent and m edia leaders continue to strive for the right balance
o f technical com m unications to the public on nuclear m atters. G eneral objectives
should include full public access to safety and perform ance issues, as w ell as util
ity/industry rights to convey technical inform ation appropriate to im prove public
understanding and acceptance. E fforts should focus on the net benefits o f nuclear
energy, and should em phasize that no harm has ev er occurred to the public from the
operation o f W estern nuclear pow er plants. T he practice o f reporting even m inor
incidents has proved to be a useful tool for identification o f safety relevant events
and thus for enhancing safety, especially in its w orld w ide application through the
W orld A ssociation o f N uclear O perators.
Public access to safety and perform ance inform ation is som etim es called
‘transparency’, and should be pursued aggressively by utilities/industry w ith the
objective o f telling the public w hat it needs and w ants to know , and o f earning the
respect o f th e public by being tim ely, thorough and honest in all com m unications,
especially com m unication o f operations and operating experience.
T ransparency has also com e to m ean ease o f understanding nuclear designs and
system s. It is im portant for advanced reactors to achieve increased design sim plicity
fo r im proved safety and ease o f operations. O nce achieved, sim plicity should be
com m unicated to the public in clear and understandable term s.
C om prehensive inform ation on nuclear pow er and related topics (other energy
technologies, econom ics, local, national and global energy needs, safety and health
issues, etc.) m ust be m ade available to the public, w ho will use it in the am ounts and
level o f detail w anted and needed. G enerally, the am ount o f inform ation available to
the public has been often extensive, but narrow in focus. T he basic philosophy, illus
trated by a few sim ple exam ples, is m ore im portant than technical details. T he p ro p er
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level o f detail is usually at the concept level, tailored to the needs o f different
audiences. T echnical details explained in sim ple and understandable w ays should,
how ever, rem ain available as backup inform ation for special interested groups.
F inally, this com prehensive inform ation m ust b e provided to the public in consistent
and accurate form , w ith co-ordination o f all sources.
It is im portant that political and governm ental leaders b e actively involved and
p rovide leadership on energy and related environm ental issues. In m any countries,
the public is com ing to expect their leaders to becom e m o re proactive in this dom ain.
N ot only should these leaders be involved in the com m unications on energy issues,
b ut they should be receptive to the w ealth o f related inform ation and analysis that
can and should be provided by utilities, industry, research institutes, etc.
R egarding new capacity decisions, utilities strive to b e fair and unbiased in
th eir decision m aking, and to base it on current safety and econom ic assessm ents o f
each option. N evertheless, utilities, industry and research institutes should ag g res
sively provide this sam e inform ation and analysis to the m edia, w ith focus on issues
o f greatest public interest. A n objective should b e to anticipate the direction in w hich
public concerns w ill be oriented at a certain tim e. Specific efforts should be m ade
by both industry and m edia to im prove the accuracy o f energy related inform ation
com ing through the m edia.
G overnm ent and regulatory leaders should m ake m ore effective use o f techni
cal experts, especially those w ith the practical and operational experience to address
w ith authority the best and m ost p ractical solutions to problem s and perceived public
concerns. It is im portant fo r leaders to nurture and support consensus building
am ong the cadre o f experts w ho are relied upon fo r inputs to policy decisions. This
should help im prove the public acceptability and credibility o f the scientific expertise
com ponent o f decision m aking.
Sim ilarly, governm ents should strive for g reater consensus not only am ong
scientific experts, but also leaders in energy, environm ental and econom ic fields, and
representatives o f b road public interest groups. Specifically, the dialogue started in
som e countries betw een nuclear energy proponents and som e environm ental leaders
as a result o f increased attention to the environm ental im pact o f fossil fuels has led
to a com m on recognition that nuclear energy is p art o f the potential solution to global
w arm ing and air quality concerns.
M ore research and basic understanding are needed in the area o f fundam ental
public perception related to nuclear pow er. This includes b etter analysis o f public
opinion, better understanding o f the underlying psychological factors and b etter
m eans o f effective com m unication. Such research could identify w ays to reduce irra 
tional fears and w ays to fundam entally im prove public understanding o f co st-b en efit
trade-offs in decision m aking.
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5.2. National policies
T here is general agreem ent that national energy policies are very beneficial —
if not necessary. Each governm ent approaches energy policy in a w ay that best fits
the needs o f its country. T he spectrum o f energy policies thus includes those w here
the law s o f the free energy m arket prevail; it also includes policies that foresee
stronger governm ent intervention. H aving this in m ind, the authors form ulate the
follow ing suggestions.
U tilities should w ork closely with governm ents to support the developm ent and
execution o f national energy strategies that balance new generation requirem ents
w ith safety and environm ental objectives, and should develop their ow n plans that
are consistent w ith national plans. F o r countries lacking any national strategy, utili
ties could, in co-operation w ith im portant consum ers, e.g . electricity intensive indus
tries, develop their ow n co-ordinated plan or policy for new electricity generation,
taking into account econom ics and other long term considerations, to facilitate the
developm ent o f national plans. W ithout co-operation from outside the nuclear com 
m unity, it w ill be hard to reach consensus on long term energy policy.
N ational leaders, authorities, and industry leaders m ust have the com m itm ent
to carry out this energy strategy, once developed and agreed to. L eaders should sup
po rt the fair consideration o f nuclear as one o f the options for new capacity; it should
be allow ed to com pete fairly on its m erits. This suggests im proved m ethods o r
criteria for ‘level playing field’ public policy decisions and b etter w ays for the public
to consider cost-b en efit trade-offs. F o r nuclear to com pete fairly on this basis,
leaders m ay need to m ake a special effort to explain and defend this policy to the
public.
G overnm ents m ust place energy issues at the appropriate priority level. F ac
tors to be considered in setting priorities should em phasize a long term perspective
and include the follow ing: availability o f indigenous natural resources and fuel, load
grow th expectations, age o f existing facilities, econom ic evaluation o f alternatives,
including renew ables, environm ental factors, etc.
G overnm ents should consider consolidating o r stream lining the decision m ak
ing process fo r nuclear pow er projects to perm it decisions prio r to m ajor investm ent.
This direction should protect the rights for public input, but encourage it earlier in
the process. It should also retain the appropriate balance betw een federal and
regional interests. The effort should be directed at reducing the enorm ous levels o f
overlap and redundancy that do not bring added value to the dem ocratic process, but
only tend to be sources o f delay and indecision. T he effort should also be directed
(insofar as possible) at gaining bipartisan consensus and assuring that once decisions
are m ade w ith all the inputs considered, they should be supported by all for the long
term (transcending changes in political leadership) for progress to be m ade.
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5.3. Licensing/regulations
U niversal com m itm ent is needed to attain a sufficiently stable and efficient
licensing process that ensures that decisions will be m ade in a reasonable period o f
tim e and that, once m ade, they w ill b e adhered to unless substantial new safety issues
dictate reconsideration. This stability and predictability are essential to public and
investor confidence, and to econom ic viability. T hey also im prove safety by reducing
the endless design changes that increase com plexity, confound o perator training and
introduce unanticipated new risks and increased costs.
— Specifically, utilities m ust be assured that the licensing process (including
design certification, siting, operating licence, etc.) w ill allow them to m inim ize
the tim e and cost betw een plant order and com m ercial operation. Concepts that
encourage com bined construction and operational approvals, o r pre-approval
o f standardized designs and sites are both w orthw hile approaches.
— T he licensing process should also force as m any approvals as possible early
in the process such that virtually all critical design and construction decisions
are taken p rio r to beginning construction. T his approach w ould require
advance agreem ent by all interested parties on the criteria to ju d g e that the
plant is built as authorized, using concepts sim ilar to the ‘inspections, tests,
analyses and acceptance criteria’ used in the USA.
N ote that it is im possible to establish this im proved process w ithout the com 
plete involvem ent of, and w illingness to contribute a m ajor effo rt by, all interested
parties, including utilities, industry, regulators, governm ent, public groups, etc.
T he licensing process m ust allow for and should encourage standardization by
establishing standard design criteria and by standard review processes. This allow s
approval o f standard designs that can be built w ithout re-review o f each application.
O perational experience can and should play a role in standardization considerations.
F u rth erm ore, regulatory involvem ent in standardization should be consistent with
the scope o f regulatory authority and not be overextended into standardizing the non
safety o r non-regulated portions o f the plant. Standardization in these areas should
b e the responsibility o f the utilities and/or industry rather than the regulators. Thus:
— It should be understood that standardization w ithin the licensing process does
not necessarily dictate only one, o r som e sm all set num ber o f designs; regula
tory review should allow for all designs for w hich strong m arket interest exists
w ithin the country involved. M arket forces will naturally lim it the num ber o f
standardized designs in a country so as to achieve the econom ic benefits o f
standardization.
— It should also be understood that standardization beyond the regulatory scope
— w ithin the purview o f the utilities — should be left voluntary in the legal
sense. Flexibility is needed to deal w ith obsolescence o f equipm ent, com petí-
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tive procurem ent o f com ponents, etc. Standardization o f the w hole plant and
life-cycle operation w ill naturally occur as a result o f econom ic incentives.
N ational authorities and regulatory bodies should w o rk together to reach
consistent technical and licensing positions, especially in those areas w here different
positions have been a source o f dispute o r public confusion. T he role o f international
organizations in initiating and facilitating this process has been useful (e.g.
IN SA G -3 [2]), but should not be expanded to any regulating function. T he best inter
national co-ordination has in som e cases, and w ill increasingly, com e from con
sensus building around high level principles. It is im portant to retain the authority
and ultim ate accountability o f each nation’s regulatory organizations in achieving
this im proved co-ordination.
5 .4 .

T echnology

As a general rem ark, technical solutions alone cannot guarantee any revival o f
nuclear energy; although technical evolution o r even m ore revolutionary technical
approaches m ay be seen as necessary, they are definitely not sufficient. C onsidering
this, the authors suggest the follow ing approaches.
U tilities should take an active role (if they are not already doing so) in specify
ing com m on o r consensus design objectives an d /o r requirem ents that guide both
designers and regulators tow ard the choices that m eet their needs as custom ers.
T hese requirem ents should em phasize design and operating solutions that address
operating experience. U tilities should also be active in proposing design solutions to
open regulatory issues that are operationally preferable. T hese steps help ensure
im proved designs in areas such as sim plicity, safety and added m argin, im proved
regulatory stability, increased standardization and low er costs.
M ost im portant, utility influence on design options helps assure the
o w n er’s/o p e ra to r’s goal o f obtaining a plant design that will w o rk w ith a high level
o f safety and reliability. U tility involvem ent in specifying design choices ensures that
those designs w ill be based sufficiently on p roven technology to achieve these
reliability goals.
R eactor designers should recognize that all advanced designs u nder considera
tion today are intended to be dem onstrably safer than those im plem ented in the past,
and that all designs can o r are likely to m eet the safety goals o f the future. A s such,
discussions that denigrate levels o f safety in another design for m arket advantage
serve only to tear dow n confidence in the entire industry.
Both regulators and the industry m ust recognize th eir m utual responsibility in
enhancing the regulatory capability to review and approve design advances w ith high
m arket interest. R egulators m ust deal w ith technological advances (including
im proved test and analysis technologies) on a tim ely basis; and utilities an d /o r
industry m ust do their p art by taking the initiative to seek early involvem ent o f the
regulator in achieving regulatory acceptance for new technologies.
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U tilities, industry and regulators m ust all recognize th eir m utual responsibility
to pursue design and operational standardization because o f the clear econom ic and
safety benefits resulting therefrom . T he tem ptation to com prom ise standardization is
real, and continued utility m anagem ent com m itm ent to m aintain it throughout the
p la n t’s life-cycle is very im portant in realizing benefits.
U tilities, industry and regulators should resist pressures from outside (includ
ing from dedicated opponents) for unsubstantiated design changes o r trends from
inside to m odify designs and design requirem ents, and to accept o r reject tech
nologies w ithout good scientific basis. A transparent analysis o f new features with
regard to benefits-costs, standardization/sim plification and oth er aspects is alw ays
necessary.
F u ture designs will rely m ore on m odern digital technology and should achieve
a b etter balance betw een autom ation and hum an intervention that results in safer and
easier plant operation. They will ease the burden on the o p erato r for im m ediate
response, but will not preclude his o r h er judgem ent and action.
T he above desire for design requirem ents and approaches is generally suffi
ciently strong in m ost countries that a lack o f such features w ould constitute a
‘b a rrie r’ to consideration o f any design option that does not address them .

5 .5 .

E con o m ics

N uclear pow er m ust be econom ic to be considered as an option for the future.
A lthough m any uncertainties exist in projecting nuclear cost-com petitiveness in the
future, and although they w ill vary from country to country, there are com m on steps
that can be taken to im prove the overall cost effectiveness o f the nuclear option:
— M aintaining adequate com petition betw een reactor designers and service com 
panies, and betw een fuel m anufacturers. M aintaining a sufficient energy m ix
o f nuclear and non-nuclear energy sources to encourage com petition and to
p rotect against system ic problem s in any one energy source.
— Striving for licensing processes that force m ost engineering w o rk and regula
tory decisions to be m ade before construction begins, in o rd er to reduce costly
rew ork and prolonged construction tim es.
— Im proving the degree o f standardization (i.e. m ultiple units built to identical
design specifications). T his reduces costs by elim inating recu rrin g engineering
costs and potentially by reducing procurem ent costs.
— Im proving the degree o f stability in the regulation o f operating plants so as to
control the excessive grow th rate in O & M and backfitting expenditures. This
is essential for acceptable life-cycle costs for a new plant generation.
— M any econom ic b arriers in other areas (e.g. the licensing process) can be
resolved by progressive governm ent action. A lthough h ard to reach, govern-
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m ent w illingness is required to support law s, econom ic structures, nuclear
accident insurance, investm ent in R & D , etc., that encourage developm ent,
financing and construction o f new nuclear capacity.
D esign options, features and recom m ended changes to achieve increm ental
safety benefits m ust alw ays be w eighed against the econom ic im pact. E xpensive
additions o r m odifications m ust be balanced against the real safety benefit added and
the increased design com plexity. T his principle o f balancing cost w ith value-added
applies also to other areas o f energy R & D , to the prioritization o f activities w ithin
the regulatory process and to virtually every area o f decision m aking w ithin a coun
tr y ’s national energy strategy.
C lear conditions for reliable econom ic assessm ent, including data on the plant,
O & M , fuel, w aste m anagem ent, insurance/liability, external costs, backfitting and
consistent boundary conditions on lifetim e, required availability and load factors are
prerequisites for a sound discussion on econom ics.
In som e cases, ow nership, financing and operational issues becom e separate
objectives o f strategic planning [3]; adequate structures that reasonably com pensate
ow ners, investors and, if applicable, vendors and o perators, are analysed and p ro 
posed in this reference.
5 .6 . E n v iro n m e n t/w a ste s
Resolution o f the H L W disposal issue is a top priority question both for
national governm ents and the nuclear industry. It is essential for new nuclear capa
city and unavoidable even if no new nuclear plants are built. T h ere should be a sense
o f urgency in resolving it because o f the long lead tim es associated w ith siting and
constructing disposal facilities, and because tem porary storage arrangem ents add to
costs and are not as satisfactory as perm anent disposal facilities.
G enerally, technical resolution o f this issue is not difficult. D ecades o f
research have gone into studying num erous alternatives, and a deep geological
repository appears to be the clear consensus best approach. F urtherm ore, optim um
geology, design and construction, and transportation/disposal issues are all w ell
understood and generally agreed upon in the technical com m unity. T he rem aining
technical issues are m ostly in the areas o f environm ental and licensing criteria and
optim ization o f engineering details. H aving selected the m eans o f disposal and
associated technology, it is vital that policy m akers stay on this course and avoid the
tem ptation to start this research and decision m aking process all o ver again.
H ow ever, although technically w ell advanced, the H L W issue is far from being
politically resolved. Institutional barriers abound, m ost com ing from specific siting
concerns and num erous opinions that there is no sufficiently safe m eans o f disposing
H L W for the thousands o f years over w hich the w astes w ill rem ain radioactive.
H ence, the process o f site characterization and developm ent o f licensing criteria
becam e m ajor issues in m ost countries actively pursuing H LW disposal program m es.
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O f prim ary im portance are efforts to aggressively continue national plans and
program m es to dispose o f H L W . T he support o f political leaders is crucial in forging
these plans, educating the public and assuring progress. Specifically, governm ents
can and should play a proactive role in siting decisions, policy guidance on criteria
and regional/local interactions on testing, construction planning, local infrastructure
support, etc.
T he public m ust have confidence that a w orkable program m e is in place, and
that progress tow ard siting and construction o f H L W repositories is m ade. T he
approaches discussed previously on public acceptance m ust focus on this issue as a
priority.

6.

C O N C L U SIO N S

In review ing barriers and approaches in the countries represented by the
authors, a high degree o f consensus w as observed. This indicates that the findings
o f this report are probably valid for m ost W estern countries that operate nuclear
po w er stations. T he follow ing m ain barriers w ere identified:
— T he short term perspective o f decision m akers, lack o f global, long term con
sideration o f the energy issue, w hereas the nuclear pow er benefits tend to be
realized ov er the long term ; low grow th rates in base load dem and in W estern
countries m ake additional base load capacity appear less urgent in the near and
m id-term , thus affecting the deploym ent o f additional (nuclear) pow er plants.
— Low prices o f other energy generating options, coupled w ith different degrees
o f cost internalization, result, in som e countries, in low er generation costs for
com peting non-nuclear energy system s.
— N uclear energy has proved to be econom ic in m any but not all national p ro 
gram m es — generally in those that have been w ell focused o ver the long term
and those on a steady evolutionary path. In countries considering novel
designs, the econom ic com petitiveness o f this option seem s insufficiently
proven to investors.
— F ar m ore than differences in regulations betw een countries, a m ajor obstacle
in the eyes o f the w orking group m em bers is the unpredictability o f national
licensing procedures, resulting in tim e delays, higher costs and uncertainty in
final licensability.
— Public acceptance problem s resulting from concerns o f safety and environm en
tal im pact, often fostered by political interests o f specific groups, tend to be
p erceived today as a m ajor obstacle to the deploym ent o f nuclear energy in
W estern countries. H ow ever, in the light o f the above considerations, public
acceptance is only one b arrier am ong others.
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A purely phenom enological approach o f the cu rren t problem s o f nuclear
energy in W estern countries tends to follow the chain:
A cceptance — energy policy — regulations — utilities/industry — technology.
This suggests that public acceptance is the m ain b arrier. T he authors, how ever, con
cluded that the root cause o f problem s and the point w here efforts should be focused
in o rd er to break the vicious circle is econom ics. I f nuclear energy w as dem onstrably
less costly than other energy sources, w ithout com prom ising safety in any w ay in
achieving better econom ics, it w ould be dem anded by the consum ers. K eeping this
in m ind, the m ain approaches identified include:
(a)

Nuclear power economics:
— L ow ering o f costs by basing the design on clearly defined utility requirem ents
(w hich result from econom ic, safety o r other country specific considerations)
ideally set up in an international fram ew ork (e.g. the ‘U tility R equirem ents
D ocum ent’ (U R D ), com piled by the E PR I for US utilities and six international
utilities, and the E uropean U tility R equirem ents (EU R )); and by ensuring
tim ely construction by taking advantage o f standardization/duplication.
— M inim ization o f financial risks by finalizing the design p rio r to construction,
by establishing high quality project m anagem ent and by developing a high
quality operational program m e to ensure intended plant life.
— U tilization to the m axim um extent o f the experience base gained in the past
forty years o f nuclear industrial developm ent, taking care not to abandon
w ithout reason the evolutionary path w hen considering m o re ‘revo lu tio n ary ’
approaches.
— T he nuclear industry taking great care not to dissipate o r dilute its efforts o ver
too m any alternative designs (m aking use o f jo in t ventures, etc.).

(b)

Low priced competitors:
— U se o f im proved m odels for cost internalization.
— D efining and utilizing consistent ‘rules o f the g am e’ for global assessm ents o f
different energy system s.
— Taking into account m ore credible forecasts fo r the costs o f com peting system s
in the long term .

(c)

‘Short termism ’ and currently low growth rates:
— C lear setting o f priorities and recognition o f the energy issue as being o f high
prio rity , necessitating, ideally, long term energy policies.
— Steps to increase confidence that the socio-political environm ent w ill allow
nuclear pow er operators to safely use their plants to the end o f the plan ts’ lives.
— Long term and global consideration o f environm ental balances.
— R ecognition that there w ill be a challenge fo r the nuclear industry to find the
m eans to sustain itself during the current period o f low grow th rates. N o final
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consensus could be achieved w ithin the w orking group, w hether focusing
solely on the service sector and the export m arket w ould b e sufficient to ensure
the survival o f the nuclear industry in the short and m edium term .
(d)

Unpredictability o f regulation:
— Striving for a m ore stable regulatory environm ent, allow ing for design
standardization and pre-construction certification.
— H arm onization o f national regulations seem s to be desirable m ainly for public
health issues in order to avoid confusion am ong the public. Safety issue
harm onization should occur on the level o f general safety objectives and
principles, leaving to national authorities the option o f establishing detailed
criteria.

(e)

Public acceptance:
— A dequate, open and clear inform ation for the public, avoiding highly technical
issues and concentrating on an essential, sim ple but not sim plistic, presentation
o f facts in a context that enables the public to m ake its ow n decisions.
— U nderstanding the role and potential m isuse o f sem antics.
— A chieving international consistency o f inform ation.
— R ecognition o f the lim its and appropriate use o f probabilistic risk assessm ent
by the nuclear com m unity; p ro p er com m unication o f this to the m edia.
— Focusing o f inform ation on the m ost appropriate audience (which may vary
from one country to another); tailoring the inform ation according to the
audience; avoiding exaggerated expectations.
— Recognizing that acceptance starts and ends w ithin the nuclear com m unity (i.e.
confidence in the technology encourages acceptance; loss o f enthusiasm dim in
ishes it).
In exam ining b arriers and approaches, it w as recognized that the nuclear indus

try can address m any o f them directly; others should b e addressed by groups outside.
In these latter cases, the nuclear industry has the obligation to stim ulate and support
these groups in the appropriate dom ains and w ays. It w ould b e a fundam entally
flaw ed approach to blam e other parties outside the nuclear com m unity (e.g. the
public and m edia, governm ents and politicians) for not taking m easures to im prove
the cu rren t situation. T hese groups generally have no inherent interest o r m otivation
for undertaking the activities the nuclear com m unity w ould like. T he authors thus
b elieve that the follow ing m ain issues and approaches should be initiated prim arily
by the nuclear com m unity, and in particular by the utilities/industry, to m aintain and
foster the deploym ent o f nuclear energy to:
— E nsure safe, accident-free and reliable operation o f existing nuclear pow er
plants;
— M ake all necessary inform ation on nuclear energy and safety available to the
public and m edia, w ithout pre-selection o f w hat may or m ay not be im portant;
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— P rovide w ell founded inform ation to m edia and political leaders on national
and global energy needs, options and solutions;
— S upport the developm ent, im plem entation and execution o f national energy
strategies;
— Invest a m ajor effort in supporting authorities to establish an im proved regulat
ing and licensing process;
— A rrange for consensual specification o f com m on design objectives and/or
requirem ents;
— Initiate early involvem ent o f the regulators in technical developm ents, espe
cially in innovative safety features, com ponents and system s;
— T ake all m anagerial and technical m easures to im prove the econom ics o f
nuclear energy at the design, construction and operation levels; standardization
should be a m ajor help in this area;
— A ggressively pursue national plans and program m es for the safe disposal o f
HLW.
A ctions that are prim arily the responsibility o f other parties are:
— F o r political leaders to place energy issues at the appropriate priority level.
T he m ain incentive for supporting nuclear energy w ould be for them to take
a leadership position in contributing to environm ental im provem ents.
— To establish a favourable environm ent (law s, econom ic structures, nuclear
accident insurance, R & D investm ent, etc.) to encourage technological
developm ent and to im prove the degree o f stability in the regulations in o rd er
to control the grow th o f O & M expenditures. A healthy nuclear industry offers
possibilities to m aintain com petition in high technology in tim es w hen other
‘tradition al’ high tech areas (e.g. defence) are losing im portance.
— F o r governm ents to strive for a g reater consensus on energy issues am ong the
scientific experts and leaders in energy, econom ics and environm ental fields,
as w ell as representatives o f broad groups o f public interests. T his could be
a first step tow ard a m ore peaceful society w ith reg ard to the interaction o f man
and technology.
— F o r safety and licensing authorities to reach consistent technical and licensing
positions, and to establish a reasonable, transparent and predictable regulatory
environm ent. T his w ould also largely sim plify their ow n task, w ithout
jeopardizing the safety level o f operating and future nuclear pow er plants.
C lose co-operation am ong all interested parties, i.e. utilities, industry, governm ents
and authorities, is necessary.
Sim ilar approaches have already been applied in som e countries o r are at the
point o f being im plem ented. U tility requirem ents w ere, for exam ple, set up by utili
ties in the U SA in the E PR I U R D and by E uropean utilities in the fram ew ork o f the
E U R . A com prehensive strategic plan for building new nuclear pow er plants was
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presented in the USA by the N uclear P ow er O versight C om m ittee, w hich establishes
specific actions and m ilestones for progress on all o f the aforem entioned points.
N evertheless, the success o f such strategic plans is not predictable. In some
countries these approaches are being attem pted w ith m odest to prom ising success to
date. Strategic planning efforts have show n that groundw ork m ust be laid in order
to revitalize nuclear program m es that have becom e stagnant. This is because institu
tional barriers have grow n form idable and it is alw ays difficult to rem ove b arriers
once they are in place.
M ost o f the solutions proposed in this paper have been tried by m ore than one
country, all w ith m ixed results. It w as difficult to clearly identify reasons for the
success and failure o f the proposed solutions in each country. D ifferences in the atti
tudes o f various populations tow ards technological achievem ents, risk, specific eco
nom ic and developm ent conditions and even differences in national am bitions for the
future role o f a specific country in the international com m unity may all play a role
in explaining the varying results.
The authors believe that the ongoing success o f nuclear energy in the few coun
tries that are generally view ed as having vigorous, expanding nuclear program m es
today does not result from som e brilliant form ula to overcom e barriers. R ather, these
countries had the advantage o f very few o r very low barriers to nuclear pow er, for
at least the developm ental years (and in som e cases recently). Public acceptance
barriers, the m ost ‘visib le’ ones, seem to grow w hen the other b arriers have
‘fertilized the so il’.
W hat does all this m ean to a country that needs to resto re the nuclear option,
but faces large institutional barriers? The answ er is not to expect a m iracle, and
certainly not to expect governm ents, the m edia, e tc., to com e forw ard and pave an
easy path to restore a com petitive position for nuclear pow er. I f industry believes
the nuclear option m ust be m ade available because it is the ‘best h o p e’, o r a critical
p art o f an overall strategy for b road public access to safe, clean, low cost and reliable
electricity supply, then industry w ill have to w ork hard for it. It will have to take
risks, change, show leadership and earn public tru st — all the ingredients for success
in any endeavour that is w orthw hile but not easy to reach.
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A b s tra c t
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND APPROACHES FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF
ADVANCED REACTORS IN EASTERN EUROPE.
Past developments in Eastern Europe resulted in a relatively high level of development
o f nuclear power in some countries. A brief study of the main features of this development
and of the present situation in this region leads to the major conclusion that successful upgrad
ing (or shutdown) of existing reactors (operational or under construction) is a necessary condi
tion for public acceptance and at the same time is an essential pre-condition for the future
development o f nuclear power in Eastern Europe. Analysis of the actual situation in Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic, the Russian Federation and Ukraine highlights the common problems and
also the conflicting views. A set of necessary conditions which are of importance to all
countries to permit the future deployment of advanced reactors is outlined in the paper. These
conditions are divided into three groups: general, technical and public acceptance conditions.
On the basis of these conditions, the highest priority has to be allocated to the positive eco
nomic development of, and to the resulting need for, additional electricity generating sources.
The second basic condition is the existence of a market for advanced reactors. The greatest
possibility of entering such a worldwide market will be limited to countries with a stable and
positive economy, like the Czech Republic, Hungary or Slovakia. The Russian Federation will
probably continue isolated development of advanced reactor systems for its own needs.
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IN T R O D U C T IO N

M ore and m o re people, both experts and m em bers o f th e general public,
believe that there is an extrem e need fo r a new generation o f nuclear p o w er reactors
in o rd er to save o u r global environm ent.
T he future developm ent o f nuclear pow er depends n ot only on technical
p rogress, w hich in a general w ay is already reaching a prom ising level, b ut also on
a w hole spectrum o f com plicated and interrelated elem ents o f a political, econom ic
and social nature. T hus, this is not a technical p aper and is th erefo re subject to m any
lim itations, one such being oversim plification.
It should be noted that the nuclear p ow er situation in R om ania as a special case
is not considered. T he developm ent in the C zech R epublic covers to a g reat extent
the situation in Slovakia and partly that in H ungary.

2.

PA ST D E V E L O PM E N T S

T he influence o f the form er U SSR in E astern E urope o v er a long perio d o f tim e
resulted in a relatively high level o f developm ent o f nuclear p o w er, as expressed in
the num ber o f operating nuclear pow er plants (T able I).
W hile centralized econom ic policies and planning perm itted concentration o f
the required high level o f financial, technical and hum an resources, the results
achieved did not incorporate the necessary level o f quality, ow ing to the m onopoly

T A B L E I. STA TU S O F N U C L E A R PO W E R PL A N T S IN E A ST E R N E U R O PE

Number of units
Operational

Nuclear share in total
electricity generation

Under construction

(%)

Bulgaria

6

—

32.5

Czech Republic

4

2

20.7

Hungary

4

—

46.4

Poland

—
28

18

11.8

Slovakia

4

4

49.5

Ukraine

15

6

25.0

Russian Federation
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enjoyed by the Soviet supplier. T here w as also lim ited p ressu re fo r, and sm all possi
b ility o f, technical developm ent, w ith the result that Soviet reactors are generally
p oorly engineered, w ith an inadequate defence in depth safety concept.
A lso, in individual countries the form ulation o f energy policy w as m onopo
lized, in this case by p olitical o rgans, w hich resulted in lim ited evaluation and assess
m ent experience. N uclear pow er ‘p restig e’ projects w ere subjects o f concentrated
effo rt u nder special conditions w hich resulted in inefficient p ro ject m anagem ent.
T aking all this into account, it is obvious w hy no m eaningful legislation w as needed.
A s a final consequence o f such a system , based on a political and technical m ono
poly, the principle o f confidentiality, instead o f public inform ation, w as introduced.
A natural reaction after the C hernobyl accident, w hich can b e seen as the first
evidence that this system w as faulty, w as th e developm ent o f the ‘C hernobyl
sy n d ro m e’, w hich had a very g reat and alm ost perm anent im pact on m any E astern
E uropean countries.
T his sim plified description o f the m ain features o f nuclear p o w er developm ent
in E astern E urope is far from being a com plete and com prehensive review . In addi
tion, developm ent in individual countries in this area w as influenced by local politi
cal, historical and industrial traditions. N evertheless, all o f these features are sources
o f additional problem s encountered in E astern E urope as com pared w ith W estern
E urope and other areas.

3.

P R E SE N T S IT U A TIO N

E astern E urope is currently facing a deep political and econom ic crisis. A fter
the changes, now m o re than three years old, a transition perio d began w ith new polit
ical an d econom ic goals. U nfortunately, the global econom ic recession and political
and econom ic problem s o f an unparalleled o rd er o f m agnitude have com bined to
d w arf the im portance o f the problem s w ith nuclear pow er in the public perception.
W hile th e reliable generation o f electricity in nuclear p o w er plants is an
elem ent o f stability, the general trend has been to urg e the im provem ent (w ith avail
able foreign assistance) o f the safety level o f nuclear pow er plants o f R ussian design
in o rd er to introduce o r strengthen the opinion that nuclear p o w er is safe and reliable,
and therefore acceptable. T he list o f countries in T able I w ith nuclear pow er plants
illustrates the size and im portance o f this problem fo r individual countries.
O n the basis o f a general level o f safety, reactors o f Russian design can be
divided into tw o categories:
— R eactors suitable fo r renovation to reach a recognized level o f safety;
— R eactors not fully suitable for renovation — such as the W W E R -440
T ype 230, o r the RB M K types.
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T he final judgem ent as to w hich reactors should fall into the second category
is a painful process, because a decision to shut dow n these reactors conflicts w ith
the need for the electricity they produce. N o general decision is expected; how ever,
the RB M K reactors in U kraine w ill be shut dow n, w hile those in the Russian F ed era
tion w ill rem ain in operation; W W E R -440 T ype 230 reactors m ay b e shut dow n in
Slovakia, but this w ill not be so easy in B ulgaria. A lso, the renovation period for
the first category o f reactors m ay last up to five years (C zech R epublic and Slovakia),
b u t m ay also need a period o f 10-15 years, depending on m any factors, b u t m ostly
on a com bination o f W estern assistance and econom ic possibilities in individual
countries. M ost conditions for the future deploym ent o f nuclear p ow er, as discussed
later, apply also fo r the present period o f upgrading existing nuclear pow er plants
in th e areas u nder review .
T his short description o f the present situation in E astern E urope leads to the
m ain m essage — successful upgrading (or shutdow n) o f existing reactors (opera
tional o r u nder construction) is a necessary condition for public acceptance and is
at the sam e tim e an essential precondition for the future deploym ent o f nuclear pow er
in E astern E urope.

4.

T Y P IC A L EX A M PL E S

T he description o f the actual situation in a few selected countries that is
presented in this section highlights the com m on problem s and also conflicting view s.
A basic conflict w hich is obvious and o f im portance is the continuing Russian effort
to m aintain its traditional m onopoly as the only nuclear supplier in E astern E urope,
as com pared w ith th e w ish o f m ost countries to also achieve independence in the field
o f nuclear pow er.
4 .1 . B u lg a ria
B ulgaria [1] is an exam ple o f a country that receives nuclear technology and
has no im portant national nuclear industry. T he nuclear p o w er p rogram m e, w ith a
total o f 3160 M W , is based on four units o f the W W E R -440 T ype 230 and tw o units
o f the W W E R -1000 T ype 320, all located at K ozloduy. T he construction o f a second
nuclear pow er plant at B elene has been halted ow ing to a shortage o f investm ent
funds and a negative public attitude tow ards nuclear energy. H ow ever, the past
orientation tow ards nuclear pow er is m ore than reasonable, bearing in m ind that
B ulgaria im ports m o re than 75% o f the necessary prim ary energy resources. T here
is a possibility o f producing natural uranium , b u t ow ing to th e stagnation in the
uranium m arket, dom estic uranium m ining becam e ineffective. It has been stated that
the nuclear p rogram m e created u n d er com m unist ru le is against the national interest.
This statem ent, an unexpected consequence o f the dem ocratization process, is no
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m o re than political rhetoric. N evertheless, it has to be taken into account w hen
considering the future.
T he positive trend in upgrading nuclear pow er plants is dem onstrated by a
n um ber o f im provem ents m ade to existing units, thanks to B ulgarian efforts and
foreign assistance. T his positive developm ent is supported by a b ro ad international
p rogram m e to increase the safety culture through further training o f nuclear
specialists and o f operating personnel, in particular.
A s in other countries in E astern E urope there is a clear reorientation from
R ussian tow ards W estern vendors and suppliers.
E conom ic difficulties, w hich have arisen during the transition p eriod due to the
introduction o f free m arket conditions, lim it the possibility o f fundam entally ren o v at
ing the operating nuclear pow er plants. B ulgaria depends m o re on foreign assistance
and credits from W estern b anks than countries like th e C zech R epublic and Slovakia.
This situation is further aggravated by the lack o f experience in bidding, purchasing
and financing practices.
In sum m ary, com pletion o f the necessary upgrading o f existing nuclear pow er
plants and the future further deploym ent o f nuclear pow er w ill depend on im prove
m ent o f the econom ic situation, revival o f the industry, a w ell defined energy policy
(as a result o f the need for increased electricity production), and finally on securing
political and public acceptance o f nuclear pow er program m es as the best available
alternative fo r electricity production.
4 .2 . U k ra in e
U kraine [2] is an exam ple o f a country w hich in the p ast form ed an integral
p art o f the form er U SSR and is now also developing independence in the nuclear
field. T he country is in the m iddle o f a deep econom ic crisis, w hich is having a great
influence on th e generation o f electricity (9.4% less production in 1992 than in
1991). T he high level o f dependence on im ports o f fossil fuels (only 40% is covered
by dom estic resources) underlines the im portance o f nuclear p o w er, w hich continues
to increase its share from 25.7% in 1990 to 34.5% in the first qu arter o f 1993. In
addition to the operating reactors, there are six units u n d er construction, all
W W E R -1000 T ype 320 units. A s a resu lt o f a m oratorium im posed by the P arlia
m ent, further construction has been halted until 1995. T h ree o f the units u nder
construction could be put into operation in one to tw o years. T he shortage o f oil and
gas last w inter w as the reason fo r a proposal to restart construction, at least partially .
T he centralized developm ent o f nuclear pow er in the fo rm er U SSR w as con
centrated in M oscow , and m ainly on R ussian territo ry . H ow ever, in the U kraine
th ere are tw o research and training reactors, one critical assem bly, a uranium m ining
an d yellow cake production facility, and a uranium hexafluoride production facility.
In spite o f these relatively large nuclear activities, U kraine does not possess any
scientific, design o r technological organization that is capable o f providing indepen-
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dent expertise in th e different areas o f nuclear technology. T h ere is a shortage o f
qualified personnel and a lack o f national legislation and norm s. H istorically, all o f
these functions w ere concentrated in M oscow . T oday, a significant effo rt is being
m ade to create all o f the necessary infrastructure to assure the safety and reliability
o f nuclear pow er.
A ll U krainian nuclear pow er plants w ere designed befo re the issuance o f
m o d em safety standards and rules and one o f the m ain tasks is the re-evaluation o f
their safety, w hich is based on national and international program m es. T he m ain
objectives o f these program m es, w hich are only ju st being started, is the develop
m ent o f short and long term operational m easures.
A nother significant problem is the supply o f nuclear fuel and the recycling o f
spent nuclear fuel. F o r political and econom ic reasons, the form er practice o f receiv
ing fresh fuel from the Russian F ederation and returning spent fuel fo r reprocessing
has been suspended.
D espite the existence o f uranium m ining and o re processing facilities, there are
no facilities fo r uranium enrichm ent, spent fuel storage o r reprocessing. In particu
lar, spent fuel from the W W E R -1000 reactors creates an acute pro b lem at a num ber
o f nuclear pow er plants, since on-site storage facilities are alm ost full. C om pact
storage is now being introduced, but if no final solution o f the problem is found, the
pow er stations w ill be closed one after another in the near future.
U kraine has no problem in obtaining fresh fuel from th e Russian F ederation,
b u t after 1991 the fuel price increased by a factor o f 200 and is still rising by 30%
p e r quarter. U kraine is considering the possibility o f breaking the R ussian m onopoly
by introducing free m arket principles, such as building a new regional fuel elem ent
production line, to supply itself, B ulgaria, th e C zech R epublic, Slovakia and
H ungary.
In sum m ary, th e political and econom ic situation in the U kraine does not m ake
it possible to forecast the developm ent o f energy in general, and o f nuclear pow er
in particular. It is evident that until the y ear 2000 it is hardly possible to speak about
a contribution o f new nuclear p o w er plants, except those fo r w hich construction w as
frozen by the m oratorium . T he m ain tasks in the near future are: assurance o f safe
operation o f nuclear p ow er plants, creation o f the necessary infrastructure and, m ost
o f all, the training o f highly skilled specialists.
4 .3 . C zech R e p u b lic
T he C zech R epublic [3] w as in the past a recipient o f R ussian reacto r technol
ogy. A nother feature w as the large degree o f involvem ent o f its national industry
(85% ). T he political and econom ic situation is v ery stable and the inflation and
unem ploym ent rates are com parable w ith those in W estern Europe.
N uclear po w er is a reality, w ith four W W E R -440 T ype 213 units at D ukovany
acting as a stable and reliable source o f electricity and receiving positive public
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acceptance. T he installed nuclear p ow er capacity o f 1760 M W is relatively low com 
p ared w ith coal fired p lant capacity o f 9362 M W . T he burning o f low quality coal
(peak o f 110 m illion tonnes in 1985) creates a heavy environm ental im pact (the
production o f 20 t o f C 0 2 p e r capita is the second highest in the w orld, after the
U SA ). T he necessity o f reducing coal burning w as and is one o f the m ain reasons
to introduce nuclear po w er as the only available alternative. T he coal fired plant
capacity w ill be reduced gradually by 1456 M W in 1995 and by 1700 M W in 2000.
T he involvem ent o f the C zech (and Slovak) industry also perm itted a certain
degree o f independence in form ulating national law s and regulations, in p articular
in th e area o f nuclear safety, m ostly using IA E A recom m endations (safety reports,
quality assurance program m es, quality o f operation, regulatory functions). Tw elve
years ago, the C zech regulatory body m ade its first attem pt to renovate tw o
W W E R -440 T ype 230 units (now in Slovakia) using its ow n safety evaluation and
assessm ent. R ecently, this renovation w as successfully com pleted and a substantial
construction plan is being developed.
A s a logical developm ent o f this trend, the orientation o f the nuclear pow er
p ro g ram m e w as changed soon after the political changes in late 1989 as follows:
— C onstruction o f U nits 3 and 4 at the T em elin site w as stopped (W W E R -1000
T ype 320).
— C onstruction o f U nits 1 and 2, w hich w as at an advanced stage, continued
u n der the assum ption o f m odernization o f its safety system s by using W estern
technology.
— W estern organizations and suppliers w ere invited to co-operate in the entire
nuclear po w er area.
T he first phase o f this co-operation w as not very efficient and w as soon o v er
com e through acceptance o f free m arket principles by the C zech organizations. T he
key elem ent in efficient co-operation is to behave like a client w ho know s w hat he
o r she w ants and w ho is able to form ulate his o r h er requirem ents and to evaluate
proposals. A good client m ust have the necessary financial resources, o r enough to
create confidence in foreign partners.
U sing this straightforw ard approach in evaluating the bids for instrum entation
and control and nuclear fuel from A BB, Siem ens and W estinghouse, the latter was
selected as the supplier. T he originally not very positive position o f the Czech
G overnm ent changed to 17 m em bers in favour and 1 undecided. T he m ain reason
fo r such a positive decision w as th e p roven need fo r new p o w er plants. T his decision
w as in fact a breaking o f the R ussian m onopoly both in reacto r technology and fuel
supply for W W E R -1000 reactors. In addition, a form al b id is u nder w ay (jointly by
utilities in the C zech R epublic and Slovakia) fo r nuclear fuel supply fo r the
W W E R -440 T ype 213 reactors. Som e potential W estern suppliers are considering
R ussian subcontractors, but expectations are that there w ill b e p rice and quality con-
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trois and an em ergency back-up m echanism in case th e Russian facilities are not able
to m aintain supply.
In connection w ith construction at T em elin, a few m o re steps w ill b e taken this
y ear, such as im provem ent o f p roject m anagem ent, basic legislation, decisions on
a national strategy for fuel m anagem ent, and storage.

4.4. Russian Federation
A n analysis o f energy production in the R ussian F ederation [4, 5] show s that
a t present, and in the future, nuclear pow er is th e m ost econom ical m ethod o f elec
tricity generation. T he averaged cost o f electricity (in relative units) during a p la n t’s
operation (30 years) is: 100% fo r a nuclear p ow er plant, 110-120% fo r a coal pow er
plant, 140-150% fo r a gas pow er plant.
T he territo ry o f the R ussian Federation includes 80% o f the industrial potential
and 70% o f the technical and scientific potential o f the form er U SSR such that, w ith
regard to the established co-operation, a nuclear p rogram m e w ith a total installed
capacity o f 180 G W could be supported.
A fter the C hernobyl accident, and even m o re so o ver the last few years, the
original Soviet nuclear program m e w as drastically reduced. O rd ers for new nuclear
po w er plants w ere cancelled and the construction o f plants, even those at the final
stage o f construction, w as stopped. O verall, research w ork, construction and exten
sion o f nuclear p ow er plants w ere interrupted at 39 sites w ith a capacity o f 109 G W .
O n the other hand, it is becom ing increasingly evident that in conditions o f
econom ic crisis, nuclear pow er is an ‘island o f stability’ in po w er generation. This
stability is a m ajor factor in èxplaining the decline o f the ‘C hernobyl syndrom e’,
w hich has been clearly observed in som e regions (northw est, central and th e fa r east
o f the R ussian F ederation).
N evertheless, there is still a m ajor public sensitivity to nuclear p ow er, w hich
according to th e Russian view is currently being aggravated by th e grow ing (perhaps
forced) anxiety in the W est about the inadequate level o f nuclear p o w er plant safety
in the form er U SSR , particularly at units designed in accordance w ith earlier safety
standards.
T he R ussian position should be noted that, even if it is possible to shut dow n
th e one RB M K pow er station in U kraine w here m ost o f the other nuclear units are
m odern W W E R -1000s, such a solution is absolutely out o f the question in the
R ussian F ederation, w here the ‘o ld ’ RBM K and W W E R -440 T ype 230 units account
fo r m ore than 30% o f the installed nuclear capacity. T he schedule fo r perm anent
closure o f outdated units w ill inevitably be determ ined by the feasibility o f replacing
th e lost capacity and by the general econom ic situation.
In the view o f R ussian specialists, the so-called ‘E ast-W est’ co-operation is far
m o re efficient on a bilateral basis than on an international level. T hey are n ot satis
fied w ith ‘soft assistance’, w here sincere organizations and parliam ents are involved
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in endless talk and, at best, create additional p rofits fo r W estern com panies at the
expense o f ‘assistance to R ussia’. E ven less useful are ideas fo r constructing o n the
territo ry o f the form er U SSR nuclear pow er plants o f W estern design on a turnkey
basis. Specialists are convinced th at this approach is unacceptable, at least fo r the
R ussian F ederation, since it leads to stagnation and elim ination o f its scientific and
technological potential.
W ith the dissolution o f the U SSR, political b arriers have appeared betw een
p arts o f the nuclear-in d u strial com plex spread am ong the different R epublics, and
these constitute a new destabilizing factor fo r nuclear pow er. T his developm ent, cou
p led w ith the difficulties facing the econom y and th e sudden deterioration in the
social/psychological pattern o f the society, could have very serious consequences in
the longer term . It w ill certainly take som e tim e to set up new adm inistrative struc
tures in the R epublics o f the form er USSR.
In this context it is, how ever, encouraging that in June 1992 m em bers o f the
CIS signed an agreem ent on basic principles fo r peaceful nuclear co-operation. T he
leading role o f the Russian F ederation in such co-operation is obvious, as the country
possesses about 90% o f the nuclear potential o f th e form er U SSR. F o r exam ple, the
nuclear fuel cycle infrastructure that had been developed fo r m ilitary purposes m ade
it possible to deal prom ptly w ith the problem o f providing fuel for civil nuclear
p o w er plants, and w ith large m argins existing capacities w ill b e sufficient up to the
y ear 2010. M oreover, there is th e potential fo r using tens o f tonnes o f plutonium and
hundreds o f tonnes o f high enriched uranium from nuclear w eapons. T he co n 
siderable am ount o f nuclear fuel resources is one o f the long te rm econom ic factors
likely to determ ine the future o f nuclear pow er.
T he com m issioning o f the B alakova-4 nuclear pow er plant p ut an end to the
virtual three y ear m oratorium on starting new nuclear pow er plants. T he program m e
o f nuclear pow er developm ent approved by the G overnm ent is beginning to b e real
ized at last. T his program m e identifies three stages o f nuclear energy developm ent
in the Russian Federation:
— T he pre-2000 period is a ‘renovation stage’, during w hich m odernization o f
operating units is p erform ed and construction o f nuclear p o w er plant b ase load
u nits o f the th ird generation is started;
— F ro m 2000 to 2010, the grow th o f capacity is based on th ird g eneration nuclear
p o w er plants;
— A fter 2010, there w ill be a larger scale developm ent o f nuclear energy.

5.

M A IN TA SK S A N D C O N D IT IO N S
In spite o f the different situations and developm ents in individual countries as

illustrated in Section 4 , the future deploym ent o f new n uclear reactors in E astern
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E uropean countries w ill depend on the existence o f a set o f necessary conditions
w hich are o f im portance to all countries. M ost o f these conditions w ere introduced
in W estern countries over a long period o f tim e and their im plem entation involved
m any m istakes. C ountries in E astern E urope m ay benefit from this experience. T he
Proceedings o f this Sym posium m ay serve as useful guidance.

5.1. General conditions
T he follow ing general conditions should b e available in E astern E uropean
countries in o rd er to form ulate the need for new nuclear po w er plants:
— E conom ic stability based on a com plete set o f new law s and rules;
— T he existence o f a large utility be it privatized o r not, b ut u n d er governm ental
control;
— T he acceptance o f free m arket practices by this utility;
— N ew w ays o f co-operation betw een utility an d governm ent;
— T he developm ent o f a national energy policy w ith a clear need for nuclear
pow er as th e best alternative;
— G eneral acceptance o f the national energy policy and full com m itm ent o f
authorities and organizations to im plem ent the policy;
— C om petition betw een nuclear and non-nuclear options and potential suppliers;
— E xisting rules and procedures for bidding, evaluation and decision m aking;
— R ules fo r involvem ent o f the national industry;
— A vailability o f feasible financial schem es (dom estic and external);
— P ossibility o f obtaining governm ental financial guarantees.

5.2. Technical conditions
T he follow ing technical conditions should b e present in form ulating requests
fo r new nuclear pow er plants:
— T he existence o f a m arket for new nuclear pow er plants w ith com petition
betw een potential suppliers;
— H igh safety and reliability requirem ents;
— T he level o f safety should be expressed in an understandable w ay (such as no
evacuation, lim its on ground contam ination instead o f probabilistic safety
analysis);
— T he developm ent o f a national long te rm program m e o f m anagem ent and
storage o f highly radioactive w astes (spent fuel) w ith identification o f
individual steps;
— A ccess to external experience and, if relevant, to international schem es.
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5.3. Public acceptance conditions
T hese cover:
— T he existence o f a fully independent regulatory body w ith adequately qualified
staff;
— T he developm ent o f necessary legislation, including th ird party liability;
— T he developm ent o f safety standards w hich are flexible enough to accept
different approaches by individual suppliers;
— T he re-establishm ent o f confidence in nuclear po w er through upgrading o f
existing nuclear pow er plants and through shutdow n o f obsolete ones;
— T he introduction o f an inform ation system fo r the public w hich should b e
tim ely and transparent;
— T he introduction o f an educational program m e to elim inate th e ‘m y stery ’ o f
nuclear pow er.

6.

C O N C L U SIO N S
A s in m ost W estern countries, nuclear energy in E astern E urope is undergoing

a crisis o f stagnation w hich started relatively late but developed v ery quickly. T he
m ain problem is to im prove existing nuclear pow er plants and to keep them in safe
and reliable operation. A ll nuclear p o w er plants w hich w ere u nder construction have
currently been abandoned o r are under a m oratorium , w ith the exception o f the
recent com m issioning o f one u nit in the Russian F ederation an d continuation o f con
struction o f tw o nuclear po w er plants (im proved by W estern technology), one in the
C zech R epublic and the other in Slovakia. T he continuation o f construction m ay be
seen as the first signal o f a changing situation.
O n the basis o f the conditions fo r future deploym ent o f advanced nuclear
po w er system s, the absolute highest priority has to be allocated to positive econom ic
developm ent and to the resulting need fo r additional electricity generating sources.
T his p riority is dem onstrated by the recent positive prospects fo r nuclear p o w er in
th e Pacific area, w here the dynam ic grow th o f econom ies has overcom e relatively
easily all o f the concerns and b arriers w hich are w ell know n and have been
docum ented in the background papers fo r this Sym posium .
T he second basic condition fo r the future deploym ent o f advanced nuclear
p o w er system s is the existence o f a m arket. R equests m ust b e answ ered by com m er
cially available products w ith all the usual guarantees.
D uring the next 10-15 years, th e possibility o f entering such a w orldw ide
m arket for advanced nuclear po w er system s w ill b e lim ited to countries undergoing
stable developm ent o f their econom y, like the C zech R epublic, H ungary o r Slovakia.
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T his m ay also be accom plished through new m ethods o f international co-operation
(joint investm ent, sharing o f production, etc.).
It is highly probable that the Russian F ederation w ill continue isolated develop
m ent o f advanced system s and m ay start construction o f prototypes using its trad i
tional system o f governm ental financing and control. T he internal R ussian m arket
m ay be large enough to support this developm ent.
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Abstract
BARRIERS AND APPROACHES FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF ADVANCED REAC
TORS IN ASIA.
The purpose of the paper is to bring out the major barriers encountered in the Asian
región to the development and/or deployment of advanced reactors, and strategies to overcome
them based on regional experience. The barriers have been grouped with respect to areas of
energy policy, economics, technology, licensing and regulations, acceptance and environ
ment/waste management. The groups concerned with these barriers, such as utilities; the
industry, including research and academic institutions; authorities for safety, licensing, health
and environment; the public/media; politicians/governments; and dedicated opponents, are
kept in view in the discussion. The important barriers and solution approaches are as follows.
(1) The pace of nuclear power capacity addition needs to be accelerated to meet energy
demand, through the improvement of construction schedules and capacity factors. (2) It is
preferable to have arrangements for international collaboration on reprocessing and plutonium
recycling for effective utilization of natural resources and reduction of high level wastes.
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(3) Public acceptance should be strengthened to alleviate the problem of securing sites for
nuclear power plants and waste storage, and apprehensions of the public about nuclear acci
dents. (4) In spite of constraints like lack of funds, a policy of self-reliance should be pursued,
by co-operation between government, industry and utilities. (5) The construction period
should be shortened using a higher level of mechanization, standardization, better project
management, etc. (6) Competitiveness with other energy resources should be maintained by
higher capacity factors, reduction in construction time, standardization and better operational
efficiency. (7) The regulatory process needs to be streamlined for shortening the time periods.
Existing reactors in the region are safe and have adequate safety provisions. The advanced
reactors are in line with the continuing goal of enhanced safety. The success of this programme
being of common interest, international co-operation in several important areas is desirable.

1.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

T he lim ited resources o f fossil fuels and the environm ental concerns in using
these energy resources have increased the necessity for the developm ent o f altern a
tive energy resources. N uclear energy had received the m ost attention as an altern a
tive clean energy source for electricity generation ow ing to its safety, econom ics and
significant potential o f supply com pared w ith other available energy options. But the
T hree M ile Island (TM I) accident in 1978 and the subsequent accident at C hernobyl
in 1986 affected this favoured status to a certain extent.
T he accident at C hernobyl had significant off-site consequences, w hereas m ost
o f the radioactivity released from the core m eltdow n at the T M I plant was retained
inside the containm ent. A s a result o f these tw o accidents, public concern o ver the
safety o f nuclear pow er plants naturally increased and the licensing requirem ents
w ere strengthened correspondingly, resulting in problem s in securing new sites and
longer construction periods and higher costs. This has affected to a certain extent the
com petitiveness o f nuclear pow er plants as com pared w ith fossil fuel plants.
In recent years the environm ental m ovem ent has becom e active in the context
o f concerns over global w arm ing, ozone depletion and em ission o f pollutants from
burning fossil fuels. T hese environm ental concerns have brightened the prospect for
the global revival o f nuclear energy as a com plem ent to fossil fuel. A necessary
prerequisite for such a revival o f nuclear energy is regaining public acceptance, and
the m ost im portant factor in doing so is to enhance the safety o f nuclear pow er plants
to be built in the future as a continuing goal.
V arious advanced reactors incorporating new designs, including passive safety
features, w ere introduced in an effort to enhance safety, and som e o f them are in
the stage o f detailed design o r are being built in som e countries. T he purpose o f this
paper is to bring out the m ajor barriers encountered in the A sian region to the
developm ent and/or deploym ent o f advanced reactors, and strategies to overcom e
them based on regional experience. A dvanced reactors norm ally include both
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evolutionary and revolutionary reactors. In the A sian region, how ever, efforts have
been prim arily focused on reactors o f the evolutionary type. T h erefo re, the barriers
and solution approaches outlined in this paper are m ostly based on the accum ulated
experience gained o ver decades in im plem enting nuclear pow er program m es w ith an
evolutionary approach, rather than a totally new and revolutionary reacto r system .
T he intention is that such b arriers, identified on the basis o f past experience, serve
as a guide in evolving advanced nuclear pow er reacto r system s.
T he m ethodology o f this presentation is based on outlining the m ajor barriers
encountered in four countries o f the A sian region, i.e. C hina, India, Japan and the
Republic o f K orea, and the solutions already adopted o r u nder w ay and also
envisaged to be deployed. B arriers w hich are com m on to all o f the countries and
unique to this region, apart from som e country dependent ones, have been selected
for discussion in this paper. A b rie f background and broad categories o f barriers,
w herever applicable, in the areas o f energy policy, econom ics, technology, licensing
and regulations, public acceptance and environm ent/w aste m anagem ent are given in
Section 2. The nature and characteristics o f the groups and organizations associated
w ith the nuclear pow er program m e are described in Section 3. T he paper sub
sequently identifies in detail in Section 4 the b arriers and solutions in each area,
keeping in view the concerned groups in relation to the b arriers. F inally, concluding
rem arks are contained in Section 5.

2.

BA C K G R O U N D O F T H E BA RRIERS

2 .1 .

C a te g o riz a tio n o f b a r r ie r s
B arriers based on the experience o f four countries in the region are grouped

into six m ajor areas. The im portance o f the selected barriers is based essentially on
the continuing goals and objectives of: (a) effective im plem entation o f a long term
nuclear pow er developm ent program m e; (b) better econom ics by reducing construc
tion tim e and costs through design sim plification and standardization; (c) im proving
perform ance o f the operating plants; (d) enhancing safety; (e) im proving public
acceptance; and (f) developing technologies o f decom m issioning and high level
radioactive w aste m anagem ent. In principle, barriers w hich are com m on to the
region are considered. But country dependent barriers/ap p ro ach es are also described
as it seems to be appropriate for them to be addressed.
2 .2 . E n e rg y policy
A national energy policy is the m ost im portant am ong the factors w hich affect
the developm ent and deploym ent o f nuclear pow er plants, since all o f the activities
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o f the energy related industries and research institutes depend on it. T he energy poli
cies o f the countries in the region are form ulated in a m o re o r less sim ilar w ay. T he
governm ent decides, based on the energy dem and forecast, on the overall long term
electricity developm ent program m e, including types o f plants, capacity and location
o f the plants to be built. In large countries like India and C hina, the uneven distribu
tion o f fossil energy resources is taken into consideration fo r balanced pow er
developm ent and to reduce the long distance transportation o f fossil fuel and electric
ity. T he general consensus in the region is that nuclear energy is an im portant and
feasible option at present in preserving the environm ent. F ull utilization o f the
uranium fuel cycle in a fast breed er reactor (FBR) is also p referred in the region to
realize the full energy potential o f available uranium resources through breeding.
O ne o f the essential requirem ents fo r the deploym ent o f advanced reactors is the need
fo r support from the governm ents.

2.3. Economics
T he nuclear pow er option, apart from its econom ics, is also chosen because
o f other p riorities o r constraints im posed on the individual country. But, in principle,
m arket forces should be brought to bear in building nuclear p o w er plants. T his
requires the econom ics o f generation from nuclear pow er to be superior to o r com 
p arable w ith generation from fossil fuel, especially coal. Econom ics has dual facets,
i.e. it should be econom ical w ithout affecting safety. T he cost o f nuclear pow er
generation in the plants under operation is currently com parable w ith that o f contem 
porary coal plants in the region.
T he augm entation o f safety in evolutionary and revolutionary reactors m ight
cause an increase in the cost o f nuclear pow er plant construction. N o accurate data
are available at present regarding the cost o f recycling, radioactive w aste disposal
and decom m issioning as technologies are evolving in these fields. T his m ight result
in additional cost to the nuclear pow er plant. T h erefore, efforts should b e m ade co n 
tinuously to im prove the econom ics o f nuclear pow er generation. T he thrust areas
are: (a) reducing construction cost and tim e, and reducing operating cost w ithout any
com prom ise in safety; and (b) achieving enhanced plant availability and capacity
factors. E nergy security in the long term , having regard to the scope for deploym ent
in the future o f F B R s, is a very distinct advantage o f nuclear p o w er developm ent.

2.4. Technology
A high level o f technology, including qualified personnel, is required to
develop and construct nuclear pow er plants. O ne o f the problem s in som e countries
o f the region in the technological area is insufficient availability o f the required types
o f hum an resources w ith the relevant expertise. T he other is lack o f funds and o f
large scale test facilities fo r R & D . A sian countries have been in a quest to achieve
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self-reliance from the beginning o f their nuclear pow er program m es in all areas,
including design, m anufacturing, construction and p ro ject m anagem ent. They
im ported technology from developed countries to start w ith and m ade im provem ents
based on experience and practice. Som e countries subsequendy developed their ow n
designs. T he cost o f im ported technologies restrains the developm ent o f nuclear
p o w er in developing countries in the region.
T he curren t levels o f self-reliance in technology and nuclear pow er develop
m ent program m es vary considerably am ong the countries. C hina is constructing its
first three com m ercial PW R nuclear pow er plants. It also conducts research on
advanced reactor developm ents, i.e. the low tem perature integrated heating reactor
w ith natural circulation, high tem perature gas cooled reacto r, FBR and advanced
passive PW R.
India has achieved self-reliance in PH W R s, including fuel cycle technologies.
It has built on its ow n several P H W R s designed to suit local conditions. M ore such
reacto rs are u nder construction. It has set up a fast b reed er test reactor and is in the
process o f setting up a prototype fast b reeder pow er reactor. R esearch is being done
on thorium 233U based breeders and evolution o f its cu rren t PH W R s.
Japan is at the front in the race to achieve self-reliance in the nuclear field
am ong A sian countries. It has achieved self-reliance in L W R s. It has also developed
advanced LW R s w hich can be used now . An advanced BW R is now under construc
tion and an advanced PW R is at the sam e technological level. It is also proceeding
w ith the developm ent o f a com m ercial FBR.
T he R epublic o f K orea has built up a substantial level o f self-reliance in PW Rs
through technology transfer from developed countries. It has developed its ow n
standardized design o f a 900 M W (e) PW R based on the design o f the tran sferred
technology. It has recently launched a research program m e to deploy a revolutionary
reacto r in parallel w ith w ork under w ay to evolve its cu rren t standardized nuclear
p o w er plant designs. This country has conducted som e basic research on FBRs and
is also pursuing self-reliance in PH W R s.
A s a result o f this situation, strategies to m ake up for deficiencies in technolo
gies, and b arriers to be overcom e by each country in the course o f its advanced reac
to r developm ent, w ill vary depending on the level o f accum ulated experience and
dom estic capability in technology.

2.5. Licensing/regulations
T he function o f the regulatory agency generally consists in enforcing rules and
regulations in term s o f the relevant acts, developing safety standards for siting,
design, construction, com m issioning, operation and decom m issioning, and keeping
the public inform ed on m ajor issues o f radiological safety. T he safety standards o f
nuclear pow er plants have steadily evolved to reflect the results o f operating
experience and research, assessm ent o f the consequences o f accidents and the
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increasing concern o f the public regarding nuclear safety. T he requirem ents o f the
safety standards have evolved w ith tim e, generally in a m ore dem anding direction.
N ew safety standards should be developed for advanced reactors if no standards
applicable to those reactors exist. C hanging o r developing safety standards is often
a m ajor task o f the regulatory agency, requiring extensive research and verification.
T he licensing process for nuclear pow er plants in developing countries is based
on the version in developed countries. Lack o f stability and predictability in and com 
plexity o f the licensing process influence not only future nuclear pow er developm ent
in developed countries, but also nuclear pow er developm ent in developing countries.
T here is a need to achieve a high level o f standardization and to sim plify the licensing
process for achieving future nuclear pow er developm ent, not only in developing
countries, but in developed countries as w ell.

2.6. Acceptance
T he accidents at the T M I and C hernobyl nuclear pow er plants have influenced
public perceptions on nuclear pow er plant safety on a w orldw ide basis. Public
resistance and intervention are gradually grow ing in the region, despite the fact that
efforts have continued to convince o r educate the public regarding the necessity and
safety o f nuclear pow er by various m eans such as providing inform ation, arranging
tours to the sites o f nuclear facilities and holding sem inars.
T he public could be divided broadly into th ree categories in term s o f public
acceptance. T he first category includes the general public. N orm ally, they are not
specifically associated w ith nuclear pow er, except that they use the electricity
produced from nuclear pow er plants. They tend to have som e vague fears about
nuclear energy utilization, inferring from the terrib le disaster the atom ic bom b
brought about in the past. But they rem ain silent, keeping their concerns to them 
selves. O w ing to the continued efforts o f the nuclear industry, m any people are
beginning to understand the benefits and safety o f nuclear pow er and the relationship
betw een both parties is im proving.
T he second category includes groups dedicated to opposing the utilization o f
nuclear p ow er for producing electricity. They claim that nuclear pow er is unsafe and
leaves unsolved the problem o f radioactive w astes. They also insist that nonconventional energy sources, like solar, biom ass, w ind, tidal, etc., should be
harnessed instead o f nuclear pow er. Som etim es they attem pt to achieve their goal by
influencing people to follow them in opposing nuclear activities. A t present, the
num ber o f such antinuclear groups is not very significant in C hina and India. But
in Japan and the R epublic o f K orea they are relatively w ell organized and are trying
to find w ays all the tim e to intervene in nuclear activities.
T he third category com prises individuals w hose interests are directly affected
by nuclear related activities. They are prim arily those people living in the area close
to existing o r planned nuclear facilities. Besides the fear o f accidents and rad io 
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activity, they are m otivated to oppose having nuclear facilities near their hom es by
the possible econom ic loss they m ight suffer to their land and property. T his som e
tim es drives the residents into resorting to violent actions to block the designation
o f th eir area as the site for a nuclear pow er plant o r for radioactive w aste disposal.
Such a situation poses a serious b arrier in som e countries in siting and proceeding
w ith the nuclear pow er program m e.

2.7. Environment/radioactive wastes
T he production o f nuclear energy gives rise to radioactive w astes. T he quantity
o f these w astes is expected to increase as a function o f nuclear energy developm ent,
spent fuel reprocessing and plant decom m issioning. A s for the technology, near
surface repositories for low and interm ediate level radioactive w astes have been in
use fo r a long tim e, w hereas the final disposal m ethod for H L W is being developed.
R eprocessing and plutonium recycling reduce the size o f spent fuel storage facilities
and additional w aste storage sites. Securing the site for radioactive w aste disposal
in the A sian region is actually becom ing harder and hard er in som e countries. The
m ajor concerns o f the public, especially those associated w ith the site, are the possi
ble devaluation o f their properties and apprehensions about the harm ful effect o f
radioactive w astes, especially long lived w astes.

3.

G R O U PS F A C IN G BA R RIER S

3.1. General categories of groups
T he categories o f groups associated w ith o r having an influence on the
im plem entation o f a nuclear pow er program m e and their roles and responsibilities
are briefly described to help understand the background and evolution o f the b arriers
to b e addressed in the next section. T hose w ho are directly responsible or associated
w ith the nuclear pow er program m e are the utility, industry and research institutes
and authorities for safety, licensing, health and environm ent, and the governm ent.
T his, in effect, consists o f the infrastructure

relating to nuclear pow er developm ent.

T he public and m edia, politicians and dedicated opponents have varying degrees o f
influence on the policies relating to nuclear pow er developm ent.

3.2. Utilities
U tilities in Japan are private enterprises, w hereas in other countries in the
region they are governm ent controlled enterprises o r organizations. R egardless o f
the type, the responsibilities o f these utilities are sim ilar: construction, com m ission
ing and operation o f nuclear p ow er plants pursuant to the nuclear pow er developm ent
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program m e set by the governm ent. They lead the nuclear pow er sector by playing
a central role in im plem enting the nuclear po w er program m e. They set out the
requirem ents to be m et by design, provide the operating experience to the industry
for feedback into their products, guide and support R& D program m es, and perform
overall p roject m anagem ent in the construction o r evolution o f nuclear pow er plants.
U tilities m ust also try to m aintain close interaction and a w orking relationship with
the licensing authorities and the public. In ord er to p erfo rm these activities effec
tively, utilities are required to possess a certain level o f capability in technology.

3.3. Industry and research institutes
3.3.1.

Research institutes
A num ber o f research institutes are contributing to achieving the national

efforts to expand nuclear energy utilization by conducting essential research in
various fields. Included in the fields is research to enhance safety and im prove the
econom ics o f nuclear pow er plants, and to develop fuel cycle technologies.
In C hina, there are three m ajor research institutes: the N uclear P ow er Institute
o f C hina (N P IC ), the C hina Institute o f A tom ic E nergy (C IA E ), and the R esearch
Institute o f N uclear P ow er O peration (R IN PO ). N PIC is a national research centre
and is responsible fo r the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) design o f PW Rs.
C IA E perform s basic research and design o f test FBRs. R IN PO perform s research
related to operation and m aintenance (O & M ) o f nuclear pow er plants.
In India, tw o m ajor research institutions are the B habha A tom ic R esearch
C entre (BA RC) and the Indira G andhi C entre for A tom ic R esearch (IG C A R ). BARC
is the national centre for nuclear research and has recently initiated w ork on the
conceptual design o f advanced heavy w ater reactors. IG C A R w orks on research
relating to FBRs.
In Japan, there are three m ajor research institutes: the Japan A tom ic E nergy
R esearch Institute (JA ER I), the P ow er R eactor and N uclear F uel D evelopm ent C o r
poration (PN C ), and the N uclear P ow er E ngineering C orporation (N U P E C ). JA E R I
perform s conceptual design o f revolutionary reacto rs, w hereas N U P E C perform s
conceptual design studies for evolutionary L W R s. P N C is the m ain organization to
develop and construct advanced therm al reactors (A TRs) and FBRs.
In the R epublic o f K orea, nuclear research is perform ed m ainly by tw o o rgani
zations: the K orea A tom ic E nergy R esearch Institute (K A ERI) and the N uclear
E nvironm ent M anagem ent A tom ic C entre (N E M A C ). K A ER I designs the NSSS o f
ongoing dom estic nuclear pow er plants and currently participates in the national
project fo r the developm ent o f an advanced reactor. N E M A C perform s research
related to radioactive w aste disposal.
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Academic institutions

The roles and functions o f academic institutions relating to nuclear power pro
grammes have been steadily growing. Besides teaching students and carrying out
pure R&D studies, they have been involved in national nuclear power development
programmes in various ways: (a) participating in deciding national energy policy;
(b) providing consulting or review services; (c) performing design or analysis work
upon request from the government, industries or utilities; (d) co-working on specific
subjects with research institutes. Benefits resulting from utilizing their knowledge
and expertise are being increasingly recognized and appreciated.
3.3.3.

Nuclear industry

The localizing process o f such technologies as design, engineering and
manufacture are similar in all countries in the region. First, industry imported the
necessary know-how from W estern countries, including design manuals, computer
codes, etc. Then they absorbed and made those technologies their own by taking part
in the actual design or manufacturing process through joint work.
In China, a nationwide industrial conglomerate known as the China National
Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) plays a central role in the development and construc
tion o f nuclear power plants. CNNC undertakes the activities related to the design
and construction o f nuclear power plants, the nuclear fuel cycle from mining to
reprocessing, and the development o f advanced reactors. The engineering institutes
o f CNNC perform the engineering work in the design o f PWRs.
In India, nuclear power plants are designed by the utility, the Nuclear Power
Corporation o f India Limited, with R&D input from research institutes. Public sector
companies have been set up for mining uranium and exploiting rare earth minerals,
and industrial units o f the government have been set up for fuel fabrication and heavy
water production. Indian industry has also participated in the manufacture of
equipment and site construction activities.
Japan has reached a level o f self-reliance such that it can compete with W estern
vendors in exporting nuclear power plants. The Japanese nuclear industry has
developed advanced PWRs and BWRs in collaboration with companies in the USA.
The nuclear industry in the Republic o f Korea also imported technologies
through license agreements with developed countries and is now taking full responsi
bility for the design, engineering and manufacture o f the nuclear power plants being
built. The utility is taking the lead in developing advanced reactors.

3.4. Authorities (safety, licensing, health and the environment)
The licensing and regulating system is m ore or less similar in all countries of
the region. The overall regulatory proceedings are administered by a ministerial
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level organization of the government. Reviews and approvals o f important issues are
made by a board or committee. The members of the board/committee consist o f emi
nent experts from the nuclear sector, including the government.
In China, the CNNC is responsible for the safety management of nuclear
power plants and for the examination of reactor operators. The Nuclear Safety
Administration (NSA), as a supervisory authority, is responsible for issuing codes,
guides and permits for construction and operation. The National Bureau of Environ
mental Protection is responsible for issuing regulations for radiation protection and
conducting surveillance o f radiation safety.
In India, the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) enforces rules and
regulations in terms o f the relevant acts in the units operated by the Department of
Atomic Energy (DAE). The functions o f the AERB also include developing codes
and standards, reviewing safety aspects o f radiation facilities and promoting safety
research. The regulatory body also has access to the R&D infrastructure o f the DAE
and the academic institutions in the country.
In Japan, there are two main regulatory bodies. One is the Science and Tech
nology Agency, which regulates the reactors under development, and the other is the
Energy Agency o f the M inistry o f International Trade and Industry, which regulates
the reactors under commercial operation. There are also two advisory committees
for the Prim e Minister: the Atomic Energy Committee, on the planning and develop
ment o f nuclear power utilization, and the Nuclear Energy Safety Committee, on the
safety o f nuclear power plants.
In the Republic o f Korea, the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
administers licensing and regulatory activities. A separate agency, the Korea Insti
tute o f Nuclear Safety provides MOST with advisory support in enforcing the rules
and regulations. Important issues on nuclear energy policy, such as long term nuclear
power development and R&D programmes, are debated and decided at the Atomic
Energy Commission headed by the deputy Prime Minister.

3.5. Public/media
The perception and attitudes o f the public and the media towards the safety of
nuclear power plants depend largely upon the public awareness programme for the
dissemination o f information to various groups and members o f the public. There is
a need to strengthen the public awareness programme through communication chan
nels, including the media, constituting newspapers and magazines, radio, television
networks and advertisement in public places. The mode of communication is
through:
— Publication o f brochures and the production o f video films on topical subjects,
including safety and the environment;
— Public seminars;
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Encouraging visits by the public to nuclear facilities;
Public exhibitions;
Public information centres at nuclear facilities;
Publication o f special articles and responding to public queries;
Organizing visits by the media to nuclear facilities;
Press conferences and interviews. The countries o f the region have increas
ingly appreciated the importance o f awareness programmes in the implementa
tion o f their nuclear power programmes and these activities are already in
progress.

3.6. Politicians/governments
All activities of the nuclear power programme are reviewed and regulated by
government bodies pursuant to the applicable laws and regulations. The relationship
o f the programm e to the politicians at the policy level is through the congress or
parliament. The congressional or parliamentary committees review the activities in
this area periodically and their recommendations are acted upon.

3.7. Dedicated opponents
In the region, the influence o f those opposing nuclear power programmes is
not at such a serious level as to be a cause for worry. However, dedicated opponents
attempt constantly to draw the public to their side by spreading information, not
always based on facts, about nuclear safety, and influence people to join them in the
antinuclear movement. They sometimes intervene between the utility and residents
over a site, and urge the residents not to agree with the utility.

4.

BARRIERS AND SOLUTIONS

In the following, a barrier comes first and then the solution to that barrier
follows.

4.1. Energy policy
4.1.1.

Demand versus capacity

Demand for electricity is growing at a rapid pace due to its close relationship
with development. It has outstripped the growth in capacity addition. Different
energy resources have to play their roles to meet the demand in order to avoid short
ages. In this context, the pace o f capacity addition through nuclear power also needs
to be accelerated within the prevailing constraints o f resource availability.
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The construction schedule o f nuclear power plants needs to be shortened to
improve the nuclear share o f overall electricity generation. Approaches are as given
under ‘construction schedule’ and ‘capacity factors’ (see Section 4.2).
4.1.2.

Plutonium recycling

As more nuclear power plants are needed to meet increasing electricity
demand, plutonium recycling should be considered in the national energy policy for
the effective utilization o f natural resources and the sustained supply o f fuel to
nuclear power plants. The policy on recycling also affects the extent o f the required
spent fuel storage facilities, the strategy for advanced reactor development and the
problem o f securing additional waste storage sites. It is desirable to eliminate uncer
tainties, if any, in the recycling process by fixing the policy on this matter in the near
future.
In view o f the importance and common interest in the technology o f high level
wastes, it is preferable to have arrangements made for international collaboration on
the further development and full establishment o f this technology on a commercial
scale.
4.1.3.

Electricity demand forecast

Owing to the many factors involved in promoting the consumption o f electric
ity in present society, it is hard to predict the increase in electricity demand with
accuracy. The model used to estimate the forecast o f national energy consumption
is to be continuously upgraded, reflecting the data o f past years and the changes in
demand-related factors in co-ordination with the government.
4.1.4.

Site

In some countries o f the Asian region, securing the sites for new nuclear power
plants and radioactive waste disposal is becoming increasingly difficult, largely due
to the NIMBY (‘not in my backyard’) syndrome and resistance o f environmentalists.
Difficulties in securing the sites arise mainly from:
— Apprehensions o f the public about nuclear energy;
— Propaganda o f dedicated opponents to the antinuclear movement;
— Perceived environmental impact of an accident;
— Fear o f residents about economic loss.
The solution to this barrier is:
— Strengthen efforts to improve public acceptance through various ways, as men
tioned in Section 3.5;
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— Provide compensation to residents, such as through financial support o f their
community;
— Enhance the safety o f advanced reactors.
It is important to develop each nuclear power plant site to its full potential by
setting up multiple units so that the number o f additional sites can be kept to a
minimum.

4.1.5.

Localization

Sometimes a lack o f willingness to achieve energy self-reliance and frequent
changes in long term energy policy are constraints on localization. The long term
policy sometimes turns away from the original plan o f achieving self-reliance for
such reasons as lack o f funds. Frequent changes in energy policy also cause a loss
o f consistency in implementing the self-reliance programme. The self-reliance
programme is based on the national energy policy and its goal should be clearly
defined from the beginning. The industry should co-operate closely with the govern
ment in developing and implementing this programme. The policy should be pursued
so that changes to it are minimal and the industry has assured business and can pro
ceed with achieving self-reliance without interruption.

4.2. Economics

4.2.1.

Financing

The availability o f funds for financing new nuclear power projects has been
reduced owing to the resource crunch. This is due to a reduction in the government’s
budgetary support, insufficient internal revenues and difficulties in mobilizing funds
through capital markets.
The possibility o f mobilizing additional funds through joint venture projects
with the participation o f user agencies and leading manufacturing or construction
companies is being explored, including examination o f the legal aspects o f such ven
tures. In countries with an operating base not large enough to generate internal sur
pluses, internal resource generation will improve in the long term when the operating
base increases. Raising the electricity rate to secure funds is not easy because it
affects the whole economy. In some countries, the problem can be mitigated to a
large extent if international funding agencies provide ‘soft’ credit, as is being done
for conventional projects in the energy sector.
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4.2.2.

Construction schedule
The construction schedule in the past had been relatively long owing to:

— The process o f learning in indigenous design, manufacturing, construction and
project management;
— The digestion o f technology acquired through the transfer o f technology;
— Evolving reactor designs and hence the need for repeating the process of
development;
— Restrictions o f varying degrees on the transfer o f technology and export of
materials at the international level;
— Lower levels o f mechanization;
— A large number o f supply contracts by indigenous vendors to be integrated by
the utility.
Accumulated experience in those countries o f the region which started early
in nuclear power generation has resulted in a stage being reached where the
indigenous industries have achieved a state o f maturity. There is a progressive trend
towards a reduction in manufacturing time cycles. A higher level o f mechanization
by the use o f better construction equipment is being progressively adopted.
Standardization and improvements in project management systems will result in
further shortening o f construction times. This is possible with a reasonably sized
programme. One o f the important objectives o f advanced reactors should be a
reduction in construction time.
4.2.3.

Capital costs

The capital costs o f nuclear power plants have shown a tendency to increase
due to such factors as escalation and an increase in the scope o f work as a result of
enhanced safety requirements. Greater cost escalation appears to be due to the low
volume and high quality requirements o f business associated with nuclear power
plants. Indirect costs increase owing to longer construction periods.
There is no possibility o f relaxing any safety provisions. Reduction in con
struction schedules and standardization (see Section 4.2.2) can best reduce capital
costs. Improvements and innovations in the technology o f manufacturing and batch
production and standardization are other measures. Simplification and a modular
design approach are the long term objectives in evolving the designs o f advanced
reactors.
4.2.4.

Capacity factors

The availability and capacity factors need to be enhanced. The capability of
operating at full output on a sustained basis, performance o f equipment, characteris
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tics of the grid, regulatory requirements, in-service inspection, the number of forced
outages, and planned outage periods are important factors having a bearing on
achieving high capacity factors.
The required margin in capacity is being provided to operate at full power on
a sustained basis. The performance o f components and equipment is being progres
sively improved for enhanced reliability through improvements in design, manufac
turing methods and quality assurance. Improvements in condition monitoring
systems of plant operation, predictive and preventive maintenance, in-service inspec
tion and outage planning programmes are other measures. The progressive develop
ment o f technology and accumulated operating experience will permit high capacity
utilization in the future. The designs of advanced reactors should consider achieving
high capacity factors as one o f their objectives.
4.2.5.

Operation and maintenance

It is important to secure qualified personnel in the required numbers to support
O&M activities. The design o f the next generation o f nuclear power plants should
be such as to achieve higher safety, reliability, operability, maintainability and better
economics. The concept of the design should also be user friendly and easy to oper
ate. Since these requirements for improved performance cause costs to increase,
measures to offset the increase have to be taken. One o f those measures is to reduce
the cost associated with operation and licensing.
At present, there is some margin in O&M costs that can be reduced or
eliminated. The concept o f ease of access and ease of repair should be incorporated
at the design stage. Standardizing maintenance procedures is very important. Licens
ing is another field where cost saving can be achieved. For instance, extending the
turbine inspection, interval and a longer cycle using high burnup fuel will increase
the availability o f the plant, thus decreasing O&M costs. Computerization will also
ease the personnel problem.

4.2.6.

Competitiveness

There is no guarantee o f the competitiveness o f the advanced reactor because
o f the uncertainties and risks involved in design, component manufacturing and oper
ation. In view o f the level o f self-reliance, most countries in the region will probably
incur much of their costs on R&D either in evolving their present reactors or
introducing innovations.
The first thing to do is evaluate the current status o f self-reliance and identify
areas for further improvement or o f deficiency. Then, a detailed overall scheme of
development is to be worked out, including a strategy for improvement or to make
up for the deficiency. Efforts should be made to maximize the utilization o f domestic
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resources during development, including the nuclear research and academic insti
tutes. This will prevent the duplication o f expenditures on the same R&D. Expertise
which is not available or cannot be developed in the country is secured through joint
work with foreign vendors or research institutes. Emphasis is given to cost impact
factors, such as standardization, throughout the phases of development.

4.3. Technology
4.3.1.

Design, manufacture and construction

The development o f technology for design, manufacture and construction in a
self-reliant manner requires significant effort and time.
Government, utilities and industry should recognize their mutual responsibili
ties to pursue self-reliance in view o f the current international trend o f protectionism.
Utilities should take a leading role in achieving the goal set by the government with
industry, research and academic institutes. They should also constantly endeavour
to evolve technologies through close co-ordination with domestic and, when neces
sary, foreign industries.
4.3.2.

Fast breeder reactors

In order to deploy an FBR, indigenous development o f fuel cycle technology,
including fabrication o f fuel assemblies, reprocessing and associated radioactive
waste management, has to be established.
A reliable energy source that will be a substitute for nuclear power is not likely
to be developed in the foreseeable future. In view o f the pace o f progress to develop
alternative energy sources like fusion energy, there seems to be no alternative to
nuclear energy in the near future. But the resources o f natural uranium are limited
and are not estimated to last long. Therefore, due consideration should be given to
the development o f commercial FBRs for sustaining energy supply.
4.3.3.

Recovery o f R& D costs

A large amount o f investment in R&D is required in the course o f developing
advanced reactors. Countries in the region will have to spend a larger amount on
R&D with regard to the status o f the technology development and constraints on the
availability o f test facilities as compared with advanced W estern countries in the
nuclear field. The m arket for them to sell their advanced reactors is also very small
owing to the handicap o f credibility in reliability and the existence o f well developed
markets for W estern/European supplies. In addition, some constraints are often
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imposed on the transfer of technology or the marketing o f products developed using
the transferred technology.
All enterprises and institutes, including the government, should recognize their
responsibility to overcome this barrier. The government and utilities should
constantly support, encourage and co-ordinate the activities o f the involved parties
so that harmony is maintained among the parties and spending is not duplicated for
the same cause. The involved parties should also try to utilize domestic facilities and
technologies to the maximum extent. Before starting an R&D programme, they
should decide on the optimum strategy based on a cost-benefit analysis. In the case
o f large test facilities, it would be wise to optimize the use o f existing facilities before
expanding them, or, if necessary and feasible, use those existing in other countries
instead o f duplicating them in their own countries.

4.3.4.

Licensing

The regulatory process is sometimes time consuming in dealing with applica
tions for changes in design or adoption o f new technologies. The situation may
become worse when a regulatory approval request is filed for evolutionary or revolu
tionary reactors for which little or no regulatory basis exists.
The licensing authorities should deal with the licensing application on a timely
basis. Utilities and industry should also be aware o f their responsibilities in expedit
ing the approval process. They must do their part by seeking early involvement of
the licensing authorities, even before the application is submitted. This includes such
things as providing the licensing authorities with the methodology of the model and
results o f the tests, and inviting them to witness the experiments or tests. They must
also assist the licensing authorities in upgrading or developing safety standards.

4.3.5.

Perceptions o f nuclear energy

The general public does not understand nuclear technology, and a ‘horrible
m onster’ with the power o f mass destruction comes to mind whenever members of
the public hear the word ‘nuclear’. The media also tend to deal with nuclear energy
in a sensational manner in order to attract the attention and interest o f readers.
Organizations involved in nuclear power should exercise increased efforts at
disseminating information to the public and media about safety and radiation protec
tion measures through various methods, as discussed in Section 3.5. The utilities and
industry should also inform the public and media o f the inherent safety features of
advanced reactors and the status o f development. These efforts should be to give
authentic, factual information; the information should be understandable to the
public and media, including dedicated opponents.
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4.4. Licensing/regulations
4.4.1.

Standardization

A level o f standardization in design is essential for speeding up the regulatory
review process and improving the economics of an advanced reactor. Standardiza
tion of designs and accumulated experience o f safety reviews can only help in
simplifying the review process. There is no other way except to proceed with it in
an organized manner. In evolving designs, safety reviews will need time. For
innovative designs,' detailed reviews have to be gone through in the initial units and
subsequently standardized, or approval of standard designs might be pursued from
the initial units. Since many licensing issues are evolved in the process o f standardi
zation, definite standard design criteria and a standard review process with strong
advisory organizations, and close co-operation with concerned authorities, are very
much needed.
4.4.2.

Safety review and research

It is essential to have a system o f utilizing expertise on safety developed by
research institutes in the safety and regulatory process while at the same time
preserving the functional independence o f the regulatory body.
The approach has been to utilize the expertise developed in theoretical and
experimental safety studies in research institutes and in selected fields from academic
institutions in each individual country. A multi-tier system o f safety review by the
regulatory board permits specialist inputs to the safety review process. The approach
of establishing strong links with research, academic and industrial institutions should
be strengthened.
4.4.3.

Codes and guides

Codes and guides relevant to the national requirements need to be stipulated
and developed. The approach has been that until the codes and guides are fully devel
oped, appropriate national and international codes and guides have been adopted.
Specialist multidisciplinary groups created by the regulatory body prepare the codes
and guides, which undergo multi-tier review before publication. This approach will
be continued to complete the work.

4.5. Acceptance
Some members o f the public are o f the opinion that renewable and nonconventional sources of energy should be developed instead of nuclear power. This
view appears to arise from a fear o f accidents, aspects relating to waste management
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and decommissioning, the declining trend in the addition o f nuclear power capacity
in certain developed countries, the lack o f trust in expert judgement, the media’s
general tendency to emphasize controversy in reporting, and apprehensions o f some
health problems linked to radiation exposure. There are politicians who are mostly
for, while some have doubts or concerns on, nuclear power development. Political
support is an important component of public acceptance.
All commercially viable sources o f energy have their roles to play in the con
text of rapid growth in demand for electricity and the time-frame for the development
of alternatives. Comprehensive information with the proper level o f detail regarding
alternative energy sources, as well as nuclear energy, should be provided to mem
bers o f the public so that they can judge the merits and drawbacks associated with
each individual energy source, and pick the best solution themselves. It is also impor
tant to have a system o f providing authentic information to policy and opinion
makers.
In spite o f all safety features to prevent an accident and mitigate the conse
quences, an off-site emergency plan should be developed as a m atter o f abundant
caution in co-ordination with the concerned organizations in the country. Periodic
exercises and updating o f the plans are necessary to reflect the results o f the exer
cises. While there could be public anxiety during the first few exercises, this will
later be accepted.

4.6. Environment/waste management
4.6.1.

Reduction in the release o f radioactive material

The reduction in the release o f radioactive material from nuclear power plants
must be a continuing process. Designs have to be progressively evolved, with the
objective of reducing releases.
Successive reactor, designs have been improved to reduce the escape of radio
active material from the systems by:
—
—
—
—

4.6.2.

Reducing the number o f valves and joints,
Enhancing system integrity,
Augmenting and improving the recovery and cleanup system,
Maximizing concentration, solidification and safe containment within the plant
complex.

The site and H LW

Some countries in the Asian region are having difficulties in securing sites for
HLW. It seems to be a difficult problem at the moment because o f public acceptance,
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i.e. the NIMBY syndrome. From a technical point o f view, the concept of the meth
odology for safe HLW disposal has been worked out. Licensing criteria and detailed
engineering remain to be developed in the future. The problem is that HLW disposal
has to be solved to sustain the operation o f nuclear power plants.
Utilities have expanded the spent fuel pool capacity on site as an interim mea
sure. But they will run out o f the expanded space soon. They should continue efforts
to secure sites by improving public acceptance. The government should support the
utilities in this matter. Studies are being conducted in some countries o f the region
on the dry cask storage o f spent fuel, which does not require a water pool for cooling.
The spent fuel is cooled by natural air circulation.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In recent years the environmental protection movement has gained momentum.
The Rio Declaration at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Develop
ment in 1992 has increased public concerns about the environmental effects resulting
from burning fossil fuels. Environmental concerns arise from the greenhouse effect,
ozone depletion and carbon dioxide emissions. Owing to these issues, many people
have come to recognize that nuclear energy has an important role in complementing
fossil fuel resources. However, full acceptance by the public should be developed
for revitalizing the utilization o f nuclear energy. It is in this context that advanced
reactors, which have safety characteristics the public can understand, should be
developed.
It is very important to make the public understand that the desire to evolve
advanced reactor systems is based on the continuing goals o f achieving excellence
in performance and safety. This is in no way indicative o f any weakness in existing
reactor systems, which have adequate safety provisions. Any totally new technology
takes a relatively longer time to mature and therefore the concept of advanced reactor
systems should be based on existing technology, with suitable upgrades and
improvements.
In this paper, the barriers and solutions the countries in the Asian region expect
to encounter in the development o f advanced reactors have been investigated, based
on their experience and current status o f activities. These are mainly related to
improved plant economics and availability, simplification o f designs, enhanced
safety by way o f incorporating safety features, shortened construction periods,
improvements in public acceptance, standardization and streamlining o f the regula
tory process and solutions for HLW disposal.
O f these barriers, enhancing safety and, in some countries, site selection can
be taken as being the most important. Enhancing safety together with economics can
be achieved through the evolution or the innovation of designs utilizing proven tech
nology and experience already gained. The situation is different regarding site selec
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tion. Three different types o f sites are involved, i.e. sites for nuclear power plants,
HLW disposal and facilities such as fuel fabrication and reprocessing. Difficulties
in securing these sites are more or less the same, but an HLW site encounters the
strongest resistance from the public owing to its long lived radioactive isotopes.
Utilities are currently forced to store spent fuel on-site by expanding the spent fuel
pool, but they will run out o f available space soon. The problem o f HLW storage
not only affects present nuclear power plants, but also plants to be built in the future.
Efforts should be made to strengthen the public awareness programme and improve
public acceptance. In the meantime, R&D efforts have to be intensified in the
development of technologies for HLW volume reduction.
The success of the nuclear power programme is a matter o f common interest,
and greater co-operation in the Asian region on matters of mutual interest should be
encouraged. International co-operation through organizations like the IAEA could be
beneficial to all the countries involved.
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Abstract
ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES.
Developing countries are experiencing rapid population growth, urbanization and
industrial development calling for more electricity service supply. The electricity require
ments of these countries can be met only through the use of all the energy sources technically
available and economically competitive. Among the technologies available to meet the grow
ing electricity demand, nuclear power is viewed by many experts as the most likely non-fossilfuel source which can be developed on a large scale since it has reached the commercial stage
and is already economically competitive. However, the geographical distribution of nuclear
power plants operating or under construction shows that the development of nuclear power
has occurred mainly in industrialized countries, since the barriers to nuclear power develop
ment are more difficult to overcome in developing countries. The advanced nuclear power
systems under development could alleviate some of these barriers and therefore enhance the
attractiveness of the nuclear option for developing countries. The main problems faced by
developing countries wishing to implement a nuclear programme are the size of the units, the
financing of the required investments, the adaptation of the industrial infrastructure, the train
ing of highly qualified personnel, and the difficulty in addressing safety and waste manage
ment issues. Other barriers to nuclear power development, common to industrialized and
developing countries, such as stability of the organizational and regulatory framework and
public acceptance, are also addressed in the paper, drawing upon past experience and studies
carried out by the IAEA in some Member States such as Egypt, Indonesia and Turkey. In the
past, the tendency has been to develop large nuclear units which benefit from economy of scale
and which are well adapted to electricity demand in industrialized areas. For most developing
countries, except in megacities and a few highly industrialized zones, the size of the electricity
grid does not permit the introduction of large generating units and the annual growth of
demand for electricity does not require such units. While nuclear power is generally
economically competitive for base load electricity generation, difficulties have arisen in
financing nuclear power projects, since the large capital requirements for building a nuclear
unit have exceeded the overall credit limits for individual developing countries. Moreover,
governments and lenders may be reluctant to concentrate their funding in a single project when
301
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many other sectors require also investment. Industrial infrastructure and highly qualified per
sonnel are necessary to permit domestic participation in the construction of nuclear power
plants and, moreover, to ensure reliable and safe operation and maintenance of the nuclear
units. Safety and radioactive waste management issues have proved to be barriers to nuclear
deployment world wide and have raised specific concerns in developing countries from both
the technical and regulatory points of view. Improved designs of advanced reactors aim
towards facilitating the construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants,
reducing investment costs and enhancing safety; therefore, they will better meet the special
requirements of developing countries. The development of advanced systems, including small
and medium sized power plants, will permit their integration in the grid of countries with
limited electricity generating capacities. Smaller reactors with capacities ranging from 80 to
600 MW(e) are being designed in several countries for supplying electricity, and also in some
cases heat. Such reactor designs will broaden the potential market for nuclear power in devel
oping countries, since they could provide electricity and heat to industrial and residential users
having medium and low capacity requirements; small and medium sized reactors will also be
attractive options for replacing older fossil-fuelled generation units at the end of their lifetime.
From the point of view of financing, the total investment cost of smaller nuclear units will
be easier to bear by domestic funds or through foreign loans; moreover, since the construction
lead time is expected to be shorter for advanced systems, the time to recover the investment
will also be reduced. The new generation of nuclear reactors with simplified operational
procedures should facilitate the training of personnel and alleviate the need for advanced
industrial infrastructure. The construction phase will also be facilitated in developing coun
tries, since some advanced systems reduce the on-site building work essentially to assembly
of equipment. Although the nuclear power plants of the present generation have designs ensur
ing a high level of safety, advanced systems adopt new approaches to address the challenges
of increasingly demanding safety requirements. Safety will be enhanced by a better combina
tion of active and passive safety systems and improvement of the man-machine interface. The
incorporation of passive safety systems reduces the probabilistic risk of accidents. New safety
features will permit the achievement of low on-site and off-site impacts in the event of a poten
tial accident; this is particularly relevant in the case of small and medium sized reactors that
could be built near densely populated urban areas of developing countries for providing elec
tricity and heat to industrial and residential users. Advanced systems will also permit better
utilization of the nuclear fuel. The minimization of radioactive wastes to be handled and finally
disposed of will be a key factor both from the economic and public acceptance points of view
for enhancing the feasibility of nuclear power programmes in developing countries. Nuclear
power is one of the options which could contribute to sustainable energy and electricity strate
gies in developing countries by enhancing energy independence, competitiveness and environ
mental protection. Advanced systems will facilitate the implementation of nuclear strategies
in developing countries. However, there remains a need for consistent planning and decision
making, including comprehensive comparative assessment of electricity generation options,
in order to ensure satisfactory achievement of nuclear programmes.
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ELECTRICITY DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The need for additional electricity generating capacity during the coming years
will come mainly from developing countries. Although electricity consumption
increased steadily in developing countries during the last decade, at a rate o f nearly
7% per annum as compared with less than 3% in OECD countries, these countries
clearly need more electricity services than they receive at present [1]. W hile the
annual electricity consumption per capita exceeds 8 M W -h in OECD countries, it
remains well below 1 MW •h per capita in most developing countries and almost one
third o f the developing countries consume annually less than 1 0 0 kW -h per capita
(Fig. 1). Economic development, population growth and the objective to achieve a
higher standard o f living will lead to higher demand for flexible energy forms such
as electricity. Given the present low level o f electricity use, demand is likely to rise
sharply. Urbanization, rural electrification and industrial development will be driv
ing factors for an increase in electricity consumption per capita. M oreover, popula
tion growth alone will require additional electricity supply even if the consumption
per capita would not increase, since it is expected that during the coming decades
m ore than 95% o f world population growth will occur in developing countries
(Fig. 2 ) [2 ].
On average, the electricity intensity of the economy is rather high in develop
ing countries, mainly because processes adopted in the industry and residential enduse devices are generally inefficient, and also because o f large losses in transmission
and distribution. However, the electricity content o f the economy remains considera
bly below the level prevailing in industrialized countries in most developing coun
tries, and the share o f electricity in total final energy consumption is significantly
lower in developing countries than in OECD countries. Despite the rapid growth
experienced over the last decades in electricity consumption, the trend will continue
to be for higher use of electricity per unit o f the gross domestic product (GDP),
irrespective o f the relative success o f countries in achieving efficiency improvements
in electricity transmission, distribution and use. Therefore, contrary to what can be
expected in OECD countries, electricity demand will grow faster than the GDP of
developing countries.
Savings and conservation measures through the reduction of excessive reserve
margins and system losses have a large potential for alleviating the need for addi
tional generating capacity. However, care should be taken in assessing this potential
for improvement in the efficiency o f electricity generation and use, since technical,
institutional and economic constraints are likely to limit its exploitation. Although
large savings are technically feasible, only part of this potential may be economically
accessible in the short and medium term . M oreover, realizing the full potential for
electricity saving in developing countries will require policy measures ranging from
energy price reforms to m ajor changes in financial and technical assistance from
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FIG. 1. Electricity consumption in 1991 (kW-hper capita) (source: IAEA Energy and Eco
nomic Data Bank).

industrialized countries, which may occur only gradually. In the meantime, effi
ciency improvement will not offset the need for building and commissioning new
electricity generating plants.
The electricity generation capacities currently existing may seem excessive in
some developing countries, with higher reserve margins than are actually needed.
However, since availability factors and reliability o f power plants are generally low,
residential and industrial users suffer power cuts due to frequent breakdowns and
outages. Planned electricity capacity expansion in these countries (Fig. 3) reflects
this situation and justifies the estimates that demand will grow at a rate o f 6 - 7 % per
annum during the coming decade [3]. For the longer term, the high economic growth
scenario o f the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change, which is the only one
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allowing a significant improvement o f welfare in developing countries [4 ], leads to
an electricity consumption exceeding 10 000 TW •h per annum in these countries in
2025, a fivefold increase as compared with some 2000 T W -h in 1990.
While demand for electricity services is increasing, the impact on the local,
regional and global environments o f the electricity sector are important issues in
developing as well as industrialized countries. However, in considering alternative
strategies to reduce the environmental impact o f generating electricity, developing
countries have to take into consideration affordability and domestic resource endow
ment [5] . Hydro power and conventional thermal power plants using solid mineral
fuels, including low quality coal, lignite and peat, are likely to remain the major
sources for electricity generation in most developing countries, since constraints on
their accessibility are generally lower than for other energy sources. Hydro power
development may have adverse impacts on ecosystems, water quality, land use and
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FIG. 3. Expected electricity generation capacity additions in developing countries in the
1990s [1].

human settlement. Electricity transmission over large distances, needed in most
cases since resources are far from urban and industrial areas where demand is
located, will add to environmental burdens. More comprehensive impact assessment
studies prior to the design o f large hydro power projects may alleviate these impacts,
but will not offset them totally. Burning solid mineral fuels leads to atmospheric pol
lution and production o f large volumes o f wastes. Emissions of sulphur and nitrogen
oxides have already caused large impacts in densely populated and industrial areas
of developing countries. The implementation of clean coal technologies will reduce
these emissions, at a cost per unit o f electricity generated, but the increase in carbon
dioxide emissions will be inevitable. Currently, carbon dioxide emissions from the
electricity sector are mainly due to industrialized countries. However, the increase
o f coal based electricity generation capacity, especially in China and India, but also
in Asian countries where economic and industrial development is very rapid, could
double the carbon dioxide emissions o f developing countries and offset the reduc
tions that industrialized countries should achieve in line with the target proposed by
the Conference on ‘The Changing Atmosphere: Implications for Global Security’,
held in Toronto, Canada, in 1988.
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The expansion o f electricity generating systems in developing countries will
offer opportunities to diversify energy supply, to introduce advanced technologies
and to alleviate the health and environmental impacts o f energy and electricity
production and use. Renewable sources could play a larger, although not major, role
in electricity generation mixes; however, even assuming a rapid penetration of these
sources, nuclear power expansion will be required to ensure an adequate supply of
electricity during the next century [6 ]. The challenge, for the nuclear industry and
the international community, will be to ensure adequate technology development,
adaptation and transfer aiming towards satisfying the specific requirements o f devel
oping countries for nuclear power systems adapted to their technical and economic
situations.

2.

NUCLEAR POW ER STATUS AND TRENDS
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The country by country distribution of nuclear power plants operating or under
construction in 1992 (Fig. 4) shows that the development o f nuclear power has
occurred mainly in industrialized countries. This may indicate that the barriers to
nuclear power development are more difficult to overcome in developing countries
and, moreover, that specific obstacles exist in these countries. Only six developing
countries (not including the Republic o f Korea, which has now joined the
OECD/NEA) have nuclear power units in operation with a total installed capacity
of some 4 GW(e), representing 1.3% o f the nuclear capacity installed in the world.
The nuclear share o f electricity generation in developing countries which have
nuclear units in operation ranges from 0.1% in China to 14% in Argentina as com
pared with 17% on average world wide.
The nuclear units under construction in seven developing countries (again not
including the Republic o f Korea) represent a total capacity o f nearly 9 GW(e), i.e.
14% o f the nuclear capacity under construction world wide. Such a trend reflects the
continued interest o f developing countries in nuclear power while nuclear pro
grammes are slowing down in industrialized countries for reasons that have been
already discussed during this Symposium. Different types o f reactors, e.g. PHWRs
and LW Rs, have been chosen by developing countries, but generally the nuclear
units in operation or under construction in these countries are small and medium
sized reactors, ranging from 130 MW(e) to 700 MW(e). Most developing countries
have been relying on imports and technology transfer to implement their nuclear pro
grammes, with the exception o f China and India who have developed and built reac
tors o f domestic design. However, in most cases efforts have been made in the
importing country for involving local industry in construction, maintenance and fuel
cycle activities.
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In Asia, China, India and Pakistan are operating nuclear power plants. In
China, the first nuclear power plant, Qinshan, which is a 300 MW(e) PWR of
Chinese design, was connected to the grid in December 1991. At Daya Bay, two
900 MW(e) PWRs imported from France are under construction; the first one was
connected to the grid in September 1993 and will start commercial operation in
December 1993. The nuclear programme o f China includes the construction of addi
tional units, either 300 or 600 MW(e) o f Chinese design, at Qinshan; additional units
o f 900 and 1000 MW(e) are planned to be commissioned between the years 2010
and 2015.
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India has nine nuclear units in operation with a total capacity of 1.6 GW(e),
supplying some 3% o f electricity consumption in the country. Four units were
imported: two PHW Rs from Canada and two BWRs from the USA, but India has
developed and built PHWRs o f domestic design and is developing a liquid metal
reactor. Five 200 MW(e) PHW R units of Indian design are under construction and
expected to be commissioned by the end o f 1996; additional units of the same type,
200 MW(e) Indian PHW Rs, are planned to be commissioned after the turn o f the
century, bringing the total installed nuclear capacity o f the country to 6 GW(e) by
the year 2015.
Pakistan has been operating a 125 MW(e) PHW R, imported from Canada,
since 1972 and is planning to extend the lifetime o f the plant. A second unit, a
300 MW(e) PW R imported from China, is under construction.
Several other Asian countries have nuclear programmes at different stages of
development. In Indonesia, the feasibility study for the first nuclear unit should be
completed in 1996 and this unit is expected to be operating by 2003 on the island
of Java. The President o f the Philippines has ordered a comprehensive report to be
prepared on the feasibility and viability of a nuclear programme. However, for the
time being, there is a decision not to put the Bataan nuclear power plant (BNPP-1),
a 600 MW(e) PW R imported from the USA, into operation. Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand are considering the implementation o f nuclear power programmes as one
option to meet rapidly growing electricity demand. In Thailand, a feasibility study
on the construction o f the first nuclear unit has been initiated.
In Latin America and the Caribbean, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico have
nuclear power plants in operation and nuclear power provides 2 % of electricity
supply in the region.
In Argentina, the two nuclear units, PHWRs imported from Canada and
Germany, have a total capacity o f 935 MW(e) and provide 14% of the electricity
supply o f the country. A third unit, a 692 MW(e) PHW R of German design, is under
construction.
Brazil, in spite o f its large hydro power resources, decided in 1975 to develop
a nuclear programme for providing electricity in the industrial regions of the country
distant from the hydro resources. The first nuclear unit, a 626 MW(e) PW R imported
from the USA, has been operating since 1984 and the second unit, a 1245 MW(e)
PWR o f German design, is under construction.
In Mexico, a 654 MW(e) BWR, imported from the USA, has been in operation
since the mid-1990s providing some 3% o f the electricity supply o f the country. A
second unit, identical to the first one, is under construction and expected to be
commissioned in 1994.
Cuba has two 400 MW(e) PW R units o f W W ER-440 type, imported from the
former USSR, under construction since the mid-1980s and due to be commissioned
by the mid-1990s. However, the units may not be completed according to recent
information. Nuclear power programmes are expected to be expanded in Argentina,
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Brazil and Mexico, and also in Cuba if the financial situation of the country should
improve. Other countries o f the region have expressed interest in nuclear power.
However, it is unlikely that nuclear units could be commissioned in these countries
in the coming decade.
In Africa and the Middle East, only Egypt and the Islamic Republic of Iran
have taken steps to implement nuclear programmes, although Algeria, Morocco and
Tunisia have undertaken preliminary analysis o f the viability o f the nuclear option.
A study has been carried out with the assistance o f the IAEA on the feasibility of
introducing small and medium power reactors into the electricity generating system
o f Egypt. The economic competitiveness of nuclear power for potable water produc
tion has also been investigated for other countries o f the region. The nuclear power
program m e o f the Islamic Republic of Iran, initiated in the 1960s, could be revived
since the country needs additional capacity to meet increasing demand for electricity
and potable water. However, in this region studies carried out so far clearly indicate
the need for technology adaptation and new nuclear power system designs in order
to meet specific country requirements.
According to the latest projections developed by the IAEA [7], the installed
nuclear capacity in developing countries would range from 20.6 to 33.6 GW(e) in
2015 (Fig. 5), while the total nuclear capacity world wide would range from
374 to 571 GW(e). These projections indicate that the largest part of nuclear power
capacity growth will take place in industrialized countries; however, the projections
also show a significant increase in nuclear power capacity in developing countries.
Especially in the low case, a significant share o f the market for new nuclear units
to be ordered and built after the turn of the century would be in developing countries.
Since a number o f developing countries have nuclear power programmes and intend
to rely at least partly on nuclear power for their electricity supply, it is important
to have in mind their specific constraints and requirements when designing advanced
nuclear power systems.

3.

POTENTIAL ROLE OF ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Case studies carried out by the IAEA in co-operation with interested Member
States on the feasibility o f nuclear programmes [8 , 9], and studies on nuclear power
planning and financing in developing countries [ 1 0 ], have identified some o f the
issues to be addressed in order to implement nuclear programmes and projects in
these countries. Specific obstacles encountered by developing countries in planning
and implementing a nuclear programme have been comprehensively analysed [ 1 1 ].
The main problems faced by developing countries wishing to implement a nuclear
programme are the size o f the units, the financing o f the required investments, the
adaptation o f the industrial infrastructure and the training o f highly qualified person-
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nel. Other barriers to nuclear power development, such as safety and radioactive
waste management issues, stability o f the organizational and regulatory framework
and public acceptance, are common to industrialized and developing countries.
Through incorporating characteristics which better meet the specific requirements of
developing countries, advanced nuclear power systems may facilitate the implemen
tation o f technically and economically sound nuclear programmes in these countries.
In the past, the tendency has been to develop large nuclear units which benefit
from economy o f scale and which are well adapted to the large electricity systems
o f industrialized areas. For most developing countries, except to supply electricity
to megacities and highly industrialized zones, the size o f the electricity grid does not
permit the introduction o f large generating units and the annual growth in demand
for electricity does not require such large units. The development o f advanced
nuclear systems o f smaller sizes will permit their integration in the grids o f countries
with limited electricity generating capacities. Smaller reactors with capacities rang
ing from 80 to 600 MW(e) are being designed in several countries for supplying
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electricity, and also in some cases heat. Such reactor designs will broaden the
potential market for nuclear power in developing countries, since they could provide
electricity to systems with medium to low capacity requirements. They could also
be used in some cases for heat and potable water production. Small and medium
sized reactors will also be attractive options for replacing older fossil fuelled genera
tion units at the end o f their lifetime. The success o f the Chinese reactor design indi
cates that there is a need for this type o f unit.
Nuclear power is economically competitive in many countries, including
developing ones, for base load electricity generation [12, 13]. The cost per unit of
electricity generated is generally lower for a nuclear power plant than for a coal fired
power plant, which is the cheapest alternative (Fig. 6 ) [12], but nuclear power is
highly capital intensive and the investment has to be financed up front. Therefore,
difficulties have arisen in developing countries in financing nuclear power projects,
since the large capital requirements for building a nuclear unit are near the overall
credit limits for individual countries. M oreover, governments and lenders have been
reluctant to concentrate their funding in very large electricity projects when many
other sectors also require investment. In addition, the present uncertainties with
respect to the construction schedule may prevent domestic and foreign investors from
taking such a financial risk. Advanced nuclear power systems, especially small and
medium sized and modular reactors, may play a significant role by reducing con
struction lead times, uncertainties and total investment costs. Small and medium
sized advanced systems will be easier to finance by domestic funds or through for
eign loans; furthermore, since their construction lead time is expected to be shorter,
the time to recover the investment will also be reduced. However, new financing
approaches, including the build-operate-transfer (ВОТ) model, should be
implemented and development banks will have a major role to play in addressing
these issues. The ВОТ approach will be easier to implement for smaller units with
lower total investment costs and with modular units partly assembled by the vendors,
which will reduce on-site construction lead times and uncertainties.
Industrial infrastructure and highly qualified personnel are required to permit
domestic participation in the construction of nuclear power plants and, moreover, to
ensure reliable and safe operation and maintenance o f the nuclear units. The new
generation o f nuclear reactors with simplified operational procedures should facili
tate the training o f personnel and alleviate the need for advanced industrial infra
structure. The construction phase will also be facilitated in developing countries,
since some advanced nuclear power systems aim towards reducing the on-site build
ing work, essentially to assembly o f equipment, while most o f the components o f the
nuclear steam supply system are assembled into modules by the manufacturer before
delivery. Simplifying and streamlining the design o f nuclear power systems will lead
not only to cost reduction, but also to easier operation and maintenance. Such charac
teristics will permit reduction o f the personnel requirements at the power plant and
will also enhance the reliability and availability factors o f the nuclear units.
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The ability o f the nuclear industry to demonstrate to decision makers and the
public that safety and radioactive waste management issues are adequately addressed
have proven to be barriers to nuclear deployment world wide. It has raised specific
concerns in developing countries from the technical, regulatory and public accep
tance viewpoints. Although the nuclear power plants of the present generation have
designs ensuring a high level o f safety, advanced nuclear power systems tend to
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adopt new approaches to address the challenges of increasingly demanding safety
requirements. Safety will be enhanced by a better combination o f active and passive
safety systems and by improvement o f the m an-machine interface. The incorporation
o f passive safety systems reduces the probabilistic risk of accidents. New safety fea
tures will permit achievement o f low on-site and off-site impacts in the event o f a
potential accident; this is particularly relevant in the case o f small and medium reac
tors that could be built closer to load centres. Advanced nuclear power systems will
also allow a m ore efficient utilization o f the nuclear fuel through higher bumup. The
minimization o f radioactive wastes to be handled and finally disposed o f will be a
key factor both from the economic and public acceptance viewpoints for enhancing
the feasibility of nuclear power programmes in developing countries.
Since one o f the objectives of nuclear power programmes in developing coun
tries is enhancing security o f supply and energy independence, technology transfer
is a key issue. Nuclear technology transfer is viewed by developing countries as an
opportunity to boost and accelerate the overall industrialization process of the
country. The participation o f domestic industry in the construction and commission
ing o f nuclear units should be facilitated by designs allowing for technology transfer
in so far as feasible. In this connection, advanced nuclear power systems should aim
towards simplified designs and less sophisticated technology which is more readily
transferable to developing countries.

4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Among the technologies available to meet growing electricity demand, nuclear
power is viewed by many experts as the most likely non-fossil-fuel source which can
be developed on a large scale, since it has reached the commercial stage and is
already economically competitive. In developing countries, nuclear power is one o f
the options which could contribute to sustainable energy and electricity strategies by
enhancing security o f supply, economic competitiveness and environmental
protection.
Advanced nuclear power systems that are being designed or are under develop
ment will find a large share o f their future markets in developing countries. The
specific requirements of these countries should therefore be fully analysed and incor
porated in the design in order to provide reactors that are easier to build and operate,
which will facilitate the implementation o f nuclear projects in a wide range of
countries.
M oreover, technology adaptation and transfer will be essential for the success
of nuclear power programmes in developing countries. Past experience, in the
Republic o f Korea, for example, has demonstrated the feasibility and benefits o f the
effective transfer o f nuclear technology. Advanced nuclear power systems could
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facilitate and enhance the participation of local industry in developing countries that
choose to implement nuclear programmes.
Finally, financing mechanisms should be developed for ensuring successful
implementation o f nuclear programmes in developing countries, as part o f a global
sustainable energy and electricity supply strategy.
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Abstract
CHANGES IN APPROACH FOR IMPROVING ACCEPTANCE OF ADVANCED
REACTORS.
Although heavily dependent on nuclear power and with excellent operational records,
several Western European countries are facing stagnation in the deployment of nuclear energy.
Public acceptance seems to play a primary role in this situation. Technical improvements can
provide the necessary, but not sufficient, pre-conditions in order to stabilize, or even improve
the climate of acceptance towards a negatively perceived technology. The requirement of
exclusion of catastrophic accident consequences seems to be the most appropriate means.
There is, however, dissent with regard to the interpretation and the operational implementation
of such a requirement. Success will heavily depend on formulating convincingly a ‘cut-off
line, having recognized that there is no absolute level of safety. The definition of such a cut-off
line has to occur in the framework of a sociopolitical process whose concept, however, has
not yet been established, and whose result cannot be foreseen. Such an ‘exclusion-postulate’
can be interpreted in concrete technical terms. Many countries are involved in joint efforts
in order to formulate common requirements for the design of new reactors that could satisfy
more far-reaching safety principles. The application of such a postulate to nuclear energy
could be a model for other technologies whose ‘acceptable safety’, as for nuclear energy, can
not be satisfactorily described by the risk product formula. After a brief description of the situ
ation in the countries that provided contributions, the paper introduces the postulate of
exclusion of accidents with catastrophic consequences, its prospects and limits, and proposes
ways for its concrete implementation. The paper closes with an overview of ongoing activities
aimed at this goal in the countries involved.
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear energy deployment in W estern Europe is currently far below the fore
casts o f the early 1980s. The reasons for this slowing down, and possible approaches
to overcome it, were addressed in a separate paper [1]. However, the conditions
identified therein as being necessary for an improvement o f the situation seem to be
not necessarily sufficient. Indeed, while in countries with active nuclear programmes
(i.e. plants under construction, plans for further expansion, active nuclear industry,
etc.) all of these preconditions seem to be fulfilled (e.g. in France), in other countries
although most o f these conditions are met, nuclear programmes have been stopped
and, in some cases, phase out is planned or seriously discussed. For example,
— In Germany, large parts o f the public, the Social Democrats and the Greens
continue to press for phase out. In the aftermath of Chernobyl, the Social
Democrats definitely abandoned the long existing energy consensus on domes
tic coal and nuclear and required the shutdown of all nuclear power plants
within ten years. Since they failed to win the Federal elections in 1987 and at
the end o f 1990, they are trying to achieve their intentions through their Social
Democrat/Green State Governments.
— In Italy, reaction to the Chernobyl accident led to the 1987 referendum, when
an overwhelming majority o f voters decided to abolish some laws related to
nuclear energy deployment. The interpretation o f the Government and Parlia
ment o f these results was that all operating nuclear plants (Trino Vercellese I
and Caorso) should be decommissioned and all construction activities for new
plants should be suspended indefinitely.
— In Spain, the new National Energy Plan o f 1992 excludes nuclear energy for
covering the foreseen increase in electricity demand (more than 8 GW(e)) up
to the year 2000. In that sense, the new plan reaffirms the freeze, initiated in
1983, on the five plants that were in different stages of construction, and fore
sees an impulse for nuclear R&D.
— In Sweden, following a national referendum, the Swedish Parliament decided
in 1980 that all nuclear power plants should be phased out by the year 2010.
A fter the Chernobyl accident, the Government proposed to accelerate the
phase out and begin decommissioning in 1995.
— In Switzerland, a ten year moratorium has been accepted by Federal vote in
1990; during this period, no frame, construction, commissioning, or operating
licenses for new power plants or heating reactors will be granted.
All of these countries have or had in common a satisfactory record (i.e. safe,
economic and reliable) o f operation of their nuclear power plants and a policy of
open information to the public. Nevertheless, problems, commonly addressed under
the ‘acceptance’ issue, have emerged in all o f them. As a response to this situation,
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changes in the traditional approach are discussed in some countries; these discussions
have, in some cases, reached the stage o f concrete proposals.
The present background paper, a collective work o f representatives from
Germany, Italy and Switzerland, focuses on the situation in some W estern European
countries, especially the aforementioned three, trying to identify common causes for
the specific situations. The new approaches envisaged in these countries — aiming
generally at ‘new ’ safety quality as a precondition to improvement o f acceptance —
are analysed and their chances for success, problems and limits for their realization,
and the necessary conditions, are discussed.

2.

STATUS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN SPECIFIC COUNTRIES

2.1. Role o f n u clear energy
In Germany, in the region o f the ‘old’ Federal Republic, 20 nuclear power
plants with a capacity of about 22 GW(e) provided about 40% o f the public genera
tion sector in 1992. During the same year, generation grew about 8 %, to nearly
160 T W -h, with an average time availability o f all plants o f about 85%.
In Italy, as already mentioned, the two operating LWRs, with a total capacity
o f 1.1 GW (e), were shut down following the political decisions in 1987 and the
construction o f additional plants was stopped.
In Spain, nuclear electricity generation reached m ore than 55 T W -h, i.e. more
than 35% of the country’s production in 1992. This energy was generated by nine
units in seven nuclear power plants, totalling an installed capacity o f 7.4 GW(e); the
overall load factor exceeded 85% in 1992.
In Sweden, 12 units (9 o f which are o f domestic design), with a capacity o f
about 10 GW(e) (including power increases o f about 500 MW(e), using built-in m ar
gins and implemented in the late 1980s), cover roughly half (51.6% in 1991) o f elec
tric power generation, the other half being hydropower. Plant availability has been
well above average world figures; owing to problems with the emergency core cool
ing system at five units, the average load factor was significantly reduced in 1992.
In Switzerland, five nuclear power plants ranging from 320 to 990 MW(e) are
currently in operation. The total installed capacity o f 2.93 GW(e) covered in 1992
39% of domestic electricity production, the remaining being essentially hydropower.
The average load factor in 1992 was 8 6 %.
Many modifications were implemented in several o f these plants to ensure
coolability under accident conditions. Also, measures, including filtered venting sys
tems, have been taken to drastically reduce radioactive releases in the event o f a
severe accident.
With regard to radioactive waste disposal, Germany has foreseen three sites:
Gorleben (a salt dome) for high level wastes, Konrad (an old iron mine) for low level
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wastes and Morsleben (a salt mine) in eastern Germany. Gorleben is still under scru
tiny, the licensing procedure for Konrad is under way against heavy opposition from
the State Government o f Lower Saxony, and Morsleben was temporarily closed by
a court decision in 1991.
The El Cabril storage site for medium and low level wastes is in operation in
southern Spain.
In Sweden, the w orld’s first facility for final disposal of low and medium level
wastes was put into operation in the late 1980s. Direct disposal of spent fuel is
favoured and is scheduled to start around the year 2020. For the final disposal of
spent fuel and long lived radioactive residues, deep underground rock deposition has
been chosen and accepted by the Swedish Government.
Finally, Switzerland follows a final storage policy after reprocessing. The
prospective w ork on sites for low and medium level storage facilities is facing public
opposition; high level wastes are not considered an acute problem for the time being
(a repository will be necessary after 2030). However, the licensing o f new plants is
coupled to a demonstrable solution of the waste disposal problem.
Electricity demand in most of the countries shows slightly positive, yet
decreasing, growth rates; the corresponding figures for 1992 (1991) are: Germany,
- 1 .3 % ( - 2 .4 % ) ; Italy, 2.5% (1.4% ); Spain, 0.5% (3.0% ); Sweden, - 1 .5 %
(0.9% ); and Switzerland, 0.6% (2.2% ). The share o f imported electricity in 1992
was: Germany, - 0 .9 % ; Italy, 14.4%, Spain, 0.4% ; Sweden, - 1 .4 % ; and
Switzerland —7.5% (1.5% during the winter).
2.2. Public acceptance situation
2.2.1.

Germany

At the end o f 1992, 6 6 % o f the German population was against construction
o f new nuclear power plants, but accepted the operation of the existing plants up to
the technical end o f their life; 8 % was in favour o f new construction and 26%
required an anticipated phase out o f nuclear power plants within a few years.
The efforts to influence people by explaining technical features (e.g. ‘Bürgerdialog K ernenergie’ (‘citizens’ dialogue on nuclear energy’)) have evidently failed.
The public requires complete information on all possible severe events, even those
expected to occur very rarely [2 ]; experts, however, were o f the opinion that very
rarely occurring events do not need to be explained. Experience with other
non-nuclear plants, such as coal fired plants or waste incineration plants shows that
communication only works if switched on a timely basis from a monologue to a dia
logue, taking into account that during this process positions taken earlier have to be
modified or even abandoned.
Polls show that independent o f age and sex, future economic development is
the most important concern for people. Environmental degradation ranks only
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seventh and the use o f nuclear pow er only ranks 22 out o f 29. On the other hand,
nuclear power is still the focus o f the media and antinuclear groups, the latter using
all legal and political opportunities to attack existing licensed plants or slow down
nuclear projects. Obviously, the quality o f life and welfare in Germany is high
enough to generate immediate opposition to any change capable of causing any
small, real or perceived, personal impact.
To the question of special reasons for the concern about nuclear power, the
public responds by citing the so-called unsolved or unsolvable disposal o f radioactive
wastes, the safety o f nuclear power plants (especially RBMKs and WWERs in
Eastern Europe), and the impact o f small doses o f radiation. These doses are
expected most probably to increase, owing to greater non-ionizing radiation in every
day life, e.g. by the increased use o f cordless and cellular phones.
To overcome this undesirable and uneconomic situation, nuclear power plant
operators continue to press the relevant political parties to bring about a widespread
energy consensus, at least with respect to disposal and nuclear power policy, in order
to keep nuclear power plants in operation until the end o f their useful life on the one
hand and, on the other, to maintain the option o f nuclear power for the future, by
perhaps relying on improved designs. As compensation for tolerating existing power
plants, operators are prepared to choose the method o f direct disposal o f spent fuel
and to partly phase out reprocessing. Clearly, the ambitious aim to cut C 0 2
emissions by 25 % by 2005 will only be reached by continuous operation of existing
plants and some additional new nuclear power plants.
2.2.2.

Italy

There are several reasons why the public voted in the 1987 referendum against
three laws related to nuclear energy. The m ost important was insufficient confidence
in the state institutions responsible for the safety o f the operating plants. Unknown
antinuclear university professors were trusted by the public more than were large
groups o f professionals dedicated to nuclear power with more than 25 years of
successful experience.
Along with a lack o f clear understanding o f the need for nuclear power and
the potential consequences o f its rejection, and a fundamental lack o f interest in
energy issues, it is also probable that the approach to explaining safety levels was
not appropriate. The most important issues were:
— Concerns about large catastrophic events, made real psychologically by em er
gency planning and the associated periodic drills (very different from any other
industry);
— Lack of acceptance o f the probabilistic approach and refusal of the residual
risks concept (nuclear pow er was, in practice, the only industry asking for
acceptance on this basis);
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— Perception o f an extremely sophisticated technology not under good control;
— Concerns about the effects o f human errors.
According to a very recent poll, almost half o f the persons interviewed thought
that there are nuclear power plants still operating in Italy. The NIMBY (‘not in my
backyard’) syndrome was also demonstrated by the fact that 52% considered nuclear
to be a correct choice for France (and W estern Europe) and 59% for Japan, but only
37% were in favour o f new nuclear power plants in Italy and only 28% were in
favour o f an installation in their own province. Some 55% consider W estern nuclear
power plants to be unsafe or not safe enough, but even more consider thermal power
stations to be dangerous for human health. W hen asked about viable future energy
options for Italy, both nuclear and gas were mentioned almost with the same fre
quency and almost twice as often as oil and coal.
2.2.3.

Spain

Among the results obtained from sociological surveys carried out between
1981 and 1987 on public attitudes towards the safety/risk of nuclear energy, special
mention should be made o f a study in which 72% o f the interviewees considered
nuclear energy to be the riskiest o f the different energy sources considered. In this
study, the persons most significantly o f this opinion were less than 40 years old,
having a higher education level, claiming to hold progressive attitudes and living in
the larger cities.
A study carried out in February 1992, however, showed that 56% of the
Spanish population accepted nuclear power as an energy source, “ as long as nuclear
power plant safety was rigorously controlled” , this value varying from 65% among
persons between 18 and 29 years old and 40% among those older than 65. These
data clearly underline the current concern among Spanish people for safe plant opera
tion, especially among the younger sections o f the public who are usually the most
active environmentalists. They also show that the improvement in public opinion
achieved is clearly susceptible to becoming worse in the case o f a potential accident
at a plant.
2.2.4.

Sweden

The most interesting outcome o f a series o f recent polls was that 53% o f the
people are not in favour o f the phase out o f nuclear plants in 2 0 1 0 , or think that it
should be deferred. Only 17% are in favour o f a phase out before 2010. It appears
that opinion blocs in the Swedish population are rather stable and that men are
significantly more favourable to nuclear power than women.
Furtherm ore, a clear majority o f people are now willing to accept the disposal
o f nuclear wastes in their own municipality if the best site is identified there.
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M oreover, the public regards foreign (i.e. East European) nuclear power plants and
industrial emissions o f pollutants as the highest risks for the Swedish population,
whereas domestic nuclear power takes last place in the ranking o f risks, together with
the use of natural gas and chemicals in food products1. It is noteworthy that the use
of coal and oil for energy production and climate changes due to the greenhouse
effect are regarded as more risk prone activities than the operation o f Swedish
nuclear power plants.
These results imply that the attitudes o f the majority are rational and that public
anxiety may have been overestimated. The specific political situation in Sweden can
be seen as a factor that uncoupled in the past the energy policy from both technical
realities and public opinion. The existence of two almost evenly balanced political
blocs, internally deeply divided over the nuclear issue and dependent on marginal
voters, has created the opportunity for such voters to exercise a disproportionate
influence on energy policy.
According to some specific studies, other problems with nuclear energy in
Sweden are related to information: it was found that scientists/engineers enjoy the
greatest credibility with the public, environmental movements are considered rather
neutral, whereas the nuclear industry, government and regulatory bodies are
regarded with scepticism, and journalists have the lowest credibility. Education is
seen as the long term solution to the public acceptance problem. The positive impact
of the dissemination o f information concerning the final disposal o f spent fuel seems
to suggest that this might work.
2.2.5.

Switzerland

Opposition to nuclear energy resulted in a series o f Federal votes on its future
use: while all initiatives aimed at a phase out o f nuclear energy (1979, 1984 and
1990) have been rejected, an initiative requiring a ten year moratorium was, as
already mentioned, accepted in September 1990.
Although this result may be interpreted as a wise compromise at a time o f no
evident need for additional capacity in Switzerland and in Europe in the medium
term, and despite a certain easing o f the controversy on the nuclear issue in the coun
try, no clear signs for a change in public opinion can be identified. The Swiss
M inister o f Energy called both the proponents and opponents o f nuclear energy to
enter an ‘Energy Peace’, during which consensus solutions for the energy future of
the country should be found. However, the ecological movements continue their
fight against nuclear energy, aiming at an anticipated shutdown o f the older Swiss
nuclear power plants (designated as ‘scrap’ reactors) as the start of a complete phase
out; they also interpret the moratorium as a period o f reflection on how to replace
1
This attitude demonstrates a basic change in comparison to the late 1980s, when
domestic nuclear plants dominated the list of public fears.
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the national nuclear capacity by non-nuclear energy systems and conservation
measures. This attitude puts the energy peace and efforts towards a consensus
seriously in question.
At a consultative regional vote in the framework of the decision making on the
uprating and unlimited operating licence for the Mühleberg nuclear power plant, the
population o f the Canton o f Berne expressed a negative opinion. On the opposite
side, in the Canton o f Argovia, which accommodates three o f the five Swiss nuclear
power plants on its territory, public opinion remains, according to recent polls,
generally favourable to nuclear energy. It is thus impossible for the time being to
identify any clear direction for the future o f nuclear energy in Switzerland after the
end o f the moratorium in the year 2 0 0 0 .

3.

TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOLUTION OF THE
ACCEPTANCE PROBLEM

Nuclear energy is just one o f several large scale technologies whose normal
process o f dynamic development (i.e. the market being the driving force and deter
mining the essential criteria) is significantly disturbed. One could wait, as long as
this does not conflict with the principle o f responsibility in the broad sense, which
includes accountability for omission. Such a dilemma is already apparent in the case
o f nuclear energy:
— On the one hand, it is obvious that, in spite o f energy savings and the expand
ing use o f renewable energy sources, nuclear energy must contribute to
satisfying an energy demand that is growing simply due to population growth,
and to reducing C 0 2 in the atmosphere (climate protection). Consequently, it
is necessary to keep the nuclear option open, or even to increase the share of
nuclear energy within an energy mix, with a modified geographical distribu
tion.
— On the other hand, a long lasting lack o f acceptance by the public and of politi
cal consensus about basic questions has caused the industry to lose interest in
pursuing this technology to any extent. This gradually decreasing acceptance
by the utilities and the vendors could lead, de facto, to the abandonment o f this
technology and a loss o f relevant competence at all levels.
The improvement, or at least the stabilization, of the climate of acceptance and
the achievement o f consensus are also o f fundamental importance for retaining the
nuclear option. The single individual accepts primarily a given technology when the
benefits outweigh the disadvantages (or he believes they do) and he can share them.
There exists, however, the suspicion that the essential ‘norm al’ mechanisms, such
as increasing appreciation o f the necessity o f using this technology and increasing
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trust in plant availability and trouble free operation, will not suffice and special
efforts will be necessary.

3.1. Background for technological contributions
Special efforts must prim arily be directed towards mechanisms that govern the
acceptance o f a technology by the public. Acceptance is obviously the product o f an
evaluation and assessment process that has less to do with facts, for instance
mathematically based expert opinion, than with the influence o f the mass media.
Misgivings, or even feelings o f being threatened, arise. Typical o f these, as far as
nuclear energy is concerned [3] are: no equal opportunity for a better, long term
alternative energy policy; reduction o f negotiation possibilities for future genera
tions; less efficient state control o f nuclear energy; increase in the extent o f destruc
tion following terrorist attack; technical risks with a high catastrophic potential;
further spreading o f nuclear weapons; unsolved waste disposal; the difficiilt-to-judge
effects o f low level irradiation.
This list clarifies the limited possibilities, or even the helplessness, o f the tech
nologist. Through technical improvements ultimately only misgivings about techni
cal risks with a high potential for catastrophes can be influenced, whereas public
opinion about the extent o f damage due to an accident plays a much greater role than
the opinion o f experts concerning the low probability of such an event.
Two points can be made as far as the above questions are concerned:
— Technical improvements meet the necessary, but not sufficient, requirements
for improving acceptance. They must also be accompanied by non-technical
improvements (increased trustworthiness o f information sources, strengthened
links with the public in decision making processes, etc.).
— Technical measures should not only be shown to make accident scenarios with
catastrophic consequences upon the environment extremely unlikely, they must
demonstrate that they can never occur or can be excluded.
At this point, however, it must be noted that following this track in no way
guarantees a positive change in acceptability by the population. There is even reason
to fear that such efforts will have the undesirable side effect of fostering existing
doubts, in particular concerning the safety o f existing operating nuclear power
stations. It would be even worse if the hypothesis put forward on “ the attitude of
rejection o f technological innovation resulting from a technologically created
excess” [4] was shown to be true, and improved technology was only viewed as the
generator o f even greater excess, with an even stronger attitude o f rejection as the
consequence.
This cautious line o f argument, containing explicitly possibilities o f failure,
can be found throughout the nuclear community. One can point, on the one hand,
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to the high safety standards o f nuclear energy, maintain that safety related improve
ments are unnecessary and even warn about the increasing gap with regard to non
nuclear risks, for example, ow ing to the improper use o f resources. On the other
hand, one can support the continuing improvement in nuclear safety [5].

3.2. The postulate of ‘credible exclusion of catastrophic accident scenarios’
The requirement for technical measures that would allow accident scenarios
with catastrophic consequences for the surroundings to be excluded means, above
all, in essence a departure from the classical risk concept, in which the multiplicative
association o f event frequencies and damage can compensate equally for one another.
This requirement is not completely new [6]. It can fundamentally be integrated
in the existing concept o f graduated safety levels by bringing the aim o f avoiding the
still very unlikely case o f acute damage to the surroundings and minimizing the risk
o f later effects from the planning o f specific em ergency protection measures, in par
ticular evacuation, or even resettlement, back to technical precautions taken in the
plant itself. What is new is that this requirement for the development o f future reac
tors seems to be at least verbally acceptable internationally and has been taken up
by politicians [7, 8]. Even if it is not generally accepted that this makes sense, the
International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group associated itself with this requirement
and stated, “ ultimately, plants would be so safe that there would be no justification
for an em ergency plan involving evacuation o f the nearby population” [5].
If the ‘credible exclusion o f accident scenarios with catastrophic consequences’
is taken as the imaginary safety goal that can be agreed upon, then it needs conceptual
interpretation and putting into strategic concrete terms up to the stage o f general
requirements for the development o f future reactors.
Accident scenarios with ‘non-catastrophic’ consequences could then be those
for which, from a technical viewpoint, em ergency measures to prevent any damage
outside the plant perimeter would be unnecessary; the population could generally
keep to its normal way o f life and, above all, no countermeasures because o f long
lasting contamination o f large tracts o f land would need to be taken.
An additional quantification, in tangible terms, can be reached by drawing
upon existing framework recommendations for emergency protection and inverting
them. From dose guide values that when reached justify the introduction o f concrete
measures, one can obtain ‘limiting release values’ that should not be reached in case
o f an accident. From this basic thought it follow s that:
— The notion o f damage is oriented towards the impairment o f the health o f the
population outside the plant, namely the whole body and individual organ
doses resulting from external irradiation and inhalation at any particular time
for the critical section o f the population;
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— Both short term (exposure periods o f some days) and long term (several
decades) health effects should be considered, always including the committed
dose from inhalation and ingestion;
— Under ‘maintaining to a large extent normal patterns o f living’, one should
understand the cessation o f the need for an alarm signal (‘staying outside’) up
to early evacuation measures, as well as resettlement or relocation at a later
point in time;
— A rea contamination should be conceptually associated with the necessity of
later resettlement measures and loss o f economic structures (e.g. trade o f
agricultural and industrial products);
— The ingestion pathway has either to be considered or can be disregarded if one
renounces using directly the food produced locally).
This approach could be internationally harmonized, as emergency protection is
generally set down firmly as the last level o f safety.
The dose guide values for the introduction o f emergency actions are, neverthe
less, different from one country to another and would lead, together with different
calculation and evaluation methods, to inconsistent requirements on plant layout.
The interpretation and quantification o f the term ‘exclusion’ represent the
challenge. First, one should certainly exclude any adjective because it denotes limita
tions and inaccuracies and opens up room for misinterpretation. The concept of
‘exclusion’ alone could, on the other hand, be equated with prevention under all cir
cumstances, with absolute safety, for all conceivable scenarios, etc., which, strictly
speaking, can only be guaranteed for plants without any source o f danger, i.e.
without hazardous materials or constrained energy. Reduction o f the inventory of
radioactive materials to a ‘harmless amount’ by reducing the total power rating of
reactors is technically, economically and from a safety philosophy point o f view not
feasible. Such argumentation figures, oriented towards the absolute or the conceiva
ble, are, if thought out consistently to the end, ultimately a description o f a total
rejection o f a given technology, if not even o f the technology as a whole. A boundary
therefore needs to be drawn between ‘conceivable’ and ‘no longer conceivable’.
There is international consensus with regard to the necessity for a ‘cu t-o ff
line; this is, however, defined and denoted in very different ways. Primarily there
are verbal descriptions, such as ‘credible/non-credible’ (A. W einberg), and ‘techni
cally or realistically conceivable/not conceivable’ [9], which are either not explained
further or are even probabilistically interpreted or defined (e.g. the Electric Power
Research Institute’s Utility Requirements Document: 10 " 6 per reactor-year).

3.3. Orientation standards for a ‘cut-off’ line
Accepting the necessity for a cut-off line implies the limitation o f an exclu
sively deterministic definition o f ‘credible’ (the complete, deterministic exclusion o f
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catastrophic accident scenarios is in fact wanted, but this in the strict sense is not
possible) and requires a ‘probabilistic approach’. The usefulness o f the probabilistic
approach, i.e. the chances o f success o f a limit drawn purely probabilistically (e.g.
< 1 0 "x per reactor-year), is, however, from the beginning very doubtful for the
following technical and anticipatory reasons:
— Probabilistic methods are still flawed with uncertainties (e.g. adequate con
sideration o f human failures). Uncertainties increase disproportionately with
decreasing frequency of occurrence. Given the increasing lack of verification
through experience and o f completeness o f the events and scenarios being con
sidered, the use o f extremely low frequencies o f occurrence (<í 1СГ5 per
reactor-year), in the sense o f an absolute assertion, cannot be justified.
— The public is in principle not ready to equate ‘being below a mathematically
determined frequency o f occurrence’ with ‘credible exclusion’. They seem
also not to be willing to withdraw the generally well known provisos (‘What
can be, will b e!’) even with a further reduction in the currently very low limit
between design (i.e. controlled) and beyond design (i.e. possibly catastrophic).
— Probabilistically generated proofs encounter difficulties in comprehension. For
example, it is hardly understandable that events and accident scenarios can ini
tially be postulated as possible for analysis and then credibly be excluded.
— Certain events and accident scenarios resulting therefrom, which are of great
importance in acceptance discussions, defy to a great extent probabilistic treat
ment. To this category belong, in particular, sabotage by secret agents,
terrorist attack, and the (military) use of weapons.
From this it follows that the establishment o f such a cut-off line is subject to
serious technical and practical problems and must be understood to be a process of
agreement by consensus. It obviously requires an integrated approach with approxi
mations from different directions and on different levels. These efforts are naturally
only justifiable when the necessity and benefits o f the technology under discussion
are accepted by society, or at least by the group o f people participating in them.
From a technical point of view, accident scenarios which result from a combi
nation o f mechanistically postulated events and which are plausible in themselves
should lie above the cut-off line. Technical precautions can then be taken against
accident scenarios that ‘cannot be credibly excluded’ so that their occurrence would
generate no ‘catastrophic consequences’ for the environment. These precautions are,
or will be, identified through the application o f probabilistic assessment methods (in
particular, fault and event trees, including human failures). One then begins with a
broad spectrum o f initiating events, develops single scenarios up to the region of
extremely low frequencies (cut-off criterion in practice: < 1 0 - 8 per reactor-year),
and carries out in addition sensitivity studies to ensure that no catastrophic plant con
ditions exist just beyond the limit. From these initiating events, reference scenarios
can be derived which are all-encompassing and determine the design. For the present
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day technology o f LWRs, this includes scenarios with reactor core meltdown and
containment failure. Consequently, future reactors must be designed at least against
the background o f such scenarios.
Events or scenarios should also be ‘credibly excluded’ which do not satisfy
‘normal safety judgem ent’, or, in addition, are accepted as being unavoidable during
natural catastrophes. ‘Normal safety judgem ent’ is satisfied, for example, by the
replacement o f a very safe, but ground level, railway crossing (barrier) with an
underpass, although the (potential) damage o f conceivable accidents remains
unaffected. A s far as nuclear technology is concerned, this would mean the transition
from highly reliable active systems to passive ones ( ‘water tank instead o f pumps’),
or to the increased use o f inherent mechanisms, for which a failure would no longer
need to be assumed; this again w ill not readily be accepted from a technical point
o f view .
Here one already leaves the technical level for a domain in which vague con
cepts are allowed, with an eye to a sociopolitical negotiation and evaluation process.
A further step in this direction must be taken in the search for an answer to the ques
tion as to how much weight to give to the credible exclusion o f acts o f sabotage,
terrorist attack or the (military) use o f weapons that could still influence plant design.
This question must ultimately be answered (socio)politically, with reference to tech
nical possibilities. A similar state exists with reference to the extreme influence o f
natural phenomena (for example, meteor impact).

3.4. Possibility of a ‘safe’2 proof of evidence
The practical implementation o f the postulate o f a ‘credible exclusion o f acci
dent scenarios with catastrophic consequences’ must take account o f the question o f
which methods o f proof are to be used. First, this postulate introduces an additional
criterion. The existing ones w ili remain valid and, correspondingly, the methods o f
proof and rules that belong to them w ill remain too. The proofs belonging to the
domain considered here, which goes far beyond today’s design basis accidents in the
assumptions made, can basically be reduced in extent and ‘depth’, or detail. They
must, however, be defined by consensus. Such a proof o f evidence under the strict
conditions o f nuclear technology regulations would be improper. In its work on
safety principles for the design o f future nuclear power plants [9], the IAEA also
clearly differentiates between design basis accidents and “ realistically conceivable
severe accidents” for which “ design requirements and rules to be applied may be
less stringent than those used for design basis accidents” .
Methods that are used for the calculation o f doses within the framework o f
emergency planning could be used as an orientation for the conversion o f radiologi
cal limits for accident scenarios into maximum allowable releases. These are mostly
2 That is, beyond reasonable doubt.
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not explicitly laid down. In Germany, for example, a procedure analogous to the one
for design accidents was established. Indeed, for this purpose it would be an indica
tion to consensually reduce the degree of conservatism.
Identification and treatment of (reference) accident scenarios are carried out
according to probabilistic analysis methods with best-estimate, state o f the art simu
lation o f the phenomena occurring, extended by ‘worst case’ considerations. The
importance o f these results lies m ore in their qualitative/orienting function than in
a strictly quantitative sense. An adequate set o f regulations corresponding to this
additional criterion should therefore be generated (e.g. on ‘technical individual
requirem ents’ [10]). Key questions are thereby also the sufficient ‘depth’ o f proof
for new types o f safety features and the ‘transferability’ o f operational experience
with traditional plants to future concepts o f a new type, i.e. their replacement by
integral tests (e.g. as proof o f safe decay heat removal, by natural convection
(passive) or inherent mechanisms (radiation or conduction)) or even demonstra
tion/prototype facilities. Consequently, the treatment o f ‘uncertainty’ is transferred
to a large extent from analytical lines of proof to the experimental, probably carrying
greater conviction for the general public, but with significantly greater practical
problems.

4.

MEANS FOR TECHNICAL IM PLEM ENTATION

4.1. General considerations
There exists a broad consensus o f opinion among specialists that a great deal
has already been done towards avoiding damage (‘prevention’) in nuclear power
plants with LW Rs, and that an optimum has already been reached: “ a decisive
improvement at this level through design, for example by increasing redundancy,
encounters fundamental difficulties” [ 1 1 ].
In order to satisfy more far-reaching safety requirements, suitable solutions
must be sought at the level o f damage limitation (‘mitigation’). Appropriate technical
measures aim at:
— Simplification, up to the complete elimination o f the challenging ‘m anmachine interaction’; creation o f a large period o f time during which no human
intervention is needed to control an accident (‘grace period’); control o f the
chain reaction and safe heat removal from the reactor core without needing to
make use o f active systems, at least those which are complex and must act
rapidly.
— Guaranteeing the integrity o f the barrier between the radioactive inventory and
the environment, now also for accident scenarios that cannot be credibly
excluded, with the highest possible invulnerability against extreme external
impacts and acts o f sabotage.
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The increased application o f passive systems and the exploitation o f inherent
process mechanisms, together with a considerable reduction in the power rating and
power density o f individual reactor units, play a particular role in the realization o f
the above goals. These measures are interrelated, yet the application o f many o f these
mechanisms is only possible at low power density levels, which in turn leads to small
unit sizes. On the other hand, there is hope that the use o f passive systems and inher
ent processes can simplify plants so as to, at least partially, compensate for the higher
specific costs that are to be expected ow ing to scaling effects.
Another philosophy follow s in the direction o f strengthening the containment
sysem to such an extent that it fulfils all requirements and withstands all loads that
could occur during what today belongs to beyond design basis accident scenarios
(core meltdown). Concepts making use o f such measures are credited with easier ful
filment o f the ‘exclusion criterion’. A simplification o f the plant and improved
‘transparency’ o f the safety features w ill accompany it. Som e o f the concerns
addressed above can in this way be influenced positively. This point, in particular,
has to be taken into account sufficiently when defining the ‘cu t-o ff line.
A generally desired reduction in the complexity o f plant concepts and an
increase in the transparency o f the safety features promise relief. Equivalent goals
can be formulated either directly as restrictions on the plant layout or follow from
suitably formulated safety goals, or their application in practice — favoured here
because they allow for a more constructive scope. In addition, safety goals and
proofing methods must be defined in a social dialogue process if they are to be
promising and sufficient. Such processes have nowhere been established. Research
and technology should certainly be involved and be responsible for the necessary
input, but do not have to do this alone.

4.2. Country specific strategies
Efforts to develop advanced reactor systems are under way in many countries,
most evidently in the U SA , where they are steered by the ‘utility requirements’ set
down by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and in Europe where many
countries, among them Germany, Italy and Spain, are jointly working on common
European Utility Requirements (EUR). In the attempt to structure these efforts one
must observe that: the initial situation is country specific — the difference between
‘advanced’ and the technological level reached elsewhere can be marginal; develop
ments proceed at different rates; the discussion o f safety approaches and require
ments must go beyond common verbal statements, i.e. technical details must be
included in a distinctive way.
In the light o f these considerations, the situation in specific countries can be
summarized as follow s.
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Germany

To cope with the considerations mentioned above, nuclear power operators
decided in 1991 to fund the design of a large evolutionary European Pressurized
W ater Reactor (EPR), together with Electricité de France and, with a lower level
o f commitment, to participate in the EPRI-U nited States Department of Energy
(USDOE) Advanced LW R programme. Furtherm ore, they contributed to a domestic
feasibility study for a medium sized BWR with passive safety features. It has to be
recognized that there are fundamentally different expectations with respect to licens
ing and erection schedules. W hereas the EPR should be designed for licensing in
1996-1997, with erection starting at the end o f the 1990s, the design o f passive BWR
plants will only be completed after the turn of the century and correspond to utilities
with different needs or priorities. Both designs will have very low core damage fre
quencies and will not need — even in the hypothetical case of a large core melt —
success o f emergency planning measures. Negotiations between the Christian
Democrat/Liberal Federal Government and the Socialist/Green majority in the upper
house o f the German Parliament have just started to find out whether the long
awaited energy consensus can be reached before the ‘super election year’ (1994),
with 14 local, State and Federal elections, can impede any harmonization.
The German nuclear utilities clearly stated that they will not start any new
nuclear project without the consensus o f the large political parties. The Socialists and
Greens have offered to take away the constraints from the intermediate storage and
final disposal/repository projects if the utilities agree on the limitation o f the lifetime
o f their operating nuclear power plants, which under the existing Atomic Energy Act
have unlimited licences. Disagreement still exists on the option o f future nuclear
plants. W hereas the Government is in favour o f new optimized plants to cope with
its C 0 2 reduction goals, Socialist politicians are only willing to accept limited
efforts on R&D and design work, keeping a theoretical option open for a decision
to be taken by future generations. No utility or vendor is prepared to spend money
on such vague intentions.
It will be the task o f the ongoing negotiations to clarify the circumstances under
which the nuclear option could be perceived. Binding requirements agreed upon
between the political parties, vendors, utilities, authorities and their respective safety
experts and fixed in a revised Atomic Energy Act should give sufficient security to
the utilities to start new investments into nuclear. Furtherm ore, it must be clear that
besides these acceptance criteria, new nuclear plants have to be competitive with
other fossil fuel fired base load plants.
Vendors are naturally interested to offer in foreign countries products that
could be easily sold and which are competitive with other energy sources. On the
basis of the IAEA standards, it is necessary to provide a reference plant licensed and
constructed in the country o f origin. Especially in Germany, even for export pur
poses, the vendor will not proceed with the design o f a plant not accepted by future
operators or the licensing authorities.
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Italy
Analyses o f the reasons for public opposition to nuclear power in Italy showed

clearly from the beginning that concerns about large consequence accidents were in
the forefront. Therefore, an actual, concrete and ‘visible’ step forward in safety was
considered as a necessary prerequisite to regain public acceptance. This step should
reduce the environmental releases for all conceivable accidents, giving credit to
sim ple systems independent o f human failures. The most easily appreciable differ
ence would be the elimination o f the need for specific evacuation plans o f the popula
tion and the minimization o f contamination o f the land in the plant surroundings.
Follow ing the decision for a moratorium, design activities for standard plants
under way at that time had to be stopped. A s it appeared clearly from the beginning
that it would have been unrealistic to pursue a national design, a large worldwide
effort was started to study and assess the m ost promising reactors currently in the
design phase which fit the above requirements. The Ente Nazionale per l ’Energia
Elettrica (ENEL) joined the EPR I-U SD O E programme and, very recently, the EUR
programme. ENEL has also tried to be active in all international organizations deal
ing with the criteria for future reactors.
On 18 Decem ber 1992, the five year moratorium expired, but no concrete
m ove has been made since by the Government to outline future steps. Prior to the
actual restart o f nuclear construction in Italy, approval by the Parliament o f some
new laws replacing those w hose validity has been cancelled by the 1987 referendum
is required. Nevertheless, it w ill first be necessary for other parties, i.e. the public
and politicians, to accept the new bases for future reactors.

4.2.3.

Spain

Interpreting the evolution o f the acceptance o f nuclear energy points to a need
for the follow ing courses o f action:
— Excellence in the operation o f nuclear power plants, both in Spain and the rest
o f the world, and the design o f safer reactors, minimizing the possibility o f
events, especially those involving radioactive releases on or o ff site or the
degradation o f safety systems.
— Transparent transmission o f information by the nuclear power plants, serving
to increase the ‘credibility’ o f the technical staff responsible for operating them
and o f the owner utilities.
— Transmission o f clear and objective information on the technical and socio
econom ic aspects o f nuclear energy in schools, i.e. in the social area that
brings together the younger population sectors, who w ill experience the energy
reality o f the country beyond the year 2000, a period in which a relaunching
o f nuclear power may be expected.
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W ithin this context, the Spanish electricity sector is participating, via ENUSA,
in two ongoing initiatives, namely the European evolutionary plant development, and
the US Passive ALW R via Phase 1П of the EPRI programme. In both cases, the aim
o f participation is to develop solutions in the nuclear field, carrying out useful and
exploitable work with a view to keeping open the nuclear option in the future, and
to contribute over the forthcoming years to the maintenance o f nuclear technology
and knowledge in Spain, with the double objective o f addressing possible new
nuclear projects and providing support to the nuclear plants already in operation.

4.2.4.

Sweden

The decision to phase out all nuclear power plants starting in 1995 was condi
tional — full employment and welfare should not be negatively affected, C 0 2 emis
sions should not increase and alternative energy sources should be made available.
In 1991, a decision on the future energy policy was made by the Parliament, follow
ing a three party agreement and the Government proposal that there will be no start
o f the phase out o f nuclear power in 1995. At present there is no tangible planning
within any utility for the phasing out of nuclear power.

4.2.5.

Switzerland

In 1990, a new Energy Article was adopted which provides the framework for
Swiss energy policy. A list o f measures under the name ‘Energy 2000’ aims at
rational energy use and concentrates on stabilization and subsequent reduction of
energy consumption and, in particular, of C 0 2 emissions around the turn of the cen
tury. To cover an increase in electricity demand, which appears unavoidable, an
upgrade o f the installed nuclear capacity by 1 0 % is sought, along with other mea
sures. At the end o f 1992, the Federal Government granted a 10% power upgrade
for the Mühleberg nuclear power plant, but coupled it, as a compromise, to a limita
tion o f the operating licence to ten years.
The construction o f new nuclear power plants should be realistically preceded
by a change in the awareness o f society and an improvement in acceptance. An abso
lute prerequisite to this is certainly a recognition o f the reliability and the necessity
of this technology. The safe operation of domestic plants, but also the absence of a
major accident anywhere in the world, is strongly coupled to reliability aspects.
A recent study (‘Réacteurs-2000’) attempted to determine a profile for reactors
that could be built in Switzerland after the year 2000. It is based on two polls that
were conducted among about seventy persons from the concerned professional
circles (industry, utilities, scientific groups, energy policy makers, safety authorities
and public organizations) who expressed their personal opinions. The main results
can be summarized as follows:
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— Switzerland should not jeopardize its energy future by phasing out all activities
in the nuclear field.
— For future plants the goal o f an even higher safety level should be aimed at,
although today’s reactors are considered sufficiently safe.
— Switzerland should participate in international projects in order to maintain
contact with the international development o f nuclear technology; on the other
hand, it should avoid any single-handed effort.
— Future nuclear power plants should be designed in such a way that the possibil
ity o f a severe accident requiring evacuation o f the Swiss population could be
excluded.
This last requirement is also included in the letter of the Swiss Academy of
Engineering Sciences to the M inister o f Energy, in which it is suggested that the pos
sibility o f broadening the present safety goals be examined to exclude any significant
radioactive release to the environment, even in the case of severe accidents and
independent o f their frequency.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to keep the nuclear option open, an obvious necessary precondition
is to improve the acceptance o f nuclear power plants by both the utilities (the
organizations that have to erect these plants and have to risk their investment) and
the public. The acceptability o f additional nuclear power plants by the utilities
implies that some elements, all related to economics at the bottom end, are satisfied:
a competitive kilowatt-hour cost, a small risk for the investment, well established and
predictable licensing procedures, reasonable procedures for siting and national or
international solutions for the waste issue.
Public acceptability, which was the main focus o f this paper, cannot be
improved for technical elements only (e.g. by improved safety characteristics of
future plants). The public must be convinced of the need for additional (nuclear)
power. A step further in the safety o f future plants seems to be a necessary, but not
sufficient, element for their acceptance; particular weight is given to the elimination
o f public concern about events with catastrophic consequences (independent o f their
frequency o f occurrence), including the risk of a rapid evacuation and eradication
from their environment. It is also necessary to provide a clear and definitive answer
to the issue o f the fuel cycle and final disposal o f wastes; this issue also involves a
moral concern about the legacy to be left to future generations.
The present lines of development show that the considerations described above
have obviously already entered into reactor development. Some o f them permit the
tentative conclusion to be drawn that a postulate, in the sense of ‘credible exclusion
o f accident scenarios with catastrophic consequences’, can be translated into solid
technology.
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This description o f the situation should not obscure the fact that there is (still)
no generally acceptable consensus regarding the interpretation and operational reali
zation o f this globally formulated postulate. The intrinsic reservation o f industry
against such an additional criterion, or a ‘new quality o f safety’ for future reactors
is very strong. In addition to strategically oriented viewpoints, there are also weighty
technical reservations, such as probable loss o f competitiveness, as w ell as useful
approval and operational experiences. This is particularly the case if the development
o f future reactors was more clearly based on the premise o f safety and governed by
broad safety goals, which have been set up as general guidelines, independent o f
special concept solutions.
With an eye on the stabilization, or even improvement, o f public acceptance
and the restoration o f the broadest possible consensus on basic questions, this rever
sal o f events (safety goal first, then technology) must really be accepted. The
associated technology must be optimized regarding adequate competitiveness and
other criteria from the point o f view o f not adversely affecting safety. It must also
be acceptable to industry. These efforts should also improve, as far as possible, the
preconditions to dispel concerns that are not (or not directly) influenced by technical
measures. This includes lack o f trust in this technology and its forecast must be safety
— as the result o f negative experiences.
The above considerations show that there is no reason to give up: although
under the present conditions, introduction o f more stringent safety principles for
future reactors and their fulfilment by technological means cannot guarantee an
improvement o f the acceptance situation, this tendency is considered necessary and
essential. On the other hand, the illusory positions on ‘absolute safety’ or on ‘no-risk
technologies’ cannot hold eternally. Sooner or later the discussion o f energy and its
risks w ill be made objective and nuclear energy w ill be assessed on the same basis
as alternatives. Rapid changes o f the ‘Zeitgeist’ seem to be on the way. The actual
efforts, however, w ill not have been useless. They w ill have helped nuclear technol
ogy to an even higher safety standard and acted as initiators for similar movements
in other technologies.
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Abstract
COMMUNICATING ABOUT ADVANCED NUCLEAR ENERGY PLANTS.
The success of advanced nuclear energy plants, as with any new product, will not
depend on design alone. Success will require public support and good communications to
achieve that support. In the past, communication weaknesses — including mixed and confus
ing messages — have sometimes created barriers between the technical community and the
public. Seven lessons learned from a decade of social science research in the United States
of America have implications for communicating effectively about advanced design nuclear
energy plants: (1) Most audiences are open-minded and receptive to communications on this
topic. They view nuclear energy as a fuel of the future and want to be comfortable about the
future. Most people in the USA (82%) expect future nuclear energy plants to be safer, so the
improvements being made are simply consistent with public expectations. (2) Few people pay
close attention to energy issues. (3) Communications must be simple and free of jargon.
Because people do not pay close attention to the issues, their knowledge is limited. Some terms
used by the industry to describe advanced design plants are misinterpreted. (4) Good commu
nications focus on consumer wants and values, not industry needs or problems. People care
about generational responsibility, planning for the future, environmental protection and secu
rity. (5) Benefits and safeguards should be shown instead of risk comparisons. Generic
benefits of nuclear energy, such as clean air, are important to consumers. (6) Pictures and
hands-on demonstrations help in communicating about nuclear energy plants, because many
of the discussion concepts are abstract. (7) Trust is crucial and is established now for tomor
row through word and deed.

1.

SUCCESS DEPENDS ON GOOD COM M UNICATIONS

1.1. Need for a clear and consistent voice
The success o f advanced nuclear energy plants, as with any new product, will
not depend on design alone. Success will require public support and good communi
cations to achieve that support. Members of the public will receive messages about
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new nuclear energy plants from many different sources. Some will be opponents.
Some will be supporters. The opponents will communicate the same message loudly
and in unison. Will the supporters? The opponents will use language that is easy to
understand. Will the supporters?
The so-called ‘nuclear industry’ is a diverse group that includes — among
others — industry and professional organizations, seller and buyer companies,
government agencies and individual experts. Their common interest is the viability
o f nuclear energy. W ill they all communicate with a common understanding of
public attitudes and interests?
In the past, communication weaknesses — including mixed and confusing
messages — have sometimes created barriers between the technical community and
the public. The aim here is to encourage nuclear energy proponents worldwide to
speak with a clear and consistent voice. Offered here are lessons learned from a
decade o f social science research in the United States o f America that have implica
tions for communicating effectively about advanced design nuclear energy plants.

2.

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AS A GUIDE

2.1. A decade of research in the USA
Industry leaders in the USA recognized the need for improved communications
about nuclear energy a decade ago. They set up the U.S. Council for Energy Aware
ness (USCEA) for the express purpose o f communicating with the public about
nuclear energy. They also assigned USCEA the lead role for communication about
advanced design plants and communications to assist new plant siting.
Social science research has served as a guide for this communication. It has
provided an understanding o f what people in the USA think on issues relating to
nuclear energy, what is important to them and what they care about. Social science
research has helped the industry know what to say and how to say it. There have
been many surprises. Often what seemed important to experts did not seem important
to the public, or was not well understood.

2.2. Many studies contributed to the knowledge base
This research includes many national and local polls with samples scientifically
selected to represent the opinion o f the total adult population, with a margin o f error
o f generally + 3 % . In-depth, face to face interviews are used continuously to study
responses to messages and terminology, as well as in tests of communications
materials.
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One of these studies, in collaboration with manufacturers o f the various kinds
o f advanced nuclear energy plants, revealed what new plant features were important
to the public and what meanings were conveyed by terms frequently used by scien
tists to describe new features. During the past decade, the knowledge from all this
research has grown and has been applied widely in the USA.

3.

SEVEN LESSONS

3.1. Lessons as ideas to test
From all this research, seven lessons stand out to guide communications about
advanced design nuclear energy plants in the USA. Each o f these lessons is
discussed.
Because of cultural differences, it cannot be said with certainty that these
lessons apply in other countries. They are not rules but, instead, ideas to test one’s
own research.

3.2. Most audiences are open-minded
The first lesson is that most audiences are open-minded on the subject of
nuclear energy. They are very receptive to positive information about this electricity
source. This may be due to the fact that most people view nuclear energy as a fuel
o f the future. People want to feel comfortable about the future.
Media attention to critics сдп give the impression that the public is hopelessly
polarized on subjects like nuclear energy, or even that most people oppose nuclear
energy. That impression is wrong.
3.2.1.

Support is underestimated

Many people underestimate the public’s support for nuclear energy. In May
1993, a national survey o f US adults by Bruskin/Goldring Research found that 69%
o f the public believed nuclear energy should play an important role in meeting the
USA’s future energy needs. Yet only 33% of those answering this same survey
thought that the majority o f the public would agree with that.
A national study by Cambridge Reports/Research International o f opinion
leaders, who were also surveyed in May 1993, found that they, too, underestimated
the public’s support. Nearly three fourths (72%) o f opinion leaders said nuclear
energy should play an important role, but only 27 % thought the public would agree
with that.
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Nuclear energy as a fu e l o f the future

Other national polls in 1993 (Bruskin/Goldring Research) showed that 72% of
people in the USA think the need for nuclear energy will increase, and 78% believe
nuclear energy will play an important role in meeting future electricity needs.
W hile few people in the USA want to build new nuclear energy plants now,
78% want to preserve the option to build more plants in the future (Bruskin/Goldring
Research). Right now, few in the USA see a need for new electricity plants of any
kind.
These attitudes should not be taken as evidence that nuclear energy would be
the preferred choice in all or many communities when new base load plants are
needed. But they do show a climate in which nuclear energy can be on the list of
options considered, especially in locations where nuclear energy plants have been
good neighbours.
3.2.3.

Improvements expected

To those in the industry, improvements in plant design are a major accomplish
ment. To the public, they are simply expected — the way improvements in all our
technologies are expected. They are expected in an industry that is progressive and
healthy.
In May 1993, 82% o f the US public agreed that “ nuclear energy plants that
might be built in America in the years ahead will be safer than the plants built in
the past” . Only 12% disagreed (Bruskin/Goldring Research).
Five years ago, 72% o f the public thought that the future plants would be safer
(Cambridge Reports). So there has been a significant recent increase in confidence
— from 72 to 82%.
In the earlier survey, respondents were asked the reasons for their opinion that
new plants would be safer. Their reasons: Because we learn from experience, and
technology is always improving.
In May 1991, 6 6 % of the public said they favoured efforts to construct “ new
nuclear energy plants that are more reliable and economical” (Cambridge Reports).
In February 1992, 6 6 % judged the following statement an excellent or good
reason to use more nuclear energy in the future: “ New advanced design plants will
have more automatic safety systems and will be more reliable and economical”
(Bruskin/Goldring Research).

3.3. Few people pay close attention to energy issues
The second lesson is that few people pay close attention to energy issues. In
the USA, only about 10% follow the subjects o f energy or nuclear energy closely
and feel informed about the issues (M iller 1989, Bruskin/Goldring Research).
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Low concern about energy

Fourteen years ago, when the USA was experiencing an energy crisis, 69%
o f the US public named energy as one o f the two most important problems facing
the nation (Cambridge Reports). When the energy crisis faded, so did the issue. Now
energy is rarely mentioned as a problem.
People in the USA and many other countries have no trouble getting all the
energy they need. The prevailing public and media view is that conservation, not
building plants, is the best approach for now. Until a strong sense o f need
re-emerges, there will be little enthusiasm for new nuclear energy plant construction.

3.4. Communications must be simple and free of jargon
The third lesson is that communications must be simple and free o f jargon.
Because they do not pay close attention to these issues, people’s knowledge is quite
limited. In the USA, for example, the typical consumer does not know or care where
his or her electricity comes from. Communications must start with the fundamentals.
In the USA, coal provides a huge portion o f total electricity — 51%. The
USA’s 109 nuclear energy plants are the second largest source, providing 20%.
W hat do US children, teenagers and their parents think? According to a study pre
pared last year for USCEA by Environmental Research Associates, only 7% o f chil
dren and teens and 18% o f their parents know that coal is the leading source o f
electricity. Hydro, which produces 9% o f the electricity, was guessed most often.
And what do they expect to be the prim ary source ten years from now? Parents say
nuclear; children say solar, which now produces less than half a per cent of electric
ity in the USA.

3.4.1.

Simple terms to describe advanced design plants

In this kind o f environment, can one really hope that the public will have
patience with detailed technical discussion o f advanced designs? No. Several years
ago, in 1989, a number o f leaders in the industry expressed to USCEA their concerns
that the terminology being used to describe advanced design plants might not be
accurately understood. Representatives o f the vendor companies were convened by
USCEA, as well as representatives from industry associations and government. They
were asked to suggest terms to test. It was found that non-technical language works
best with the public. Many o f the phrases then being used by scientists and engineers
did not convey the real benefits o f advanced nuclear plant designs.
For instance, the term ‘passively safe’ was misinterpreted by nearly 80% of
the public. They thought it meant the opposite o f active — thus, uncaring, lazy, or
sleeping on the job. Simple terms like safer or naturally safe were understood.
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The study also demonstrated the importance o f remembering the audience. In
the public’s view , the m ost important new plant features were automatic safety fe a 

tures, more reliable, lower cost, uses natural forces, and less dependent on operator
actions. Few cared as much about standardized design, smaller size, modular con
struction, or faster construction. Those features can help make new plants more
secure investments and might be more meaningful to an audience o f potential buyers.

3.5. Good communications focus on consumer wants and values
This leads to the fourth lesson, which is that good communications focus on
consumer wants and values. Communications, even about important features like
automatic safety systems and more reliable or econom ical performance, can be more
meaningful if related to fundamental human values and wants.

3.5.1.

People care about generational responsibility, planning fo r the future,
environmental protection and security

It is important to establish why these new designs are being made available.
To rescue the nuclear industry or to overcom e public opposition are the wrong rea
sons. People do not care about what is good for the industry. They care about what
is good for people. And they like communicators who show caring for them.
Many people in the USA today are deeply moved by a call to generational
responsibility and planning for the future. This is an appropriate context for speaking
about the new designs.
Another increasingly important value is environmental protection. Nuclear
energy plants have major unique environmental advantages. Many different USCEA
sponsored studies find that people in the U SA link generational responsibility and
environmental protection.
Any discussion o f nuclear related subjects invariably goes to the fundamental
value o f personal and family security. It is up to communicators to give a positive
feeling about security.

3.5.2.

People want respect

Knowledge gaps do not mean that people are stupid. Because people are dis
cerning, undocumented assertions — even if true — are discarded and may be consid
ered unbelievable and eVen insulting. Responding to concerns with numbers and
jargon seem s uncaring and may suggest that something is being hidden. Or it may
convey an impression that is quite negative.
For instance, public discussions o f the probability o f a design basis accident
are counterproductive — even if the probability is extremely low . At least in the
U SA , most o f the public does not relate to 10~6.
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3.6. Benefits and safety features should be shown rather than risk comparisons
In the USA, the most comforting points to make about nuclear energy —
present and future — are those which explain the need for the plants and the benefits
they provide, such as clean air. W e found this in tests o f communications on subjects
as diverse as license renewal, advanced design plants and the siting o f nuclear waste
facilities.
Discussions o f safety features are also effective — features such as physical
barriers, excellence o f operators and strict regulations. Assertions about little danger
are not credible. And risk comparisons may be perceived as irrelevant and may leave
the impression that both phenomena being compared are dangerous.
3.6.1.

Talking about radiation

One 1991 USCEA sponsored study examined various ways o f talking about
radiation (Gallup). Again, we convened the experts and asked them what were the
best points to make to reassure the public about radiation from nuclear energy plants.
Fifteen messages were tested. The best message talked about the beneficial uses of
radioactive materials. The next best messages talked about safety features. The least
reassuring were those which compared the amounts o f radiation from nuclear energy
plants with the amounts o f radiation from nature, consumer products, coal plants,
airplane trips, and so on.

3.7. Pictures and hands-on demonstrations help
Many o f these discussions, particularly discussions related to safety, are too
abstract. So the sixth lesson is that pictures and hands-on demonstrations help.
Nuclear energy itself is, for many, an abstract concept that evokes science
fiction type imagery. The technology — present and future — is best demystified by
the use o f ‘concrete’ displays, such as with information centres, exhibits or, second
best, through pictures.
3.7.1.

Information centre impact

Many countries have established excellent information centres at their nuclear
energy plants. In the USA, there are about fifty energy information centres that show
how nuclear energy plants work.
Some evidence o f the impact o f information centres is striking. In several
national surveys, about 16% o f US adults, more than 28 million people, said they
had visited a nuclear energy plant information centre. Most recently, in 1992, more
than half o f the visitors, 53% , said the visit increased their favourable feelings
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toward nuclear energy (Bruskin/Goldring Research). O f course, these centres also
attract many children — the next generation.
Vendors should be encouraged to consider offering displays of their new
designs to information centres and museums. Let the designs stir the imagination o f
an attentive audience.
3.8. T ru s t is th e key
Displays show the technology, which is good. But it is just as important for
the public to see and trust responsible people in the industry. The seventh — and last
— lesson is that trust is the key. Trust is important not only for communicating to
audiences, but also for establishing a climate in which new plants can be sited and
built.
The US public tends to trust people and organizations that are most qualified
on a particular issue. W hen the public is asked about who they would trust on nuclear
issues, nuclear scientists and engineers always appear near the top o f the list.
Trust in individuals can be affected by many factors, such as demonstrated
empathy. Trust in institutions can be achieved by consistency in words and actions,
reliability in all aspects of performance, demonstrated concern and caring for the
public and finding ways for the public to see and know the real people in charge at
all levels o f operation.
3.8.1.

Building trust today fo r tomorrow

Future nuclear energy is inextricably linked with current nuclear energy. Trust
in the industry’s ability to build and operate safe nuclear power plants tomorrow is
determined by what the various people and institutions in the industry do and say
today.

4.

TH E CHALLENGE

In conclusion, the communications challenge in introducing the new advanced
design product is as significant as the technical one. Some of the lessons learned from
social science research can help. As mentioned earlier, cultural differences may
make these lessons less relevant to some countries than for the USA. They are ideas
to test.
The research suggests that supporters o f new plants should tell the public about
the new and improved product — not as a technical fix, but as a normal technological
improvement based on learning from experience. The public expects such improve
ment from â dynamic, progressive industry. They expect improvements in nuclear
energy plants.
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The research suggests also that one should not dwell on the industry’s
problems. Instead, the indicated approach is to let the public know how the plants
benefit people and the environment — including generic nuclear energy advantages
like clean air. Show how the work on new designs is an important part o f planning
for the future and ensuring a good quality o f life for future generations. Link to
values. Show you care — not just by your words but also by all your deeds today
and tomorrow. These are not complicated m essages. They do not promise too much.
They are believable.
A bove all, in all the countries with nuclear energy plants, it is absolutely essen
tial to recognize and communicate the support that exists — and, with the knowledge
o f this support, to convey to the public a positive attitude about the important contri
butions you are making to society.
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Abstract
FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCEPTANCE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY.
Nuclear energy all over Europe faces political resistance. Politicians refer to the results
of public opinion polls that show considerable resistance towards the use of nuclear power.
However, responses to general questions on nuclear energy are ‘soft’, depending on the design
of the questions, and, above all, on the situation at hand. Provided there is a need for nuclear
energy, the ambivalent majority accepts this source of power. However, there is no doubt that
a hard core of opponents to the use of nuclear energy under all circumstances is slowly increas
ing. Nuclear energy is in danger of becoming a ‘controversial technology’. The evaluation of
nuclear energy is part of a syndrome that includes the general evaluation of new technologies
and the acceptance of an industrial society. Within this complex, certain new developments
become ‘controversial technologies’. Nuclear energy, space exploration, animal testing and
genetic engineering are the most important cases. It is a peculiarity among these technologies
that nuclear energy as it already exists can count on majority support, but at the same time
faces the opposition of a very strong and determined sector of the public. This is not primarily
a consequence of the perceived risks deriving from nuclear power, but because this source
of power is part of a class of unacceptable risks: man-made and bestowed on individuals by
a distant agency. While leadership groups prefer to explain their lack of, or only lukewarm,
support for nuclear energy as being the result of public resistance, this resistance is to a large
extent the result of the behaviour of key groups in opinion formation. The public has little
competence in such technical issues, and also little patience in evaluating information remote
from its daily concerns. The most important message the public in various countries believes
it is getting from leadership groups is the impression that nuclear energy is controversial
among experts. This impression is a consequence of the preferred source of information,
namely television and newspapers. Surveys of journalists, politicians, scientists in general and
those specializing in nuclear issues demonstrate that the farther one of the groups important
in the formation of public opinion is, the more critical is its stance with regard to nuclear
power. Among specialists, issues surrounding the use of nuclear power are only marginally
controversial. The communications elite and cultural intelligentsia are sending the wrong
messages to the general public. Thus, the first priority in rectifying this erroneous impression
is to change the perceptions and attitudes of key groups involved in the formation of public
opinion.
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NUCLEAR POWER AS A CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE

On 24 September 1993, the Parliament of Finland rejected by 107 votes to
90 plans to build a fifth nuclear power plant, even though unemployment in this
country is over 20%. This decision leaves only two countries in Western Europe,
namely the United Kingdom and France, that are continuing to build reactors.
Currently, 34.2% of Germany’s energy needs are supplied by nuclear power
(this is the average of 39.4% for western Germany and 0% for eastern Germany).
In spite of this, no breeder reactors have been put into service, and a number of reac
tors have been shut down by lower courts. In reaction, the industry is suing; for
example, the energy conglomerate RWE is suing the Rhineland-Palatinate for DM
459 million in compensation for shutting down a nuclear plant. The Social Democrat
party is seriously debating the closing down of nuclear power installations, which
would make Germany the first among the large developed countries to stop using
nuclear energy. The political leadership in Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark and
Norway has blocked the development of nuclear power, in the case of Canada even
rejecting the mining of uranium ore, while in Australia this issue is still in
contention.
Among the population, opinions about nuclear energy are divided. Thus, the
actions of some of the political class, and sometimes of the majorities, are not simply
popularistic responses to the general public but rather to influential minorities. This
is the result of opinion polls, carried out for the Commission of the European Com
munities (CEC) over a period of ten years in the countries of the European Commu
nity, seeking views on the following:
“ All industrial development requires effort, time and money. It may also
involve some risk. Here are three opinions about the development of nuclear
power stations, that is installations which use nuclear energy to produce elec
tricity. Which of these three statements comes closest to your own opinion on
this subject?” (Table I) [1].
As seen in the table, this change in response categories for the middle category
exemplifies how ‘soft’ are the responses for general questions on nuclear energy. As
soon as the respondents are offered a substantive category for an expression favour
ing a status quo position, the number previously negative responses to nuclear energy
drop sharply.
Even before the 1986 Chernobyl accident, the climate of public opinion had
worsened for nuclear power, but after Chernobyl there was in most countries of the
European Community a clear majority against the further development of this form
of energy. Followed over time, it becomes apparent that the decline of public support
followed rather than preceded the loss of consensus on energy policies at the leader
ship level. There has now been a relaxation in the opposition to nuclear power,
though this does not imply an increase in support, but rather a drift towards an
‘agnostic’ position.
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TABLE I. THE STABILITY OF ATTITUDES TOWARDS
NUCLEAR POWER [1]
1982

1984

1986

1987

1989

1991

It is worthwhile to develop nuclear energy

38

43

29

33

30

26

No interest (1991: One should neither
develop nor abandon nuclear energy)

10

7

7

7

6

31

The development of nuclear energy
involves an unacceptable risk and
should be abandoned

37

38

56

51

52

33

Do not know/No response

15

12

8

9

12

10

100

100

100

100

100

100

Total

In no other major economy is the institutional framework for nuclear power
as antagonistic as in Germany. However, this does not correspond to popular
opinion. Since the mid-1970s, between somewhat more than forty and a little less
than fifty per cent of western Germans continue to reject nuclear energy. The figures
are quite unstable and are subject to short term variations in responses to events.
Ambivalence is the attitude of the next largest group in opinion polls, and the size
of this group depends on public debates about the inevitability of nuclear power for
the supply of energy.
Just as unstable as the size of groups accepting or rejecting nuclear reactors
is the content that is associated with the word ‘nuclear’. In the 1950s, ‘nuclear’ meant
endangerment by radiation — these were the years of atmospheric testing. In the
1960s, ‘nuclear’ was equated with atomic bombs. During the 1970s, the associations
became more pluralistic, including ‘energy supply’ and ‘power stations’. However,
even prior to Chernobyl, the dominant associations became ‘reactor accidents’ and
‘environmental pollution’.
It is sometimes argued that the unease among large parts of the public needs
no explanation but is the normal reaction to a new technology. After all, when rail
roads were first introduced after the 1830s there was widespread concern that travel
ling at such high speeds was unsuitable for people. The argument was also advanced
that cows would be frightened by these smoke-belching monsters — comparable to
the argument advanced against the change to daylight savings time as it would cause
cows to give less milk (successfully argued in parts of Australia). The reference to
the introduction of the railroad can be used, however, to illustrate the precarious
position of nuclear power. The leadership in the first part of the 19th century made
it possible for railroads to have the right of way against all other traffic!
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Examining the opposition to steam engines can clarify another aspect of the
precarious nature of nuclear power. During the second half of the 19th century, steam
boilers as a source of energy were far from safe. The not infrequent explosions led
to opposition when boilers were planned in housing areas. This disappeared after the
formation of a security commission in Germany with a semi-public status, the
‘Dampfkesselüberwachungsverein’.
The automobile also met initially with strong opposition. While it could be
argued, and rightly so, that it was highly beneficial to the environment in comparison
with transport by horse and wagon, its speed was dangerous for animals and people
who were as yet unused to it. If we had to introduce the automobile today there would
be political pressure to first have environmental, and especially social, impact tests
where the burden of proof would be on the new technology. And when there is doubt
over new technology in the Western world, timidity in the face of change has become
a virtue in public debates.
In 1993, nuclear power can hardly be viewed as a new technology. The
Deutsches Atomforum estimates that there are nearly 500 reactors in service in more
than 26 countries, producing nearly 20% of the world’s power. And nuclear power
plants have been doing this for 40 years without an important incident, except the
Chernobyl accident in the former USSR. Nuclear power is safer than water power
or coal mining, and yet it is more controversial. Therefore, the social climate for
nuclear energy should be evaluated less as another case of a new technology that
needs time for acceptance than as one which is sliding towards the status of a
‘controversial technology ’.
By ‘controversial technology’ we mean a technology that divides a population
because of a drifting apart of standards for evaluation. The continued, and in a
minority of cases violent, opposition to the vivisection of animals is a case in point.
Anti-vivisectionists question both the need and benefit of the laboratory use of
animals. The ‘politically correct’, fairly aggressive minority in the USA uses the
epithet ‘specism’ for those among us willing to sacrifice animal life in order to save
human lives. In the case of nuclear energy, opponents equally question the need and
the benefits relative to other sources of power. With the issues of safe waste disposal
and the risks of nuclear accidents (in German ‘Restrisiko’), the opposition may in
part drift into a position of a fundamentalist dissent over the standards to be applied
to nuclear energy.
So far, apocalyptic visions, such as the phrasing ‘hell’s fire’, drive only
prophets of doom, such as Robert Jungk. However, the energy industry is mistaken
if it thinks that the opposition to nuclear power is primarily a problem of more effec
tive public relations. Understanding the opposition calls for a more differentiated
analysis of the syndrome of apprehension in the face of ‘controversial technologies’,
and of social forces that give this apprehension a social and political relevance.
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2.

EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY AS PART OF A SYNDROME

Attitudes in Western Europe are in principle not very different from those in
the USA. And, just as in the USA, attitudes towards nuclear power are related to
the appraisal of other technologies, and to the evaluation of technology as the core
element of progress. In the USA, linking the development of nuclear energy to
genetic engineering occurred around 1970, and this combination reached Europe
around 1975-1976. This was also the time in Germany when the consensus among
the political elite about the benefits of nuclear power turned into dissent for reasons
that have nothing to do with the technology. The conjunction of both these factors
explains the sudden decline in public support, specifically in western Germany —
at a time when more nuclear energy was produced there than in France [2] ! At the
same time this suggests that acceptance among the general public would rise signifi
cantly if consensus among the elite could be re-established.
The acceptance — or lack of it — of nuclear power cannot be understood by
itself but has to be viewed as part of a syndrome. The relationship between the
elements of this syndrome is quite fickle, but the evaluation of the syndrome as a
whole shows a high degree of stability. The following diagram depicts the strength
of the connectivity:

Evaluation of
new technologies

0.38

0.39
Nuclear
energy

==»-

0.33

Acceptance of
industrial society

The attitudes towards industrial society and further growth differ sharply
between countries. The ranking shown in Table П [3] in terms of ‘global optimism’
cannot be explained by the usual factors in accounting for differences between coun
tries, such as standard of living or level of education. The sequence reflects the tone
of optimism versus gloom that the elites demonstrate. The table ranks ‘global opti
mism’ with regard to the seven new technologies proposed in each European Com
munity country (with separate data for the former Federal Republic of Germany and
the former German Democratic Republic).
Since 1974, the CEC has sponsored biannual surveys in all member countries
— the ‘Eurobarometer’. Secondary analyses with these Eurobarometer data show
changes in the acceptability of new technologies over time. While percentages
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TABLE II. RANKING ‘GLOBAL OPTIMISM’ WITH
REGARD TO SEVEN NEW TECHNOLOGIES PRO
POSED IN EACH COUNTRY OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY3
(separate scores are given for the former German
Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of
Germany) [3]
Score
Spain

4.23/6

Netherlands

4.18

France

4.03

Italy

4.03

Former German Democratic Republic

3.98

United Kingdom

3.92

Belgium

3.89

Denmark

3.89

European Community

3.88

Greece

3.85

Luxembourg

3.71

Ireland

3.66

Portugal

3.57

Germany (combined score)

3.51

Former Federal Republic of Germany

3.39

a Ranked on a scale of 0 to 5, with 5 the highest degree of
optimism.

fluctuate, the relative position of these technologies in terms of popular acceptance
is stable. The least acceptable is synthetic food, followed by genetic engineering,
nuclear power and computerized data management of personal information, in that
order.
The results of a survey for the United States National Science Foundation in
1990 coincide with the data for Western Europe (Table III) [4]. Attitudes between
1985 and 1990 remained rather stable, but after 1985 there was a slight increase in
resistance to new technologies [5]. The attitudes towards space exploration are an
important exception to this picture of general stability for controversial technologies.
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TABLE III. EVALUATION OF CONTESTED TECHNOLOGIES
{all figures in per cent) [4]
Benefits greater
than disadvantages

Both about
equal

Disadvantages greater
than advantages

Nuclear energy

47

12

41

Genetic engineering

47

16

37

Animal testing

56

6

45

Space exploration

43

9

49

Technology

Resistance to space exploration between 1985 and 1990 increased substantially.
Meanwhile, 52% of those questioned in the USA said that too much tax money was
spent on space exploration as against 9% advocating more spending; in 1981 there
was still 18% recommending more funds for space exploration [6 ].
The evaluation of nuclear power changes with the situation as defined by public
debate. Before the so-called energy crisis — in this author’s opinion a truly fabricated
event — 40% of the German population considered the supply of energy to be suffi
cient and secure. In 1979, this had dropped to 11%, recovering by 1985 to the previ
ous level of 40% [7]. As is usual for controversial subjects, the readiness to oppose
increases with the confidence that one can get by without the unloved technology;
if the technology appears unavoidable, then so be it! Viewed over a longer period,
the attitude towards nuclear energy is predominantly ambivalent, with the definite
opponents being more numerous than the advocates. Definite opponents are those
who reject nuclear energy regardless of the situation. There is also a tendency for
some of the ambivalent majority to move towards a position of definite opposition.
Table IV [7] shows the current fickle attitudes towards nuclear energy. Not too
much should be made of a single ‘snapshot’ of popular opinion. However, this is fur
ther confirmation that a middle position of opting for the status quo dominates. The
more widespread opposition in eastern Germany may be explained by the need to
shut down the one unsafe reactor immediately after unification.
Among the western German population, there is overwhelming acceptance of
technological and economic progress — but a selective one. Table V [8] gives the
results of a study in Germany on the subject of progress and technology in general
in 1984.
It is the ‘hi-tech’ aspect of technological change that is seen as a problem.
Technological change in general, and this includes nuclear power as it is, is evaluated
as being inevitable, even though it is a form of change with risks (Table VI) [9].
In the same survey genetic engineering was judged to be morally unacceptable
by 71%, thus again showing a growing selectivity in reacting to new technologies.
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TABLE IV. EVALUATION OF OPTIONS FOR NUCLEAR PLANTS IN
GERMANY
(all figures in per cent) [7]
Western Germany
Build more nuclear plants

Eastern Germany

Total population

8

6

8

Use the existing plants,
do not build new plants

70

68

70

Shut down nuclear plants

19

25

20

TABLE V. DIFFERENT JUDGEMENTS OF TECHNOLOGIES [8]
Beneficial technologies

Ambivalent technologies

‘Evil’ technologies

Medicine

Coal mining

New nuclear plants

Natural healing

Computers

Robots

Solar energy

Space exploration

Personal computers

Satellites

Microprocessors

Video workplaces

Television surveillance

Cable television

Video games

Working from home

New television programmes

Genetic engineering

Automatic money dispensers
Existing nuclear plants

Nuclear power appears to become dissociated from the generally positive reaction
to technological change. This is underscored if one observes differences between
subgroups. By and large it is the younger people — especially young females — in
qualified white collar occupations and with a college education who are more
ambivalent and hostile against those technologies that they interpret as infringing on
humanitarian values. It is not primarily a generally low level of information that is
associated with apprehension, and these are segments of the population which are
important for the formation of public opinion.
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TABLE VI. NEED FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES
(all figures are in per cent) [9]
Question: ‘Do we need new technologies to solve the problems of our fu tu re?’
(February 1993)
Western Germany

Eastern Germany

Unnecessary

37

21

Indispensable

53

68

Undecided

10

11

New technologies are:

3.

RISK AS A FACTOR

It is often argued that Chernobyl has at last sensitized the population to the risks
of nuclear power. That argument needs qualification. The German Reactor Safety
Commission has counted ten incidents involving nuclear reactors since the first
experimental use to produce electric current in the USA in December 1951 with the
Experimental Breeder Reactor in Idaho Falls (these are incidents that became known;
more incidents may have occurred behind what was then known as the Iron Curtain):
The
The
The
The

1950s:
1960s:
1970s:
1980s:

four incidents,
three incidents,
two incidents (including Three Mile Island),
one incident (Chernobyl).

Four incidents occurred with research reactors and two took place at military instal
lations. There were only four incidents in reactors designed to produce electric
energy for the public for more than thirty years — only one was serious, namely
Chernobyl.
The public did not react to any of the more frequent earlier incidents and the
change of opinion was not due to the Three Mile Island incident near Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, in 1979, but preceded it. However, Three Mile Island was important
for a while in the USA because the public was made aware of such an incident. Just
prior to it, the movie ‘The China Syndrome’ had frightened audiences to expect the
worst at any time, namely a meltdown of the reactor core. Consequently, the reaction
to Three Mile Island was completely out of proportion.
Research on the acceptability of risks has demonstrated, however, that it is not
the likelihood of damage that determines the willingness to live with a risk. Rather,
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FIG. 1. Estimates of the strongest threat to health (multiple responses) [10].

it is the size of the damage, even if very infrequent, that dominates the acceptance
of a risk. These findings coincide with research on gambling, where the size of the
jackpot has been proved to be more important than the chance of winning anything
at all. Chernobyl is more frightening than an automobile accident — especially since
the damage resulting from the reactor accident has been wildly exaggerated.
Arguing with a smoker that his habit is many times more likely to produce
cancer than all kinds of environmental influences — including radiation from reac
tors — is of little use. The smoker may even agree cognitively, but will still be nega
tive towards nuclear power. For him the risk that he has chosen for himself
(smoking) is acceptable, while a risk (nuclear power) determined for him by some
agency is not.
This pattern determines not only the evaluation, but also the perception of risks
in the population. In a 1991 survey of experts in medicine and of a sample of the
population in western and eastern Germany, risks to health resulting from various
forms of behaviour were vastly underestimated, but the dangers from the environ
ment were greatly exaggerated (Fig. 1) [10].
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The perception of risks that is resistant to reality and the egocentrism of values
combine to make the campaign to rectify the appraisal of nuclear energy an arduous
undertaking. Being the victim of a natural disaster may be a thousand times more
likely than being harmed through nuclear power. However, the latter is man-made
and endured only as a necessity.

4.

AUTHORITIES ACCEPTED BY THE PUBLIC

Decisive for the acceptance of nuclear power and other new technologies are
public statements by authority figures. After all, the public has no first-hand
knowledge of the dangers, benefits and necessity of newer technologies. There is
now in all Western countries a struggle for such authority positions. The media tend
to magnify the importance of minorities and build up the influence of dissidents
among experts. Harrison White characterizes this struggle as one where “ outlaw
priests try to outwit and defrock the Bishops of the Scientific establishment” .
The media are decisive in this process, and for most the media mean television
and the daily newspaper. In the study cited already on attitudes toward and
knowledge about genetic engineering, the actual level of knowledge was cross
analysed with the preferred medium for information about scientific issues
(Table VII) [9].
In a study for the United States National Science Foundation, Miller [11] used
the conception of Gabriel Almond to distinguish between the different types of public
for political decisions. He devised the following categories:
— decision makers,
— policy leaders,
— attentive public,
— interested public,
— non-attentive public.
Miller defined the attentive public as having “ knowledge about issues about
new science discoveries” , and “ issues about the use of new inventions and technolo
gies” , plus “ persistence in the consumption of relevant news information” [ 11].
According to him, in 1990 two-thirds of people in the USA belonged to the “ nonattentive public” for any new technology. Twenty per cent were classified as “ atten
tive public” (Ref. [11], page 32). He provided a breakdown of the attentive public
category (Ref. [11], page 35):
— Attentive
— Attentive
— Attentive
— Attentive

public for science and technology policy in general
public for new discoveries in science
public for application of discoveries
public for nuclear power

20%
8%
7%
8%
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TABLE VII. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ‘OBJEC
TIVE’ KNOWLEDGE OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
AND THEIR PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF INFORMA
TION ON ‘NEW DEVELOPMENTS THAT AFFECT
OUR WAY OF LIFE’ [9]
Main source

Knowledge

Specialist press

5.26/7

Company brochures and advertisements

4.93

Magazines/weeklies

4.79

Books

4.77

Courses and lectures

4.55

Newspapers

4.47

One’s doctor

4.26

Discussions with friends, family, colleagues

3.95

Radio

3.85

Television

3.83

Shopkeepers (when buying something)

3.52

— Attentive public for space exploration
— Attentive public for medical discoveries
— Attentive public for environmental issues

6%
16%
20%.

In the same study, a test was used to specify actual knowledge. For this Miller
used the concept “ scientific literacy” , which he defined as follows: “ A definition
of scientific literacy does not imply an ideal, or even acceptable, level of understand
ing, but rather a minimal level” . This means:
“ (1) A basic vocabulary of scientific and technical terms and concepts, (2) an
understanding of the process of methods of science for testing our models of
reality, and (3) an understanding of the impact of science and technology on
society” [ 12].
This is the result for 1990 (Fig. 2) [13]:
“ Approximately two-thirds of the adult population of the United States could
not read and comprehend a newspaper or magazine story about a current scien
tific or technological controversy” (Ref. [12], page 7).
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Not literate: 93.1 %

FIG. 2. Scientific literacy in the USA [12].

Appealing to the general public will have only a limited impact on attitudes
towards nuclear energy. Of equal importance are changes in the middle level political
elites in the aftermath of the 1968 ‘cultural revolution’ in Europe. In western Ger
many, these middle ranks are now dominated by people from the cultural occupa
tions (teachers, theatre performers and writers) who dominate party congresses.
These people are estranged from economic and technological rationality. Daniel
Bell, in his book ‘Cultural Crisis of Capitalism’, has shown for the USA that this
hostility is a risk for the continuance of the economic order.
These changes in the people at the lower level of the establishment become all
the more significant for our societies as the affinity of the ideological camps to
technology changes. Traditionally, the ideological left saw modern technology as a
tool to liberate man from dire necessities, while the right feared technology as a
disturbance of the natural order with unpredictable consequences. Now these
affinities have been reversed, and the ‘new left’ leads in belligerence towards techno
logical progress.

5.

MOVEMENTS AS A PART OF POLITICS

Social movements have become a part of ‘normal’ political life. Even a census
can become the target for a committed minority, as was the case in the former
Federal Republic of Germany in 1988. There are data on the sympathy that exists
for several such movements in the general public. The most acceptable of these
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movements are the anti-vivisectionists, who happen to be the most militant at the
same time. Next in acceptability is the peace movement. Being antinuclear power
has about the same acceptability as the women’s liberation movement. Least
accepted are proponents of the gay movement and of ‘alternative living’. In western
Germany, 90.3% identify themselves with none of the movements, but only 26.9%
reject all of them. Roughly two thirds of the population display a ‘benign neglect’
of minority movements.
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Panel:
Evaluation of Barriers and Strategies for the Deployment
of Advanced Nuclear Power Systems
Statement
A.C. Lacoste
Ministère de l’industrie des postes et télécommunications
et du commerce extérieur
Direction de la sûreté des installations nucléaires
Paris
France
First, I think that the role of the government is quite important in establishing
energy and environmental policy. This means that the government is responsible for
(longer term) energy and environmental planning. Such an idea has many conse
quences. Let us take two examples:
— The present price of gas is very low. However, I think that in the long term
the price will increase. Thus the long term burning of gas to produce electricity
is not a sound solution. In my opinion, governments should make this clear to
the utilities in their countries.
— There is a big contradiction when people say that they are against greenhouse
gas emissions and also against nuclear energy. Governments should, at the
very least, point out this contradiction.
To summarize, the role of the government is important in formulating long term
policy on two important issues, energy and the environment.
Second, one of the main public acceptance barriers for nuclear energy may
actually be the most important barrier, the problem of the management of long lived
wastes, or more generally the back end of the fuel cycle.
Let us look at nuclear reactors. It is quite clear that in the next ten years not
many different types of reactors will be developed and sold in the world. This means
that there is some convergence, or even consensus, toward a limited number of
standardized LWRs which are very much alike. This is rather comforting.
On the other hand, there is nothing like a real consensus between different
countries over the management of nuclear wastes. Some countries are doing nothing,
some countries are using direct underground storage, and others are looking at waste
reprocessing followed up by underground storage. I said that there was no con
sensus. In fact, I should rather say that there is a real mess. It is thus perfectly
understandable when opponents of nuclear energy say that all of this does not appear
to be sound and reasonable.
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Therefore, I think that those people and companies who want to promote
nuclear energy should pay much more attention (and allocate money) to the waste
problem. They should do so in their own countries. They should also do something
at the international level, so as to create a minimum level of international understand
ing about this topic.
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Panel:
Evaluation of Barriers and Strategies for the Deployment
of Advanced Nuclear Power Systems
Statement
J.J. de Jong
Coal and Nuclear Division
Ministry of Economic Affairs
The Hague
Netherlands

I want to make three points here: what can governments do, what are the three
most important barriers, and on what should the strategies focus.
On the role of governments, there are two major tasks:
( 1)

When considering nuclear energy, governments have to formulate clear bound
ary conditions for the issues that concern our societies the most. These include:
— Risk and safety: This condition could cover different areas, such as excluding
core meltdowns, excluding off-site emergencies, or setting more sophisticated
probabilistic risk criteria.
— Wastes: It is desirable to adopt a clear strategy. Although it is possible to have
an interim storage facility for many decades, final solutions need to be devel
oped. Final geological disposal and/or strategies regarding actinide burning are
longer term issues that, however, could prevent further consideration of
nuclear energy development as long as these technologies are not fully
demonstrated.
— Environment: Governments need to formulate boundary conditions with regard
to overall environmental effects, including the effect of the entire fuel cycle,
more ‘conventional’ effects, and the ‘positive’ effects on greenhouse and acid
rain concerns.
— Non-proliferation: It is important to have a good record in this area and to have
no discussion on safeguards implementation.

(2)

The second task for governments is to set up a concrete framework for long
term policy planning. It should deal with the areas of energy policy, environ
mental policy and physical planning, in the sense of siting policy. Governments
should not go into too much detail, i.e. they should not provide concrete plans
for electricity production units and their fuel specifics. Instead, they should
provide ‘global’ objectives regarding energy demand, the overall fuel mix and
environmental goals.
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Coming to the most important barriers, they are: public and political percep
tions; energy markets, supplies and prices; and, more specifically, the back end of
the fuel cycle. Other speakers on this Panel have addressed the issue of public per
ceptions in the necessary detail. Turning to the question of energy markets, the
present supplies of energy are abundant and prices do not reflect the expected longer
term market trends. This in itself makes it difficult to come to a proper assessment
of the economics of the nuclear energy option in relation to other sources of energy.
With regard to the back end of the fuel cycle, as long as the public perceives that
back end issues have not been solved, or are capable of solution, further considera
tion of the nuclear energy option will face severe political difficulties.
What strategies can be developed? First, the technical achievements in safety
should be translated into a wider international consensus on safety. Ongoing activi
ties in the IAEA safety convention exercise, at the Nuclear Energy Agency of the
OECD and at the Commission of the European Communities should be co-ordinated.
Also, the development of principles for good ‘nuclear citizenship’ in the European
Energy Charter’s nuclear protocol should be mentioned.
Second, a wider international consensus on back end issues should be
achieved. All aspects of the fuel cycle should be internationalized, with the exception
of the back end. New international approaches should be considered and developed.
In all of these approaches, it is important to accept that different perceptions
exist in different regions and countries. Resource situations differ, as do policy
approaches. However, different policies could have many common features. A point
of special concern is the maintenance of nuclear capabilities and infrastructures. If
we want to pursue an energy policy that does not exclude the nuclear energy option,
we should ensure that existing know-how in research institutions and governments
does not ‘fade away’. Special programmes should be developed, such as the
Programme to Increase Nuclear Capabilities in the Netherlands. However, interna
tional action is also required.
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Panel:
Evaluation of Barriers and Strategies for the Deployment
of Advanced Nuclear Power Systems
Statement
A.J. Baer
Swiss Federal Office of Energy
Berne
Switzerland

I have chosen to speak about barriers for two reasons. First, it is much easier
to discuss problems rather than solutions. Second, as I was reviewing various possi
ble barriers that have been mentioned in this Symposium, I came across results that
surprised me, and I would like to share my surprise with you.
Many barriers were mentioned yesterday by different speakers. I have pre
pared a list of 12 of them that seem to be the most common. I list them here alphabeti
cally, without explanation, since they have already been discussed:
— acceptance (could be divided further),
— comparative costs (of nuclear versus other energy sources),
— economic stability (of the country about to build a nuclear plant),
— energy is not an issue (i.e. it is cheap, abundant and the question does not
interest the public),
— financial risk (return on investment),
— finding the money (different from financial risk),
— need for more electricity (need to build a plant),
— policies are unclear and politicians are hesitant,
— safety (how safe is safe enough?),
— short term thinking (of politicians as opposed to long term planning for energy
installations),
— waste management and waste disposal.
There seems to be agreement on these barriers when taken individually.
However, they cannot be looked at in isolation, and in all cases we are facing a cer
tain ‘mix’, i.e. a combination of various barriers in my country can be very different
from that in my neighbour’s.
One goal of this Symposium is to recognize what we all have in common, so
as to tackle such problems jointly and more efficiently than if we acted in isolation.
At first glance, the differences appear to be greater than the similarities. If we
isolate, for instance, the main barrier in each region or in each country, the answer
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will vary. From what we heard so far, we can conclude that the key to the develop
ment of advanced nuclear power systems is:
— In
— In
— In
— In

Asia: A favourable energy policy;
developing countries: Adequate financing;
Central Europe: Economic viability;
Switzerland and Germany: Acceptance.

Looking a little deeper into the problem and searching for similarities between
regions, I find one barrier that is never at the top of the list, but everywhere is fairly
high. It is one that was mentioned rather in passing: waste management and waste
disposal.
To many of you this may come as a surprise, because we (the technicians) have
solved this problem some time ago. The fact is that the public’s perception is quite
different. The public does not believe that it has received a definitive, persuasive
answer about radioactive wastes.
It is essential that we keep working on this and that we do it together. In many
countries, including mine, no new reactor will be built until a majority of the public
believes that there is a satisfactory solution to the waste problem. This is not a techni
cal issue, but a sociopolitical one.
This problem is compounded by the fact that many of us have been saying that
we have plenty of time; in particular, the high level waste question need not be solved
for another twenty years or more. Now, if the condition for new reactors is that we
have solved the waste question, we are pushing the issue twenty years ahead and we
are slowing reactor development down by the same amount of time. Is this what we
want? Can we find answers to radioactive waste disposal faster? If so, how?
In short, and in conclusion, waste management is the most serious challenge
that we are facing; it is urgent and it is common to all of us. Radioactive wastes are
here now. Let us co-operate in their disposal.
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Panel:
Evaluation of Barriers and Strategies for the Deployment
of Advanced Nuclear Power Systems
Statement
S.-Y. Kim
Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety
Taejon
Republic of Korea

It is my privilege to be given this opportunity to talk about the current situation
of the Advanced Nuclear Power System Development Programme in the Republic
of Korea. I will first briefly introduce the programme, then outline my own opinion
on how to obtain public support. Finally, I will discuss activities concerning nuclear
safety regulation for the programme.
As was mentioned at this Symposium, there are 9 nuclear units in operation
and 14 more nuclear power plants are under construction and/or planned by the year
2006 in the Republic of Korea. This expansion in the number of nuclear power plants
is closely linked to improvements that require R&D, primarily with a view to making
the plants safer.
Beyond the year 2006, the sole utility, the Korea Electric Power Corporation,
plans to introduce advanced nuclear power plants, embodying ‘natural safety’ princi
ples, if approved, for both design basis and hypothetical accidents. In developing
advanced nuclear reactors, a programme has been undertaken by industries and
research institutes in the Republic of Korea. The programme is projected to accom
plish first-of-a-kind engineering design by the year 2001. New licensing require
ments for the nuclear plants will be set along with the development programme and
implemented at the design stage. Thus, the most important requirement for the safety
of the nuclear plants is a well-founded safety concept based upon design experience
and information, proper construction and installation, and operation. Comprehensive
R&D must also be carried out at the design stage for advanced nuclear power plants.
Nuclear power development is, however, almost impossible unless the public
supports the programme, especially after the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl acci
dents. Strong government commitment is another essential element to carry out the
development programme successfully, since it requires substantial investment and
co-ordination of the activities of the many technical groups involved. The govern
ment must also affirm the necessity for nuclear power development as a means of
obtaining a secure supply of energy, and make a strong appeal to the public for sup
port. Furthermore, the government must make every effort to cultivate a positive
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public perception of nuclear power development through a policy of openness and
by the provision of objective information.
At the beginning of nuclear power development in the Republic of Korea, the
first plants were constructed on a ‘turnkey’ basis. The utility then adopted a ‘compo
nent’ approach for the projects that followed. Yonggwang Units 3 and 4 were the
first in a programme led by the utility with the full participation of local industries
in design, manufacturing, installation and construction. A certain level of technical
capability and experience has been accumulated during the operation of the nine
existing nuclear power plants and the implementation of ongoing projects, such as
Yonggwang Units 3 and 4, Ulchin Units 3 and 4, and Wolsong Units 2, 3 and 4.
It would therefore be the appropriate time to consider the possibility of having some
manufacturers specialize in the production of specific components, and a few
engineering companies focus on implementing technical improvements. This will
also encourage competition.
Of the nine operating nuclear power plants in the Republic of Korea, PWRs
are from Westinghouse, ABB-Combustion Engineering and Framatome, while the
CANDU is from Canada. These diversified reactor systems have caused some
difficulties in the regulation and review of the safety features. However, the Republic
of Korea has basically adopted the licensing practices of the USA for nuclear power
plant regulation. The utility is required to go through so-called ‘two step’ licensing,
i.e. the Construction Permit (CP) and the Operation License (OL). At one time the
regulatory authority officially required additional information on detail design and
construction procedures in between the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report for the
CP and the Final Safety Analysis Report for the OL. However, this requirement has
now been abolished.
The lack of consistency in nuclear safety regulations in the early days has led
the regulatory authority in the Republic of Korea to improve them. This involves the
application of severe accident mitigation and management, setting of safety goals and
adoption of new regulations, such as ‘one step’ licensing. In developing advanced
nuclear power systems, severe accident management elements will be identified to
upgrade the safety level. Operational experience, new developments and additional
requirements, and lessons learned from incidents and accidents will also be used to
improve safety.
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Panel:
Evaluation of Barriers and Strategies for the Deployment
of Advanced Nuclear Power Systems
Statement
D.J. McGoff
Office of Civilian Reactor Development
United States Department of Energy
Washington, D.C.
United States of America
I think it is appropriate, as we discuss the barriers and strategies for deploying
advanced nuclear power systems, to note that 6 October 1993 was the 20th anniver
sary of the beginning of the 1973 oil embargo. Very few events have had as profound
an impact on the way the United States of America and, to varying degrees, other
industrialized nations approach energy policy. During the five month embargo, the
price of oil more than tripled and four million barrels of oil per day were removed
from the market. The ensuing shortages of oil, both real and perceived, resulted in
a fundamental shift in the thinking of those in the energy community. Of particular
importance was the implementation of the conservation ethic practiced to this day.
New, more energy efficient, technologies were developed, automobiles were made
smaller and more efficient, and the general public became more aware of energy con
sumption and the need to conserve. Sine 1970, the population in the USA has grown
by about 40 million people, 60 million more vehicles are operated, and the economy
has grown by 70%. Energy efficiency and conservation practices have held the
increase in total energy usage in the USA to only about 24% during this time.
However, the electrical portion of energy usage has increased about 80%, showing
that increased use of electricity is needed to support economic growth and to provide
the cleaner manufacturing processes necessary to meet environmental goals.
In searching for commonality in the bases for national energy policies, we find
that all countries have fundamentally similar goals, which are to balance the need
for secure sources of reasonably priced energy with the need for a cleaner environ
ment and stable economic growth. However, the specific practices used to achieve
those goals are dependent on a variety of individual circumstances. These include
such diverse considerations as the availability and price of indigenous energy
resources, geography, climate, population and economic factors, such as the desired
rate of economic growth, the overall standard of living and the types of goods and
services produced.
Determination of the proper role of nuclear power in national energy policy
requires consideration of many factors. Nuclear power can be a pivotal option to pro373
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vide the ability to achieve such goals as energy self-sufficiency or environmental
improvement. Nuclear power does, however, carry with it the requirement to
address several issues: concern for safety, economics, waste disposal and public
opinion. Each country assesses these factors in a variety of ways. Further, energy
policy is not static. Over the course of time, these factors may be reassessed based
on the prevailing political and economic climate.
Sweden, for example, has had a nuclear power programme since the 1960s and
currently operates 12 plants that provide approximately half of its generating capa
city. In 1981, the Swedish Parliament decided that all of its nuclear power plants
should be shut down by the year 2010. Following the Chernobyl accident in 1986,
the Swedish Government proposed the accelerated phase out of nuclear power and
identified two units for closing in 1995 and 1996. This decision, however, turned
out to be incompatible with other energy related decisions. Other policies limited
further increases in C 0 2 emissions, levied taxes on several energy sources emitting
C 0 2 and prevented construction of hydroelectric plants on untapped rivers. As a
result, policies in Sweden relating to nuclear power are being reconsidered, at least
in a ‘de facto manner’, in the light of the benefits associated with nuclear power and
the characteristics of alternatives. On the basis of contradictory goals, it appears that
nuclear power may be viewed as the most attractive practical alternative or, at worst,
the least of several evils.
It should be our goal to recognize the generic barriers to implementing nuclear
power on an international scale, while realizing that each country will be responsible
for characterizing those barriers and determining avenues for success in relation to
their individual energy policies. Many of these factors can be clarified and overcome
through increased, effective public education addressing the technological advances
and overall merits of nuclear power.
A key to educating our respective publics is co-ordinated, focused attention
that utilizes not only industry professionals and government leaders, but also local
organizations and environmental groups. It is imperative that opportunities be taken
to make all organizations and agencies that are concerned about electric power aware
of the merits of nuclear power in meeting energy and environmental goals, in order
to facilitate informed, rational decisions.
Advanced nuclear power systems should be developed to address the key fac
tors of concern to the public. For advanced reactor plants, the USA is committed
to using standardized designs instead of the custom designs found in past generation
plants. Standardization will reduce construction time as well as operating costs,
which are the key economic inhibitors in today’s nuclear industry. These savings can
be realized through improvements in all aspects of nuclear plant operations, includ
ing safety, maintenance, training and spare parts procurement. Standardization also
simplifies the regulatory review and licensing process. Experience in other countries
practically demonstrates the benefits of standardization. Additionally, the simplified
designs and technologal improvements result in increased reliability and maintain
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ability, thereby reducing the cost of operation and the downtime. This type of
approach is essential if nuclear power is to be a viable part of our energy future.
One of the most visible and at times emotional subjects of the day is the poten
tial impact on the environment by various industries. All forms of generating elec
tricity affect the environment to some degree, but the impact of nuclear energy can
be viewed as being considerably less than other forms. Overall, nuclear power has
a substantial advantage over fossil power generation sources because of the ability
to contribute to reducing the generation of greenhouse gases and the resultant
environmental impacts. Director General Hans Blix stated last year that “ nuclear
power alone does not solve the C 0 2 problem, but the C 0 2 problem cannot be solved
without nuclear power’’. In eight of the ten industrialized countries with the lowest
per capita C 0 2 emissions, one fifth or more of the electricity is produced by nuclear
energy. The USA produced 1800 million tonnes of C 0 2 through the generation of
electricity in 1992. President Bill Clinton has pledged to limit C 0 2 emissions in the
USA to 1990 levels by the year 2000. By substituting for fossil fuels, US nuclear
plants avoided total C 0 2 emissions of 420 million tonnes/year of C 0 2 emissions. To
place this number in context, 420 million tonnes/year is approximately equal to the
reduction necessary to meet President Clinton’s pledge. We need to carry forth the
message of the environmental benefits of nuclear power.
The responsibilities for the deployment of future nuclear power systems need
to be kept clear. In a market economy such as that of the USA, government should
provide the means to investigate new technologies and to keep options open, while
industry determines the course of action and timing for deploying those new technol
ogies. Government can assist in reducing the risk of new technology deployment.
This is accomplished through programmes that provide cost sharing for new designs
to ensure that acceptable levels of technology risk are realized where necessary. The
degree of cost sharing can be dependent upon the distance from commercialization
of a technology. But it is ultimately the private sector’s responsibility to build and
market new nuclear plants.
International co-operation and cost sharing have been key contributors to the
successes that have been realized in advanced reactor technologies and systems. This
type of co-operation should be continued and expanded, consistent with commercial
considerations, where necessary, to assist in overcoming domestic as well as interna
tional barriers to the deployment of advanced nuclear power systems. The ability to
pool commercial and government resources strengthens capabilities to ensure that
future energy demands can be met, while meeting overall energy policy goals.
I suspect that my remarks contain more questions than answers. The issues are
straightforward; the solutions less so. Nevertheless, I hope that my remarks will be
useful in our further discussion.
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Panel:
Evaluation of Barriers and Strategies for the Deployment
of Advanced Nuclear Power Systems
Summary of Panel

The evaluation of the various barriers that could prohibit, or at least hinder,
the deployment of advanced nuclear power systems, together with possible scenarios
to overcome them, were discussed by the Panel. A number of points were brought
up in the discussion, the four most important being the following:
(a)

Public acceptability was generally considered to be the most important issue
requiring attention, once the safety aspect is adequately resolved. The extent
of public acceptability varies from one country to another, and is also depen
dent on the political situation and the stability of governmental policy. Refer
ence was made, in particular, to the situation in the Republic of Korea.
(b) Concern was expressed over the back end of the fuel cycle. Even if it can be
assumed that technical solutions are available, there remain at least two
difficulties:
— There is no public acceptance of these solutions,
— A number of countries do not have a firm position regarding these solutions.

(c)

There is a clear need for much more international co-operation in this regard,
and the IAEA, among other organizations, should be invited to address this
issue further.
As regards the advantages that nuclear power could have in comparison with
other energy options, two points were made:
— Nuclear power contributes to a reduction of the greenhouse effect,
— Current energy prices do not reflect longer term trends.

(d)

An effort should be made to enhance public awareness of the potential
economic and environmental advantages of nuclear power.
Finally, the technological efforts that are related to the implementation of the
nuclear energy option need explicit attention. Technological capabilities and
infrastructures, once developed, need special efforts for their maintenance if
for certain reasons nuclear energy cannot yet be implemented. In order to keep
the nuclear option open, special programmes are necessary, and could also
require further international co-operation. The IAEA should address this issue
further.
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Abstract
INCENTIVES TO STRENGTHEN INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT FOR ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER TECHNOLOGY.
There remains considerable development potential in nuclear reactor technology to
produce designs which are easier to license, are more economical, or meet particular needs
in different countries. There are on record clear international statements of support and intent
for continued R&D on advanced reactors. In contrast, many European countries are
experiencing a marked decline in development investment, resulting in a large reduction in
qualified nuclear manpower and R&D facilities. The paper is concerned with the technology
for advanced reactors which will be needed in the next century and it looks beyond the current
successful evolutionary development of large LWRs. Establishing the technology for these
designs will require R&D on a scale which will exceed the depleted capabilities of single
organizations, or even countries. Hence, international collaboration is necessary on a larger
scale than was needed previously. There is a very clear role for international organizations,
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such as the IAEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD and the European Union to initi
ate appropriate areas of work and to encourage member countries to participate financially and
technically. Research and development organizations, vendors and utilities should be involved
with the appropriate government departments. The work should be limited to the R&D needed
to develop technology: reactor design itself is best left to vendor organizations who will also
have to organize their own international collaboration. The paper identifies the main areas
which need strong international collaboration: development of innovative safety features;
improvement of fuel characteristics and efficiency; dose reduction techniques; use of
technology developed for other purposes; and common assessments of design proposals. The
paper urges the establishment of greater international collaborative R&D on advanced reactors
to maintain options- and to help overcome the barriers to the greater use of nuclear power in
the future.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the need for international co-operation in R&D
for advanced reactors. Research and development is needed to maintain options for
the future deployment of nuclear power to counteract the current background of
declining R&D capability in Europe.
The ideas expressed here reflect the current situation in Europe. Several fac
tors currently contribute to a reduction in investment in nuclear power development.
One factor results from public concern about the safety of nuclear power. Another
is a move away from public, i.e. government, support for the realization of develop
ment projects which are now perceived as being a matter for the nuclear industry
to fund.
There has been a very significant reduction in R&D budgets, facilities and staff
over the past few years and this trend is continuing. In contrast, it is believed by
many governments, and by the nuclear industry, that there is a very important long
term potential for nuclear power to contribute to future energy needs to a greater
extent than now. If this potential is to be realized, R&D is needed on a scale that
exceeds the capability of private industry and possibly of the national capability of
any one country. Owing to its long term nature, public financing of this R&D is
necessary and it needs to be done on a multinational basis. A further factor is that
without a strong development programme, there will be a shortage of young qualified
nuclear engineers, and concern about this is being expressed in many countries.
There are already several reactor designs in operation which meet both interna
tionally accepted safety standards and the economic criteria of their operators. In dis
cussing advanced reactors, this paper is concerned with R&D aimed at the long term
development of improved reactors for later industrial realization on a time-scale well
into the next century. It is not concerned with short term improvements to existing
reactor designs; this is a task for vendors, although it is recognized that there will
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be interactions between the long and short term programmes, with benefits in both
directions. In considering the longer term, the factors which will influence the
development of new systems will be different from those of today. For example:
— The world will have even greater energy demands, in spite of energy conserva
tion, leading to greater pressure for nuclear power;
— Growth rates of energy demand in developing countries will continue to be
high;
— The resources of fossil fuels world wide will be further depleted and there are
likely to be increased incentives to reduce C 0 2 emissions;
— Qualified sites for nuclear power stations will be increasingly difficult to find
and many may be located in more populated areas, leading to designs which
must be less restrictive with regard to siting.
These circumstances make it necessary to continue to develop energy generating
technologies with minimal societal risk and environmental impact and with a further
objective of improved acceptability.

2.

CONTEXT AND SCOPE OF THE PAPER

This paper distinguishes the short term from the long term. Short term R&D
is defined as the development needed to service existing reactor designs. Such work
is driven primarily by commercial considerations, including those arising from pres
sure by regulators. In this category, one could put the current work on developing
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methods and implementing the lessons learnt
from their application. Also in the short term is the work on the design of core
catcher concepts in the wider context of severe accident research, and the continuing
effort on validation of best estimate thermo-hydraulic calculation methodology. Long
term R&D is concerned with the development of new systems and with the materials,
techniques and calculation methods needed to support these systems. It is needed to
keep alive the possibility of new reactor systems to meet developing market needs.
There are marked differences in both the development status and political
climate in different regions of the world. On the Pacific rim, for instance, there are
major programmes for advanced reactor development with significant government
funding. In the USA, the Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) programme is
clearly in the commercial sector with competing designs, but with strong financial
assistance from government. In Russia, there are many advanced reactor designs
without a clearly identified market. In Western Europe, the most significant develop
ment is in evolutionary LWRs, which are all on commercial offer. There is also
reduced work on the innovative PIUS concept, as well as on the MHTGR, and there
is support work for the US ALWR projects. From a European viewpoint, a need for
greater support for long term R&D is seen as important if the vitality of the industry
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is to be sustained. This paper discusses the need and content of long term R&D in
a European context.
There is scope for development work on all parts of the fuel cycle, but this
paper restricts itself to issues of reactor development only.

3.

INCENTIVES AND BENEFITS
There are strong incentives for enhanced international co-operation in R&D:
— Public concern about the safety of currently available nuclear technology has
retarded the extension of nuclear energy utilization in many parts of the world,
including many European countries.
— There is a general consensus in the nuclear community that there is still a sig
nificant development potential in nuclear technology, particularly in reactor
safety features (many of the new proposed advanced reactors introduce sim
plifications and a reduction of up to 50% in the number of components in the
nuclear island).
— The realization of this potential will require considerable effort which will
exceed national or private industrial capabilities, or for which public support
is justified on the grounds of ensuring the long term supply of electricity in an
acceptable manner and at an acceptable cost.
— There is a high level of competence in nuclear technology, which can be quan
tified as more than 110 000 qualified scientists and engineers in OECD
countries.
— There are already some basically independent small scale national activities
directed towards the development of innovative nuclear technology. In these
activities designs beyond near term commercial application are being explored.

The distribution of personnel in the main nuclear sectors, such as R&D, the
front end and back end of the fuel cycle, design, manufacturing and construction,
regulation and education, is highly dependent on the nuclear characteristics of each
country. The existence of uranium mines, the number of nuclear plants in operation,
the existence of reprocessing facilities and the engagement in developing new reactor
types are the main factors influencing personnel distribution. In the field of R&D,
and with reference to OECD countries having nuclear power plants, the number of
qualified personnel is about 17 000, with government expenditure near US $5000
million in 1989 (figures extrapolated from a recently published OECD report) . 1
In a communique by the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA)
on the study results, it is stated that:
1 NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY OF THE OECD, Qualified Manpower for the
Nuclear Industry: An Assessment of Demand and Supply, OECD, Paris (1993).
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“ Shortage of highly specialized personnel could give rise to serious problems
in countries which are keen to keep the technological potential for the opera
tion, maintenance and construction of nuclear power plant and related fuel
cycle facilities. Although the supply and demand of qualified manpower is
reasonably balanced at present, the retirement of skilled and experienced scien
tists and engineers coupled with the declining numbers of nuclear science and
engineering students is causing concern in a number of OECD countries. There
will be a demand for expert manpower in OECD countries for many decades,
whatever scenario for nuclear power is adopted by each country.”
Experience in the past in all countries has proved that there is no better way
to provide qualified personnel than engagement in pertinent R&D activities for some
years after completion of technical or university education. But a clear tendency
towards diminishing budgets and qualified people is being observed at present in
R&D activities and this is clearly in contrast with the future demand for qualified
personnel, which is stable. Well known European R&D organizations which in the
past have contributed significantly to the deployment of nuclear energy in their coun
tries (e.g. the UKAEA, the German nuclear research centres, ENEA, or the Joint
Research Centres of the European Union and others) have drastically reduced their
nuclear R&D activities and the number of applicants for the study of nuclear technol
ogy has dramatically declined in European universities. This situation endangers not
only long term R&D for future nuclear technologies, but also R&D activities for near
term application.
Considerable benefits can be expected from extended international
co-operation:
— Cost saving through international co-operation is the most important issue.
Closer co-operation and task sharing can certainly help to use the available
resources more effectively.
— Common R&D activities can significantly contribute to establishing and
presenting common views on the assessment of nuclear safety or the qualifica
tion of new or innovative technical solutions. Common safety research is a
highly suitable tool for providing a homogeneous basis for common under
standing of new safety concepts, including the relevant phenomenology.
— New inherent or built-in design safety features, new structures and materials
have to be qualified to meet licensing requirements and to demonstrate that the
functions are maintained during the lifetime.
— In order to reduce any conceivable risk and to achieve the highest possible
reliability, all relevant expertise, scientific knowledge, relevant test facilities
and personnel should be utilized for specific technical questions by co
operative efforts.
— International co-operation will facilitate the integration of the nuclear R&D
programmes of Eastern Europe, mainly the members of the CIS, to maintain
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their capabilities, which are urgently needed for the development of an
improved new generation of reactors, and to achieve a common understanding
of acceptable safety goals.
— International co-operation may also give additional motivation for young scien
tists and engineers to engage themselves in nuclear technology and to improve
the prospects of an appealing career.
These benefits, and also the demand for a stronger concentration of R&D
resources by increased international co-operative activities, have been recognized,
acknowledged and confirmed by statements of key political bodies and nuclear
representatives not only in Europe but world wide. Here only a few European
‘voices’ will be quoted, as examples:
— The Scientific and Technical Committee of the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC):
“ For longer term application, several European organizations already co
operate on radically new designs for small and medium size nuclear power
plants, with emphasis on passive safety features. This should be encouraged
to ensure the Community ... considers the potential for such plants .... All
these initiatives imply a heavy commitment in technology development,
research and system/component testing” (STC(92)-D.159).
— The Council of the European Union:
“ Basic research in the field of nuclear fission safety and radiation protection
must be encouraged throughout the community” (91.626/EURATOM).
— The Council of the European Union (resolution):
“ The Council reaffirms the importance of technological progress in relation
to the safety of nuclear installations .... Thus it underlines the primary impor
tance of nuclear safety research and technological innovation and the need to
continue and increase action undertaken within the Community, including the
study of future generations of reactors” (92/C172/02).
— European Parliament Committee on Energy, Research and Technology:
“ Further research into nuclear safety must be promoted, with a view to obtain
ing new technical solutions, improving existing solutions and making them
more reliable, and gaining insight into the phenomena that occur in accident
situations. We cannot accept a fall in investment in research and technological
development concerning safety” (PE 143.102).
— Economic and Social Committee of the European Community:
“ The economic and ecological potential of nuclear energy is considerable. The
potential should not be jeopardized by clinging to monostructures (e.g. identi-
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cal reactor types) or by hampering new developments for existing or new
nuclear systems” (CES 644/87).
However, we have to be aware that these recommendations have not yet been
realized in practice. Rather, development is going the opposite way. Similar observa
tions can be made in other non-European countries.
4.

EXPERIENCE

It is important to ask whether international collaboration in R&D on advanced
reactors can be expected to be successful. To answer this question it is possible to
look at experience in related areas.
There are many examples of successful international co-operation in nuclear
technology R&D. Co-operation has been realized on a worldwide scale under the
auspices of the IAEA, through the OECD/NEA, within the European Union and in
multinational arrangements. Only a few examples of such beneficial co-operative
efforts can be mentioned here.
Under the auspices of the IAEA, one of the largest international collaborations
on R&D is conducted in the framework of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) project. This has brought together four major parties,
who have previously worked separately, to conduct the engineering design activities
of ITER in preparation for construction. The necessary personnel for the ITER
project and the associated costs are so large that only international collaboration
makes it possible to execute the programme. The IAEA initiative has resulted in
bringing together all the expertise necessary for this project.
This approach could serve also for other nuclear problems of worldwide con
cern, like actinide transmutation. The applicability of this model for advanced fission
reactors is certainly limited, but could be used at a lower level of cost and
involvement.
Another tool for successful international co-operation is IAEA Co-ordinated
Research Programmes dedicated to specific technical questions. Topics like inter
comparison of seismic analysis codes, comparison of decay heat removal systems,
acoustic signal processing for the detection of sodium boiling or sodium-water reac
tion, validation of codes for coated particle fuel behaviour, or validation of safety
related physics calculations for low enriched gas cooled reactors are typical
examples.
The OECD/NEA, established in 1958, aims at co-operation among the govern
ments of its participating countries in furthering the development of nuclear power
as a safe, environmentally acceptable and economic energy source by, amongst other
activities, setting up international R&D programmes and joint undertakings. One of
the earliest safety oriented joint projects of the OECD/NEA is the Halden Reactor
Project, which was originally designed to investigate the performance of fuel rods
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in the 20 MW Halden reactor. It was later extended to experiments which range from
long term testing of experimental fuel elements to computer based systems for reac
tor control and supervision. For example, the Halden Project has established a manmachine systems laboratory, in which a team of specialists, including psychologists
and computer experts, develop and evaluate techniques for displaying information
to help the operator make decisions under abnormal conditions.
Another early programme of the OECD/NEA was the construction and opera
tion of the gas cooled, high temperature Dragon reactor at Winfrith, in the United
Kingdom. It was terminated in 1976 after 17 years of international co-operative pro
grammes due to disagreement on the commercial viability of this reactor type.
Nevertheless, this project can be considered as being very successful since it
involved almost all European countries and led to a widespread distribution of high
temperature reactor technology, with aftereffects which are still being felt. Practical
experience from these projects has laid the foundation for the role of the OECD/NEA
in launching and managing a wide range of international co-operative programmes.
In the R&D framework programme of the CEC, the actions on nuclear safety
are concentrated on the confinement of radioactivity under severe accident condi
tions. The main objectives of the actions are to reach a better common understanding
of the relevant problems and to come to conclusions on the best approach to cope
with them. To achieve the objectives, the participating organizations contribute
under multipartner contractual arrangements with the CEC. These so-called rein
forced concerted actions cover the areas of accident progression analysis, behaviour
and qualification of the containment system and accident management and control.
In addition to these reinforced concerted actions, research activities are undertaken
by the Joint Research Centre. These nuclear safety activities are concentrated on
accident prevention studies, severe accident studies and on sharing the PHEBUS PF
project at Cadarache, France. Although the mechanism of reinforced concerted
actions is quite new, it has already brought together many specialists from different
countries working together on common projects.
In addition to these programmes under the auspices of international bodies,
there are several multilateral collaborations organized by individual countries or
specific organizations within them. One of the most effective and cost saving exam
ples of a multinational programme was the harmonization of European R&D activi
ties for the European Fast Breeder Reactor programme, which was achieved by
comprehensive agreements with an open exchange of technology. The achievements
of this approach are reported in a later contribution to this meeting.
Another successful example of such co-operation is the experimental
programme in the out-of-pile loop BETHSY in Grenoble, France. In this French-led
programme, many countries worked together to improve the understanding of physi
cal phenomena occurring during PWR accidents and to assess computer safety codes.
Many more examples of successful multilateral co-operation prove that co
operation in R&D in the nuclear field can be to the benefit of all the participants.
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The present level of international discussions and mutual understanding on issues of
nuclear technology could not have been reached without many prior co-operative
activities initiated and co-ordinated by international organizations, or within multina
tional programmes. Common R&D paves the way for experts to learn and to practice
co-operation by exchange of opinions and expertise, joint solution of technical
problems, common use of facilities and codes, mutual understanding of different
views, awareness of national peculiarities and, last but not least, development of
common assessments. The usefulness of the international expertise of scientists and
engineers for national industries and other institutions is evident.

5.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AREAS

In previous sections we have shown that there is a need for advanced reactors
and for R&D to permit these reactors to be developed. We have shown that there
is political support at an international level and that the scale of problems requires
an international programme. We have shown that international collaborative pro
grammes in related areas have been successful and that there is no reason to believe
that a programme for international collaborative R&D on advanced reactors should
not also be successful. We now turn to consider the content of the programme,
bearing in mind that this is the technology for advanced reactors which we wish to
see developed rather than a specific design project.
A few examples of technical areas for long term R&D should be discussed for
which increased international co-operation can provide accelerated progress. They
are appropriate for international co-operation because they are largely not subject to
short term commercial concerns and restrictions. They are also topics of a
programme proposal which some European organizations have submitted to the CEC
and its advisory boards for integration into the next European R&D framework
programme. We believe that international organizations like the IAEA,
OECD/NEA, or CEC could play an important role in support, initiation and
co-ordination of co-operative efforts in these areas.
There are many ideas and proposals for advanced innovative reactor concepts
in many countries. Some of these proposals are preliminary, some have achieved the
level of basic design, while some are at the detailed design stage. The IAEA has just
started to compile available information on all these developments on a schematic
basis which will provide a helpful overview, including many technical details
depending on the level of maturity of the concepts. Description of more than twenty
reactor concept proposals can be expected. In particular, it will comprise new reactor
concepts developed in the CIS in recent years and which are not well known in
Western countries.
It is a logical consequence that these concept developments result in separate
analysis and assessment studies in many other countries. The findings are, of course,
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not homogeneous. The effectiveness of this analysis work can be significantly
increased by sharing results and methods of investigation. It would also favour the
development of harmonized views about new safety principles and innovative design
options, while simultaneously establishing an enlarged framework of technical
exchanges.
The promotion of information exchange on requirement documents established
or under consideration by safety authorities or utilities in different countries is almost
a prerequisite for successful co-operation in this area. Joint analysis of these docu
ments, aimed at identifying the convergences and differences in the recommended
safety approaches, should be carried out. Common analysis will more effectively
guide the choice of R&D topics for future programmes. Common efforts should
include consideration of requirements for passive safety systems, including valida
tion, PRA and reliability, accounting for non-safety grade systems in the safety anal
ysis of new reactor concepts and assessments of the effect of reactor size and modular
plant architecture upon safety and economy. Data exchange and code validation will
stimulate the development of both computational tools and basic experiments and
will extend the present modelling capability to the new configurations of interest.
At the same time, these co-operative activities can help to cover the prepara
tory work to enable developing countries without nuclear programmes to make their
own judgements on the safety potential of future nuclear plants. Moreover, such
activities, if jointly performed on an international basis, would help to improve pub
lic communication on nuclear energy and facilitate the solution of questions on
acceptability.
Research and development on innovative safety features aim at evaluating the
potential benefit of new options for the main safety functions:
— Reactivity control can be improved by alternative operating regimes, core/fuel
arrangements or self-acting shutdown devices. Examples are PWR operation
under boron-free conditions for improved transient response and operational
simplicity, or applications of self-acting shutdown systems, such as the use of
negative reactivity coefficient or shutdown devices based on thermal expansion
or automatic mechanical release.
— Self-acting decay heat removal is a common feature of many innovative reactor
concepts. Its application requires extensive investigation of the mechanisms
and basic phenomena of natural convection, heat conduction/radiation, boiling
and condensation. Experimental work to validate calculation methods is
indispensable. There are innovative proposals for passive cooling, such as the
use of density locks, heat pipes and through the pressure vessel surface.
— Fuel behaviour under severe accidents and the resulting source term is an
important topic to be taken into account in the assessment of the safety
improvement potential of new innovative reactor concepts. Fuel behaviour in
high energy transients and the movement and deposition of fission products in
the containment are areas which need further investigation.
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— Maintenance of coolant inventory by alternative systems, such as the use of
injectors and other passive feed systems, as well as the protection of the
primary circuit integrity by, for example, external reactor pressure vessel cool
ing, internal core-catchers or protection of control drives in BWRs are features
of new design proposals which will require comprehensive theoretical and
experimental work for their qualification.
— Containment behaviour under severe accidents is a topic of common concern
for all new reactor concepts and requires more insight into the fundamental
phenomena of heat transfer within the containment, transport of hydrogen,
condensation and steam explosions. Standards for dealing with these
phenomena vary widely between different countries and the availability of
internationally agreed results would assist the process of reducing these
differences.
Improvement o f fuel characteristics and efficiency is another topic which calls
for closer international co-operation. It comprises improved safety by innovative fuel
designs, as well as enhanced fuel utilization.
New achievements in ceramic and metallic material development from other
technical areas promise successful application in nuclear fuel development to give
improved fission product retention. Since the behaviour of fuel and cladding is
fundamental in determining the consequences of severe accident scenarios, all possi
bilities for improvement should be investigated, whether by trapping of major fission
products in the fuel itself or by the use of non-melting claddings. The utilization of
coated particles in LWR fuel is only one possibility to enhance fission product
retention. Improved thermal conductivity, for example through the use of cermet or
metallic fuel, could lead to lower fuel temperatures and better accident resistance.
Two more specific examples of fuel improvement possibilities are coatings or
special treatment of graphitic MHTGR fuel elements for resistance against water and
air ingress or alternative LWR fuel claddings to avoid hydrogen production under
severe accident conditions.
Fuel qualification requires extensive irradiation testing. Owing to the reduced
number of test reactors still available, close international co-operation is needed to
fully utilize their potential. This applies also to the necessity of investigations of fuel
behaviour during transients for all reactor types.
The sooner all available resources can be used for these developments, the
earlier the results can be applied to the benefit of nuclear safety and reliability.
Enhanced fuel utilization, an essential for advanced future reactor designs, has
to be assessed in terms of its compatibility with safety goals. Besides aspects of
reprocessing or final storage, the implications of high bumup fuel should be consid
ered in terms of uranium consumption, residual fissile materials and operational
characteristics. Further optimization can be achieved by improved fuel management
strategies, including recycling of major actinides in present reactors.
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Another approach is the development of an integrated metallic fuel cycle on
each reactor site — as discussed in the USA. The potential benefits of this solution
in the area of waste production and non-proliferation should therefore be thoroughly
assessed.
As in conventional co-generation power plants, it would also be possible to
enhance fuel utilization by employing the waste heat of a nuclear plant for heating
or process heat purposes. The thermal plant efficiency could be more than doubled
if the plant size could be adjusted to the heat demand. Special safety requirements
have to be considered for siting near to the heat consumer, because heat cannot be
transported over long distances.
Minimization o f waste generation, reduction o f occupational doses and assess
ment of the various proposed schemes for transmuting high level wastes are impor
tant topics in this R&D area. The wastes generated during reactor operation can be
minimized by proper design, material selection and water chemistry. The use of low
activation steels can reduce both the dismantling wastes and the personnel dose in
operation, decommissioning and storage. Alternative waste conditioning, such as
water free techniques, can reduce problems which may arise during storage.
Plant decommissioning can be facilitated in the plant design, and this can result
in dose and waste reduction. Good design can also result in dose reduction during
planned and unplanned maintenance and repair during plant life, particularly through
the use of special tools for plant dismantling and for simplifying decontamination.
The total stream of waste shipping volume can be reduced by providing the plant with
advanced systems for waste conditioning and on-site storage.
The feasibility and effectiveness of partitioning and transmutation (PT) of
plutonium, minor actinides and long lived fission products, with different schemes,
are under study in many countries. Partitioning and transmutation is a complemen
tary technique to geological disposal. The assessment of the different schemes
requires feasibility and safety analyses of PT for existing or dedicated reactor types,
including LWRs, liquid metal reactors and subcritical reactors driven by intense
neutron sources.
The investigation o f technological achievements from other technical areas for
application in the nuclear sector is another important item which may well lead to
improvement of the safety and reliability features of future advanced reactors. In the
area of control and instrumentation, the rapid development of computer soft and
hardware in recent years has led to several new applications in reactor control and
surveillance which require evaluation. The interface to instruments and sensors could
be addressed in an innovative way. The analysis of data with predictions from neural
network technology and the use of fuzzy control during accident conditions are sub
jects that should be pursued for the enhancement of safety.
An important item in present day reactor informatics is the validation of com
puter hard and software in order to strengthen the reliability of reactor control, espe
cially under accident conditions.
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Reliable leak detection and in-service inspection techniques add to reactor
safety. Evaluation of their adequacy may lead to proposals for improvement to give
added benefit both to safety and to the demonstration of safety to regulatory
authorities.
In order to improve the reliability and lifetime of large irreplaceable compo
nents, new structural materials and joining methods could be introduced. New steels
and advanced welding methods, such as laser techniques, are still under development
for nuclear application. Non-destructive testing methods require further work. The
application of new materials is also aimed at the reduction of activation, which leads
to lower occupational dose limits and simplified maintenance procedures. Similarly,
nuclear decommissioning wastes after reactor service can be reduced by orders of
magnitude.
The structures should be designed with severe accident conditions in mind in
order to reduce the consequences of such accidents, and should take thermal induced
material fatigue during operation into account. To this end, structural mechanics
codes should use data measured at the high temperatures typical of severe accidents.
Reaction kinetics of material melts are required to predict structural behaviour more
accurately.
Several innovative technologies have reached an advanced development stage
and should be assessed or qualified for nuclear use. Examples of these are:
— The use of magnetic bearings for large safety grade rotating machines, such
as blowers and feedwater pumps, etc. They could enhance reliability and
reduce the need for fire protection measures and waste treatment and disposal;
— Burst-proof, prestressed cast iron vessels as an alternative to conventional
vessel types. Since the safety of nuclear installations depends to a great extent
upon the integrity of pressure vessels, these may open new design options since
they can be built with large diameters. They may also alleviate transport and
decommissioning problems.
— Heat pipes and thermal switches which enhance the effectiveness of passive
heat transport for different applications, such as decay heat removal, core
catcher cooling, etc.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Nuclear energy is a most promising option for safe, economic and environmen
tally beneficial energy generation to cover future demand world wide. As in all other
technical areas, nuclear technology will make continuous progress and improvement
by application of new ideas and techniques. With regard to the extreme importance
of safety in nuclear technology, all available R&D resources and capabilities should
be maintained and utilized to exhaust the significant development potential already
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recognized. Problems of acceptance, leading to budget constraints, as well as partic
ular national viewpoints, are retarding the possibilities for technical progress. Closer
international co-operation is now required to a greater extent than in the earlier years
of unlimited enthusiasm for nuclear energy. The nuclear community should cope
with the increasing interactions of anti-nuclear groups by a greater effort to establish
harmonized views and agreed assessments of nuclear technology questions based on
common development and shared expertise.
There are many appropriate means for strengthening international co-operation
in R&D for innovative future reactor technology. International organizations like the
IAEA, OECD/NEA, CEC and hopefully others should have more support from
member countries to take actions and initiatives for common R&D. International
conferences or workshops on new technical options for future reactor technology
beyond short term commercial development can pave the way for effective, cost
saving R&D work on these topics. Key representatives from governments and
nuclear organizations should take more notice of these topics in their strategies and
discussions.
Common R&D only will certainly not solve the problems of nuclear accept
ability, but it can make a significant contribution to overcoming the barriers to the
deployment of nuclear energy.
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Abstract
REGULATORY CO-OPERATION FOR FUTURE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
BETWEEN FRANCE, GERMANY AND THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The United Kingdom’s HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (N11), the French Direc
tion de la sûreté des installations nucléaires (DSIN), and the German Bundesministerium fur
Umwelt, Naturschiitz und Reaktor Sicherheit (BMU) have significantly increased, during the
last few years, their exchange of information on the safety regulation of nuclear power sta
tions. These exchanges were initiated in recognition of the growing international dimension
to nuclear programmes. The original aim was to gain a better understanding of the fundamen
tal nuclear safety objectives and standards applied. A critical comparison of objectives and
standards was to be a major element of the exchanges. A further element was to be considera
tion of the potential for a common formulation of safety objectives, especially for future
reactors. In this context, two special working groups were created: the first in January 1990
comprising Germany (BMU) and France (DSIN), and the second one in November 1990 with
France (DSIN) and the United Kingdom (N11). The paper describes the progress made in these
working groups.
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REGULATORY CO-OPERATION BETWEEN FRANCE AND THE
UNITED KINGDOM

1.1. Introduction
A bilateral Exchange of Information Arrangement between the United King
dom’s HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (N11) and the French Direction de la
sûreté des installations nucléaires (DSIN) was first signed in 1980. By the end of the
decade, the growing international dimension to nuclear safety issues was evident. In
recognition of this, and the likelihood of increasing European co-operation in the
design of nuclear power plants, the Chief Inspector of the N11 and the DSIN agreed
to strengthen co-operation between these two regulatory bodies.
Thus, at a meeting in November 1990, two joint NII/DSIN working groups
were established. These were to study basic safety objectives (Working Group 1) and
advanced protection systems (Working Group 2). The progress made through this
information exchange and the lessons learned will be described below.
1.2. Aims of the working groups
The aim of Working Group 1, on basic safety objectives, was:
“ to gain a better understanding of the fundamental nuclear safety objectives
and standards applicable in the two regulatory regimes and how these are
applied by the regulators; to identify any significant similarities and differences
together with relative advantages and disadvantages; and to examine if part or
all of these objectives may be the subject of a common formulation” .
The first priority was to understand the organization of each regulatory body
and the means by which regulatory standards are promulgated. It was found that,
within the hierarchies of regulatory documents in both countries, there are docu
ments stating safety objectives that must be addressed by the utilities, i.e. ‘Safety
Assessment Principles’ (SAPs, United Kingdom) and the ‘Règles Fondamentales de
Sûreté’ (RFS, France). Although the approach in these two documents was different,
the aims were equivalent.
The Health and Safety Executive/NII has published new SAPs since this work
was undertaken, consolidating and developing the original SAPs, and DSIN is
reviewing standards for future plants. The N11 and DSIN are discussing these
developments at present. This paper is based, however, on discussions of standards
for existing plants.
The aim of Working Group 2, on advanced protection systems, was:
‘‘to gain a better understanding of the basic methodology applicable in the two
regulatory approaches; and to identify similarities and differences together
with relative advantages and disadvantages” .
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Following initial exchanges on this topic, it was judged that progress could be
made more effectively with a programme of quadripartite information exchange
between nuclear safety regulators in Canada (Atomic Energy Regulatory Board),
France (DSIN), the United Kingdom (N11) and the USA (United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission). Meetings on this topic are taking place between these
regulators on a regular basis.
1.3. Progress with the working groups
It appeared soon that to establish a proper understanding of how regulatory
requirements are applied in practice, the working groups would have to do more than
simply compare the wording of the regulatory texts. These texts do not impose a
unique approach to safety in either country. The adopted approaches result instead
from dialogue between the regulators and licensees and plant designers, set within
the philosophy and general requirements of these texts. Working Group 1 therefore
found it necessary to study specific examples of real plant systems. Sizewell В and
the N4 PWRs were chosen as being representative of the most up to date realizations
of nuclear power plant design philosophy in the United Kingdom and France.
Two particular systems on these plants were studied in Working Group 1: the
emergency core cooling system and the auxiliary feedwater system. These revealed
how differences in the regulators’ approaches had been influential in the emergence
of significant differences in safety system design. The major differences revealed by
the study of these two systems were as follows:
— It is a design requirement to be able to carry out maintenance work on stand-by
safety systems during reactor operation in the United Kingdom, but this is not
the case in France. Hence the redundancy requirements for these systems are
higher in the United Kingdom than in France. At least three redundant trains
are necessary to permit on-load plant maintenance in the United Kingdom.
Twofold redundancy can be accepted in France because the operator would be
required to shut down the reactor if a significant fault was to occur in a safety
system. However, for safety systems which are normally in operation when the
reactor is at power, a higher level of redundancy is incorporated.
— Where high reliability is required, the United Kingdom and France both
achieve this through diversity, but with some differences in approach. Perma
nent, fully engineered, diverse, safety grade systems are provided in the
United Kingdom. In France, diversity is provided either within the design basis
safety systems or by equipment provided to carry out the ‘H’ procedures,
which were introduced to strengthen protection against fault sequences outside
the original deterministic design basis.
— The United Kingdom prefers automation of safety systems, which leads to
greater complexity. The French also rely on automatic systems for the first
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stages of the response to a reactor fault, but they place more emphasis on
informed operator intervention as part of the longer term response and consider
that the operator benefits from the greater transparency of simpler systems.
The balance between automation of safety systems and operator intervention
is reviewed in the light of plant specific probabilistic safety analyses (PSAs).
— The scope of the design basis is determined probabilistically in the United
Kingdom and deterministically in France.

1.4. Probabilistic safety analysis
Following on from the discussion of basic safety objectives, a preliminary
comparison was made of the PSAs carried out in the United Kingdom and France.
It was noted that there are differences in the probabilistic criteria used. In both coun
tries, an accident frequency target of 10'6 per year is adopted. However, in the
United Kingdom, this target is for a ‘large uncontrolled release’. In France, it relates
to ‘unacceptable consequences’. These expressions are not directly comparable.
However, in the application of these criteria to the 900 and 1300 MW plants, the
term ‘unacceptable consequences’ has been interpreted as a core melt.
In the United Kingdom, a PSA was started at an early stage in the design
process to give confidence that the probabilistic targets could be met. The analysis
was continued as the design progressed and the final analysis presented in the PreOperational Safety Report, which is produced before fuel is loaded into the reactor.
In France, a PSA is required to analyse the complementary conditions, which
are faults outside the scope of the deterministic design basis. Level 1 PSAs have been
performed for the French 900 and 1300 PWRs after a period of power operation to
confirm the adequacy of the design basis, with account taken of operational
experience. However, for N4, the PSA will be produced before the start of power
operation.
A comparison was made of the results of the PSAs and it was noted that the
values of the core melt frequency calculated in the Pre-Construction Safety Report
for Sizewell В and the French 1300 MW PWR were broadly similar for the set of
initiating faults occurring at power which were common to both analyses. It was
agreed that this was a surprising conclusion when Sizewell B’s additional permanent
safety systems are considered.
The methodologies are different in that the analysis in the United Kingdom
uses a large fault tree approach, whereas the French analysis uses a large event
tree/small fault tree approach. However, either approach is suitable for a complex
PSA and this should not influence the results obtained.
The way that common cause failure (CCF) is modelled is significantly different
in the two analyses. In the United Kingdom, CCF is represented at a system level
with a probability typically in the range 10"3 to 10'5 per demand being added to the
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probability of independent component failure. In France, CCF is modelled at a com
ponent level, with account being taken of failures in groups of redundant components
within the system. A comparison of the methodologies and data for the two safety
systems suggests that the French approach would lead to slightly higher system
failure probabilities than used in the Sizewell В analysis.
A comparison was made of the component failure rate data used in the PSAs
in the United Kingdom and France. Significant differences were found for some
components. A more detailed investigation is being made of these differences and
their significance for the results of systems reliability calculations.

1.5. Lessons from the exchanges
Working Group 1 reported on progress with its study in 1992 and noted several
important general lessons that had been drawn from its work. The first is that both
the United Kingdom and France have well established, mature nuclear power pro
grammes that have developed over many years. The nuclear regulatory systems and
safety standards of the two countries have developed in parallel with technological
developments. In each country, the regulatory body has consulted with designers,
manufacturers, operators, and others in the development of the standards, which
have been subsequently published. The aims of these standards are equivalent in the
United Kingdom and France, but the approach to achieving these aims differs as a
result of the different historical development of nuclear power in the two countries.
The second lesson is that different regulatory approaches in the two countries
have influenced plant designs. Different operational practices have also played a
part. It is important to recognize and understand these differences, so as to compre
hend fully the reasons for differences in plant design.
The third lesson is that to make good progress, topics have to be studied at a
significant level of technical detail. A superficial examination of regulatory standards
could easily lead to erroneous or misleading conclusions.
The final lesson is that any particular system being studied should be viewed
in the context of the overall safety case. Differences in regulatory approach and oper
ational requirements may result in differences in the strengths of corresponding
elements of different safety cases. This should not necessarily be seen as evidence
of a weakness in one design or of overdesign in the other. A less stringent require
ment in one part of the design may be counterbalanced by a more stringent require
ment in another part, or by restrictions on plant operations in certain conditions. A
misleading impression could therefore be obtained if a plant system was viewed in
isolation. Furthermore, underlying assumptions about plant reliability, interactions
with other plants and permitted plant operating states must be appreciated to under
stand fully the contribution of the system to the overall safety of the plant.
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1.6. Development of the exchanges
One of the recommendations from Working Group 1 was that it should build
on the progress made by continuing to develop understanding of the way in which
standards are applied in practice, and by extending the range of topics addressed.
The working group structure was not considered adequate for this. It was therefore
decided to change the management structure of the exchanges, to provide for a
number of specialist subgroups reporting to a Steering Committee. The emphasis of
the work was also shifted to regulatory approaches to the design of future nuclear
power reactors, in order to permit a more unified approach to issues arising from
future utility proposals.
A ‘Steering Committee on Future Reactors’ was set up to agree on strategy,
identify discrete packages of work to be handled by subgroups, receive reports from
the subgroups and report to the respective Chief Inspectors.
Five subgroups were also set up, covering:
— advanced protection systems,
— severe accidents and containment,
— PSA,
— external hazards,
— radiological releases.
These subgroups are now each developing programmes of work.

1.7. Conclusions
The NII/DSIN information exchanges have shown that the comparison of
regulatory standards requires a detailed examination of specific plant systems. It is
necessary to understand the role the system plays in the overall safety case. Underly
ing assumptions about plant reliability, interactions with other plant systems, and
permitted plant operating states must be appreciated. Furthermore, the influence of
the national culture on perceptions of nuclear safety issues must also be recognized.
A superficial examination of regulatory standards within a system could easily
produce erroneous conclusions.
Good progress has been made in developing a better understanding of the
fundamental nuclear safety objectives in the United Kingdom and France. There is
clearly a great deal of similarity in terms of safety philosophy.
Nonetheless, the prospects for a common formulation of regulatory standards,
which Working Group 1 was obliged to consider by its terms of reference, appear
limited in the short to medium term. This is not only a result of the need first to estab
lish a deep understanding of the two regulatory systems and their different
approaches, which of course must be a thorough and lengthy process. It is also a
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result of the precedents set in past development and adoption of national safety stan
dards in the two countries. These standards have been painstakingly developed in
consultation with the licensees, designers and other interested parties, and have been
defended in the promulgation of regulations and in public inquiries. They reflect the
different histories of the development of nuclear power in the two countries and are
inextricably linked to other aspects of national safety culture, such as training, staff
qualifications, management of safety, operational practices, assessment methodolo
gies and inspections, that are also vitally important.
A convergence of practical standards might be achieved on a shorter timescale, however, by the nuclear plant manufacturers and vendors. They might do this
by developing plant designs that could be licensed under the national regulatory
regimes of several countries with only minimal modifications to take account of the
different regulatory approaches. The first steps in this direction have already been
taken, as a number of utilities in various European countries including Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom are collaborating to produce
a European Utility Requirements Document for plant vendors that will include some
discussion of safety and licensing requirements. The Electric Power Research Insti
tute is engaged in a similar exercise in the USA.
The international dimension of nuclear safety issues thus continues to grow.
The bilateral information exchange arrangement between N11 and DSIN has allowed
each a better understanding of the other’s regulatory system and is now providing
a forum for mutually beneficial discussions on safety requirements for future
reactors.

2.

REGULATORY CO-OPERATION BETWEEN FRANCE AND GERMANY

2.1. Introduction
For the Working Group between France and Germany (DSIN and BMU),
discussions have been focused directly on the main differences between safety
approaches, already identified as a result of work performed since 1972 in the
Deutsch-Franzôsische Kommission (DFK) and its preceding bilateral governmental
consultations.
This work in the past was focused on the comparison of existing plants in both
countries. As an example, detailed technical comparisons of, first, Fessenheim and
Neckarwestheim (French and German 900 MW(e) PWRs, respectively) and then
Cattenom and Philippsburg (French and German 1300 MW(e) PWRs, respectively)
were carried out.
Taking into account this background, discussions have been oriented since
1990 on special technical subjects connected with the safety of future reactors, such
as: general safety objectives, break preclusion implementation on main coolant lines,
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safety design and associated rules, general layout, severe accidents, methodology for
PSA, and calculation of the radiological consequences of accidents.
2.2. The work of the DFK
The construction of the first PWR in France, at Fessenheim near the German
border, started in the early 1970s. Until then, discussions between French and
German regulatory authorities were continuing. These discussions were formalized
in 1976 with the creation of the DFK.
On the German side, the participants in DFK’s work are:
— At the Federal level: The BMU and the Gesellschaft fiir Reaktor Sicherheit
(GRS), and their technical support.
— At the State level: The safety authorities of the States of Baden-Württemberg,
Rhineland-Palatinate and Saar and their technical support agencies (TÜVs).
On the French side, the participants in the DFK’s work are:
— At the national level: The DSIN and IPSN, and their technical support.
— At the local level: The Regional Directorate for Industry, Research and
Environment of Alsace (DRIRE).
At the present time, three working groups are still active:
(1) DFK Working Group 1, dealing with PWR safety matters. It has been working
in the past on the comparison of Fessenheim/Neckarwestheim and Cattenom/
Philippsburg. The conclusions of these comparisons can be summarized as
follows:
— The general safety objectives are comparable, but technical solutions are
different owing to national particulars concerning reactor design, technical
regulations and licensing procedures.
— Population protection against accident consequences is guaranteed in the two
countries.
These conclusions have been recently (in 1992) updated taking into account
design changes and modifications implemented on these reactors.
(2)

DFK Working Group 2, dealing with emergency plans, including arrange
ments for early information about events that happened or are planned in
nuclear facilities close to the common border.

(3)

DFK Working Group 3, dealing with radiation protection and radiological
monitoring, including routine radioactive releases.

DFK will still have a lot of work to do in the future to compare safety levels and
their evolution in PWRs located on each side of the border.
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2.3. Creation of the Deutsch-Franzôsisches Direktorate ( DFD)
To complete the work done by DFK at its ‘regional’ level, a new structure,
called DFD, was set up at the end of 1989. Its purpose is to cope, at a national level,
with general safety matters, and especially with the design and licensing of future
nuclear power plants. The members of DFD are :
— On the German side, the BMU, assisted by the GRS;
— On the French side, the DSIN, assisted by the IPSN.
In this context, several task groups of French and German experts from (IPSN
and GRS) were initiated. They deal with various subjects, all of them strongly
connected to the design of a new generation of PWRs. They try to formulate a com
mon position on these subjects, as follows:
— Task Group 1: Safety objectives and principles.
Objectives: harmonization of assumptions for safety evaluation; common work
on safety objectives.
— Task Group 2: Break preclusion implementation on main coolant lines.
Objectives: common position on break preclusion concept; harmonization of
assumptions for the safety evaluation.
— Task Group 3: Safety system design and associated rules.
Objectives: same as for Task Group 1, with special attention paid to: deter
ministic rules; list of incidents and accidents to be studied in the design (use
of PSA, common cause failures, redundancy, diversification, etc.); accident
study rules (grace delay, single failure criteria, safe states, etc.).
— Task Group 4: General layout including consideration o f internal and
external hazards.
Objectives: common position on specific safety questions (aircraft crashes,
earthquakes, containment design, etc.).
— Task Group 5: Implication o f severe accidents for design.
Objectives: same as for Task Group 1.
— Task Group 6: Assumptions for calculation o f the radiological consequences
o f design basis accidents and severe accidents beyond design.
Objectives: harmonization of assumptions.
— Task Group 7: Methodology for PSA.
Objective: comparison of PSA methods currently used in France and Ger
many; development of a common approach.
All of these Task Groups of experts regularly report to DFD members: they
précis subjects on which a common position could be adopted and points which need
further discussion. After discussion, DFD can decide to formulate a common regula
tory position on the selected subjects.
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2.4. Recent advances by DFD on future PWRs
In July 1993, DFD formally adopted a common position on a document called
‘Safety Approach for Future Pressurized Water Reactors’. This 23-page document
had been jointly recommended by the German and French standing groups of experts
(Groupe permanent chargé des réacteurs for France, and the Reaktor SicherheitsKommission for Germany), and was then approved by the safety authorities after a
meeting of DFD in June 1993. A press release was issued on 22 July 1993 (informing
that the document was publicly available and obtainable in France from DSIN).
The main ideas promoted in this document are:
(a)

(b)

Use of an evolutionary design. The design of a new generation of PWRs will
be derived in an “ evolutionary way” from the design of existing plants in
order to take advantage of operating experience and from the in-depth studies
already conducted for such plants.
Significant improvements in the safety level. The next generation of PWRs
must be characterized by a significant increase in the safety level. Significant
improvements in reliability, redundancy and robustness of safety components
and systems must be implemented:
— Reduction of the core melt frequency. Such an objective must be obtained by
reducing the frequency of initiating events and by increasing the reliability of
safety systems. A value of 10'5/reactor-year must be aimed for, including all
types of failures and hazards (internal and external). This objective is con
sistent with IAEA recommendations issued in 1990 on future reactors.
— Limitation of radiological consequences in case of accidents, (i) For accidents
without core meltdown, there shall be no necessity for protective measures for
people living in the vicinity of the damaged plant (no evacuation, no shelter
ing); (ii) For accidents with low pressure core meltdown, only very limited
protective measures would have to be implemented in the area and in time;
(iii) For severe accidents, design provisions have to be implemented to
“ practically eliminate” all types of scenarios which would lead to large early
releases.

(c)

Regarding the three last objectives, significant improvements in containment
performance have to be implemented.
Operational simplification. Problems appearing in the operating phase must,
as far as possible, be taken into account at the design phase:
— Minimization during normal operation of doses to workers, radioactive
releases and wastes;
— Early study of in-service inspections, maintainability and replacement of
equipment;
— Prevention of human failures, better information available to the operators on
plant status, longer grace delay.
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2.5. Next steps for future PWRs
During their June 1993 meeting, the German and French safety authorities
asked their experts to pursue work especially on the following items:
— The means to avoid the need for severe protective measures outside the site
in case of an accident with core meltdown;
— Radiological criteria for the reactor design taking into account recommenda
tions of the International Commission on Radiological Protection and national
rules.
This common safety approach for future PWRs has been conveyed to the
European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR) Directorate (the EPR is an industrial
project developed by the French utility, a consortium of German utilities and the
constructor, Nuclear Power International — a joint venture of Framatome and
Siemens). The EPR Directorate will have to take into account these safety orienta
tions during the next design phase of their project (a special safety file on the main
technical options of EPR’s project will probably be sent to the DFD at the end of
1993).

3.

CONCLUSIONS

Significant benefits are expected to accrue from all of these exchanges. They
should permit regulatory bodies to understand better the bases of decisions made in
the design of foreign plants. The influence of national regulatory approaches and
safety standards on plant design should become clearer. Plant designers may then be
able to facilitate the licensing of a future reactor system in different countries by
taking account of national variations at an early stage. In the longer term, there may
be a potential for international agreement on the harmonization of some regulatory
standards for future reactor systems.
But it is important to note that a formal and complete harmonization of
regulatory objectives and standards cannot be obtained easily without having a
common industrial project to study. It should also be noted that harmonization of
detailed technical rules and standards is probably more difficult than harmonization
of general safety objectives. These last two points must be taken into account by
industry in the timing of development of projects.
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INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION: A CONDITION FOR THE FURTHER DEVELOP
MENT OF NUCLEAR POWER.
The European electricity supply industry has a long tradition of co-operation. In 1925,
utilities from three countries (Belgium, France and Italy) joined together to found the Inter
national Union of Producers and Distributors of Electrical Energy (UNIPEDE). Now, all
Western, Northern and Central European utilities are members of UNIPEDE, as are the elec
tricity organizations or undertakings of several major non-European countries. The World
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) was set up in 1987, immediately after the Cher
nobyl accident, building on pre-existing initiatives by UNIPEDE in Europe and by the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations in the United States of America. The need for close co-operation
within the electricity supply industry is increasing continuously, owing to the global nature
of key issues like environmental protection, primary energy source availability, technology
transfer to developing countries and nuclear energy policies. This is particularly true for
nuclear power for which the transboundary nature of key issues like safety or waste storage
needs consistent, coherent answers. Public perception, driven by the worldwide mass media,
will no longer accept different criteria in different countries, or incoherent assessments and
solutions for common problems. Whether nuclear energy will regain momentum in the light
of its widely recognized environmental advantages depends on many factors. First of all, the
need for nuclear power to contribute to meeting the growing world energy demand must be
clearly perceived and understood, both by the authorities and by the general public. Some
basic conditions must also be fulfilled 'which are, to a greater or lesser extent, within the
control of the electricity supply industry, (a) The very high level of safety and reliability of
nuclear power plant operation in Western countries, must be maintained and further devel
oped. The situation in Central Europe and in the CIS must be greatly improved. Efficient
co-operation among nuclear operators worldwide is essential in order to reach the highest pos
sible standard everywhere, (b) A worldwide consensus on the main safety objectives and
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criteria for future nuclear power systems must be achieved, (c) A satisfactory and coherent
solution to fundamental issues such as final waste disposal must be found. With an expanding
population and improved standard of living, the world’s energy demand will increase steadily.
This will result in a high rate of greenhouse gas emissions and considerable strain on some
primary energy sources (such as natural gas). Although precise outcomes of the global
warming issue in terms of timing and magnitude are still uncertain, the nature of the threat
justifies a serious commitment to effective corrective policies. All international forecasts agree
that it will be very difficult to stabilize worldwide C 0 2 emissions at the 1990 level by the
year 2020 without a steady nuclear power construction programme. International co-operation
can play a very important role by helping to: (1) maximize the safety and reliability of the
operation of existing nuclear power plants by promoting the exchange of information, transfer
of know-how, and trustworthy communication; (2) restore public confidence in both operators
and controlling authorities; (3) perceive nuclear power as a viable and inescapable option to
meet the growing energy demand; (4) promote the development of new generations of power
plants characterized by enhanced safety, standardized and simplified features, and better eco
nomic potential; and (5) pool know-how, experience and financial resources to find common
solutions to common problem such as the final disposal of long lived wastes. Much has already
been done in the field of international co-operation. There is, however, room for further
initiatives and developments to which both UNIPEDE and WANO intend to make a significant
contribution.

1.

INTRODUCTION

There are two main reasons for the present recession affecting nuclear
programmes:
— Loss of confidence in nuclear energy on the part of the authorities and public
opinion in general, as a result of the failure to understand the issues linked to
the safety and disposal of high activity wastes. Public perception, driven by
the worldwide media, will no longer accept different criteria in different coun
tries, or incoherent assessments and solutions for common problems.
— Loss of competitiveness of nuclear energy, as a result of the rise in its costs
and its economic risks.
Whether nuclear energy will regain momentum in the light of its widely recognized
environmental advantages depends on many factors.
First of all, the need for nuclear power to contribute to meeting the growing
world demand for energy must be clearly perceived and understood, both by the
authorities and by the general public. Some basic conditions must also be fulfilled
which are, to a greater or lesser extent, within the control of the electricity supply
industry:
(1)

The very high level of safety and reliability of nuclear power plant operation
reached in many countries must be maintained and developed. The same situa-
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tion must be obtained world wide. Efficient co-operation among nuclear opera
tors all over the world is essential in order to achieve the highest possible
standards everywhere.
A worldwide consensus on the main safety objectives and criteria for future
nuclear power systems must be achieved.
Satisfactory and coherent solutions to fundamental issues, such as final waste
disposal, the back end of the fuel cycle and dismantling, must be found.

We concentrate here only on item (1), since it is the main, if not total, responsi
bility of the electricity supply industry, the other two being more the concerns of
regulators and politicians. It is also the most important for the competitiveness of the
nuclear option, as it has been observed in the USA that those plants with the best
performance in the area of safety and reliability are also the ones that have the best
results in terms of cost effectiveness.
The operating results of existing power stations must be maintained at the level
of excellence that has now been reached. If availability levels were to fall, or if rela
tively serious accidents were to occur anywhere in the world, then the chances of
nuclear power picking up again could be irrevocably compromised.
To reach this target level of excellence, full and unrestricted international
co-operation between operators is a basic condition. In the nuclear field, perhaps
more than in others, feedback of experience is essential to achieve excellence in
operation and to build the next generation of plants on a solid basis.
For these reasons, the electricity supply industry decided very early to take the
necessary measures to make the exchange of operating experience possible and
successful:
— In the United States of America, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO) was created in 1980, after the Three Mile Island accident, with the aim
of the
“ systematic gathering, review and analysis of operating experience at all
nuclear power plants coupled with an industry wide international com
munications network to facilitate the speedy flow of this information to
involved parties” .
— In Europe, the International Union of Producers and Distributors of Electrical
Energy (UNIPEDE), which was established in 1956, set up the UNIPEDE
Significant Events Reporting System (USERS) in 1985 with the same goal as
INPO.
— In 1987, after the Chernobyl accident, the World Association of Nuclear Oper
ators (WANO) was established, building on the two initiatives mentioned
above.
Since, as has been said before, the future of nuclear power is built on the stable
foundations of past and present experience, it is useful to concentrate on WANO as
a good example of international co-operation and to review WANO’s experience and
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results in the context of the need for international co-operation in the development
of new advanced nuclear power systems.

2.

OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF WANO

It was decided to establish WANO in 1987 at a meeting at which practically
all utilities in the world were represented at the highest level. The organization of
WANO was worked out in 1988 and the official creation took place at the beginning
of 1989. The mission of WANO (quoting from the Charter) is to maximize the safety
and reliability of the operation of nuclear power plants by exchanging information
and encouraging comparison, emulation and communication among its members.
WANO has four Regional Centres located in Atlanta, Moscow, Paris and
Tokyo, with a Co-ordinating Centre in London; each operator member of WANO
must be a member of one Regional Centre. Each Centre includes a small permanent
staff (10-15 people) and relies mainly on the competence and resources of its
individual members.
WANO is based on INPO experience and therefore it is no surprise to see that
many of its programmes are similar to those INPO is implementing in the USA.
The Operating Experience Exchange Programme is the keystone of the
activities of WANO. Based on the analysis of events occurring in nuclear power
plants and dissemination of the information and the lessons learned to all operators
in the world, it permits the identification of precursors as well as major concerns,
and provides for early correction. Already, more than one thousand events have been
reported through the WANO Network and approximately 50% have been used in one
way or another to review and sometimes correct operating methods. In addition, the
screening of repeated events is performed periodically in order to identify where
operator attention should concentrate and to elaborate specific recommendations.
The Operator to Operator Exchange Programme has been implemented
very actively from the beginning. More than two hundred exchange visits between
plant operators were carried out, permitting comparison of operating practices and,
in some cases, resulting in more permanent exchanges between plants. A significant
outcome was to break the isolation of more remote plants that are now reconsidering
their organization and methods with the objective of improving their performance.
In addition, about seventy workshops were held in the framework of this
programme and subjects of common concern were discussed in a very open
atmosphere. Emergency procedures, training, waste management, water chemistry,
and outage management are examples of the subjects selected for discussion in these
workshops.
Finally, the WANO Nuclear Network is also widely used for direct communi
cation between plants (3200 messages exchanged in 1992). More than one hundred
and fifty questions were asked by operators and answered by other operators.
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Forty-four good practices used by various operating organizations were also
disseminated for consideration by other operators as a way o f improving their
performance.
The P erfo rm an ce In d ic a to r P ro g ram m e was launched in 1990 to provide
utility managements with a tool to measure their performance independently, or in
comparison with similar utilities. Ten indicators defined in co-operation with
UNIPEDE and INPO are currently reported by more than 90% o f WANO members.
Biannual Reports are issued that give an accurate spectrum o f utility performance.
Other indicators, such as radioactive releases and cost effectiveness, are being
considered for future possible integration in the programme.
In 1991, a new WANO programme was developed on a pilot basis: the P eer
Review P ro g ram m e. The purpose o f this programme is to assist plant operators in
reviewing part or all o f their operating policies and practices and provide an objec
tive assessment o f their strengths and weaknesses. These reviews are conducted by
an international team o f operators competent in each area o f plant operation. At the
end o f 1993, eight plants will have hosted a Pilot Review, but it is already evident
that this programme is a success, and WANO at its last Biennial Meeting in
April 1993 decided to continue this programme. Thirty other plants, many of them
in Eastern Europe, have already requested a review for the coming years.
W orking together and helping one another are W ANO’s basic principles and
this explains why W ANO was and is still involved in co-operation with Eastern and
Central European operators to improve the safety o f their plants. W estern
experience, practices and design studies are provided to these operators to improve
the safety standards o f their plants. This was done at Kozloduy, Bulgaria, where the
most urgent needs were detected, and it is now being extended to other plants in
Central Europe and the CIS.
This short review o f W A N O ’s programmes must not lead us to think that the
objectives have been reached. Certainly, a powerful tool to allow the sharing o f
experience has been set up. Another and m ore difficult challenge is to measure the
effectiveness o f our program m es in terms o f overall safety improvement. Many other
conditions must exist to gain the full benefit o f these actions, such as:
— Convincing all operators to report not only consequential events, but also defi
ciencies which are possible precursors, and to perform a more detailed analysis
o f them.
— Making sure that information supplied by W ANO reaches the appropriate level
in utilities or plants where preventive or corrective actions should be taken.
— Making it clear that good performance is not enough to prevent incidents and
to make the nuclear industry accepted. W e must constantly strive for excel
lence and this can only be obtained if all operators work together.
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VIEWS OF OPERATORS ON FUTURE DESIGNS

Looking at how operator experience can contribute to the development of safer
designs, it is clear that WANO information must also be taken into consideration.
For too long, designers have focused their attention on the prevention o f accidents
that may occur during power operation. The result was that more sophisticated pro
tection and safeguard systems were added with, as a consequence, additional and
more complex operating procedures. Limited consideration was given to simplicity
as the best guarantee against errors and even less attention was paid to safety during
maintenance periods, when many activities are conflicting.
It is worth mentioning that about 30% o f events reported to WANO occur
during shutdown periods (representing only one-tenth o f the year) and some o f them,
such as loss o f shutdown cooling and uncontrolled dilution (PWRs), might have had
m ore consequences. Many o f these incidents are known by the public and give an
incorrect picture o f plant performance. Therefore, we should be as concerned about
these incidents as with further reducing the already low probability of a core
meltdown.
It is easy to identify those events that reveal areas where improvement is
needed:
— Many breaches o f technical specifications occur because o f the difficulty of
performing an exhaustive analysis o f the consequence o f maintenance activi
ties. For example, a given piece of equipment has different functions in
different systems. Taking this equipment out o f service for maintenance may
have several consequences which are not always easy to identify, depending
on plant conditions.
— The availability o f safety systems depends on the availability o f support
systems which are widely distributed throughout the plant and supply many
safety and non-safety-related pieces o f equipment. This creates a lack of
independence o f functions which is an obvious source o f mistakes.
— The display o f parameters and/or alarms is not always user-friendly and may
lead to misinterpretation under different plant conditions.
— Insufficient lighting, handling equipment, and lack o f space are environmental
conditions that are detrimental to good maintenance work.
These are just some results from a broad analysis. It seems clear that choices must
not only be dictated by risk analysis, but should also take into account the feedback
of operational experience.
Taking these factors into consideration, and before concluding, the wishes o f
operators for future designs should be expressed. They are well in line with the
recommendations o f the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group:
— More simplicity,
— M ore user-friendliness,
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— Better maintainability,
— M ore consideration o f the working environment.
The first two recommendations should also be reflected in plant documentation,
i.e. technical specifications and procedures.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

After Chernobyl, it became clear that the safety o f nuclear installations is an
international problem. It is in the interest o f the nuclear industry to present, if not
common, at least coherent solutions to the concerns expressed by public opinion and
politicians.
This should take priority over any commercial competition because it is the
future o f nuclear energy which is at stake. This point has been understood by
operators who decided, very early, to exchange operating experience. It is now
better understood by vendors who tend to group their efforts in the search for new
designs.
However, it seems important to send a warning to those who are planning the
next generation o f nuclear power plants. W hatever the form o f this next generation
reactor, i.e. evolutionary or revolutionary, care should be taken not to disqualify
those plants in operation which have reached, by their ‘sane’ concept and the
dedication o f their operators to safety, a high level o f performance. W e must also
remember that a plant operated and maintained with full and detailed knowledge
capability and limits is a safe plant.
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N U C LE A R POWER SYSTEMS.
The Republic of Korea is implementing a major nuclear power development programme
because nuclear power offers major advantages, such as lessening dependence on imported
oil, diversified energy sources, stability of supply, economic competitiveness and environ
mental protection. After the Chernobyl accident in 1986 and recent democratization in the
Republic of Korea, however, nuclear power is increasingly becoming a public acceptance
issue. Hence, the development and deployment of safer and more reliable advanced nuclear
power systems have been recognized as necessary efforts to enhance public acceptance. The
Government of the Republic of Korea has selected the development of advanced nuclear power
systems as one of the high priority national R&D projects. This near term development project
is currently implemented by industry-university-research institute collaboration under the
Korea Electric Power Corporation’s management and funding. The co-ordination between the
utility, regulators, suppliers, R & D organizations and the Government is presented. The future
and expectations for advanced nuclear power systems are also presented from the viewpoint
of the Republic of Korea. For most countries with ongoing nuclear power programmes, the
need for international co-operation is based on the degree of their self-sufficiency in the
required resources and infrastructures, and depends on their country specific requirements.
The Republic of Korea, however, would like to see that a workable international co-operation
scheme for advanced nuclear power system development and demonstration by sharing the
costs and risks of such new ventures is set up in order to assure timely development of these
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systems. In the near term, the International Atomic Energy Agency is expected to play an
important role as a promoter as well as a co-ordinator in the development and deployment of
advanced LW R evolutionary and passive nuclear power systems by holding technical meet
ings, symposia and conferences, and establishing safety principles and criteria for advanced
nuclear power system designs. In the long term, the Republic of Korea is expected to need
advanced liquid metal reactors (ALMRs) with inherently safe and non-proliferation fuel
recycle characteristics. It is proposed that the final task for realizing the A L M R be undertaken
as a major IAEA and/or Nuclear Energy Agency of the O E CD project, such as the nuclear
fusion development project ITER.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Republic o f Korea has nine nuclear power plants (eight PWRs and one
CANDU) in operation and seven plants (four PWRs and three CANDUs) under con
struction at present; 43% o f the total electrical generation is supplied by nuclear
power. Even in the 21st century, nuclear power is expected to be a major source of
electrical power generation in the country. Because of increased concerns over
nuclear power safety after the Three Mile Island (TMI) and Chernobyl accidents, the
public worldwide now demands the development and deployment o f safer and more
reliable nuclear power plants with enhanced public acceptance. The Government of
the Republic o f Korea has selected the development o f advanced nuclear power sys
tems as one of the high priority national projects for the development o f leading tech
nologies. The near term objectives o f advanced nuclear power system development
are: (1) to improve standard nuclear power plant designs o f the LWR type through
incorporation o f advanced design features during thè first stage and (2 ) to develop
an advanced LW R (ALWR) with the ultimate goal o f completing its design by the
year 2001 and placing it on-line after the year 2007. In the long term, i.e. after 2025,
the Republic o f Korea is expected to need an advanced liquid metal reactor (ALMR)
that is inherently safe and capable of economic fuel recycle with non-proliferation
assured.
For most countries with ongoing nuclear power programmes, regardless of
their maturity in advanced nuclear power technology, the need for international
co-operation is very different, based on the degree o f their self-sufficiency in the
required resources and infrastructure, and also depends on their specific require
ments. There are only a few OECD countries capable o f developing an advanced
nuclear power system of innovative concepts by their own efforts. As opposed to
such countries, the rest of the IAEA’s M ember States, regardless o f the level of
industrialization or development, would like to see that a workable international co
operation scheme for advanced nuclear power system development and demonstra
tion is set up, by sharing the costs and risks o f such new ventures, in order to assure
timely deployment o f these systems to meet their growing energy demands in the
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future. These M ember States have a genuine motivation and incentive for interna
tional co-operation in such common efforts on a sharing basis. The Republic of
Korea has undertaken an industry-university-research institute joint programme for
the development of advanced nuclear power systems. The future and expectations for
these systems will also be presented in this paper from the viewpoint o f the Republic
of Korea. Finally, suggestions will be made for the role of international
organizations.

2.

ELECTRICITY DEM AND AND THE NUCLEAR POW ER PROGRAMME
IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA

As economic development in the Republic o f Korea has progressed and the
standard o f living of the people has risen, its demand for electricity has increased
at greater rates than the growth rate o f its GNP. Since the country has very limited
energy resources of only anthracite and hydropower, and since nuclear power
generation offers m ajor advantages such as lessening dependence on imported oil,
diversified energy sources, stability o f supply, economic viability and environmental
protection, it is implementing a major nuclear power development programme and
has nine nuclear power plants (eight PWRs and one PHWR) in operation.
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Figure 1 shows the electricity demand forecast made in October 1993 by the
Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) [1]. According to the forecast, seven
new power plants with an installed capacity o f 35 961 MW(e) are expected to be
constructed by the year 2006. As a reference the current installed electrical capacity
is 26 424 MW(e). Currently, four PWR type nuclear power plants of 1000 MW(e)
capacity and three CANDU PHW R type plants are under construction. PHW R type
plants are being constructed to supplement PW R types because o f the possibility of
a self-reliant fuel cycle, some diversification o f nuclear reactor types and their excel
lent availability factor. O f the four PW R type plants, two (Yonggwang Units 3
and 4), with an installed capacity of 1000 MW(e) each, have been under construc
tion since 1987. Their commercial operation is expected to start in 1995 and 1996.
PHW Rs (Wolsong Units 2, 3 and 4), with an installed capacity o f 700 MW(e) each,
are planned to be on the grid in 1997, 1998 and 1999, respectively. The commercial
operation o f the other two standard PW R type plants (Ulchin Units 3 and 4), will
be started in 1998 and 1999, respectively. In addition, seven plants are to be
constructed by the year .2006.
In spite o f the public’s concern over the safety of nuclear power generation
since the TM I and Chernobyl accidents, nuclear power is recognized as a major
energy source that permits the mitigation o f environmental effects such as C 0 2
emissions arising from fossil fuel utilization that are primarily responsible for global
greenhouse effects and also acid rain due to SOx and NOx arising from coal
burning.
Since democratization in the Republic of Korea, public acceptance o f nuclear
power is increasingly becoming a major issue, and difficulties are expected in acquir
ing new sites for nuclear power plants, radioactive waste disposal and related
facilities.

3.

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIENCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA
IN INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

International co-operation in the fields o f construction and operation o f nuclear
power plants, safety regulations and licensing, and R&D may be classified into two
categories: commercial and proprietary co-operation for utility companies and
related industries; and open/public sector co-operation for safety related research
institutes and government agencies.

3.1. Commercial and proprietary co-operation
The Republic o f K orea’s utilities and related industries, i.e. KEPCO, the
Korea Power Engineering Company (KOPEC) and the Korea Heavy Industry Com
pany (KHIC), have acquired, under commercial arrangements, the technological and
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engineering capabilities required for the construction, supply o f equipment and
operation of nuclear power plants, Proprietary computer codes and software required
by industries and research institutes have also been purchased through commercial
channels. KEPCO recently signed an agreement with the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) in the USA to join EPRI’s ALW R-Passive Plants Program until
their design certification. Sixteen m ajor US and nine foreign utility companies are
participating in this programme at present.

3.2. Open/public sector co-operation
3.2.1.

IAEA technical assistance and co-operation

The IA EA ’s technical assistance and co-operation activities have contributed
greatly to the basic training o f technical personnel in the Government’s regulatory
and licensing concerns, safety related and other research institutes, and in providing
technical information required for initial implementation o f the national nuclear
power programme.
The IA EA ’s expert services, including the review o f critical safety related
issues, have been particularly helpful to the regulatory and licensing concerns o f the
Republic o f Korea, i.e. the M inistry o f Science and Technology (MOST) and the
Korea Institute o f Nuclear Safety (KINS). As the country’s technical capabilities
become more m ature, its technical community gains greatly from participating in the
IA EA ’s various Technical Committee, Specialist, Advisory and W orking Group
meetings, symposia and conferences, e.g. the International Nuclear Safety Advisory
Group (INSAG), International W orking Groups on Advanced Technologies for
W ater Cooled Reactors, on Fast Reactors, etc.
The Republic o f Korea has recently joined the Nuclear Energy Agency o f the
OECD (OECD/NEA) for co-operation with their M ember Countries.
3.2.2.

Bilateral co-operation fo r information exchange and technical training

Since the Republic o f Korea follows closely the regulatory and licensing prac
tices o f the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) as reference,
it maintains a co-operative relationship with the USNRC in obtaining regulatory and
licensing information and in training safety related personnel. The Republic o f Korea
also participates in certain safety related USNRC projects on a need basis.
The Republic o f Korea also has bilateral co-operation agreements with several
developed countries, i.e. Canada, France, Germany, Japan and the USA, for the
exchange o f technical information, personnel and for training. The scope o f this
bilateral co-operation, however, is usually limited to the exchange o f technical infor
mation and to co-operation related to non-proprietary and open, basic nuclear
technology.
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CO-ORDINATION BETW EEN THE UTILITY, REGULATORS,
SUPPLIERS, R&D ORGANIZATIONS AND THE GOVERNMENT

The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) o f the Republic o f Korea is the highest
level policy decision and co-ordination body concerned with the peaceful uses of
atomic energy. The A E C ’s main activities are related to nuclear energy utilization,
regulations and licensing, allocation o f R&D expenditures for nuclear energy related
organizations, co-ordination o f nuclear energy utilization activities o f related organi
zations, etc. The AEC is under the chairmanship o f the Deputy Prime Minister, who
is concurrently the.M inister o f the Economic Planning Board, and includes the
M inisters o f Science and Technology and of Commerce, Industry, Energy and
Resources (M CIER), the Presidential Chief Secretary for the Economy, the Presi
dent o f KEPCO as ex-officio Commissioner and two non-standing Commissioners.
KEPCO, which is the Government controlled utility, is currently sponsoring
the “ Development o f Advanced Nuclear Power Systems” and is reponsible for
management o f this project. KOPEC, the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI) and the Center for Advanced Reactor Research (CARR, an inter-university
collaborative research organization) are jointly collaborating in advanced nuclear
power system development work. KINS is responsible for studying new regulatory
and licensing requirements for advanced nuclear power system development and
deployment o f such systems. There are two-level co-ordinating committees compris
ing the utility (KEPCO), regulators (MOST), suppliers (KHIC and KOPEC),
R&D organizations (KAERI and CARR) and the Government (MCIER and MOST),
one being at a manager level and the other at a working group level. KHIC is a sup
plier of nuclear power plant components and equipment.

5.

VIEWS IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA ON THE FUTURE AND EXPEC
TATIONS FOR ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS

5.1. Development stages and present status of nuclear power technology
The capabilities for nuclear power plant construction and project management
have been developed in three stages, as shown in Fig. 2. In the first stage, in the
1970s, the first nuclear power plants (Kori Units 1 and 2, and Wolsong Unit 1) were
constructed on a turnkey contract basis, depending entirely on foreign companies.
KEPCO and local construction companies gained experience in nuclear power tech
nology. In the second stage, in the 1980s, nuclear power plants were constructed on
a non-turnkey contract basis owing to technological development in the country. For
this non-turnkey contract scheme, KEPCO was in charge o f project management and
purchasing components. Architect-engineering was carried out by hired foreign
engineers in co-operation with participating local engineers. These local engineers
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FIG. 2. Stages o f development o f nuclear power projects in the Republic o f Korea.

are playing major roles in the Republic o f Korea’s self-reliance in nuclear
technology.
The third stage, in the 1990s, is the period o f technological self-reliance and
standardization o f nuclear power plants. To achieve these objectives, a foreign
nuclear steam supply system supplier has been selected by KEPCO for technology
transfer, and domestic companies were selected as prime contractors. Participation
o f the local workforce in engineering work is maximized in the projects for
Yonggwang Units 3 and 4. As a result o f these efforts, the extent o f localization in
plant design and equipment manufacturing will reach a level of 95 % by the time the
construction o f Yonggwang Units 3 and 4 is completed in 1996. All evolutionary
technologies updated periodically are expected to be applied in the construction of
Ulchin Units 3 and 4, which are designated as the first standard nuclear power plants
in the Republic o f Korea.
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5.2. ALWR evolutionary and passive plants
After the Chernobyl catastrophe in the Ukraine and recent democratization in
the Republic o f Korea, nuclear power is increasingly becoming a public acceptance
issue. Hence the development and deployment o f safer and more reliable advanced
nuclear power systems have been recognized as necessary efforts to enhance public
acceptance.
In 1991, the Government selected the development o f advanced nuclear power
systems as one o f the high priority national R&D projects for the development of
key leading technologies [2-4]. This near term development project is currently
implemented by industry-university-research institute collaboration under
K EPCO ’s management and funding. In addition to this project, the Government has
initiated a ‘Nuclear Energy 10 Year R&D Plan’ to enhance overall capabilities in
nuclear technologies. This plan, approved by the AEC, is being implemented in con
nection with the development o f the advanced nuclear power system. The country’s
nuclear power technologies have been acquired by applying foreign technologies to
local projects. Considering current domestic capabilities and international trends in
the development o f nuclear technologies, it is the right time for the Republic o f Korea
to shift from the previous approach to ‘self-development’, namely major design and
engineering work is to be perform ed by local personnel. It is emphasized, however,
that these efforts should be supplemented by international co-operation.
Some o f KEPCO’s major design requirements for the advanced nuclear power
system, as a result o f a preliminary study, are as follows:
— Sufficient design margins are to be secured to provide operators with enough
time before initiating their counteractions in emergency cases (longer grace
period);
— Enhanced passive and/or possibly inherent safety features are to be provided;
— Confinement o f fission products, even in severe accidents, is to be secured;
— Simpler systems and fewer components (simplifications) are to be adopted,
lowering their failure probabilities;
— Economics to be competitive in comparison with other energy sources, short
ening the construction period, improving the plant’s availability, making the
plant’s life longer, etc.;
— A prototype reactor is to be made unnecessary as a result o f using available
proven technology.
The development o f the advanced nuclear power system comprises three
phases, as shown schematically in Fig. 3. For the first phase, the type and concept
o f the system will be determined by the end o f 1994 on the basis o f a study o f such
reference reactor types as the ABB-Combustion Engineering System 8 0 + , the
EPRI’s ALW R evolutionary and passive plants, etc. During the second phase, from
1995 to 1998, the conceptual and basic design o f the system will be carried out. The
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FIG. 3. The Republic o f Korea’s advanced nuclear power system development plan.

third phase consists o f detailed design and engineering work during the period
1999-2001. Construction work will follow during the period 2002-2006, with the
aim o f system commercial operation in 2007.
Since the advanced nuclear power system o f the evolutionary type is based on
existing large capacity LWR type plants, no major difficulties are expected in com
mercialization. Although APW R passive plants that are being developed with the
support o f the United States Department o f Energy and EPRI are medium capacity
(i.e. 600 MW(e)) plants, KEPCO may have to consider scaling up to 1000 MW(e)
or larger capacity in the case o f its adoption because of the country’s difficulty in
securing new nuclear power plant sites, and due to possible economies o f scale.

5.3. Advanced liquid metal reactor
According to K EPCO ’s power development plan, nuclear power will comprise
35-40% of the Republic o f K orea’s total electricity generation capacity installed until
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the year 2006. If this nuclear power share is assumed to continue beyond 2006, the
number o f nuclear power plants in operation by the year 2025 may be projected to
reach a level o f approximately fifty units. Since the country’s uranium demand is
projected to reach nearly 1 0 % o f the world’s uranium supply in the case o f the oncethrough fuel cycle, the utilization o f liquid metal reactors (LMRs) is considered as
a long term insurance against a rise in the price of uranium and, as such, must remain
an available option [5, 6 ].
M oreover, ALMRs are known to have the potential to burn actinides, such as
237Np and 2 4 1 Am, thereby reducing the overall quantity o f long lived actinides by
a factor of 100. This means that radioactive waste management, one o f the key public
acceptance issues, could be made easier. Prospects for the long term, based on these
reasons, envisage that the Republic of Korea is expected to need an ALMR which
has inherent safety characteristics and which utilizes economic and proliferation
resistant recycling, such as A N L/IFR (metal fuel and pyrometallurgical processing).
Based on an assessment o f world uranium resources, LMR economics and trends of
worldwide R&D programmes, the country is expected to consider utilization of
ALMRs after 2025.

6

.

NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION AND THE ROLE OF
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Although the Republic o f Korea is striving to achieve self-reliance in nuclear
technology and engineering capabilities, it would be difficult to independently
develop and implement its own advanced nuclear power system designs in view of
its R&D and implementation capabilities, and also because o f the costs and risks
involved. The Republic o f Korea, therefore, would like to see that a workable inter
national co-operation scheme is set up for advanced nuclear power system develop
ment and demonstration by sharing the costs and risks o f such new ventures to assure
timely development o f these systems.

6.1. Co-operation in the development of ALWRs
It is recommended that the IAEA play an important role as a promoter as well
as co-ordinator for advanced nuclear power system development by ensuring that:
— Its various Technical Committee, Specialist, Advisory and Working Group
meetings, symposia and conferences, with particular emphasis on such sys
tems, are held at reasonable intervals;
— Its objective, state-of-the-art evaluations through peer reviews on proposed
advanced nuclear power system design features are made available to
interested M em ber States;
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— Its technical or W orking Group for the development of safety principles and
criteria for advanced power system designs is organized for harmonization of
regulations on an international basis.

6.2. Co-operation in development of the ALMR
The Republic o f Korea is expected to need an ALMR from the viewpoint of
economic fuel utilization and actinide transmutation after the year 2025. It is
interested in the development o f an ALMR with inherent safety and non-proliferation
fuel recycle characteristics. It is estimated that so far approximately US $30000
million, with 250 reactor-years, have been invested in FBR development worldwide.
Hence, the IAEA should play the same role for the development o f ALMRs as
mentioned above for ALW Rs, i.e. by holding technical meetings, symposia and
conferences and establishing safety principles and criteria for ALM R designs, etc.
In addition, it is proposed that the final task for realizing the ALMR should be under
taken as a major IAEA and/or OECD/NEA project, such as the nuclear fusion
development project ITER, in view o f the longer term development prospects for
ALMRs than for ALWRs. The ITER project has brought together four major parties,
who have previously worked separately, to conduct its engineering design activities
in preparation for construction. The IAEA initiative has resulted in bringing together
all the expertise necessary for this project.
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Abstract
A N E X A M P L E O F INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION: TH E EUROPEAN FAST
REACTOR.
The aim of the paper is to present the common views of all parties involved for more
than five years in the European Fast Reactor (EFR) project, i.e. utilities, design companies
and R&D organizations. The paper mainly focuses on the organizations set up by the partners,
their interfaces and the working methods applied. These aspects of European co-operation
represent a good example of how advanced technological development can be handled across
nations. An overview of the progress of the project and of the main results obtained is then
given. The new three year programme which has been launched is also briefly outlined, as
well as the consequences for EFR co-operation of the recent drastic decrease in the contribu
tions of Germany and the United Kingdom.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The basis for European Fast Reactor (EFR) co-operation was laid in 1984
when the Governments o f Belgium, France, the then Federal Republic o f Germany,
Italy and the United Kingdom signed a Memorandum o f Understanding to harmonize
their fast reactor development programmes and to come to a more efficient pooling
o f their experience and resources. Three subsequent specific agreements were then
signed, involving France, Germany and the United Kingdom:
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— The ‘R&D Agreem ent’, which was signed by R&D organizations,
— The ‘Industrial A greem ent’, relating to co-operation in design, construction
and marketing, between the design and construction companies;
— The ‘Intellectual Property A greem ent’, setting out the terms and conditions
controlling the use o f existing and future information on know-how at the
disposal o f the partners.
Against this background, the decision to merge ongoing efforts for national
commercial projects (SPX-2 in France, SNR-2 in Germany and CDFR in the United
Kingdom) into a single European project, the EFR, came from the European Fast
Reactor Utilities Group (EFRUG), comprising utilities from France (Electricité de
France (EdF)), Germany (Bayernwerk, PreussenElektra and RWE), the United
Kingdom (Nuclear Electric) and Italy (Ente Nazionale per l ’Energia Elettrica
(ENEL)). In 1988, EFRUG laid down the objectives and technical specifications for
the EFR project and established its organization to manage and monitor the progress
o f both design studies and research activities.

2.

EFR PARTNERS

2.1. E FR U G
The organization which was set up within EFRUG includes (Fig. 1):
— The Board, deciding policy matters (two to three meetings per year);
— The Secretariat, having executive functions (about six meetings per year);
— The Project M anagement Group (PMG), responsible for technical matters and
for maintaining continuous liaison with the design companies (frequency of
meetings is dictated by need).
The PMG representatives have been supported by specialist input from the util
ities in order to assess the large number o f documents issued by the design compa
nies. In addition, the main results o f the design studies have been conveyed to
EFRUG by means o f ‘Project Reviews’, i.e. meetings held on a regular basis (about
ten per year) on key design topics before the PMG, assisted by utility designated
specialists. Following each Project Review, an EFRUG document has been issued
to summarize the utility responses and requirements for continuing design work.
Progress with the R&D programme has also been reported twice a year jointly
by the design companies and the R&D organizations. EFRUG has therefore been
able to measure the design and R&D achievements against the specified objectives,
and to discuss and agree upon changes to the programmes. The EFRUG personnel
number about twenty equivalent full time engineers per year.
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At the request of EFRUG, at the end 1991, an informal group of senior safety
experts from France, Germany and the United Kingdom, the ‘Ad-Hóc Safety Club’,
was set up in order to examine the soundness o f the EFR safety case and to gain an
independent view o f the licensability o f EFR. Links were also established by the
Secretariat with fuel companies in the United Kingdom (British Nuclear Fuels
Limited (BNFL)) and France (Cogéma) to discuss fuel cycle related aspects of the
design and fuel cycle costs.
Overall, the operation of a group such as EFRUG, comprising utilities with
different terms o f reference and practices, has been satisfactory. Higher efficiency,
could have been obtained by establishing a PMG permanent structure in a single
location.

2.2. E F R Associates
In response to an EFRUG request, design companies from France (Novatome,
a division o f Framatome), Germany (Siemens/KWU) and the United Kingdom
(NNC Ltd) formed a joint organization, EFR Associates, to carry out design studies
for the EFR. Initially, Ansaldo (Italy) and Belgonucléaire (Belgium) also participated
in the design work as contributing partners. In the spring o f 1988, some
250 engineers started EFR design studies, each design company being financed by
the corresponding national utility.
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The organization which was set up within EFR Associates is parallel to that
o f EFRUG with (from the top in Fig. 1), the Supervisory Board, the Technical Com
mittee and the Project Management Team (PM T), with meeting frequencies similar
to those o f EFRUG.
It was first necessary to share precisely the studies to be performed by each
company, since the teams are located in Lyon, France, Bensberg, Germany, and Ris
ley, United Kingdom. To this end, the EFR work was subdivided into ‘engineering
work packages’, with clear responsibilities for each company. Later on it was also
decided to increase PM T personnel (up to about ten engineers) and to locate the team
in a single place: the Novatome offices in Lyon were selected. Two ‘local project
m anagers’ were also nominated in the NNC and Siemens offices to be the PMT
correspondents.
In this way the co-ordination o f highly interconnected design activities carried
out in three countries has been very successful. The design companies have rapidly
made significant progress in common understanding, common methods and common
standards, to the full benefit o f the project.
From the internal meetings o f EFR Associates, one should mention the ‘work
shops’. These are full five-day technical sessions held twice a year, alternately in
each country, bringing together all the leader engineers and the PM T staff in order
to perform a comprehensive review of the project progress and to make design
choices.
In addition to the responsibility for the overall design of the nuclear island, the
design companies are in charge o f defining requirements for the R&D actions in
support o f the EFR.

2.3. R&D organizations
The R&D organizations from France (Commissariat à l ’énergie atomique
(CEA)), Germany (Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) and Siemens) and the
United Kingdom (AEA Technology) set up a common structure (Fig. 1) to collect
R&D requests from EFR Associates and progressively completely realigned ongoing
national research activities, cutting out duplication effects and establishing a single
specific programme to validate EFR design features. Since the start of the project,
more than eight hundred researchers in nearly a dozen nuclear centres (Fig. 2) have
been carrying out R&D activities in support o f the EFR design.
R&D financing has been provided on a national basis by the governments (with
a significant contribution from EdF for the French programme). National R&D
budgets have been decreasing steadily since the start of the project in 1988; however,
up to 1992 the overall EFR budget (80 million ECU) has been sufficient, thanks to
the rationalization results of the co-operation.
In 1989, the Management Group for Research and Development (MGRD) was
established, with offices in Karlsruhe, Germany, and Cadarache, France. The
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MGRD reports to the Steering Committee. Staffed with Liaison Agents (one per
country), especially in charge o f the links with the design companies, and with a
Technical Secretariat, the M GRD collects R&D requests from EFR Associates,
transmits them to the national R&D organizations and monitors the results obtained
in the various national research centres (Fig. 3). The EFR programme has been split
into more than a hundred ‘R&D w ork packages’ and more than a thousand individual
‘tasks’. Eleven working groups, called AGTs, were established. Each AGT has a
small management unit consisting o f one chairman and several national co-ordinators
and work package officers who review the requirements and the results in their
respective field and report to the MGRD.
The common structure set up by the R&D organizations has proved to be effi
cient, after an initial period o f settlement, notwithstanding the unavoidable complex
ity arising from the variety o f tasks and interfaces and from the spread o f national
laboratories. Typically, every year, the number o f meetings has been: 2 Steering
Committee, 5 MGRD, 3 M G R D -PM T, 2 M G R D -PM T -PM G , 160 AGT and expert
groups. One ‘Top Level’ meeting (R&D Steering Com mittee-Supervisory Board of
EFR Associates-Board o f EFRUG) has also been held to review the main project
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results o f the current year and to issue directives for the following year. Progress
with the R&D programme has been widely reported. As an example, in 1991, the
R&D organizations issued 619 internal technical reports and 191 publications, in
addition to the regular comprehensive reports giving the yearly updated R&D
requirements (92 pages) and results (280 pages). The ‘EFR Newsletter’ must also
be mentioned. This periodical, edited by the MGRD and giving news on the progress
o f R&D and design studies, publications, project management and meeting sched
ules, has largely contributed to the tightening o f the links between individuals and
companies and to creating an ‘EFR community’ feeling.
In summary, looking back to more than five years of operation o f the organiza
tional system set up within EFRUG, EFR Associates and the R&D organizations,
as well as to their interfaces and working methods, it can be stated that this system
has been undoubtedly successful. M ore than one thousand specialists have been
working efficiently together, even if they are located in twenty or so offices and
laboratories spread around Europe, and even if they belong to several companies of
different nature, terms o f reference and management structure. One major improve
ment could be sought after for future international co-operation o f this kind, i.e.
establishing all the co-ordinating teams (the PMG, the PM T and the MGRD in the
case of the EFR) in the same location and ensuring long term membership in order
to ease communication and improve mutual understanding.
The direct measure o f the successful organizational system is given by the
technical achievements o f the project.
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3.

PROJECT PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The main objectives specified by EFRUG at the start o f the project were that:
— EFR should be regarded as the lead plant o f a commercial series that could be
ordered in the early part o f the next century.
— The design should retain the basic characteristics o f previous national projects
in order to benefit from the operational experience o f the European prototypes,
in particular the first commercial size Creys-M alville plant (Superphénix).
However, all efforts should be made to develop innovative design features to
further improve safety or economics.
— EFR should achieve parity, or near parity, in economic performance between
series ordered fast reactors and contemporary PWRs.
— EFR should be licensable in all participating countries, with an overall safety
level equivalent to that o f future PWRs.

Joint design activity by EFR Associates began in March 1988 (Fig. 4). The
first two year programme (Phase 1) was directed at assessing and gradually eliminat
ing various design options until a conceptual design had been identified. The output
from this phase was the nuclear island consistent design, combining the best features
o f previous national projects with those innovative features which offered benefits
in terms o f safety, reliability and costs. Design validation work (Phase 2) was then
started, but parallel studies on additional innovative features continued until the final
design freeze by autumn 1991. The remaining 18 months of Phase 2 were devoted
to further validation through extensive analytical and experimental work, to a
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detailed cost assessment, to the preparation of a standard safety report and to the
presentation o f the EFR safety case to the Ad-Hoc Safety Club.
The year 1993 has been marked by the completion o f the five year programme
set by EFRUG. The technical achievements are very satisfactory. They can be
summarized as follows:
— Several innovative design features have been validated offering unquestionable
technical improvements with respect to previous national designs. Examples of
these are: the very compact layout o f the reactor (only 17 m in diameter, as
compared with for example the 20 m diameter o f the previous French project,
SPX-2, for the same power output o f 1500 MW(e)); the advanced design of
the reactor roof (thick steel plate, avoiding the use o f concrete and increasing
the mechanical resistance o f the primary containment); and the original design
o f the mixed active/passive decay heat removal system (providing high diver
sity and yet deriving full benefit from sodium natural convection capabilities).
The arrangement o f the reactor structures is shown in Fig. 5.
— The detailed cost assessment of the nuclear island performed by EFR Associ
ates and largely based on quotations from European manufacturers has shown
important construction savings with respect to previous projects. The generat
ing costs were established by the EFRUG utilities on a national basis, taking
into account the national balance of plant designs, maintenance and operating
costs; the fuel cycle data were based on cost information provided by BNFL
and Cogéma. The EFR generating cost and comparison with the national
competing PWR is indicated as a range in Fig. 6 : for EFRs the range covers
the variations due to national tuning and for PWRs the range covers projects
o f Germany and the United Kingdom; for France the reference cost for present
N4 plants is given. Assuming comparable plant availability and commercial
construction conditions for a series, the results point to future economic
competitivity with contemporary PWRs.
— As a preliminary step ahead of any formal licensing procedure, the safety
review performed by the senior European experts o f the Ad-Hoc Safety Club
has given very positive results. Detailed documentation was provided by
EFRUG and EFR Associates for a series o f technical meetings held from the
end o f 1991 until early 1993. This forum allowed the general approach, the
main safety functions and the proposed risk minimization measures against
hypothetical core disruptive accidents to be discussed and any open design
issue to be identified as resulting from differences in national regulatory
requirements. The dialogue was also valuable in clarifying issues which will
need to be addressed if harmonized reactor safety requirements are to be estab
lished internationally. The closing report o f the Ad-Hoc Safety Club gives a
number o f recommendations, such as the need to perform some further analy
sis o f core disruptive accidents, including the recriticality phase, in order to
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complete the justification o f the containment system which has been selected.
Generally, however, the advice given is very encouraging; in particular, it is
confirmed that the targets adopted for the EFR will result, if achieved, in levels
o f safety comparable with those expected from future PW Rs. Overall, EFRUG
is confident o f the likely licensability o f the EFR concept in the participating
countries.

4.

FORW ARD PROGRAMM E

The technical achievements o f the project summarized above indicate that the
EFRUG objectives have been met and that the ambitious goal of an advanced, com
mon European design, which could provide the foundation for possible commercial
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EFPH/year

FIG. 6. Comparison o f EFR and PWR generating costs (EFPH: equivalent full power hours;
cECU: cent ECU; price base: January 1992).

deployment o f fast reactors in the early part o f next century, has been reached. Tech
nically, only four-five more years of site dependent detailed design, R&D support
activities, licensing procedure and preparation o f tenders will be necessary to start
the construction o f a lead plant. However, the EFR partners have decided to post
pone such a pre-construction phase on the basis o f the following considerations:
— With respect to the situation some years ago, the continuing setback to nuclear
energy worldwide and the resulting absence o f stresses in the uranium market
have undoubtedly further postponed the time when the need for commercial
deployment o f breeders will arise. As a consequence, more time is available
before starting any pre-construction activity for the lead plant.
— M ore time is also needed for any European utility to assume the financial risk
o f launching the construction of a new plant. As a matter o f fact, in mid-1992
the Creys-M alville licence was suspended pending work on sodium fire mitiga
tion, a new public enquiry and the licensing procedure. Restart o f the plant is
not expected before m id-1994 and some years o f successful operational
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FIG. 7. Forward programme for the EFR.

experience o f the plant are (and always have been) an essential prerequisite for
considering the construction o f a new plant like the EFR, which is based
precisely on the technology o f Creys-Malville.
— Thanks to their high energy spectrum, fast reactors also have the potential for
plutonium burning, which is worth testing in the present situation o f plutonium
abundance, and for minor actinide burning, which could reduce significantly
the quantity o f long lived radioactive products to be stored. Creys-Malville will
be used to demonstrate actinide burning capabilities. While the present EFR
consistent design provides some breeding flexibility, it is necessary to assess
comprehensively the actual modifications which could allow optimization of a
fast reactor design for efficient actinide burning.
On these bases, a new three year EFR programm e has been launched intended
to benefit from the time available and to redefine a strategy for continuing fast
reactor development. The design programm e o f EFR Associates (Fig. 7) includes
regular updates and maintenance o f the present consistent design, generic design
activities such as the modifications for actinide burning, or for further technicaleconomic improvements and the evaluation o f alternative designs, such as a reduced
power prototype.
Concerning R&D work, the decisions made by the Governments o f Germany
and the United Kingdom at the end o f 1992 to discontinue their direct financing of
fast reactor activities have been accounted for. In these countries the fast reactor
R&D programmes have already been drastically reduced in 1993 and the prospects
for 1994 are limited. However, some support will be maintained, in particular R&D
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work on actinide burning; in fact, international co-operation is already active in the
framework o f the CAPRA project launched by the French CEA.
On the utility side, the actual contributions o f Germany and the United King
dom to the new EFR programme are not yet completely defined from 1994 onward.
W hile these contributions will have to be limited because of the national fast reactor
situations, utilities in the United Kingdom and Germany have confirmed their con
tinuing participation in EFRUG.
In summary, all of the EFR partners support the new three year programme,
which has been started, and intend to maintain their organizational system which has
proved to be efficient, although adaptations to the new state of European
co-operation are being worked out. Above all, they strongly wish to extend EFR
co-operation to the other countries involved in fast reactor development. Spain has
already joined the EFR partners and discussions are in progress with the Russian
Federation, which has shown interest in the new programme. Full international
co-operation will allow sharing o f fast reactor work and results worldwide and will
keep open the option for future commercial deployment.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The five year conceptual design and validation studies carried out since the
beginning o f 1988 until earlier in 1993 have led to very positive technical achieve
ments. Several innovative design features have been validated presenting certain
improvements with respect to previous national projects; confidence has been
acquired on the licensability o f the EFR concept in the participating countries; good
prospects have been demonstrated for the economic competitiveness o f seriesordered fast reactors with future PWRs.
The technical success o f the project is due notably to the organizational system
set up within the EFR partners, which has allowed more than one thousand
specialists to work efficently together even though they are located in several offices
spread around Europe. Therefore, this system is proposed as an example for future
international co-operation o f this kind, when advanced technological development
will have to be handled across nations, thereby spreading costs and reaping the
benefits o f international skills and expertise.
The EFR partners have maintained their successful organizational system for
the new programme they have launched. They strongly wish to extend this
co-operation to the other countries involved in fast reactor development. In spite of
the present difficult situation for fast reactors in W estern Europe, they are deter
mined to keep open the option for future commercial deployment. They remain
convinced that fast reactors are needed for long term energy supply and can
contribute significantly to the management o f the back end o f the fuel cycle.
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Abstract
PROGRESS TOW ARDS A N U C L E A R SA FE TY CONVENTION.
At the IAEA Conference on the Safety of Nuclear Power, held in Vienna in 1991, it
was declared that there is a “ need to consider an integrated approach to all aspects of nuclear
safety...which would be adopted by all governments...” A resolution of the regular session
of the IAEA General Conference in the same year invited the Director General to begin prepa
rations for a nuclear safety convention. The draft convention, discussed at a meeting in
December 1993, is clear in its message and simple in structure. It consists of an introductory
preamble and three chapters. The first chapter contains the objectives and scope. The second
and most substantive deals with the various obligations, while the last chapter deals with enact
ing clauses and other judicial provisions common to international agreements. The preamble
clarifies a number of contentious points. It deals immediately in its opening declaration with
the scope of the convention. The proposed text is very specific. It speaks of the need for safe,
well regulated and environmentally sound nuclear installations, where a nuclear installation
is defined later in the convention document as “ ...A civil nuclear power plant and such
storage, handling and treatment facilities for radioactive materials as are on the same site and
are necessary for operation of the plant.” Chapter 1 in its first article calls for “ the contracting
parties ... to take appropriate measures to achieve and maintain a high level of nuclear safety
worldwide; to protect (against the) harmful effects of man-made ionizing radiation...; to
prevent accidents... and to mitigate their consequences should they occur” . Chapter 2, which
contains the convention’s specific obligations, in its first article mandates reporting on
measures taken to implement each obligation and deals with the situation of currently existing
reactors which may not meet all conditions of the convention. The convention would be
implemented through periodic meetings of contracting parties. In Chapter 3, the final articles
of the convention deal with enacting clauses and other judicial provisions common to
international agreements.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A formal international agreement to strengthen and promote nuclear safety
worldwide should be high on the nuclear community’s agenda. In today’s interdepen
dent world, where large industrial undertakings are multinational ventures, plant
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designs are often o f foreign origin while construction as well as equipment can be
from both imported and domestic sources. Operation undoubtedly involves learning
from others. This blend o f inputs calls for some harmonization of approaches, partic
ularly in the safety sphere. The Republic o f Korea, as a technology importer for
years and as a major exporter today, knows the benefits of common objectives and
targets.
The international drive towards harmonized safety approaches is unmistakably
evident in the evolution o f nuclear power. The past twenty years have seen the
development at the IAEA o f an internationally recognized set o f safety standards for
nuclear power plants. This set, in fact, has been adopted in its entirety by China as
a basis for its growing nuclear power activities. A concurrent development o f widely
used safety review services has promoted a worldwide exchange o f information, par
ticularly in the key operations area. There are already formalized incident-reporting
procedures and binding conventions for physical protection, civil liability, and for
early notification and assistance in case o f accidents.

2.

THE FIRST STEPS

Nevertheless, reluctance and doubt have plagued the development o f a formal
international agreement to strengthen nuclear safety, some believing it premature,
others considering it unnecessary or even undesirable. But, finally, two years ago,
a major consensus developed supporting such an instrument. A conference on the
Safety o f Nuclear P o w er1, held at IAEA Headquarters in Vienna in September
1991, declared that there is a
“ need to consider an integrated approach to all aspects o f nuclear safety, which
would be adopted by all G overnm ents...”
Later that same month, a resolution at the regular session o f the IAEA General
Conference invited the Director General to begin preparations for a nuclear safety
convention. A fifth meeting o f a group o f legal and technical experts in October
1993, two years later, will seek final agreement on a draft document which could
permit formal adoption o f a convention early next year.
Formulating an agreed text has not been an easy task. Almost uncompromising
differences existed between those countries desiring a very detailed and strict con
vention and those wishing a less demanding one. The former, principally the non
nuclear power countries, preferred to see binding internationally agreed detailed
standards, mandatory safety reviews, specific reporting guidelines and emergency
plans involving neighbouring countries. They contended that a convention that is
1

The Safety of Nuclear Power: Strategy for the Future (Proc. Conf. Vienna, 1991),

IAEA, Vienna (1992).
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weak and lacking in substance would be not only technically flawed but also
welcomed by nuclear power opponents as verification that the nuclear industry is not
concerned with strengthening safety.
Those favouring a less demanding convention desired an agreement based on
m ore general fundamental safety principles. For these countries, the basic aim was
to encourage all nations, particularly the developing countries and those with
‘problem ’ reactors, to commit themselves to strengthen reactor safety and to promote
a safety culture. A less prescriptive, incentive oriented convention was seen as
maximizing the number o f countries that would support it.
The draft convention to be discussed at an upcoming meeting in Vienna is clear
in its message and simple in structure. It consists of an introductory preamble and
three chapters. The first chapter contains the objectives and scope. The second and
most substantive deals with the various obligations, while the last chapter deals with
enacting clauses and other judicial provisions common to international agreements.

3.

PREAMBLE

The preamble clarifies a number of contentious points. It deals immediately in
its opening declaration with the scope of the convention. Many countries preferred
to focus on civil nuclear power reactors as the most demanding challenge, while
others would have included the entire spectrum o f nuclear facilities encompassing
fuel cycle activities such as reprocessing and enrichment plants, waste management
facilities and research reactors, as well as military activities. The text is very
specific. It speaks o f the need for safe, well regulated and environmentally sound
nuclear installations, where a nuclear installation is defined later in the convention
document as
“ ... a civil nuclear power plant and such storage, handling and treatment facili
ties for radioactive materials as are on the same site and are necessary for oper
ation o f the plant. ’ ’
At the same time, the preamble also speaks o f the broad agreement which now exists
for a convention on the safety o f waste management by
“ affirming the need to begin promptly the development of an international con
vention on the safety o f waste management as soon as the ongoing process to
develop waste management safety fundamentals has resulted in broad interna
tional agreem ent.”
It suggests also the future development o f instruments for other parts o f the nuclear
future cycle, including research reactors.
The preamble deals with the often expressed concern that an international
agreement in essence could create a supranational regulatory body which would
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infringe upon national sovereignty. It explicitly underscores the convention’s essen
tial principle that overall responsibility for safety rests with the country having a
nuclear installation. It seeks to achieve its objectives through countries adhering to
general rather than to specific and binding technical standards. Thus the preamble
affirms
“ ... that this convention entails a commitment to the application o f fundamen
tal safety principles rather than detailed safety standards and that there are
internationally formulated safety guidelines which are updated from time to
time and so can provide guidance on contemporary means o f achieving a high
level o f safety.”

4.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

In the body o f the document, the first chapter presents the overall objectives
and specific scope and includes some definitions o f terms for the purpose o f the con
vention. Article 1 calls for
“ The Contracting Parties ... to take appropriate measures to achieve and main
tain a high level o f nuclear safety worldwide; to protect (against the) harmful
effects o f man-made ionizing radiation...; to prevent accidents ... and to
mitigate their consequences should they occur.”
It is Article 3 of this first chapter which specificially limits the provisions o f the con
vention to the safety of nuclear installations as already described.

5.

OBLIGATIONS

Chapter Two, which contains the convention’s specific obligations, in its first
Articles mandates reporting on measures taken to implement each obligation and
deals with the situation o f currently existing reactors which may not meet all condi
tions o f the convention. Fundamental principles o f safety are next, taking up the bulk
o f the chapter’s contents. These principles include legislative and regulatory provi
sions, aspects o f the management of safety, and safety in siting, design, operation
and decommissioning. They are stated in general rather than in detailed technical and
prescriptive terms. Procedures for the meeting o f contracting parties and the role o f
the IAEA are the final elements o f this chapter.
In Article 6 the convention deals with the problem o f Soviet designed and older
reactors with recognized safety deficiencies. In recognition o f the complexities
involved, it declares
“ W here installations do not conform with the (Convention’s) obligations... all
practicable improvements shall be made as a m atter o f urgency to (meet) ...
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the obligations o f this Convention. If this cannot be achieved, plans should be
implemented to shut down the installations as soon as practically possible
taking into account the whole energy context and possible alternatives as well
as the social and economic im pact.”
The fundamental principles of Articles 7 through 21 are based on the IA EA ’s
recently issued Safety Fundamentals document2, which offers the most general
guidelines in the IA EA ’s hierarchy o f nuclear safety publications. It represents the
international consensus o f experts on basic safety concepts for the regulation and
operation o f nuclear installations. Overall, the document’s principles call on each
country to:
(a)

(b)

Establish and maintain a legislative framework and independent regulatory
body to govern safety through a system o f licensing, inspection and
enforcement;
Take appropriate steps to ensure an effective safety management system which
is maintained throughout the lifetime o f the installation. This is to be realized
by:
— giving priority and adequate resources to safety,
— ensuring adequately trained staff,
— carrying out safety assessments,
— ensuring adequate radiation protection o f workers and the public,
— establishing emergency plans and an appropriate information policy,
— maintaining a quality assurance programme.

(c)

Take appropriate steps to ensure that technical aspects of siting, design, opera
tion and decommissioning are sufficiently considered and continuously
assessed by engineering and technical support throughout the lifetime o f the
installation.

6.

M EETING OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

The convention would be implemented through periodic meetings o f the Con
tracting Parties. A preparatory meeting would be convened not later than six months
after the convention’s entry into force. The meeting would make recommendations
on the form and content o f the required national reports and establish the process for
reviewing them. A date would be set for the first meeting o f the Parties to review
implementation o f the convention’s obligations, which would not be later than 30
months after its entry into force. Future meeting intervals would normally not exceed
three years.
2

INTERNATIONAL A TOM IC E N E R G Y A G E N C Y , The Safety of Nuclear Instal

lations, Safety Series No. 110, IAEA, Vienna (1993).
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During the meeting o f the Parties, subgroups could be established to review
specific subjects. Each country would have an opportunity to discuss and seek clarifi
cation of any report. A document addressing the safety issues discussed and the
general conclusions concerning possible future action may be adopted by consensus
and made available to the public.
The IA EA ’s International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group has proposed an
implementation scheme on the national level to include a peer review mechanism
which could involve operational reviews such as through the IA EA ’s Operational
Safety Assessment Review Team and Assessment o f Safety Significant Events Team
missions, or by reviews o f the W orld Association o f Nuclear Operators. This would
be followed by the preparation o f a national report for submission at the meeting of
the Contracting Parties which would be reviewed by small groups o f experts to
identify generic areas where special efforts are required.
7.

SECRETARIAT

The IAEA would be the Secretariat for the regular meetings of the Contracting
Parties. It would prepare and service the meetings and transmit information specifi
cally prepared or received. The IAEA could provide other services as requested by
consensus o f the Contracting Parties.
There remain differences o f opinion as to the extent o f the IA EA ’s role in the
Convention’s implementation. W hile there is general agreement that no new body
should be set up, an IAEA role only as a simple conference secretariat is believed
to be insufficient by many countries. For others, a more aggressive technical role
to include carrying out peer safety review missions and technical assessments seems
too intrusive and regulatory in nature.
8.

FINAL CLAUSES AND OTHER PROVISIONS

The final Articles o f the convention deal with enacting clauses and other judi
cial provisions common to international agreements. Article 37 states that the
convention will
“ ...enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date on which governments
o f twenty States, including fifteen States with at least one operating nuclear
installation, have deposited instruments o f ratification with the Director
General o f the International Atomic Energy A gency.”
9.

ENACTM ENT

Some contentious points still remain. Specifics relevant to the review process
at meetings o f the Contracting Parties and the technical role of the IAEA, as well
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as the status of observers, must be finalized. Notwithstanding these issues, the
preparatory work to achieve an international agreement to strengthen and promote
nuclear safety worldwide has advanced to the point where an agreed text should soon
be ready for adoption by a diplomatic conference in 1994. The safety philosophy and
practices involved with a formal legal framework for the safe use o f nuclear power
will foster collective international involvement and commitment. It will be a positive
step towards increasing public confidence in nuclear power. It will also be a valuable
example for other potentially hazardous industries o f our industrial world, including
those involving other energy sources.

TABLE I. CONTENTS OF THE NUCLEAR SAFETY CONVENTION
Preamble
Chapter 1. Objectives and scope
Article 1.

Objectives

Article 2.

Definitions

Article 3.

Scope of application

Chapter 2. Obligations
(a)

(b)

(c)

General provisions
Article 4.

Legislative measures

Article 5.

Reporting

Article 6.

Existing situations

Legislative and regulatory framework
Article 7.

Legislative and regulatory framework

Article 8.

Regulatory body

Management o f safety
Article 9.

Priority to safety

Article 10. Responsibility of the operating organization
Article 11. Financial and human resources
Article 12. Human factors
Article 13. Safety assessment
Article 14. Radiation protection
Article 15. Emergency preparedness
Article 16. Quality assurance
Article 17. Information for the public
(d)

Safety o f installations
Article 18. Siting
Article 19. Design
Article 20. Operation
Article 21. Decommissioning
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TABLE I. (cont.)
(e)

Meetings o f the Contracting Parties
Article 22. Implementation
Article 23. Timetable for meetings of Contracting Parties
Article 24. Procedural functions at meetings of Contracting Parties
Article 25. Representation at meetings of Contracting Parties
Article 26. Reviewing of reports at meetings
Article 27. Summary reports from the meetings of Contracting Parties
Article 28. Observers at meetings of Contracting Parties
Article 29. Extraordinary meetings
Article 30. Amendments to the convention
Article 31. Official languages
Article 32. Confidentiality
Article 33. Secretariat

Chapter 3. Final clauses and other provisions
Article 34. Resolution of disagreements
Article 35. Signature
Article 36. Ratification, acceptance, approval, accession
Article 37. Entry into force
Article 38. Denunciation
Article 39. Depositary
Article 40. Authentic texts
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Panel:
The Role of International Organizations
Statement
K . U em atsu
D irector General
Nuclear Energy Agency o f the OECD
Paris

1.

LESSONS LEARNED BY TH E OECD/NEA

The Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA) was established in
1957. That was a time o f bright hope for the use o f nuclear power. In that flush of
enthusiasm, several major international joint undertakings were entrusted to the
OECD/NEA. These early projects were only partially successful. While they
provided the test beds for technology which has since been used successfully in other
installations, they did not lead directly to the joint industrial investments that were
foreseen at the outset.
In 1957, a group of European countries considered the pooling of their techni
cal, financial and human resources, essential for getting the nuclear industry in
Europe off the ground. The OECD/NEA thus launched the joint construction of
prototype reactors and pilot nuclear fuel cycle plants. Three joint undertakings were
set up in quick succession: the Halden Project (1958), situated in Norway, a research
and experimental programme for the development o f a boiling heavy water reactor
(BHWR); the Dragon Project (1959), which provided for the construction and opera
tion o f a high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGCR) at W infrith (United
Kingdom); and the Eurochemic Company (1959), set up for the development and
exchange of know-how on the chemical processing o f irradiated fuel.
After a few years, the earlier predictions o f the future o f the energy situation
proved to be wrong, which was the primary reason why the OECD /N EA ’s original
plans did not meet their goals. The unexpectedly rapid transition from broad-based
research on different reactor systems to the industrial exploitation o f one or two suc
cessful reactor lines greatly altered, and later hampered, the planned co-operative
efforts. This is why the Euratom research programme was dispersed in a number of
projects based on the diversity of national interests. Similarly, the OECD/NEA did
not succeed in setting up as many joint undertakings for developing various reactor
prototypes as had been anticipated, apart from the Dragon HTGCR and the Halden
BHWR. The efforts to develop European fuel cycle installations were finally limited
to the creation o f the Eurochemic Company for the reprocessing o f irradiated fuel.
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However, to accurately evaluate the global results o f nuclear co-operation in R&D,
it should be recalled that during the best period (in the second part of the 1960s),
the maximum joint investment in W estern Europe did not represent much more than
5% o f the total public financing of nuclear R&D.
As from the middle of the 1960s, other international projects under considera
tion within intergovernmental organizations were either abandoned, such as an
OECD/NEA sponsored nuclear merchant ship and the Orgel Project of Euratom, or
were continued in the form o f bilateral co-operation, as was the case for the neutron
high flux reactor at Grenoble, in France. A few years later, a new form of interna
tional project appeared, sponsored outside intergovernmental organizations and
operated by the industry from both the public and private sectors. This was the case
for the development o f FBRs and uranium enrichment plants. The way towards
European co-operation for the development of FBRs was paved by Euratom through
a number o f association contracts, but the decisive step at the industrial scale, namely
the construction o f Superphénix, was made possible through co-operation between
the utilities and industry in the framework o f NERSA. The same form of co
operation has been used in the case of Urenco and Eurodif for the construction of
industrial plants for the enrichment of uranium, which had been first considered
within the OECD/NEA.
The OECD/NEA joint projects launched after the mid-1960s were on a con
siderably smaller scale and were primarily related to fundamental research — an area
o f direct interest to governments. OECD/NEA-sponsored joint operational projects
now tend to be concentrated in the fields of nuclear safety and radioactive waste
management, which at present offer the best prospects for international co-operative
R&D projects. None of the present projects, however, is intended to have the same
industrial impact as the initial efforts of the 1950s: many of the external circums
tances are, o f course, very different from those existing at that time. Nevertheless,
it can be argued that the desirability o f international efforts is as marked now as it
was then. Perhaps different approaches will have to be taken to get new projects
started.

2.

HOW CAN TH E INTERNATIONAL PROJECT BE SUCCESSFUL?

One of the main lessons to be drawn from the last thirty years regarding condi
tions for achieving fruitful international co-operation is that the critical phase for
joint projects arises at the time when R&D results are translated into industrial appli
cations. The success o f this transition requires close association between industry and
the project, a relatively restricted number o f participants and an agreed evaluation
and partition of the market potential. Such conditions are not always easy to reconcile
with the institutional mechanisms of intergovernmental organizations and their
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general objective of promoting the transfer of technology between all participating
countries.
Another important condition for the success o f large international research pro
grammes has often been overlooked. Such programmes or development projects
must hinge on a joint scientific and industrial strategy agreed to by all participating
countries. In the absence of such a common strategy, the efforts and resources of
scientific programmes will be dispersed in a number o f particular actions o f interest
to one country or another.
The difficulties that have been experienced with these international projects
confirm that the scope o f intergovernmental co-operation in a technological area
tends to decrease with the progress made towards industrial development.
Experience also shows that achieving closer forms of co-operative action requires a
higher degree of homogeneity between partners, a clear consensus on objectives, a
good complementarity between national and international programmes and a willing
ness to share the benefits and risks o f such ventures.

3.

ADVANCED REACTORS AND TH E ATTITUDE OF THE UTILITIES

The reactors we use today have the advantage that an enormous amount of
operating experience has been built up by, and to a large extent shared amongst, the
electricity utilities. This will predispose them to continue to use the same reactor
types or something that very closely resembles them. The phrase is ‘evolution not
revolution’. Yet that approach might prevent the industry from capturing, over a
fairly short time, the gains that could be made by introducing other types o f reactor.
W orking groups of the OECD/NEA have spent quite some effort in assessing
what those gains could be. There are concepts for water cooled reactors, gas cooled
reactors and liquid metal cooled reactors. In all concepts, there are efforts to improve
on the already high safety standards that have been implemented in OECD countries,
and there is a recognition o f the need for improved economy through both simplified
and cheaper construction and through higher reliability and reduced operating costs.
The goals o f safety and economy are not seen as being at all in conflict, nor do they
conflict with the need to give greater public health and environmental protection as
compared with other energy sources.
The potential for major advances in technology is indisputable, as are the pos
sible benefits. The question is how to bring the advances into use in a timely manner.
Now that the public’s expectations o f the safety o f nuclear plants is very high, and
properly so, it has become very expensive to undertake all the design work,
engineering analysis, computer simulation, and component and prototype testing that
are required to satisfy the licensing authorities. A vicious circle has been created.
The plant manufacturers cannot afford to build large prototype or demonstration
plants without the certainty o f a good number o f follow-on orders. An electricity
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utility can afford only a comparatively small risk in moving to new technology for
its next plant. Any such decision by an individual utility would involve a prolonged
delay before the benefits, which are already seen to exist, could be realized.
In reaction to this problem, there has already been some grouping among utili
ties, as well as between manufacturers, sometimes with government support, so that
the burdens can be shared. In some cases the arrangements are within a purely
national context, although stretching across various sectors o f industry and govern
ment. In other cases there is international co-operation either between utilities or
between manufacturers. The challenge seems so great, however, and the roles of the
utilities, manufacturers and governments so interdependent, that probably only by
bringing many actors together will it be possible to make tangible progress in
introducing new reactor types.

4.

TH E ROLE OF GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY

In this regard, I believe it is also time to restore the responsibility of govern
ments to carry more of the financial and political burden. In the early days of nuclear
power, there was a strong tendency for governments to lead technological develop
ment and to bring new concepts to the demonstration stage. However, several years
ago, the idea that ‘small is beautiful’ became the order of the day, particularly in
W estern countries. This led to a shrinking of government responsibilities in research
and industrial undertakings. The onus was placed on the use o f private money, on
the concept of ‘user pay’, and on short term planning. In my view, such an approach
will be insufficient to ensure the development of new reactor technology. W ithin
each country, it is not possible to say that government and industry each have their
own specific role to play. One cannot simply say that it is up to each industry to iden
tify the requirements, carry out R&D, develop new concepts, and ‘may the best man
w in’ !
Both government and industry must work together to establish clear objectives,
forward looking policies and well co-ordinated, long range programmes. There must
be strong commitment from both sides to R&D. For example, a particularly thorny
problem is that of safety regulations. Each country using nuclear power has built up
expertise in regulating the sort o f reactors it uses and has integrated its nuclear
regulatory apparatus into an existing framework of law that can differ markedly from
that in other countries. It is not surprising, therefore, that there is no common inter
national standard for assessing in detail the expected safety performance o f a reactor.
The licensability o f any given reactor design will therefore vary from country to
country. This in itself will militate against the introduction of new reactors, particu
larly any designed for a particular slot in the market. Again, this is a problem that
is recognized and attempts are being made to find solutions. It cannot be expected,
however, that acceptable solutions will be found if the search is not conducted jointly
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by all the parties concerned: the utilities, the manufacturers and the regulators. To
bring this about is the task o f those who wish to be able to rely on nuclear power
and to capture the full benefits it can offer; and this obviously includes governments.
The development o f energy technology, including nuclear, must be seen as an
integral part of the broad approach that modern societies must take to meet the
energy and environmental challenges o f tomorrow. This calls for well conceived and
targeted programmes at the national level, and for new and wider forms of co
operation at the international level. In both cases, governments need to be involved.
In the early history o f the O EC D /N EA ’s co-operative projects, it seems clear
with hindsight that there was not enough involvement o f industry for the projects to
be brought through into the market place. We should certainly avoid repeating that
tendency.
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Panel:
The Role of International Organizations
Statement
S. Finzi
Directorate-General for Environment, Nuclear Safety
and Civil Protection
Commission of the European Communities
Brussels

On 1 November 1993, the M aastricht Treaty will formally enter into opera
tion, marking the transformation o f the European Community into the European
Union (EU). For the purpose o f our discussion, this transformation does not change
the responsibilities of the authorities in the individual M ember States as far as nuclear
energy is concerned. This means, in particular, the choice of national energy policies
and, with regard to nuclear safety, the responsibility of all the actors involved —
from the utilities to the regulators. Nevertheless, it will necessarily involve these
authorities in the process of implementation of the single market, and also in some
joint political commitments, such as, for example, acting for the improvement o f the
situation in Central and Eastern Europe and in the States o f the form er USSR.
In this context, on the one hand the process of harmonizing nuclear safety
requirements in the larger sense — ranging from radiation protection, which was
addressed from the beginnings o f the EU and was a large responsibility of the
Commission of the European Communities (CEC) itself, to the safety of nuclear
installations and to waste management — was recently reactivated. On the other
hand, the EU decided to implement programmes o f technical assistance to the
Eastern European States — many of you are familiar with the PHARE and TACIS
assistance programmes.
At this Symposium, the question o f the development o f advanced nuclear
power systems was put into the more general perspective o f the future development
of nuclear energy. I agree with this approach and will look at the more concrete
aspects o f the different problems which are examined:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Waste management;
Role o f nuclear energy in the energy mix, in particular the interaction between
energy and the environment;
Ensuring the safety o f the present generation o f reactors, in particular the
safety of Eastern European plants;
Harmonization of safety requirements for the future generation of reactors.
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How does the CEC, the executive body of the EU, approach these problems?
— Waste management. A Community Action Plan was launched in 1980 and was
confirmed by a Council Resolution in June 1992, committing the Member
States and the CEC to a number of actions aimed at the attainment of a con
sensus at the Community level. A relatively important research programme
was associated with the Plan, which gave not only technical results, but essen
tially provided the incentive for all Member State organizations to work
together. Before the end of 1993, a communication from the commission to the
Council of Ministers on a “ Community Strategy on Radioactive Waste
M anagement” will be published, and an open debate on this communication
is expected. This strategy can also serve outside the EU , but is certainly
indispensable inside the single market and the EU boundaries.
— Environment. Looking at the environmental consequences o f energy choices,
an important debate is taking place at the EU level on C 0 2 and energy
taxation (J. de Jong (Paper IAEA-SM -332/III.PL-2) mentioned this at this
Symposium). I do not want to enter into a description o f this debate, which still
finds M ember States holding different positions; I only want to remark that
perhaps, inside the EU, this debate represents the first occasion to discuss an
energy policy to which Member States may be committed together.
— Safety in Eastern Europe. On the technical assistance to Eastern European
countries, I recognize the validity of what J. Beranek (Paper IAEASM-332/HI.2) told us at this Symposium, that the reconstruction, or implemen
tation, of nuclear energy programmes in Eastern European countries will only
be the result o f a national policy decision accompanied by the domestic
economic possibilities o f the countries concerned. However, this does not
reduce the value of the assistance programme which is being implemented by
the EU.
In order to make assistance on operational and design safety and on support
to safety authorities more concrete, the CEC has brought together the relevant
European organizations: electrical utilities (TPEG) and suppliers of nuclear power
plants (ENAC), on the one hand, and safety authorities (RAMG) and their support
organizations (TSO) on the other. In the matter o f waste management, a consortium
of specialized EU agencies was formed, called CASSIOPEE.
Collaboration within these bodies is extremely fruitful since the assistance
projects provide European organizations with a challenge for producing harmonized
solutions.
Let us come to the last point, which is in line with the theme of this
Symposium: the harmonization of safety objectives for the future generation of
reactors. W hat is the CEC doing, following the Resolution of the Council of
Ministers underlining the importance of technological progress in relation to nuclear
safety?
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There is an EU R & D programme, managed by the CEC, which is modest at
present in budget but ambitious in the aim o f promoting co-operation and
co-ordination at the EU level.
I would also like to mention an important study being launched by the CEC
and entrusted to the TSO group, the technical safety organizations which in the
M ember States act jointly to support the safety authorities in safety analyses. The
general objective of this three year study is to achieve, through the collaboration of
the TSOs, a common view on technical safety issues related to the large evolutionary
PWR in Europe which is envisaged for the next decade. The study will focus on the
European Pressurized W ater Reactor (EPR) project developed by French and
German utilities and vendors. It will also consider relevant projects of different size
developed outside the EU. Further, it will make use of the requirements developed
by European utilities and take advantage o f the recommendations made by the French
and German nuclear safety advisory groups. In no way should this project be seen
as a safety evaluation of the EPR project, and it will not interfere with bilateral
French-G erm an activities and ongoing national licensing procedures. It is expected
that this study will constitute a significant step towards the development of a firm
common safety approach in the EU countries.
Finally, I would like to mention another important project launched by the
CEC which is pertinent to the theme o f this Symposium: “ A Joint E C -R F Analysis
o f European Challenges and Solutions in Nuclear Safety” . This is a joint СЕС/
Russian Federation study on how to improve safety in main reactor systems. It will
be developed in two parts. In the first part, “ Evolution of Safety Requirements for
Nuclear Power Plants” , safety objectives and practices will be jointly identified for
a period of some twenty years from now. In the second part, “ Challenges and
Solutions” , areas will be identified in which developments and initiatives can be
expected.
The study involves a number of contractors and technical support organizations
of the EU, and is co-ordinated by Electricité de France and the Gesellschaft für
Reaktorsicherheit, respectively, and an equivalent number o f Russian counterparts.
The study programme is neither a duplication o f existing assistance projects nor an
act o f diagnosis, but rather a multi-purpose analysis directed at:
— Emphasizing co-operation between the EU and the Russian Federation and
enhancing the transfer of technology,
— Addressing the basis for future perspectives and innovative concepts.
Let me conclude with a personal message that I feel able to give, given my long
experience in the nuclear field. It seems to me im portant to establish:
— A very clear definition o f the role and responsibilities o f different partners at
all levels: inside the individual States — this was recommended by
A .C. Lacoste (Papers IA EA -SM -332/III.PL-l and IV .2) at this Symposium —
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but also at all international levels. Individual organizations should be given
their appropriate definitions, tasks and corresponding means.
— The importance of efficient communication. But when concrete goals have to
be pursued the organization of joint work is necessary, which implies real
commitments and adequate means.
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The Role of International Organizations
Statement
D .J. M cG off
Office of Civilian Reactor Development
United States Department o f Energy
W ashington, D .C.
United States o f America

This Symposium has confirmed a number of important points regarding future
nuclear power plants. Among these, two were especially pertinent to this Panel:
— A number o f issues must be resolved concerning new nuclear plants,
— International co-operation can help to deal with many o f these issues.
I would like to briefly review areas of beneficial international co-operation and
provide some remarks concerning organizations which might be the appropriate
vehicles for such co-operation.
There are several potential areas for beneficial co-operation:
— Research to confirm the safety o f advanced reactors;
— Safety regulatory practices;
— Development o f advanced technologies;
— Operational practices;
— Institutional factors, such as the need for nuclear power and issues related to
public acceptance.
There are a wide range o f possible organizational vehicles for such co
operation. These include:
— International bodies, such as the OECD and the IAEA;
— Government-to-govemment bilateral or multilateral agreements;
— Private sector co-operation between groups o f utilities and/or manufacturers.
With regard to co-operation on safety research, experience has shown that
international co-operation is quite valuable in providing a common basis o f under
standing of phenomena important to safety. To mention only a few, the SEFOR,
LOFT and Three Mile Island R&D programmes have worked well under multi
national auspices, with international organizations serving as facilitators.
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In the area o f safety regulation, it is clear that it is the responsibility of each
country to define the acceptable level o f risk, and the nature of its regulatory system
in order to attain desired safety levels. International interaction can be beneficial in:
—
—
—
—

Defining general safety principles,
Developing a common vocabulary in safety areas,
Assisting new nuclear power states in setting up their regulatory systems,
Exchanging information on regulatory experience.

With respect to the development of advanced systems, the roles are greatly
dependent on the stage of development, i.e. whether the development is short or long
term. In the case of short term development, where a system is close to deployment,
utility organizations are best able to define the needs (as, for example, in the
Advanced Light W ater Reactor Requirements Document). In addition, industrial
co-operation on development is necessary to ensure that a sufficient supporting
commercial infrastructure is available.
In the case of longer term development, costs and risks may be too high for
industry or even for a single state. Examples would be complex fusion machines,
or the more advanced fission alternatives. Here it is likely that multinational
co-operation will be quite important.
The exchange of information on operational practices and experience is
obviously important. In this area, activities undertaken by organizations such as the
W orld Association of Nuclear Operators seem to be quite successful.
There are several institutional areas where international co-operation can be
beneficial. These include analyses concerning the need for nuclear power, the
environmental benefits accompanying its use, and public information assistance.
Even though customs and values may be different in various states, co-operation on
general principles seems useful.
Thus, there appear to be many needs and many possible vehicles for
co-operation. It is important to match the appropriate vehicle with each need.
In this regard, I believe that the IAEA does many things well, does some things
very well, and has unique capabilities in a few areas, such as international
safeguards. In my view, there is a need for the IAEA to focus its resources on the
most important areas and to avoid spreading itself too thinly by attempting to address
all problems.
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The Role of International Organizations
Statement
P . B acher
Electricité de France
Paris
France

Before addressing the topic o f the role o f international organizations in promot
ing the next generation of reactors, I think that the potential barriers have to be put
into perspective. These barriers being political rather than technical, we should first
clearly identify the political priorities. My (personal) ranking is as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Non-proliferation: Should the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation o f Nuclear
W eapons (NPT) not be extended beyond 1 9 9 5 ,1 believe civilian nuclear power
will be in jeopardy.
Long term waste management: No rapid decision is necessary, but people have
to be convinced that the question is well managed. I believe international
organizations, both regional such as the European Union (EU) and worldwide
such as the IAEA, can help to find solutions.
N eed fo r nuclear power: Each organization (the EU, OECD and IAEA) has
a role to play in relation to other United Nations organizations in bringing
about a better understanding of the stakes involved in meeting world energy
demand and recommending that nuclear power be made part of the energy mix.
The virtual ‘censorship’ on nuclear power at the 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development, in Rio de Janeiro, shows how
far we are from this goal.
Avoiding another severe accident: Each organization, particularly the EU and
the IAEA, has to help restore confidence in operators and regulators in Eastern
European countries (and perhaps a few others). O f course, W estern and
Japanese utilities must do their share through their own organizations (e.g. the
World Association of Nuclear Operators and the International Union of
Producers and Distributors o f Electrical Energy).

Addressing now the question o f future reactors, and more specifically the next
generation of plants, I believe that:
(a)

The general guidance given in INSAG-3 [1], INSAG-4 [2] and INSAG-5 [3]
is sufficient — if it is followed — to ensure that future plants will be safe
enough (with one addition which INSAG should clarify: how should one
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understand “ realistically conceivable severe accidents” and “ no significant
off-site radiological im pact” ?). W ithin this guidance, plant designers should
be left with enough leeway to make the best use o f past experience and techno
logical progress. Therefore, the IAEA should not go into greater detail, but
rather widely support the dissemination of these INS AG publications.
The IAEA has done an excellent job in clarifying some definitions, particularly
by introducing the terms ‘inherent safety features’, ‘natural safety features’ and
‘passive safety features’, and by commenting on the different degrees of
‘passivity’.
There is a need for ‘regulatory consensus’ on methodologies associated with
key safety objectives, such as source term completion methods (and input data)
associated with off-site consequences. Basic work can probably be done best
through bilateral or multilateral discussions between the regulatory authorities
and between the utilities o f the countries most active in future designs. But
international organizations should act immediately after as a ‘federation’,
providing a forum for broader exchanges.

R E FE R E N C ES
[1]

INTERNATIONAL

ATOM IC EN ERG Y A G E N C Y , Basic Safety Principles for

Nuclear Power Plants, Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3, IAEA, Vienna (1988).
[2]

INTERNATIONAL

ATOM IC EN ERG Y A G E N C Y , Safety Culture, Safety Series

No, 75-INSAG-4, IAEA, Vienna (1991).
[3]

INTERNATIONAL

ATOM IC EN ERG Y A G E N C Y , The Safety of Nuclear Power,

Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-5, IAEA, Vienna (1992).
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Nuclear Pow er Institute of China
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The IAEA has contributed greatly to, and played a very important role in, the
development of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and in enhancing nuclear safety.
China has benefited from technical co-operation projects o f the IAEA and other
international organizations and through technology transfer from certain foreign
companies. All o f these activities have certainly accelerated the development of
nuclear power plants and research w ork on an advanced nuclear reactor in China.
With regard to nuclear power development, every country has encountered
such barriers as public acceptance, financing, technology, safety regulations, radio
active waste storage and treatment, and a shortage o f personnel. For some develop
ing countries, such as China, the main problems in nuclear power development are
financing, technology and a shortage o f qualified and experienced personnel.
International co-operation is very important in resolving these problems in
developing countries. The sharing of experience and results accumulated inter
nationally is expected to improve cost-effectiveness, alleviate the shortage of person
nel and speed up the pace o f development in China for both present and advanced
nuclear pow er plants. In this regard, some ideas or suggestions for the IAEA and
other international organizations, based on the background and situation in China,
are presented as follows:
(a)

The IAEA is expected to play a m ore important role in the development and
deployment o f advanced nuclear power plants, not only as a promoter, but also
as a co-ordinator. It is suggested that efforts should be made to:
— Hold IAEA technical meetings in this field, such as this symposium.
— Establish safety principles and design criteria for advanced nuclear power
plants through international co-operation. These should be based on the
experience and technology achieved and accepted economically by both the
public and utilities.
— Strengthen international co-operation in R&D work on advanced nuclear
power plants to avoid duplication of work conducted in different countries.
Greater collaboration will certainly result in a common view on the assessment
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and acceptability o f advanced nuclear power plant design features. China is
willing to join in international co-operation efforts.
(b)

(c)

(d)

There are already several types o f advanced nuclear power plant designs,
though some are at a very early stage o f development. It could be rather
difficult in the case o f PW Rs, and even more so with advanced PWRs, but an
international meeting should be organized to select or recommend, on the basis
o f a broad assessment, one or two advanced nuclear power plant designs as
model designs. An attempt could then be made to construct a demonstration
plant in the beginning o f the next century. This might be helpful in persuading
the public to accept the deployment of advanced nuclear power systems. In
China there is a saying: “ Seeing it once is better than hearing it a hundred
tim es” . W e are willing to make our contribution (we are also willing to build
the first demonstration plant in China).
The shortage o f personnel is one o f the problems facing nuclear power
development in developing countries. The IAEA should pay more attention to
organizing regular training programmes on nuclear power plant management,
operator training and maintenance; and, if possible, a few training centres in
certain Member States should be selected as permanent IAEA training facili
ties. It will be helpful for trainees from developing countries to have the oppor
tunity to study at the current international technical standard and, if possible,
acquire the same safety culture.
The biggest difficulty in the development o f nuclear power in some developing
countries such as China is obtaining resources for financing. If the IAEA and
other international organizations could help these countries in obtaining
favourable terms for loans, it would significantly promote nuclear power
development in these countries.
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The Role of International Organizations
Panel Summary

As a general observation, it would appear that there is a much greater degree
of consensus within the nuclear community (a group which is not particularly
homogeneous) regarding the essential objectives than there is among those who are
charged with overseeing energy policies. “ Technically desirable, but politically not
feasible” , as was once observed by a politician, points to a problem that the nuclear
community alone cannot solve. W hat the community can do is improve its products
in the widest sense o f the word: what we see right now is impressive and will be
even better. Since any pronouncement from the industry may be seen as being
biased, what is necessary is for politicians to contribute to finding more commonality
in their positions and objectives as to what energy strategies should be pursued, just
as the nuclear community should harmonize its technical, economic and safety objec
tives and approaches. To the extent that factual information or co-operative activities
are needed, international organizations stand ready, as in the past, to offer their
expertise.
The Panel discussion concentrated on two major issues: (a) harmonization of
design requirements for future reactors, and (b) establishment o f an international
advanced reactor demonstration plant project.
In the USA, utility requirements for advanced LWRs have been worked out
in a joint effort between utilities and vendor organizations; this effort also includes
considerable international participation. A similar effort is currently taking place in
Europe. One subgoal o f European activity is to harmonize general objectives with
those in the USA. The harmonization o f requirements for advanced water cooled
reactors in countries which are planning to start or expand their nuclear power plants
was regarded as being highly desirable, and international organizations could con
tribute significantly in achieving this goal.
The establishment o f an international advanced reactor demonstration plant
project was suggested by several participants. Although the international organiza
tions represented on the Panel considered the proposal to be possible in principle,
several factors were identified that needed to be clarified before such a project could
be initiated:
— Long term objectives for the project have to be established;
— There must be substantial national research, development and design activities;
— There must be balanced contributions from the partners in an international
project;
— The sharing o f risks has to be defined;
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— The selection o f one advanced reactor concept appears to be difficult and has
to be done by the project partners, rather than by an international organization;
— Protection o f commercial interests appears to be difficult;
— Strong governmental support is necessary.
In addition to these issues, new options for enhancing know-how and technol
ogy transfer to developing countries were discussed, including the delegation of
experts from industrialized countries to developing countries for longer working
periods, with financial support from international organizations.

CLOSING SESSION
(Session V)
C h airm an
B .A . SEM EN O V
(IAEA)

IAEA-SM-332/V. 1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
OF THE SYMPOSIUM
B .A . Semenov
Department o f Nuclear Energy and Safety
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna

I am honoured to chair the Closing Session o f this Symposium. The Sympo
sium opened only two days ago and we have heard many interesting presentations
and have had lively Panel discussions. I will attempt to summarize the main conclu
sions arising from our discussions. The summaries o f the Panel discussions, which
supported the technical presentations, are given at the end o f each set o f Panel
statements.
The first session reviewed future energy needs, including the possible role of
nuclear power, and an update was provided on the state of the art o f advanced nuclear
reactor systems. I feel we all agree that despite current barriers, nuclear power will
play an important role in meeting the growing world requirements for electricity and
energy, since it is a proven, commercially competitive and environmentally benign
energy source. W e expect that nuclear power will start to revive at the end o f this
century or the beginning o f the next, with the use, in particular, o f advanced nuclear
power systems. The next generation water cooled reactors currently under design
and licensing review will, in the short and medium terms, be the main contributors
to this revival. A m arket has also been claimed for small and medium sized reactors.
In the longer term , breeder reactors will also be needed to use uranium effectively;
some more innovative future reactors may also find commercial application.
In Session II, design and safety objectives were presented by various bodies
representing the views of industry and o f regulatory organizations. Very interesting
and important information was presented on the design and safety objectives of
advanced nuclear power systems. The papers and discussions clearly demonstrated
that the advanced systems designed in different countries include, as one may expect,
advanced features, and are safer, simpler and, hopefully, at least not more expensive
than their predecessors.
The discussion in this session also demonstrated that harmonization o f design
and safety objectives is really needed. This is being realized at the level of groups
of utilities or groups o f countries, and the possibility and desirability of wider inter
national harmonization at a later stage has been suggested as a topic for further dis
cussion and consideration.
New approaches in the regulatory requirements for advanced nuclear power
systems were addressed in the Panel in Session II, and we witnessed lively
discussions, I refer you to the summary o f the Panel (IAEA-SM-332/II.PL-6).
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In Session III, discussions focused on the barriers and strategies for the deploy
ment o f advanced nuclear power systems. The barriers comprise technical, economic
and sociopolitical factors which differ from country to country. However, some
common elements were identified, such as a lack o f public acceptance, the need for
a stable and efficient licensing process and the necessity of regaining investor confi
dence. It was suggested that common strategies be developed, where possible, to
overcome these barriers. An international forum is needed to exchange information
and views on experience from different countries.
New approaches to public acceptance were identified in communicating with
the public, such as the provision o f simple, clear and easily understandable informa
tion. This information should include a description o f the benefits o f nuclear energy
as compared with other energy options rather than comparisons o f the risks. The
credible exclusion o f catastrophic accident scenarios was suggested as a means of
avoiding off-site emergency measures. This approach was considered crucial in
order to gain public acceptance (see the Panel Summary (IAEA-SM-332/III.PL-6)).
Examples o f international co-operation were given in Session IV. The opportu
nity and need for international co-operation in overcoming the barriers, and the role
o f international organizations were discussed during the session and in the Panel. It
was stressed that a global international co-operation scheme needed to be established
as soon as possible for the development and deployment o f advanced nuclear power
systems under the leadership of international organizations such as the IAEA. It was
also noted that regional co-operation programmes were equally important in provid
ing the basis o f global co-operation. Sharing operator experience through enhanced
international co-operation is also very important in defining safety issues and design
criteria for the future development o f advanced nuclear power systems (see the Panel
Summary (IAEA-SM -332/IV.PL-6)).
By and large, there seems to be much greater agreement in the nuclear commu
nity, a group which is not particularly homogeneous, about the essential objectives
and the means for achieving consensus than among those who are charged with over
seeing energy policies. As mentioned earlier, the expression “ technically desirable,
but politically not feasible” points to a problem that the nuclear community alone
cannot solve.
W hat the nuclear community is doing is to improve its products in the widest
sense o f the word, and what we see is impressive and will become even better. Since
whatever judgem ent we make will certainly be considered biased, it is necessary for
politicians to find m ore common ground on what energy strategies and objectives
should be pursued. This is just as important as the need for the nuclear community
to harmonize its technical, economic and safety objectives and approaches. To the
extent that factual information or co-operative activities are needed, international
organizations stand ready, as in the past, to offer their expertise.
We have had three days o f very fruitful discussions, and I am sure that when
we return home we will evaluate the results o f this Symposium and incorporate
relevant elements in our organizations and programmes
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